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Posing, Candor, and the Realisms of Photographic Portraiture, 1839-1945 
 





This study offers a history of the concept of realism in portrait photography through the 
examination of a set of categories that have colored photographic practices since the origins of 
the medium in 1839: the posed and the candid. The first section of this study deals with the 
practices of posing in early photography, with chapters on the daguerreotype, the carte de visite, 
and the amateur snapshot photograph. Considering technological advances in conjunction with 
prevailing cultural mores and aesthetic practices, this section traces the changing cultural 
meaning of the portrait photograph, the obsolescence of the pose, and the emergence of an 
“unposed” aesthetic in photography. The second section of this study examines three key 
photographers and their strategies of photographic representation, all of which involved candid 
photography: it looks at Erich Salomon’s pioneering photojournalism, Humphrey Spender’s 
politicized sociological photography, and Walker Evans’ complex maneuvering of the 
documentary form. Here, the emphasis is on the ways in which the trope of the candid informed 
these three distinct spheres of photography in the early 20th century, and the ways in which the 
photographic aesthetic of candor cohered with—or contested—political and cultural 
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Introduction: The Posed and the Candid 
In a memorable segment of Camera Lucida, Roland Barthes meditates on the process of being 
photographed, writing: “Once I feel myself observed by the lens, everything changes: I constitute 
myself in the process of ‘posing,’ I instantaneously make another body for myself, I transform 
myself in advance into an image.”1  
The phenomenon that Barthes describes is utterly familiar to 21st-century observers, but 
photography’s sitters have not always had such an instinctive response to the presence of the 
camera. When photography was new, and people were unaccustomed to the idea of a technology 
that could capture and permanently fix their likenesses, those who sat for photographic portraits 
tended to approach the experience with reluctance, and to array themselves before the camera 
with definite discomfort. This discomfort is amply conveyed in mid-19th-century discussions of 
photographic portraiture—which were a fixture of the journalism and literature of the era, and 
which often figured into personal correspondence—as well as in the photographs themselves.  
The examination of those photographs and those textual accounts makes it clear that the 
history of photography has a parallel, largely untold history, one that is, like Barthes’ ruminative 
book, self-reflexive and subject-centered: the history of being photographed; of the experience of 
being transformed into an image. In spite of the volubility with which early photography’s 
contemporaries discussed their experiences of “being taken,” as the process of having one’s 
photograph taken was often called, there has been surprisingly little historical scholarship on the 
experience of the photographed subject that has allowed that subject to speak.  
Nor has there been adequate systematic attention to the experience of photographing as it 
has changed over time and across photography’s multiple functions. Though it would be wholly 
                                                
1 Roland Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography, trans. Richard Howard (New York: Hill  
and Wang, 1981), 12. 
 2 
inaccurate to suggest that the experiences of photographers remain obscure, those experiences, 
whether described biographically or autobiographically, are usually narrated through the lens of 
individual artistic vision, a perspective that tends to come at the expense of attention to broader 
structural developments and their interrelatedness with aesthetic practice.  
This project aims to make some inroads by offering a genealogy of two conflicting 
concepts whose tension was at the crux of photographic practice, as well as the cultural meaning 
of photography, in the medium’s first century of existence: the posed and the candid. By “posed” 
I mean knowingly presenting oneself before the camera—or being presented to the camera by the 
intervention of another—with the intention of being photographed; the pose, as it is discussed 
here, encompasses bodily comportment and facial expression. By “candid” I mean the unposed 
photographing of human subjects, typically without their awareness that they are being 
photographed. As we shall see, candid photography only came into being after a long period 
where posing was more or less required if one was to be photographed, and the enthusiasm with 
which people adopted candid photography toward the end of the 19th century betrayed a 
fundamental dissatisfaction with posed portraiture—as well as a thirst for novelty in 
photography. 
“Portraiture” is another term that warrants clarification, and this study adopts a capacious 
definition. I conceive of the photographic portrait as any photograph deliberately featuring one or 
more people, who are not incidental to the image but are a primary object of interest.2 One 
contention of this study is that photographs of human subjects are fundamentally distinct from 
                                                
2 In his perceptive 1991 study, Portraiture, Richard Brilliant describes portraits as “art works, 
intentionally made of living or once living people by artists, in a variety of media, and for an audience.” 
Yet there is a great deal of portraiture that exists outside the bounds of art, particularly where photographs 
are concerned. My study is concerned with paying critical attention to the aesthetics of portraiture in 
genres traditionally considered outside the realm of art—and, in the case of Walker Evans, bodies of work 
that test the boundaries of that realm. Richard Brilliant, Portraiture (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1991), 8. 
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other kinds of photography, because they entail a particular triangulation of interests that 
landscapes or still lives, for example, do not. In a landscape photograph, the photographer and, in 
most cases, the potential spectators—whether they are family members, friends, or larger 
viewing publics—are usually the only stakeholders. In photographs of people, however, there is 
an extra layer of subjectivity to be considered beyond that of the photographer and that of the 
potential spectator: that of the photographed subject. This additional stakeholder—who can pose 
for the photographer or be caught unawares; who can face the camera with confidence or 
concern or joy or guilelessness or shame—plays a critical role in the process, yet the agency of 
the photographed subject is rarely taken seriously in scholarship on photography.3 In examining 
the ways in which the categories of posed and candid photography have functioned, this study 
offers insight into not only the changing ways in which photography has been practiced by 
different practitioners and publics, offering insight into the changing praxis of photography, but 
it also works to illuminate shifting popular attitudes toward the experience of being a 
photographic subject. These are realms of the history of photography—and varieties of 
portraiture—that seldom receive scholarly attention.  
For much of the 20th century, the study of the history of photography—a discipline whose 
moment of birth is usually dated to the Museum of Modern Art’s 1937 exhibition, “Photography, 
1839-1937”—was characterized by a tension between the approaches of a traditional model of 
art history and a more oppositional social history. The two most prominent figures writing 
photography’s history in the 20th century were the ones who shaped the art-historical approach: 
Beaumont Newhall, curator at the Museum of Modern Art from 1930 to 1948 and author of The 
History of Photography (1937), a book based on the 1937 exhibition, and John Szarkowski, the 
                                                
3 An important recent exception to this tendency is Ariella Azoulay’s The Civil Contract of Photography 
(New York: Zone Books, 2008).  
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Museum of Modern Art’s Director of Photography from 1962 to 1991 and author of several 
histories of photography, including The Photographer’s Eye (1966), Looking at Photographs 
(1974), and Mirrors and Windows (1978). In the latter book, Szarkowski articulates the scope of 
this traditional approach to the history of photography by stating that photographs tend to be 
regarded as “a mirror, reflecting a portrait of the artist who made it, or a window, through which 
one might better know the world.”4  
This formulation, of course, does not account for the social and political factors that 
might inform how photographs look, and how they function. Alternative histories of the medium, 
which offer something like counter-histories in the form of accounts of photography’s 
entwinement with social, political, and cultural life, include Robert Taft’s Photography and the 
American Scene (1938) and Gisèle Freund’s Photography and Society (1974, but first published 
in English in 1980). My study is inspired more by the social history approach of Taft and Freund 
than by the traditional art-historical approach of Newhall and Szarkowski, but it attempts to 
examine the social in conjunction with the aesthetic through formal analyses of a number of 
images connected with the subjects of my chapters, asking how the social and political 
coordinates of the cultural context I examine might inform, and be informed by, the style through 
which photographs represent their subject matter.  
In recent decades, and especially since the 1990s, scholarship on photography’s history 
has shifted toward a treatment of the medium that pays greater heed to its embeddedness in 
social and cultural life. This development could not have taken place in the absence of the many 
pivotal studies on photography and visual culture that came out in the 1970s and 1980s, 
including but not limited to Barthes’ Camera Lucida (1980), Susan Sontag’s On Photography 
(1977), John Berger’s Ways of Seeing (1972), Allan Sekula’s Photography Against the Grain 
                                                
4 John Szarkowski, Mirrors and Windows (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1978), 25. 
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(1984), Rosalind Krauss’s The Originality of the Avant-Garde and Other Modernist Myths 
(1985), and William Stott’s Documentary Expression and Thirties America (1973). Vastly 
different in scope, approach, and tone, each of these texts shaped subsequent scholarship in 
profound ways.5  
Since the 1990s, there has been a great deal of scholarly interest in disinterring the 
histories of varieties of photography traditionally ignored by scholarship on the medium. A 
figure of particular note in this shift is Geoffrey Batchen, whose writings on vernacular genres of 
photography—often presenting metahistories of photography scholarship—have contributed a 
great deal of breadth and self-awareness to the field of the history of photography. My research 
owes a great debt to Batchen and other contemporary scholars of photography who have paid 
thoughtful critical attention to the interdependence of photography and culture at various stages 
in the medium’s history.6 
On a more theoretical level, this study is informed by critical work on visuality and the 
politics of vision. This project assumes that people’s practices of looking and seeing have a 
history: that they are conditioned by the scopic regimes in which they are located. By scopic 
regimes, a term that originated in the work of Christian Metz but whose purview has since been 
expanded by Martin Jay, I mean culturally prescribed ways of seeing and ideas about the 
meaning of visibility.7 Much of the work of this study is in examining those scopic regimes: in 
                                                
5 Some of the writings that appear in these books from Sontag, Sekula, and Krauss were published earlier 
as journal and magazine articles. 
6 These include, to name a few, Alan Trachtenberg, John Tagg, Vanessa R. Schwartz, Bonnie Yochelson, 
and Elspeth Brown.  
7 The term “scopic regime” first appeared in the writings of Christian Metz in Le signifiant imaginaire, 
his study of cinema’s relationship to psychoanalysis, as a means of describing a distinct optic of the 
medium of film. Published in English as The Imaginary Signifier: Psychoanalysis and the Cinema, trans. 
Celia Britton and Annwyl Williams (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1982). Martin Jay adopted 
and broadened the term in his essay “Scopic Regimes of Modernity,” in Vision and Visuality, ed. Hal 
Foster (Seattle: Bay Press, 1988), 3-23. For Jay, the term is used not to describe an ontology of a given 
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looking at how the ways in which people of the past have seen, and the ways images have 
affected them, might have been historically and culturally conditioned responses rather than 
merely physiological ones. Such an approach is informed by the work of Svetlana Alpers, W.J.T. 
Mitchell, Jonathan Crary, Martin Jay, and Nicholas Mirzoeff, all of whom have been 
instrumental in the development of the field of visual culture studies. 
Instrumental to this study are a number of thinkers who have presented models—whether 
explicitly or implicitly—for looking critically at the representation of the real. The film scholar 
Bill Nichols’ writings are central here; this study asks questions about the methods and 
convention that photography has adopted in their participation in what Nichols has called the 
“discourses of sobriety”: those categories of representation that, in Nichols’ words, “regard their 
relation to the real as non-problematic.”8 A diverse collection of thinkers whose works have 
engaged with the category of realism more broadly have also been of pertinence to this study; it 
was the work of Allan Sekula, however, that drew my attention to the possibility of reading 
photography through literary theory relating to the genre of realism. The Russian formalist 
Roman Jakobson offers an early, and prophetic, articulation of the imprecision of the category of 
realism.9 Terry Eagleton, in The English Novel, characterizes realism as a style aimed at blending 
in seamlessly with the world beyond the page. And Roland Barthes’ discussion of “the effect of 
reality” in The Rustle of Language offers a wide-ranging discussion of the modalities through 
which realism speaks.  
                                                                                                                                                       
medium as it is for Metz in his discussion of cinema. It is instead used, in the words of Antonio Somaini, 
“to denominate the specific mode or model of visuality of a certain age.” I use the term in this second, less 
medium-specific, more historically bound sense. For a detailed discussion of the term and its uses, see 
Antonio Somaini, “On the ‘Scopic Regime,’” in Leitmotiv 5 (2005-2006), 25-38.  
8 Bill Nichols, Blurred Boundaries: Questions of Meaning in Contemporary Culture (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 1995), 67.  
9 Roman Jakobson, “On Realism in Art [1921],” Language in Literature (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap 
Press of Harvard University Press, 1987.  
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In any study of the relationships between media and society—and particularly in a study 
of those relationships that covers a period of vast technological shifts—one must be wary of 
falling into an overly simple explanatory apparatus in which the introduction of new 
technologies simply “causes” certain social effects. As Michael Warner has observed, it is 
problematic to accord technology “an ontological status prior to culture.”10 Such a technological-
determinist viewpoint obscures the social relations that inform the development of new 
technologies: it needs to be remembered that technological advances cannot occur without the 
will and the action of people—scientists, inventors, developers, marketing managers—who are 
themselves embedded in a given set of social circumstances, and who, to varying degrees, must 
create a product that will lend itself to public acceptance. At the same time, it is undeniable that 
the meaning of a technology is shaped not only by those who have created it, but by those who 
make use of it: when new technologies are introduced to the public, the intentions their creators 
had for their use are liable to be thwarted, undermined, or supplemented as great numbers of new 
users explore their possibilities. Any change in technology, then, will reflect the desires and 
anxieties of the social world in which it takes place, and also open up the possibility of new 
avenues of praxis for that world’s constituents. In what follows, developments in camera 
technology can most accurately be regarded as changes in the range of possibilities open to 
photographic representation. These changes are not simply “determined” by technological 
advances, but are reflective of the two-way relationship between technology and culture. 
With respect to structure, this project is divided into two parts, each consisting of three 
chapters. Part I of this project examines the practices of photography in its early, popular 
iterations, focusing primarily on the experiences of the person photographed and the expanding 
                                                
10 Michael Warner, The Letters of the Republic: Publication and the Public Sphere in Eighteenth-Century 
America (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1990), 9. 
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cultural significance of the photographic portrait; it then examines the introduction of cameras 
for the amateur mass market, when the clear-cut distinction between photographer and 
photographed subject ceased to be a distinct occupational divide and became a far more fluid 
affair. In examining this trajectory, this first part of the study looks critically at the photographed 
pose and its obsolescence, asking how the posed portrait fulfilled—or confounded—popular 
discourses around the authenticity and the social value of photographic portraiture. The 
discussion of this specific question opens onto a broader set of problems concerning the nature of 
representation, the cult of realism, and the nature of social performance in the Victorian era. 
Chapter 1 looks at the rise of photographic portraiture with the daguerreotype, the first 
successful photographic medium. This section examines early discourses around the power of 
the photographic portrait to represent its subjects by looking critically at the ways in which the 
practices of posing in daguerreotype portraits were circumscribed by technological, social, and 
cultural factors: most significantly, it focuses on the ways early portraiture was bound up with 
the technological constraints of the earliest photographic apparatuses, and the ways in which 
popular discourses around the visual indicators of individual “character” colored early 
photographic practice. Chapter 2 traces the emergence and social meaning of the medium that 
supplanted the daguerreotype, the carte de visite. As an affordable photographic medium 
intended for public circulation, the carte emerged within, and helped to support, a cultural 
moment when self-presentation was coming to be of greater import than ever before. At the same 
time, the strategies that sitters adopted for the performance of identity as they sat for their 
portraits resulted, toward the end of the 19th century, in a widespread atmosphere of fatigue 
toward the now-stale conventions of studio portraiture. Taking this obsolescence of the posed 
studio portrait as its point of departure, Chapter 3 looks at the emergence of amateur 
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photography on a grand scale, a development that was shaped in important ways by Eastman 
Kodak cameras. This period saw a radical reshaping of the identity of the photographer, and the 
presence of photography in human life: photography went from taking place largely in the studio 
at the hands of professionals to being an enormously popular leisure activity that occurred in 
public spaces and the domestic sphere. With the new mobility of the camera, and its adoption by 
a suddenly vast class of amateurs, the style of the photographic portrait began to change, moving 
toward the aesthetic of the snapshot.  
In Part II, the emphasis shifts away from the practices of studio and amateur photography 
and examines the ways in which three significant photographers—each working in a different 
realm of photographic practice—handled the complexities and demands of photography in the 
early- to mid-20th century. More specifically, this section looks at how these photographers 
sought to overcome the inherent problems they perceived in traditional photographic 
representation, as emblematized by the posed portrait photograph. In varying ways and to 
varying degrees, each of these photographers presupposed that posed photographs, in which 
subjects were aware of the camera’s presence and presented themselves before the camera with 
the awareness and anticipation of being photographed, offered a fundamentally inauthentic 
picture. As we shall see, these photographers were not alone in this contention: their suspicion 
was a manifestation of a broader cultural distrust of posed portraiture, which was coming to be 
regarded as artificial. The chapters in this section look critically at the factors that informed this 
transition toward the preference for candid photographs, and the widespread belief in their 
greater epistemic value.  
What unites this second series of chapters is a set of practices: each of these 
photographers employed the tactic of surreptitious photography with a hidden camera, yet did so 
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with different aims and within different political landscapes. Chapter 4 focuses on the German 
photographer Erich Salomon, whose pioneering “candid camera” photojournalism filled the 
pages of Weimar-era popular illustrated magazines with unposed images of illustrious figures. 
Chapter 5 examines the career of Humphrey Spender, whose politicized ethnographic 
photography, and affiliation with the British sociological movement Mass Observation, tested 
the limits and exposed the fault lines of photography’s capacity for “objective” social-scientific 
documentation. And Chapter 6 looks at the American photographer Walker Evans’ photographs, 
which mark the point at which the hidden-camera photograph entered the realm of art, even as 
Evans claimed for his work the complex category of “documentary style.” 
In considering the ways photographed subjects have experienced and responded to the 
process of being photographed, and the ways photographers have dealt with—or orchestrated, or 
been confounded by—subjects’ practices once placed in front of the camera, this study works to 
illuminate not only the history of the medium itself, but the history of certain distinctly 
photographic ways of seeing and being seen. In so doing, it regards the practices of looking and 
being regarded—and the symbolic significance of these practices—as culturally specific. It also 
works to demonstrate the ways in which vision, in addition to being a sensory faculty through 
which we perceive things in the physical world, is in fact a tremendously potent force that plays 
a constitutive role in the social world. As James Elkins has written, “seeing alters the thing that is 
seen and transforms the seer. Seeing is metamorphosis, not mechanism.”11 Photographs, 
similarly, cannot be understood as simply reflecting and refracting back to us the world as it is: 
they are themselves complicit in the making of that world.   
 
                                                
11 James Elkins, The Object Stares Back: On the Nature of Seeing (New York: Harcourt Brace & 
Company, 1996) 
Chapter 1 
Likenesses Taken: Portraiture in the Era of the Daguerreotype 
The operators rolled out what looked like an overgrown barber’s chair with a ballot box attachment on a 
staff in front of it. I was seated in the chair and its Briarean arms seized me by the wrists, ankles, waist 
and shoulders. There was an iron bar which served as an elongation of the spine, with a cross bar in which 
the head rested, which held by head and neck as in a vice. Then, when I felt like a martyr in the embrace 
of the Nuremberg ‘Maiden,’ I was told to assume my best Sunday expression, to fix my eyes on the first 
letter of the sign of a beer saloon opposite, and not to move or wink on pain of ‘spoiling the exposure.’ 
One of the executioners said I must not close my eyes or move for ten minutes, at the end of which he 
would signal by a tap on the ballot box. The length of that cycle was too awful for description. 
- L.E. Chittenden, “An Historical Letter,” Camera Notes, 1898. 
 
In photography’s earliest decades, the process of being photographed was inextricably connected 
with the practice of posing: of assuming a particular bodily stance and facial expression for the 
purposes of photographic representation. The daguerreotype, the first photographic process that 
attained wide popularity, was developed in France and first unveiled to the world in August of 
1839. The brainchild of Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre, the daguerreotype remained the 
dominant photographic technique for most of the next twenty years.1 Photography’s much-
contested moment of birth—and the preparations, competing inventions, and debates that led up 
to it—continue to be the subject of intense scholarly interest as well as historiographic 
discussion; Geoffrey Batchen has written that debates around when and by whom photography 
was invented are “invariably an argument as much about virility and paternity as about history.”2 
The problem of origins has been discussed in depth, and a number of important studies have 
engaged with the nature of the reception of the daguerreotype in the immediate wake of its 
                                                
1 M. Susan Barger and William White write, “After the daguerreotype process was introduced in August 
1839, and for most of the next twenty years, the production of daguerreotypes accounted for the majority 
of photographic images made throughout the world.” Barger and William B. White, The Daguerreotype: 
Nineteenth-Century Technology and Modern Science (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution, 1991), 
1. 
2 Geoffrey Batchen, Burning With Desire: The Conception of Photography (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 
1997), 35. Batchen’s book offers a comprehensive historiographic study of the medium’s emergence. 
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introduction; particularly notable in this respect are the writings of Richard Rudisill and Alan 
Trachtenberg.3  
 But there is a related question that has received somewhat less attention, one whose 
exploration opens onto a number of culturally significant debates. That question is this: how did 
people grow accustomed to photography, annexing this initially shocking and mystifying 
discovery to the realm of the familiar? In other words, on what terms did people accept—and 
ultimately naturalize—this new technology that made claims for the perfect, unmediated 
representation of the real? How did the photograph implicate itself in the popular consciousness 
in this first period of its existence, and how did its psychic implications shape the way 
photography would be thought about in future generations? These are the questions that the 
present chapter investigates.  
 
Sublime Precision: The Reception of the Daguerreotype  
The daguerreotype image was made by exposing a polished silver or silver-coated copper plate 
to iodine vapor, which caused a layer of silver iodide to form on the surface of the plate. The 
plate was then placed in a camera obscura and exposed to light while facing the desired subject 
matter. According to a manual that Daguerre produced, which was swiftly translated and 
published widely, exposure times initially ranged from three to thirty minutes, depending on 
light conditions and weather.4 The amount of light required for the plate to expose adequately 
was immense; bright sunlight—either direct, or from a skylight—was required. The plate was 
                                                
3 Richard Rudisill, Mirror Image: The Influence of the Daguerreotype on American Society 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1971); Alan Trachtenberg, “Mirror in the Marketplace: 
American Responses to the Daguerreotype, 1839-51,” in Lincoln’s Smile and Other Enigmas (New York: 
Hill and Wang, 2007).  
4 Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre, A Full Description of the Daguerreotype Process, trans. J.S. Memes 
(New York: J.R. Chilton, 1840), 5.  
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then placed over hot mercury vapor, which rendered the photographic image visible on the plate, 
and following this, the plate was desensitized by rinsing with a saline solution. The end result, if 
all went according to plan, was for the photographic image to be fixed permanently on the metal 
plate.  
Very quickly after the process was introduced, it was adopted widely: according to 
François Gouraud, Daguerre’s acolyte and friend, “Within fifteen days of the publication of the 
process of M. Daguerre, in Paris, people in every quarter were making portraits.”5 This swift 
adoption reflected the fact that daguerreotypy required no uncommon materials, and did not 
necessitate the purchase of any commercial equipment or any special education—yet it offered 
the promise of a thrilling new form of visual representation, and the possibility of financial gain. 
The Boston photographer Albert Sands Southworth would later recall:  
 
The main facts were easily demonstrated, so very easily, that experiments were tried and results 
produced and exhibited within the reach of the common and uncultivated mind, and at a very 
trifling expense. No unusual intellectual education or attainments were required to see that a new 
and vast field for occupancy and improvement had been opened, and there was soon an almost 




Initially, the process had two barriers to its practical implementation: the exposure time 
was very long—particularly for portraiture—and the image was not always reliably fixed by the 
process; it was liable to fade from the surface of the plate with the passage of time. These 
deficiencies were improved upon substantially through chemical experimentation soon after the 
                                                
5 François Gouraud, “Manner of Making Portraits by the Daguerreotype,” Boston-Daily Advertiser and 
Patriot, Vol. 45, No. 14964 (March 26, 1840), 2. 
6 Albert S. Southworth, “An Address to the National Photographic Association of the United States, 
Delivered at Cleveland, Ohio, June, 1871,” published in The Philadelphia Photographer, Vol. 8, No. 94 
(October 1871), 531. 
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launch of the daguerreotype.7 As early as 1840, Gouraud reported, “The portraits I had made in 
Paris…were formed in from one minute to two minutes twenty-seven seconds, at the farthest. 
Considering the foggy atmosphere of Paris, this was already an immense step.”8 According to 
Beaumont Newhall, “As soon as these improvements had been made, portrait galleries were 
opened everywhere and the world rushed to them.”9 By 1853, the New York Daily Tribune 
estimated that in the United States, three million daguerreotypes were being produced each 
year.10  
The responses that contemporaries of the daguerreotype reported in periodicals, books, 
and correspondence suggest that the public attitude toward this new medium was one of awe 
mixed with caginess and even fear. The era that saw the rise of the daguerreotype was, as Alan 
Trachtenberg has noted, the same period now associated in the popular consciousness with the 
technological sublime.11 This term, first articulated by the intellectual historian Perry Miller but 
popularized by Leo Marx in his pioneering 1964 work of American Studies, The Machine in the 
Garden, refers to the fact that in the 19th century, a period of unprecedented industrialization, 
people began to think about the relationship between technology, progress, and human society in 
new ways. The metaphors that developed around new technologies often had recourse to the 
supernatural: “During the nineteenth century,” Marx writes, “the awe and reverence once 
reserved for the Deity…[was] directed toward technology or, rather, the technological conquest 
                                                
7 The Jury Report of England’s Great Exhibition of 1851 noted recent improvements to camera 
technologies, stating that as compared with exposure times of the earliest strains of daguerreotype 
photography, “The improvement developed in the almost instantaneous process of the present day is most 
striking.” “Photography,” Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations, 1851: Reports by the Juries 
on the Subjects in the Thirty Classes Into Which the Exhibition Was Divided (London: William Clowes & 
Sons, 1852), 275.  
8 Gouraud, “Manner of Making Portraits,” 2. 
9 Beaumont Newhall, The History of Photography (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 1937), 22. 
10 Robert Taft, who cites this figure, says that after doing the math it “does not seem unreasonable.” Taft, 
Photography and the American Scene (New York: Dover, 1938), 63. 
11 Alan Trachtenberg, Lincoln’s Smile and Other Enigmas (New York: Hill and Wang, 2007), 5.  
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of matter.”12 According to Marx, in the popular imaginary of this period, “The entire relation 
between man and nature [was] being transformed.”13 Marx quotes a journalist in the Scientific 
American, who writes, “There appears to be something in the pursuit of mechanical invention 
which has a reaching up after our divine title, ‘lords of the creation’…It is truly a sublime sight 
to behold a machine performing nearly all the functions of a rational being.”14 
Certainly, the reception of the daguerreotype often cleaved to the model of the 
technological sublime. The impression one is left with from reading contemporaneous accounts 
is that the daguerreotype was both awe-inspiring and vaguely disturbing: it was associated with 
exactitude and even with literal contiguity on one hand, yet on the other hand it appeared 
mystical and uncanny in its capacity to replicate, with utter fidelity, the view or person it 
pictured. Philip Hone, the former mayor of New York and one of a number of “eminent men” 
who were invited by Gouraud to view examples of daguerreotype images at a New York hotel in 
December 1839, was thoroughly impressed by the daguerreotype’s verisimilitude. Yet, Hone 
wrote in his diary, there was also something troubling about its capacity to create “a perfect 
transcript of the thing in itself.” He mused, “It appears to me a confusion of the very elements of 
nature.”15  
The awe of the first generation to witness the daguerreotype is difficult to overstate. One 
New York editor, on seeing some of the first examples of the daguerreotype ever produced, 
shared his reaction with his readership in 1839. He wrote, with no shortage of enthusiasm, “Their 
                                                
12 Leo Marx, The Machine in the Garden: Technology and the Pastoral Ideal in America (Oxford and 
New York: Oxford University Press, 1964), 197. 
13 Marx, Machine in the Garden, 195.  
14 Quoted in Marx, Machine in the Garden, 195. 
15 The Diary of Philip Hone, ed. Bayard Tuckerman (New York: Dodd, Mead and Company,  
1889), 392.  
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exquisite perfection almost transcends the bounds of sober belief.”16 An early article in the 
London journal The Spectator was more circumspect: it read, “An invention has recently been 
made public in Paris that seems more like some marvel of a fairy tale or delusion of necromancy 
than a practical reality: it amounts to nothing less than making light produce permanent pictures, 
and engrave them at the same time, in the course of a few minutes. The thing seems incredible 
and, but for indisputable evidence, we should not at first hearing believe it; it is, however, a 
fact.”17 In a much-reproduced essay on the medium, Lady Elizabeth Eastlake wrote that when 
introduced to the world, photographs “seemed at first as delightful, but as fabulous, as Aladdin’s 
ring.”18 
Even in spite of the wide dissemination of detailed information enumerating each step of 
the daguerreotype-making process, metaphors that dominated discussions of the new medium 
tended to be of an ethereal nature. The painstaking descriptions of the chemical reactions that 
generated the photographic image appear to have seemed insufficient explanations for a process 
through which the sun, supposedly without the aid of human artistry, “painted” the scene before 
the camera. No less of a practical tome than Noah Webster’s American Dictionary of the English 
Language asserted, after detailing the steps of the daguerreotype’s image-making process, that 
“the images appear as by enchantment.”19 
To people of the Victorian era, the precision of the daguerreotype’s reproduction was 
stunning. In fact, it remains stunning even in the 21st century. The degree of detail in 
daguerreotype images is unsurpassed by virtually any later medium; recently, after conducting 
                                                
16 Quoted in Robert Taft, Photography and the American Scene (New York: Dover, 1939), 3.  
17 “Self-Operating Processes of Fine Art: The Daguerotype [sic],” reprinted from The Spectator (London). 
In The Museum of Foreign Literature, Science and Art. (Philadelphia), Vol. 35 (March 1839), 341-343. 
18 [Lady Elizabeth Eastlake,] “Photography,” The London Quarterly Review (April 1857), 248. 
19 Noah Webster, An American Dictionary of the English Language (Springfield, MA: George and 
Charles Merriam, 1853), 297. 
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experiments on a series of daguerreotypes from 1848, conservators at George Eastman House 
found that their image quality could only be matched with a digital camera capable of taking 
140,000-megapixel images.20  
Samuel F.B. Morse had a longstanding interest in photography, and around the same time 
he was engaged in experiments that would lead to the electric telegraph, he was also in the midst 
of efforts to fix images captured by the camera obscura.21 In Paris as Daguerre was in the process 
of negotiating a deal with the French government to present his invention to the world without a 
patent in exchange for a lifelong stipend, Morse, having heard talk of Daguerre’s invention, 
requested a meeting with the Frenchman, offering to demonstrate his telegraph in exchange for a 
demonstration of the daguerreotype. Daguerre agreed, and the resulting images, Morse said, were 
“Rembrandt perfected.”22 In the report of this experience that he wrote for a New York 
newspaper, Morse said of the daguerreotype:  
[T]he exquisite minuteness of the delineation cannot be conceived. No painting or engraving ever 
approached it. For example: in a view of the street, a distant sign would be perceived, and the eye 
could just discern that there were lines of letters upon it, but so minute as not to be read with the 
naked eye. By the assistance of a powerful lens, which magnified 50 times, applied to the 
delineation, every letter was clearly and distinctly legible, and also were the minutest breaks and 
lines in the walls of the buildings, and the pavements of the street. The effect of the lens upon the 
picture was in great degree like that of the telescope in nature. 23 
 
Edgar Allan Poe, commenting on the daguerreotype a year later, wrote, “in truth, the 
Daguerreotyped plate is infinitely (we use the term advisedly) is infinitely more accurate in its 
representation than any painting by human hands.” The overall visual effect, Poe wrote, was that 
                                                
20 Julie Rehmeyer, “1848 Daguerreotypes Bring Middle America’s Past to Life,” Wired (July 9, 2010) 
http://www.wired.com/magazine/2010/07/ff_daguerrotype_panorama/. 
21 Albert S. Southworth, “An Address to the National Photographic Association of the United States,” 
published in The Philadelphia Photographer, Vol. 8, No. 94 (October 1871), 317.  
22 Samuel F. B. Morse, “The Daguerrotipe,” The New-York Observer, Vol. 17, No. 16 (April 20, 1839), 
62.  
23 Morse, “The Daguerrotipe,” ibid.  
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of “truth itself in the supremeness of its perfection.”24 Another writer, reflecting on the 
daguerreotype process in 1869, when it had been almost completely outmoded, compared the 
daguerreotype favorably with newer, paper-based photographic methods on the grounds of the 
infinitely greater clarity of the former: the daguerreotype, the author noted, “possesses a finish 
which defies microscopic criticism,” a definite contrast with paper photographs, which were 
“comparatively very coarse.”25 The fineness of detail in daguerreotypes, these accounts make 
clear, contributed to their aura of authenticity.  
The daguerreotype was also regarded as having a special purchase on the real in that it 
possessed an indexical relationship to the thing represented as well as an iconic one, to borrow 
the terminology that Charles Sanders Peirce employed in his articulation of the photograph’s 
semiotic uniqueness. In other words, it was not merely a visual representation of the thing it 
depicted, but also a direct imprint of light reflected from the subject onto the metal plate.26 This 
indexical relationship to the thing represented was long regarded as the characteristic trait of the 
photographic image.27 It is because of the centrality of indexicality to the process that the term 
“photography” soon came into popular use; this terminology reflects the idea that photographic 
images were painted by the sun itself.28 An 1843 article in the Edinburgh Review described the 
daguerreotype’s indexicality evocatively, saying, “The picture is connected with its prototype by 
sensibilities peculiarly touching. It was the very light which radiated from his brow—the 
identical gleam which lighted up his eye—the pallid hue which hung upon his cheek—that 
                                                
24 Edgar Allan Poe, “The Daguerreotype,” Alexander’s Weekly Messenger (January 15, 1840), 2. 
25 “The Daguerrean Process,” The Manufacturer and Builder, Vol. 1, No. 2 (February 1869), 51-52. 
26 Charles Sanders Peirce, “What is a Sign?”, The Essential Peirce: Selected Philosophical Writings, Vol. 
II, 1893-1913 (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1998), 4-10. 
27 In the era of digital photography, there are debates over whether the photograph can truly be considered 
an index—but that concern is beyond the scope of this project. 
28 In The Camera and the Pencil (1864), Marcus Aurelius Root, a well-known photographer, insisted that 
“heliography” was a more accurate name, but it never caught on. 
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penciled the cherished image, and fixed themselves for ever there.”29 That the daguerreotype did 
not simply exactly resemble the person or thing it represented but was actually a physical imprint 
of light that had bounced off that person’s face captured the imagination of photography’s 
earliest publics. The same year, Elizabeth Barrett Browning wrote in a letter to a friend, “It is not 
merely the likeness which is precious…but the association, and the sense of nearness involved in 
the thing…the fact of the very shadow of the person lying there fixed for ever! It is the very 
sanctification of portraits I think.”30 
 
From Subject to Object: Portraiture and the Pose  
As many of these contemporaneous accounts suggest, people were the desired subjects of the 
daguerreotype. Richard Rudisill writes that about 90% of the daguerreotype images that were 
taken during the height of the medium’s popularity, between 1840 and 1860, were individual or 
group portraits.31 From the beginning, there had been a widespread interest in making portraits 
using photography: the medium seemed poised to fulfill a desire for relatively affordable, 
expedient, and true-to-life portraits. Before 1839, the most popular method of portraiture was the 
portrait miniature. As the name suggests, this was a diminutive painted portrait; with respect to 
medium, it was usually a watercolor or enamel rendering on a surface of vellum, ivory, canvas, 
or metal. Miniatures had existed since the 16th century, and reached the height of their popularity 
in the 18th and early 19th centuries. However, their acceptance was limited: they were costly and 
labor-intensive to create, and were regarded less as a popular medium than as a fine art; their 
                                                
29 “Photogenic Drawing, Or, Drawing by the Agency of Light,” in The Edinburgh Review, Vol. LXXVI, 
No. CLIV (January 1843), 331. 
30 Elizabeth Barrett Browning, letter to Mary Russell Mitford, December 7, 1843. Special collections of 
Wellesley College Library.  
31 Richard Rudisill, Mirror Image: The Influence of the Daguerreotype on American Society 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1971), 23.  
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possession was an expression of class status as well as kinship. Because of their expense and 
their status as a preserve of the relatively well-off, sitters understood painted miniatures as a 
process necessitating several lengthy sessions, in which the painter could develop a solid 
knowledge of their client’s expressions and poses and render them with accuracy. According to 
Heinz and Bridget Henisch, “what they painted was not any specific attitude, but the integrated 
memory of all the poses and postures assumed by the client during such encounters. They were 
able to ignore the accidents and concentrate on the essence.”32 This capacity to offer a 
cumulative likeness could be seen as a positive or a negative trait. Being hand-painted, they did 
not possess the mechanical precision that came to be such an appealing feature of the 
daguerreotype. The daguerreotype, by contrast, held the promise of portraiture that was less 
time-consuming and more authentic: a “sun-painting” unadulterated by the authorship of human 
hands. As we shall see, contemporaries increasingly began to place stock in the greater accuracy 
of the latter method. Accordingly, William Ivins writes, the daguerreotype swiftly “stepped into 
the place previously held by the portrait miniature.”33 As Henisch and Henisch write, “As soon 
as the daguerreotype arrived on the scene, it eclipsed all rivals.”34  
Initially, however, technological limitations made portrait photography virtually 
impossible. The main problem was the relative insensitivity to light of the metal plates on which 
the first daguerreotypes were made, which meant that exposures could take as long as thirty 
minutes.35 Though, as we have seen, technological improvements in the first few years of the 
daguerreotype’s existence cut that exposure time down considerably, people sitting for 
                                                
32 Heinz and Bridget Henisch, The Photographic Experience, 1839-1914: Images and Attitudes 
(University Park, PA: The Pennsylvania State University Press, 1994), 11. 
33 William M. Ivins, Jr., Prints and Visual Communication (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1953), 123. 
34 Henisch and Henisch, The Photographic Experience, 6. 
35 This detail comes from the report of the 1851 Exhibition, reflecting on the progress of the 
daguerreotype since its invention. “Photography,” Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations, ibid. 
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photographs still had to remain stock-still for several seconds or even minutes if light conditions 
were not ideal. There exists a great deal of conflicting information on how long daguerreotype 
exposure times actually were during the daguerreotype’s period of dominance; because much 
depended on weather and light conditions, there were considerable variations. In The 
Daguerreotype in America, Beaumont Newhall notes that the initial exposure time of several 
minutes was reduced, by 1841, to between 25 and 45 seconds for most photographers, thanks to 
higher-quality lenses and more sensitive photographic plates. By 1846, the English photographer 
J.E. Mayall reported exposure times of 3 to 9 seconds, though such rapid exposure was by no 
means universal.36 Such progress is suggestive of the quickness with which technical advances 
were being made in photography’s first generation.  
Details like these do little to convey the experiences sitters had in front of the camera in 
the daguerreotype era, though they do make it clear that the process was a lengthy one. Because 
exposure times were so protracted, Cuthbert Bede writes in his lighthearted 1855 book, 
Photographic Pleasures, “The application of Photography to portraiture was for a long time 
considered impracticable. No sitter could maintain immobility of feature for the space of twenty-
five, or even five minutes; and immobility was quite necessary in a process where, if you wink 
your eye, you destroy it altogether, and where, if you sneeze, you blow your head off!”37 Bede 
reflected on his own experiences posing for a daguerreotype:  
I can call to mind how the Daguerreotyper fixed my head in a brazen vice, and having reduced 
me thereby to the verge of discomfort, maliciously told me to keep my eyes steadily fixed on a 
piece of paper pinned against the wall, and to think of something pleasant…it is said that there are 
some pleasures which can scarcely be distinguished from pain, and one of these must certainly 
have been the pleasure of sitting for your Daguerreotype, blinking at a piece of paper for ten 
                                                
36 Beaumont Newhall, The Daguerreotype in America (New York: Dover, 1976), n.p. 
37 Cuthbert Bede [Edward Bradlee], Photographic Pleasures, Popularly Portrayed with Pen and Pencil 
(London: T. McLean, 1855), 79. 
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minutes under a glass case, with your head compressed in a vice, and your limbs as stiff as 
biscuits.38 
 
Bede was by no means alone in describing the process of sitting for his portrait as an ordeal; in 
the era of the daguerreotype, the process of being photographed was, by all accounts, a painful 
experience. One commentator recalled that the sitter had to pose before the camera “for eight 
minutes, with the strong sunlight shining on his face and tears trickling down his cheeks 
while…the operator promenaded the room with watch in hand, calling out the time every five 
seconds, till the fountains of [the sitter’s] eyes were dry.”39 Another photographer, writing in the 
1890s, reflected on the experience of sitting for his daguerreotype portrait in the 1840s, 
expressing something like regret at the development of less painful methods of photographing. 
“[T]he kodak and the snap-shot have disillusioned those of us who used to face the camera under 
the spell of the blue glass of a photographer’s gallery with fear and trembling,” he wrote. “I am 
sorry that the change has come, because I like the old ways, especially when something like 
sentiment attached to them, for there was a melancholy pleasure in getting your picture taken and 
feeling much as if you were being led out to be shot.”40 This is a macabre statement, to be sure, 
but the gruesome nature of the enterprise was often articulated in accounts of the process of 
being photographed in the daguerreotype era.  
 The many unsuccessful daguerreotypes that exist in archives and special collections make 
it clear just how easy it was for things to go wrong. In particular, daguerreotype portraits of 
children, especially of restless toddlers, are often slightly blurred—and sometimes very 
blurred—even in instances where they are being held in place by parents. In one typical image 
dating to about 1850 (Fig. 1), taken at the famous Southworth and Hawes studio, a young girl in 
                                                
38 Bede, Photographic Pleasures, 37-38. 
39 Quoted in Newhall, The History of Photography, 29. 
40 “A Veteran Photographer,” The Photographic Times (August 24, 1894), 134.  
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a white dress sits on her mother’s lap, her voluminous light-colored dress concealing what is 
surely the mother’s tight grip on her squirming sitter. The mother, dark-haired and dressed in 
black with an elaborate dark-colored bonnet on her head, looks as if she is trying to fade into the 
background of the image while also coaxing her daughter to participate for the photographer. 
The mother casts her eyes toward her child, looking as though she is whispering comforting 
thoughts in the young sitter’s ear; the child, meanwhile, looks longingly into the distance, her 
eyes no doubt trained on a small animal, toy, or other prop that a studio worker is waving to 
catch her attention and distract her from the large, intimidating camera that is a few paces in 
front of her. The imperfections of the portrait demonstrate the labor that went into this image: the 
faces of child and mother are both slightly blurred, as are the hands of both sitters—a result, 
undoubtedly, of the girl becoming restless and the mother working to restrain her movement. 
That movement is visible in the mother’s eyes, as well: they are blurred, indicating that her gaze 
has shifted, probably from her daughter’s face to her fidgety hands and back. All things 
considered, the sitters did not fare too badly: in many instances, children’s faces are completely 
obscured—rendered a flesh-colored blur—because of excessive movement or crying.  
Resistance to sitting for one’s daguerreotype portrait was by no means limited to those 
fearful of the physical discomfort that such an experience would entail, either. The celebrated 
French photographer Nadar, in his autobiography, My Life as a Photographer, reported that 
Honoré de Balzac opposed being photographed on more esoteric grounds. Nadar wrote:  
Balzac was one of those who could not rid himself of a certain uneasiness about the 
Daguerreotype process…According to Balzac’s theory, all physical bodies are made up entirely 
of layers of ghostlike images, an infinite number of leaflike skins laid one on top of the other. 
Since Balzac believed man was incapable of making something material from an apparition, from 
something impalpable—that is, creating something from nothing—he concluded that every time 
someone had his photograph taken, one of the spectral layers was removed from the body and 
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transferred to the photograph. Repeated exposures entailed the unavoidable loss of subsequent 
ghostly layers, that is, the very essence of life…41 
 
Apparently Balzac believed that he could spare at least one “spectral layer”; Nadar notes that 
Balzac ultimately sat for at least one daguerreotype.42  
Nor were metaphysical resistances to the daguerreotype limited to those who could 
enumerate them as matter-of-factly as Balzac did. If audiences greeted the daguerreotype with 
astonishment and credulity, that response was tempered by a definite counterbalance of suspicion 
and trepidation. Alan Trachtenberg writes that in assessing contemporaries’ responses to the 
daguerreotype, amid all the awe, one cannot ignore “a little-regarded moment in the early career 
of photography in America, a moment of shudder, suspicion, and refusal.”43 For the first 
generation of sitters, that shudder tended to come in the form of a fear at the objectification of 
one’s likeness that the daguerreotype represented—and the uncanny blending of the animate and 
the inanimate.  
 Shortly after Daguerre’s instructions on the making of daguerreotypes arrived in the 
United States, Samuel Morse became one of the first Americans to successfully make one 
himself: he prevailed upon his wife and daughter to serve as his sitters, having them sit “from ten 
to twenty minutes, out of doors, on the roof of a building, in the full sunlight, with the eyes 
closed.”44 If another very early daguerreotype (Fig. 2)—an 1839 self-portrait by Henry Fitz, Jr., 
who would go on to open a daguerreotype studio in Baltimore—is any indication, the results of 
Morse’s first attempt likely resembled a postmortem portrait. In his self-portrait, Fitz’s eyes are 
                                                
41 Nadar [Gaspard Félix Tournachon], “My Life as a Photographer,” excerpt translated by Thomas 
Repensek, October, Vol. 5 (Summer 1978), 9. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Alan Trachtenberg, “Mirror in the Marketplace: American Responses to the Daguerreotype, 1839-51,” 
Lincoln’s Smile and Other Enigmas (New York: Hill and Wang, 2007), 4.  
44 Quoted in Newhall, The History of Photography, 21.  
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gently closed and his face bears a slack expression; without knowing the details of this portrait’s 
creation, one would not be unjustified in assuming that its subject was deceased.  
It is fitting, then, that the analogies that later observers have most commonly employed to 
describe daguerreotypes’ sitters and their bodily positions have been those of taxidermy and 
museum display: a kind of reverse transfiguration that renders living subjects dead. Referring to 
the lengthy poses sitters were forced to assume in the era of the daguerreotype, Roland Barthes 
writes: “Photography transformed subject into object, and even, one might say, into a museum 
object: in order to take the first portraits…the subject had to assume long poses under a glass 
roof in bright sunlight; to become an object made one suffer as much as a surgical operation.”45 
As Kaja Silverman has written, Barthes’ account of the pose is predicated on an understanding of 
photography as an act of mortification: of the arrest and preservation of the living. This 
mortification takes two forms: the absorption of the real and living into a lifeless image, but also 
“the congealing of the body into a statue-like rigidity” for the purposes of being photographed.46 
Geoffrey Batchen writes of the necessity of posing: “In early photographs, it seems, if one 
wanted to look lifelike in the eventual image, one had to pose as if dead. Not surprisingly, the 
resulting portraits have all the animation of a wax effigy.”47 The popularity of postmortem 
portraits in the Victorian era added an extra layer of ambiguity to the impression of lifelessness 
in daguerreotype sitters. In many daguerreotype portraits, it is difficult—sometimes 
impossible—to tell whether the sitters they picture are living subjects or lifeless objects. 
One such image (Fig. 3), featuring a woman of late middle age in a white bonnet and 
severe black dress, approaches this description. In it, the woman poses in a chair with remarkable 
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stiffness—though that stiffness must be at least partly the result of her tightly corseted dress. 
What gives the impression of lifelessness, though, is the woman’s face, and particularly her eyes. 
Her mouth and jaw are slack, lips slightly downturned, and her eyes are half-open, pale, and 
barely visible under her heavy eyelids. The catatonic expression of this woman—who is living, 
but who might just as easily be dead—is haunting, but she probably selected the expression 
precisely because it would allow her to pose for the lengthy stretch that the camera demanded. 
The earliest strains of photography brought with them fears about the externalization of 
human identity, and about the absorption of human “character” into what was ultimately a 
lifeless object. Along with anxieties about the curiously lifelike nature of the photographic 
object—the daguerreotype—was another fear: that in various ways, some more literal than 
others, photography was transforming humans into things. If, like Barthes says, photography 
transformed subject into object, then the photographic process was doubly alienating. Not only 
did it alienate its sitters in an abstract sense, in that they were placed in a position of 
unfamiliarity and discomfort, but it alienated them in more concrete terms as well: in being 
photographed, sitters were literally giving up a part of themselves, being externalized through the 
photographic image by becoming able to have their images immortalized not as they saw 
themselves, but as others saw them.  
The terms in which contemporaries described this shift suggest that it was a development 
of considerable psychic significance: soon after the daguerreotype was introduced, it became 
common to refer to the person that a daguerreotype represented as the daguerreotype’s 
“original.”48 An author describing the “multitudinous daguerreotype establishments” on Chestnut 
Street in Philadelphia in 1848 averred that daguerreotypy “has been brought to as high a state 
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here as in any other place, and the male portraits are generally very authentic and acceptable 
likenesses of the originals.”49 Portraits of women, however, were a different story: “We profess 
that we have never yet seen a daguerreotype of a lady which gave us any sort of satisfaction. The 
shadows and the strong points of the face alone seem to stick to the magic plate; while the false 
focus of the arms and hands always presents those indispensable elements of female grace in an 
enlarged and awkward shape…If we were a pretty woman they should take our life sooner than 
our daguerreotype.”50 Another commentator, Rembrandt Peale, lamented that hand-colored 
daguerreotypes were “necessarily an inferior substitute for animated portraits, studied during 
many sittings from the life” because they were “generally colored and finished by artists without 
a sitting from, or even seeing the living original.”51 It is not surprising that Peale found fault with 
the photographic portrait: he came from a family of artists and was a famed portrait painter 
himself. In Nathaniel Hawthorne’s 1851 novel, The House of the Seven Gables, a character 
named Holgrave, who is a daguerreotypist, says, “Most of my likenesses do look unamiable; but 
the very sufficient reason, I fancy, is because the originals are so.”52 The growing use of these 
terms suggests a development that was taking root, but would become more widely 
acknowledged later in the century: the sense that the person himself was, in some sense, 
secondary to the image of that person. In an 1854 diary entry, Søren Kierkegaard articulated this 
anxiety succinctly: “With the daguerreotype everyone will be able to have their portrait taken,” 
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he wrote, “and at the same time everything is being done to make us all look the same—so that 
we shall only need one portrait.”53 
The long exposure times of the daguerreotype era substantially restricted the range of 
poses and expressions people could adopt for their photographs, because many things could go 
wrong. The bodily positions and facial expressions that were the most successful were those that 
sitters could maintain for long stretches of time with minimal discomfort. The studio’s 
photographer, more familiar with the tenability of poses and expression than the sitters, tended to 
either take charge of the sitter’s posing completely, or consult with the sitter to decide which 
positions would be most suitable. Most commonly, sitters were instructed by photographers to sit 
in a rigid chair, with their arms resting on their laps or another support. Studios purchased or 
constructed special devices that helped people to remain motionless, the most common such 
apparatus being a “Brady stand,” an adjustable, cast-iron implement that could serve as a head 
brace or armrest, holding the sitter in position with a vice-like grip; the device was named for the 
prominent New York photographer Mathew Brady. Barthes writes that the Brady stand was “a 
kind of prosthesis invisible to the lens, which supported and maintained the body in its passage 
to immobility: this headrest was the pedestal of the statue I would become, the corset of my 
imaginary essence.”54 With this implement, sitters’ bodies were trained and guided toward 
uprightness and the kind of sustained rigidity that the daguerreotype portrait demanded.  
Other approaches were more extemporaneous, like the very popular “hidden mother” 
approach to photographing babies and children, usually the most restless sitters of all. With this 
technique, the mother—or father, or studio assistant—was concealed under a blanket or other 
large swathe of fabric, usually dark in color to blend in with the studio backdrop, or perched 
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behind a chair. Thus hidden, the mother held the young sitter steady, restraining his limbs and 
sometimes even clutching his head to minimize the possibility of movement while also calming 
the child simply by being present. This technique persisted well beyond the era of the 
daguerreotype’s prominence, and was especially popular in the carte de visite portraits that came 
to prominence in the 1860s (Fig. 4). The photographs that resulted from the “hidden mother” 
technique are often bizarre in appearance, particularly when the mother in question is 
inadequately concealed.  
In one representative portrait (Fig. 5), taken around 1850, a very young girl, perhaps a 
year old, sits in a chair that is slightly too large for her but certainly too minuscule for an adult. 
She gazes off to her left, where a studio employee is likely dangling a toy to catch her eye. She is 
dressed in an archetypally girlish fashion, wearing a gingham dress, white stockings and patent-
leather Mary Jane shoes, and an outsize bonnet secured with a silk scarf that ties at the neck. Her 
cheeks, as well as a section of her scarf, are hand-colored a saccharine hue of pink. But these 
details are, in a sense, circumlocution, because the most striking and memorable element of the 
picture—the feature to which the eye immediately gravitates—is a large, masculine hand that 
intrudes into the frame of the photograph like an apparition, grey and seemingly disembodied, 
holding the sitter’s head firmly in place. While the hand’s presence must have been regarded as 
necessary to keep the baby’s head from moving and thereby appearing in the daguerreotype as an 
indistinct white blur, its ghostlike presence as it emerges from the black backdrop of the image is 
so unsettling that its presence in this baby portrait cannot but incite amusement in the spectator.    
While most posing strategies of the daguerreotype era were subtler than the disembodied 
hand, they were still regarded as unnatural and silly enough to be the subject of innumerable 
caricatures and jokes, which often stressed the absurdity of assuming a pleasant expression when 
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one was being subjected to the painful experience of posing for one’s portrait. In an illustration 
by Honoré Daumier (Fig. 6) that appeared in the French humor magazine Le Charivari in 1856, 
an exaggeratedly gangly and exceedingly stiff-looking bourgeois man and woman sit hand in 
hand before a photographer, looking as though they are trying their hardest to assume pleasant 
and relaxed facial expressions. The most noteworthy feature is one that the camera would not 
see: the torturous-looking posing stands that hold the sitters’ heads firmly in place. The caption 
reads, “Photography: new process for obtaining graceful poses.” In another caricature (Fig. 7) 
that appeared in Harper’s Weekly in 1859, a grimacing, middle-aged man with his head secured 
in a Brady stand sits before the photographer, who points to a menacing picture on the wall and 
says, “Now, Sir, be so good as to fix your Eyes on that Painting, and assume a pleasing 
expression of Countenance.” The title of the cartoon: “Trying, Very.” 
This is not to say that technological restraints were the only factor that informed the way 
sitters posed for the earliest photographs; there were definite social and cultural factors that were 
at work as the daguerreotype’s earliest contemporaries assimilated the daguerreotype’s 
representational capacities into the world of portraiture, creating the first photographic portraits. 
Certainly, precedents in place from earlier forms of portraiture—most notably painting and 
sculpture—played a highly significant role in informing sitters what sorts of bodily positions and 
facial expressions were appropriate to the portrait. Portraits and sculptures in public galleries and 
private residences offered exemplars for those daguerreotype sitters who sought to emulate 
figures affluent or important enough to be painted. In his study of the daguerreotype portrait, 
Alan Trachtenberg enumerates the most popular styles that daguerreotype subjects sought to 
mimic: “The portrait styles most commonly assimilated were the head-and-bust likeness in 
gentle light of the miniature painting, the republican ‘plain style’ of forthright, unadorned 
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limning of face and body, and the more elaborate ‘grand style’ of ‘heroic’ portraitures and 
‘conversation pieces.’”55 And as sitters puzzled over how to present themselves to the camera, 
there were a number of other instructive signposts along the way. People also gained cues on 
how to pose by examining daguerreotypes that had been successful—either those that they or 
their friends and family possessed, or those that were displayed in daguerreotype studios.56  
 Studio owners went to great efforts to make their studios inviting and elegant places, and 
thereby to deemphasize the rather clinical, transactional nature of the proceedings. Studios 
featured opulent furnishings and arranged examples of their work elegantly on the walls; often, 
proprietors marketed their studios as galleries where people could peruse daguerreotype images 
even if they did not plan to be photographed themselves. While group portraits were uncommon 
in the daguerreotype era, and while, as we shall see, the formal characteristics of daguerreotype 
portraits tended to abstract sitters from their lives beyond the frame, the studio itself was 
certainly a social space. In spite of the solitary, disengaged appearance of daguerreotype 
portraits’ sitters, there was a definite element of sociability in the process of “being taken”—
albeit one that was largely limited to the halls and lobbies of photography establishments.  
By coding their establishments not merely as studios, but as galleries as well, proprietors 
worked to make these spaces seem like enjoyable places to spend an afternoon. A business card 
for Marcus Aurelius Root’s studio in Philadelphia noted that it was “Open for visitors (whether 
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they wish pictures or not).”57 One New York studio owner named his business “C.D. Fredericks 
Photographic Temple of Art.”58 Advertisements for studios also placed emphasis on the 
modishness of the establishment itself. An advertisement for Anson’s Photographic Gallery, 
located on lower Broadway in Manhattan, was advertised in a city directory with the following 
description: “Mr. Anson has fitted up, at a great expense, the most attractive Reception Room 
ever offered to the Public. The walls of his palace are hung with gems of his art, among which 
can be seen many of our distinguished citizens. The gallery is open to the public, at all times of 
the day, for free inspection.”59 An advertisement for Frederick Coombs’s San Francisco gallery 
deemed itself “the most elegant, airy and artistical sky light gallery.”60 
But the attractiveness of the venue and the visual appeal of the portraits on its walls did 
not stop visitors from lamenting what a pain it was to have their likeness taken, nor did it stop 
them from referring to elements of the photographic process in language that underscored its 
unpleasantness. It was common for the rooms of the establishment in which the photographs 
were taken to be referred to as the “operating rooms.”61 The person sitting for a photograph was 
often characterized as the “patient,”62 the “operatee,”63 or even the “victim.”64 The process of 
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being photographed was very commonly described as an “operation”65—and, more macabrely, 
the photographer was in several cases referred to as an “executioner.”66  
Yet this last term is perhaps too dramatic to convey the banality that many sitters reported 
in the experience of being photographed. “Miracle as the taking of likenesses by daguerreotype 
certainly is,” one observer wrote in 1855, “the process—especially on the scale practised in rural 
villages—has no very startling aspect of sublimity. The alchemistic hierophant of the sun’s great 
mystery—(the man who daguerreotypes you)—goes about it with a commonplaceness tedious to 
endure, ludicrous to remember.”67 Outside of the “operating room,” though, the atmosphere was 
far more stimulating. One of the most illuminating reports on the daguerreotype studio comes 
from Walt Whitman during the period of his editorship of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle. Visiting 
Plumbe’s Daguerreotype Establishment on lower Broadway, Whitman proclaimed with 
characteristic verve: 
You will see more life there—more variety, more human nature, more artistic beauty, (for what 
created thing can surpass that masterpiece of physical perfection, the human face?) than in any 
spot we know of. The crowds continually coming and going—the fashionable belle, the many 
distinguished men, the idler, the children—these alone are enough to occupy a curious train of 
attention. But they are not the first thing. To us, the pictures address themselves before all 
else…What a spectacle! In whatever direction you turn your peering gaze, you see naught but 
human faces! There they stretch, from floor to ceiling—hundreds of them. Ah! what tales might 
those pictures tell if their mute lips had the power of speech! How romance then, would be 
infinitely outdone by fact.68 
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In the daguerreotype studio, from the practice of posing to the revelation of a sea of likenesses 
“painted” by the sun, the sitter’s experience of the photographic process often metamorphosed 
from the ridiculous to the sublime.  
 
The Daguerreotype as Metaphor 
In a number of instances during photography’s first century of existence, vocabulary that 
originally described photographic processes or items went on to be used in significantly broader 
ways by people of the past. Such instances direct our attention not only to the inherently social 
and contingent nature of language, but also to the ways in which the tropes of photography 
penetrated the popular consciousness. As early as the mid-1840s, the word “daguerreotype” had 
begun to be used symbolically, to mean a picture, a representation, or a report notable for its 
clarity—and also as a verb, meaning to make such a representation. In 1847, a magazine titled 
The Daguerreotype was launched, which was, curiously enough, not a periodical about 
photography and did not contain photographs. Rather, it was a magazine featuring selections 
from respected English periodicals, as well as “faithful and well-executed” translations of 
writings from German and French periodicals.69 The magazine was “not inaptly” called The 
Daguerreotype because it was intended to supply “a series of striking pictures of the constantly 
varying aspect of public affairs, of the state of the public taste, and the bent of public opinion,” in 
Europe,70 and to “reflect a faithful image of what is going on abroad in the great Republic of 
Letters.”71 The magazine would thus “present the American reader with a picture in which the 
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characteristic features will all be reflected, and of which, though the lights and shades may at 
times be somewhat strongly marked, the general fidelity will be unquestionable.”72   
 The daguerreotype also proved a ready metaphor for journalists and reviewers of the 
period. A book reviewer in The Living Age in 1850 noted that Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The 
Scarlet Letter offered “a frank display of autobiographical confessions, and a piquant 
daguerreotype” of its subjects.73 An article on language and literature in ancient Greece in the 
New Englander and Yale Review stated, not a little anachronistically: “Homer describes every 
kind of life with great minuteness and exactness. He gives us a daguerreotype of the heroic 
period.”74 A book review in Putnam’s in 1853 informed readers that a book on German and 
French literature gave the biographical details of one of its subjects “with the accuracy of a 
daguerreotype.”75 Another piece in Putnam’s that year offered the daguerreotype as a less 
positive analogy: discussing Dickens’s Bleak House, the author wrote, “Caddy is not presented 
to us as a daguerreotype, but is beautifully and naturally developed by the progress of events.”76 
And a review of Longfellow’s “Kavanagh” that appeared in The North American Review in 1849 
called the work “an exact daguerreotype of New England life. We say daguerreotype, because 
we are conscious of a certain absence of motion and color, which detracts somewhat from the 
vivacity, though not from the truth, of the representation.”77  
 The daguerreotype captured the mid-Victorian imagination because it stood as a uniquely 
concrete manifestation of a number of impulses that had increasing currency in this period.  
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In December of 1839, Hawthorne wrote to his future wife: “I wish there was something in the 
intellectual world [analogous] to the Daguerreotype (is that the name of it?) in the visible—
something which should print off our deepest, and subtlest, and delicatest thoughts and feelings, 
as minutely as the above-mentioned instrument paints the various aspects of Nature.”78 What 
Hawthorne expresses here was a yearning for the unmediated transcription of the real, something 
that would become a more prominent force in the realist literature of the later 19th century.  
The fact that people so enthusiastically seized on the camera’s figurative potential—its 
status as a metaphor for various kinds of seeing and representation—is suggestive of the degree 
to which the symbolic potential of photography had begun to penetrate the public consciousness, 
even in the medium’s earliest and most primitive iterations. Writers would embrace the 
figurative potential of the camera even more readily later in the 19th century, particularly as new, 
paper-based photographic methods allowed for the reproducibility of photographic images, and 
photographs began to circulate in public spaces.  
 
Posing the “Character” 
If to pose was to present a certain attitude, a constructed kind of selfhood, to the world, then 
what attitudes were the daguerreotype’s subjects emphasizing as they offered themselves to the 
camera? How might their choices of pose and expression be reflective of the culture in which 
they were embedded? And what might their style of self-presentation tell us about the social 
meaning of the photograph in the first generation of its existence? These are questions that are 
best addressed by looking to the specificities of daguerreotypes themselves.  
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 Examining a daguerreotype, the first feature that the present-day observer is struck by is 
usually not the image itself, but the case that holds it. Unlike most later varieties of photography, 
the daguerreotype was a fragile and non-reproducible image, and because of the materials and 
the labor that went into its production, it was also expensive:  the image was exposed on a 
delicate, mirror-polished, silver-plated copper surface, and in the United States in 1850, a single 
daguerreotype in the most popular size typically cost between $2.50 and $5.00, the equivalent of 
about $75 to $150 in present-day currency. An intricate, velvet-lined protective case was more or 
less de rigueur, adding to the expense (Fig. 8). Colorization or a larger format could multiply this 
cost up to five times.79  
The unique and precious nature of the daguerreotype had a few implications for the social 
meaning of the medium. Given the expense and the fact that the procedure produced only a 
single photograph with no capacity for making multiples—as well as the fact that having one’s 
picture taken was such an ordeal—daguerreotypes were almost always possessed by people who 
knew the sitter well. They thus tended to be personal, private objects rather than public ones. 
The substantial expense of the daguerreotype also contributed to a conservative attitude 
toward posing: given the daguerreotype’s cost and its lack of reproducibility, sitters were 
inclined to adopt the “safest” and most demonstrably successful pose they could. Hence, they 
were inclined to mimic the poses they had seen in other daguerreotypes that had proved 
successful. The daguerreotype portraits that bedecked the walls of most photographic studios 
were not only in place to attract additional patrons and give the studio the buzzing atmosphere of 
a gallery; they were also intended to provide examples for sitters to study before they entered the 
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“operating room” for their own sitting. The studio furnishings and décor, which, in the 
“operating room” itself, tended toward the spare and simple during the daguerreotype era, also 
had a homogeneity that allowed them to fade in the background, emphasizing the sitter’s facial 
expression as the focus.  
Accounts of the daguerreotype’s contemporaries suggest that the daguerreotype’s 
composition was an inexhaustible source of pleasure, curiosity, and bewitchment. One 
contemporary bemoaned the obsolescence of the daguerreotype in the late 1850s, writing in an 
article titled “My First Daguerreotype” of his first encounter with the medium in 1842: 
There never was anything like it. True, a multitude of ‘types’ and ‘graphs’ have been brought out 
since then, and glass and paper and iron and leather and divers vehicles have been covered with 
impressions, and I have seen them, but nothing ever filled my eye so completely as that first 
daguerreotype. For hours I have held it, carefully noting all the soft minutiae of light and shade: 
and still the little rough-edged silver tablet was a joy forever, discovering some merit of complete 
similitude hitherto unnoted; it seemed inexhaustible, yielding new pleasure as often as 
consulted.80 
 
The sentiment that this author expressed was a common one, and nostalgia for the daguerreotype 
became common once it was superseded by new photographic mediums that lacked its material 
qualities. Even beyond the wonder associated with the experience of seeing mechanical 
duplications of the faces of loved ones, daguerreotypes possessed a distinct affective power 
because of the specificities of their composition; as Alan Trachtenberg has noted, “the original 
power of the daguerreotype lay in its physicality.”81 With their reflective, mirror-polished 
surfaces, daguerreotype images not only presented the faces of the sitters they pictured; they also 
reflected whatever light was in front of them at any given moment. This double figuration was a 
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source of much commentary. Looking back on the daguerreotype for a piece in Photo-Era in 
1912, the cultural commentator Sadakichi Hartmann wrote:  
A DAGUERREOTYPE!—There it lies in its case among old papers, letters and curios. A frail 
encasement of wood covered with black embossed paper. We cannot resist the temptation to open 
it and glance at it. The clasp is loose; the old case almost falls apart. A weird tapestry-effect on 
the inside of the lid greets our eye, and opposite it is a gray blurred image set in a gilded frame 
with an oval or circular opening. What a strange effect, this silvery glimmer and mirror-like 
sheen! Held towards the light, all substance seems to vanish from the picture; the highlights grow 
darker than the shadows, and the image of some gentleman in a stock or some lady in bonnet and 
puffed sleeves appears like a ghostlike vision. Yet, as soon as it is moved away from the light and 
contemplated from a certain angle, the image reappears, the mere shadow of a countenance comes 
to life again.82  
 
Daguerreotypes’ shiny, highly polished plates created a special kind of doubling: not only did the 
person looking at a daguerreotype portrait see the face of the photographed subject, but she also 
saw her own face, by virtue of the reflectiveness of the mirror-like surface of the photographic 
plate.83 In this way, the viewer of the daguerreotype image was not so straightforwardly an 
outside spectator of the image as would be the case with later photographic mediums: the 
daguerreotype implicated the spectator quite directly by reflecting her face along with that of the 
photographed subject, thereby bringing the spectator into the frame. This reflection confounded 
the spectator’s capacity to regard the daguerreotype image as a transparent and uncomplicated 
reflection of the real, because it perpetually, intransigently brought the spectator herself into the 
picture. This persistent reminder of her own complicity in the act of looking meant that the 
beholder of the daguerreotype image could not have the illusion of a view from nowhere.  
This double reflection also created a direct visual linkage between the spectator looking 
at the daguerreotype and the sitter it pictured—a kind of twinning of observer and observed—so 
looking at a daguerreotype could have helped to imply or reaffirm connections between these 
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parties in the mind of the spectator. Consequently, the daguerreotype came to be an object of 
great historical interest to descendants of those pictured. Hartmann noted, “a younger generation, 
desirous to keep home- and family-memories alive, has become quite eager to have old 
daguerreotypes enlarged and reproduced…the desire to duplicate these images is one of the few 
opportunities to display a feeling of reverence and ancestral pride.”84 Beyond the visual effects 
associated with experiencing a daguerreotype image as a spectator, the preciousness of the 
daguerreotype and the delicacy of its material composition—as well as the opulent case in which 
the daguerreotype was often enclosed—helped to reinforce the idea that the daguerreotype was a 
precious, heirloom-worthy object. The fact that the only predecessors the daguerreotype portrait 
had for contemporary spectators were painted portraits undoubtedly reinforced the idea that a 
daguerreotype portrait was something precious, permanent, and serious.  
Also salient to the social meaning of the daguerreotype portrait was the fact that 
daguerreotype images tended to abstract sitters from their usual surroundings. This was true at 
the most basic and practical level: the subject was cloistered in the daguerreotypist’s studio, 
away from his or her normal life, surrounded by the unfamiliar furniture, backdrops, and props of 
the daguerreotype studio. In this very basic respect, the portrait necessarily allowed for little 
contiguity with the sitter’s lived experience. As we shall see, the significance of this fact comes 
into stark relief when daguerreotype portraits are compared with later varieties of photographic 
portraiture, which were far more likely to picture the photographed subject in a way that elided 
the impression that they were posing for the camera.  
With the daguerreotype portrait, the event of being photographed is necessarily the focus 
of the sitter’s attention, and the camera’s emphasis is squarely on the sitter. More specifically, 
the emphasis tends to be on the face or sometimes the face and upper body; daguerreotype 
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portraits rarely show the sitter’s full body. The significance of the face, and especially of the 
eyes, is foregrounded. The foregrounding of the face at the expense of depicting the rest of the 
body was a matter of practical necessity: considering the risk that any of the sitter’s extremities 
could flinch and blur an otherwise successful picture, it was in the interest of the photographer as 
well as the sitter that the picture should show as few of these as possible. But the widespread 
perception that the face was the index of the sitter’s character also encouraged daguerreotypists 
to emphasize the face in their portraits. One highly influential book on photography that came 
out in 1864, The Camera and the Pencil, by the daguerreotypist Marcus Aurelius Root, 
encouraged photographers to foreground the face: “As a faithful likeness is the chief desideratum 
in portraiture, the mere head and bust are preferable to a larger proportion of the figure, or one 
including either or both of the hands,” he wrote, adding, “the picture should embrace not much 
over half the length of the body.”85  
Alluding to the calotype portraiture of David Octavius Hill, Walter Benjamin notes in his 
“Little History of Photography” that the low light-sensitivity of early photographic plates 
necessitated long exposures, which “made it desirable to station the model as well as possible in 
a place where nothing stood in the way of quiet exposure.” These comments are just as pertinent 
to daguerreotype portraits as they are to the less popular calotype process. Benjamin quotes the 
German graphic artist Emil Orlik as saying of early photographic portraits, “The synthesis of 
expression which was achieved through the long immobility of the model is the chief reason 
besides their simplicity why these photographs, like well drawn or painted likenesses, exercise a 
more penetrating, longer-lasting effect on the observer than photographs taken more recently.” 
Because the subject’s face must be presented for an extended period as the light rays slowly 
reflect off the sitter’s face and register on the daguerreotype plate, the image that results reflects 
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a greater temporal duration, and is ultimately more synthetic—in the truest sense—than an image 
snapped in fraction of a second. Consequently, daguerreotype portraits, if they are successful, 
offer a wealth of detail in which every line and freckle on the sitter’s face is visible—and by 
virtue of being the product of many cumulative moments rather than a single one, they offer a 
sustained limning of the sitter’s face. As Benjamin writes, “The procedure caused the models to 
live, not out of the instant, but into it; during the long exposure they grew, as it were, into the 
image.”86 
In a daguerreotype portrait of Samuel F.B. Morse (Fig. 9), dating to about 1845, Morse’s 
facial expression and pose offer an acute sense of the gravity of the photographic encounter. 
Morse, an avid daguerreotypist who probably orchestrated this image himself with the help of an 
assistant, presents his head and shoulders to the camera, his body angled slightly to the side. 
Morse’s eyes are slightly downcast, and as is the case with most early portraits, they bear a look 
that is a curious mix of vacancy and exertion, fixed on some point beyond the frame. His lips 
form a tight, straight line, unsmiling but not in the least aggressive. Morse was in his mid-fifties 
when this photograph was taken, and the portrait displays each line on his careworn face, while 
his greying hair and his black morning coat are rendered with less clarity. In this image, the 
emphasis is squarely on the sitter’s face, which conveys gravity and sobriety.  
Because daguerreotypes were intended for permanence, sitters were cautioned against 
appearing with fashionable or distinctive clothing or props that might end up looking dated. Root 
went so far as to condemn these accouterments as “useless and offensive accessories” which 
should “be rigorously banned from the picture as tending to impair the likeness.”87 The 
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daguerreotype portrait, then, placed its emphasis squarely on the sitter’s face and head, tending 
to give little attention to the clothing they wore. Thus, the sitter’s capacities for self-expression 
were more or less limited to facial expression and pose—yet, as we have seen, these elements 
were also drastically circumscribed by the demands of the daguerreotype process.  
 In many respects, though, the decontextualization and rigidity of the studio portrait 
cohered with mid-19th-century ideas about appropriate and accurate visual representation. 
Although having one’s head in a vice was not a situation that one might expect to lend itself to 
“authentic” portraiture, the contemporary belief in the legibility of the face as the seat of the 
character—and the tendency of the daguerreotype process to offer an exhaustive, unflinching 
limning of the face—meant that contemporaries regarded the daguerreotype portrait as a reliable 
indicator of inner temperament. Central to the impression of authenticity in this era was the 
assumption that one’s character could to some degree be interpreted through one’s appearance. 
Samuel Goodrich, a writer of conduct manuals for young people, instructed his readers in 1844: 
“A person with a good heart is almost always good-looking” because “the habits of the soul 
become written on the countenance.” Goodrich added, “what we call the expression of the face is 
only the story which the face tells us about the feelings of the heart. If the heart is habitually 
exercised by malice, then a malicious expression becomes habitually stamped upon the face. The 
expression of the countenance is a record which sets forth to the world the habitual feelings, the 
character of the heart.”88   
As James Salazar has noted, photography “emerged as a particularly valued technology 
of character reading” in the second half of the 19th century.89 Among writers on photography, 
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Root was one of the most vociferous promoters of this idea. In The Camera and the Pencil, Root 
asserted that the overriding duty of the photographer was to “pierce through the ofttimes thick 
mask of the material outward and discern the inner, spiritual self” so that the portrait could 
capture it accurately.90 The idea had held currency as early as 1846, when a commentator in The 
Christian Watchman wrote, “Daguerreotypes, properly regarded, are the indices of human 
character.”91 Another commentator, writing in Ballou's Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion in 
1855, wrote that the reason why many daguerreotype portraits failed to capture their sitters 
accurately was because the camera, an unthinking machine, was necessarily incapable of 
grasping the sitter’s inner essence. The author wrote:  
[E]very object that we be-hold, we see not with the eye only but with the soul; and this is 
especially true of the human countenance, which in so far as it is the expression of mind we see 
through the medium of our own individual mind. Thus a portrait is satisfactory in so far as the 
painter has sympathy with his subject, and delightful to us in proportion as the resemblance 
reflected through his sympathies is in accordance with our own. Now in the daguerreotype there 
is no such medium, and the face comes before us without passing through the human mind and 
brain to our apprehension. This may be the reason why a daguerreotype, however beautiful and 
accurate, is seldom satisfactory or agreeable, and that while we acknowledge its truth as to fact, it 
always leaves something for the sympathies to desire.92 
 
Others placed the onus of responsibility for accurate representation not on the photographer, but 
on the sun itself. In Hawthorne’s The House of the Seven Gables, a daguerreotypist named 
Holgrave also expresses a prevalent mid-Victorian belief in the power of the face to betray the 
inner self, but as Holgrave presents it, the image that the camera captures is inherently accurate 
and honest because it does not engage in flattery the way portrait painters might. “There is a 
wonderful insight in heaven’s broad and simple sunshine,” Holgrave proclaims. “While we give 
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it credit for depicting only the merest surface, it actually brings out the secret character with a 
truth that no painter would ever venture upon, even could he detect it.”93  
 In light of the popular belief that photography held the power to expose the inner self, it 
should not be surprising that many photographers also dabbled in the popular Victorian 
pseudoscience of physiognomy—which was similarly predicated on the legibility of character 
through the facial features.94 Root in fact went on to say, “That, to a considerable degree, the 
face is an index to both the intellectual and moral character, is beyond dispute. Indeed we are all 
physiognomists in practice, if not in theory.” In this and many other accounts of photography in 
the mid-19th century, the face, and especially the eyes, were treated as an index of one’s inner 
character. And personal character, as a number of historians have discussed, was a topic of 
tremendous interest and anxiety for people of the 19th-century, particularly bourgeois 
Americans.95  
To the present-day observer, some of the most striking features of daguerreotype portraits 
are the solemn, unsmiling facial expressions that sitters almost always present. There were 
several reasons for this gravity of expression. One is quite banal: sitters tended to adopt a slack 
facial expression because it was easier to maintain a resting face for a long period of time than it 
would be to hold a more animated expression, like a smile. This goes some distance in 
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explaining the serious, unsmiling facial expressions that sitters tended to adopt in this period, 
though it was by no means the only factor at work.96 For those who sat for the daguerreotype 
portrait, being photographed was a significant, even grave event, because it might conceivably 
happen only once in one’s lifetime. Sitters tended to treat the event with seriousness, because the 
product of their daguerreotype sitting might end up being the only image of them that future 
generations would see.  
The solemnity of expression that most daguerreotype sitters present to the camera is also 
reflective of photography’s complicity in promoting and supporting reigning cultural mores in 
the Victorian era. As Karen Halttunen has written, amid unprecedented urbanization and the 
resulting inevitability of interacting with strangers in public spaces, the mid-19th century United 
States saw the rise of a “cult of sincerity” that condemned what it regarded as artifice or 
hypocrisy, and emphasized the values of “sincerity” and “transparency.” As Halttunen notes, this 
environment simultaneously undermined and promoted what Erving Goffman refers to as “face-
work”—the maintenance of an appearance and a manner that conforms to culturally prescribed 
ideals of proper behavior—because a very active market of advice literature served to instruct 
readers on how to perform “sincere” behavior.  
 
The Paradox of Posing  
Though discussions of the practice of posing for one’s portrait were rife in a broad array of 
Victorian periodicals, the terminology that came into use to identify and discuss the act was not 
yet fully formed. The vocabulary that described posing in its early years was not specific to self-
presentation, to the “transforming oneself in advance into an image,” that Barthes connects with 
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photographic portraiture. In The Camera and the Pencil, Root writes that photographers must 
focus on “arrangement” and “position” as means to capture sitters’ true “expression.”97 Far more 
common was the term “attitude” to describe a sitter’s pose. Root makes use of this term, too, 
speaking of the “constrained attitude” of the sitter as a factor that can complicate the 
photographer’s efforts to accurately capture the sitter’s facial expression.98 In 1840, one J. F. 
Soleil—bearer of a peculiarly photographic name that was likely a pseudonym—wrote, “I know 
that up to now no portrait has been produced with the eyes open and the attitude and face 
natural.”99 “An article in the Edinburgh Review in 1843 likewise refers to the “constrained 
attitude” sitters had to endure as leading to a portrait that was “neither…correct nor 
agreeable.”100  
Indeed, the earliest discussions of photographic portraiture did not make use of the word 
“pose” in the sense in which it is most familiar to us today, that of positioning the body and face 
for the purposes of appearing in a photograph. While the Oxford English Dictionary states that 
the use of the word to mean “To place in a certain attitude or position, esp. to be painted or 
photographed; to cause to adopt a certain pose” dates to 1826—the pre-photographic era, though 
not by a huge margin—it is not until 1850 that the word comes into use as something that one 
does on one’s own: “To assume a certain position, pose, or attitude, esp. in order to be drawn, 
painted, or photographed.” A word’s origin is not necessarily contemporaneous with the 
beginning of its widespread adoption by the public, however, and sometimes there is 
considerable lag time between the two developments. The word “pose” was italicized in 
photography periodicals including the Daguerreian Journal in the 1850s; it continued to be 
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italicized in popular newspapers and magazines, including the New York Times, well into the 
1870s, which suggests that it was still considered a foreign term to the general public. By 1880, 
however, the Washington Post and popular periodicals like it no longer considered italicization 
necessary.101   
Nearly as soon as the word became popularly accepted, it would appear, posing also 
began to acquire pejorative connotations: one etymology book dates the use of poser to mean 
“one who practices an affected attitude” to 1881. By 1894, an article in the American Journal of 
Photography complained that it was “indisputable that the rank and file are too prone to adopt 
stereotyped positions and methods of lighting.”102 It would seem that as soon as people 
possessed the language to talk about posing as a distinct set of practices, it was regarded as 
something to be overcome. The connotations of the word “poseur” were even more negative than 
this. The term, used to refer to a person “who deliberately adopts a particular attitude or pose; a 
person with an affected or pretentious style or demeanour,” came into use in English in 1869. As 
we shall see, given that the 1860s saw the mass popularization of portrait photography, it is 
fitting that this decade gave rise to a term of derision for one who poses.  
Etymologically, “pose” is the result of a linguistic confusion between the Latin words 
pausare, “to halt, rest, pause,” and ponere, “to put, place.” From this early moment in its history, 
then, the word connoted both the deliberate placement of a thing, and the freezing of its 
movement. “Pose” joined the English language by way of the Old French word, poser, which 
meant to “put, place, propose,” and was used almost exclusively with reference to debating: it 
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seems close to our contemporary use of the word “posit.” At this point, then, the word acquired 
the character of an argument or a point of view; to pose was no longer “neutral.” “Pose” could 
betray a stance, a particular way of relating to the world. Implicit in this definition and this 
etymological history are the two central, but opposing, concepts whose convergence led to the 
descriptor that came into use to describe the photographic pose: the practice of putting-in-place, 
and the practice of arresting motion. In this sense, every photographed pose is a moment of 
fiction, in which sitters rely on the photograph’s mechanical reproduction of “reality” even as 
they exploit its capacity to offer only a partial and inexorably constructed view.  
The labors involved in making daguerreotype portraits and the material considerations of 
the daguerreotype—its expense, its preciousness and fragility—meant that most daguerreotype 
portraits were seen only by intimates of the person pictured, and their primary social functions 
tended to be those of supporting and preserving existing social bonds and creating visual 
supplements to individual memory. Daguerreotypes, in other words, did not engender the 
socially performative functions of posing that the etymology of the term hints at. 
 By the late 1850s, this was beginning to shift. With the introduction of a cheap, infinitely 
reproducible photographic medium, the carte de visite, portrait photographs were produced in the 
millions, and they quickly moved out of the parlor and into the world beyond. With this radical 
transformation in how people experienced photographs, portrait photography took on a new set 









Victorians Living in Public: Cartes de Visite, Circulation, and the Performance of Identity 
 
We get accustomed to the portrait after a time, are able to face it, to see it on our drawing-room 
table in a small frame, or in an album, or even in the books of our dear friends and acquaintances. 
If we are public characters (and it is astonishing how many of us now find that we are so), we are 
actually obliged at last to get accustomed to the sight of ourselves in the shop-windows of this 
great metropolis. Our shepherd's-plaid trousers, our favourite walking-stick, our meerschaum 
pipe, meet our gaze turn where we will. 
—“The Carte de Visite,” All the Year Round: A Weekly Journal, 1862. 
 
A popular strain of scholarship on photography assigns the medium a memorial function: 
photograph as cenotaph. According to this logic, photography has traditionally served primarily 
as a receptacle for the bygone moment that it depicts; after all, as Roland Barthes famously 
mused in Camera Lucida, what the camera captures is, from the moment of exposure, in the 
past—the “that-has-been.”1 Much of the path-breaking scholarship on the history of photography 
that has emerged in the past two decades has taken Barthes’ point as basic, concentrating on the 
ways in which analog photographs have functioned as vessels for remembering after the subjects 
that they depict have departed.2 And, as we have seen, daguerreotypes tended to be privately 
commissioned, kept in the possession of the sitter’s loved ones, and regarded as an aide-
memoire, whether or not the subjects they pictured were still living.  
 Beginning in the late 1850s, though, this began to change. After twenty years of 
dominance, the daguerreotype ceded its territory to a new photographic medium, the carte de 
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visite, a small, paper-based photographic card that became tremendously popular throughout the 
world in the 1860s. In its composition, its content, and the scope of its dissemination, the carte de 
visite was a radical departure from the daguerreotype. As the first photographic medium that 
was, in contrast to the daguerreotype, self-consciously, intransigently public, the carte de visite 
introduced photographic portraiture to a broader audience than ever before, and allowed for new 
varieties of social performance that simultaneously drew on and subverted the discourses of 
authenticity that surrounded the photograph in the second half of the 19th century.  
 
“Industry’s First Inroads”: The Carte de Visite as Photographic Commodity 
For many decades, the carte de visite was overlooked by historians of photography, and despite 
several significant studies of the carte since the 1970s, it remains a peripheral presence in 
scholarship of the history of photography.3 Patented in Paris in 1854 by André Disdéri, the carte 
de visite was a portrait of two and a half by four inches, about the size and shape of a baseball 
card. Generated by a purpose-built camera that could create up to eight exposures on a single 
plate, cartes de visite allowed sitters to adopt a variety of poses as they sat for their serialized 
portraits. Typically, cartes were created from albumen prints on thin photographic paper, which 
was then mounted on heavier card paper that usually bore the insignia of the photography studio 
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that had taken the picture. Cartes became wildly popular in Western Europe in the late 1850s, 
and by 1860, the “cardomania” craze had crossed the Atlantic, and Americans were jostling to 
get their portraits taken for cartes of their own. Explanations for this five years’ lag between the 
carte’s invention and popularization vary; one common but possibly apocryphal theory is that in 
1859, on his way to battle with his troops, Napoleon III stopped into Disdéri's studio to have his 
portrait taken (Fig. 10). Disdéri saw the opportunity for profit, and made multiple copies of the 
image, which he sold to the public in the thousands, effectively launching the carte de visite’s 
astronomic popularity.4 Another widely cited explanation is the story of how the photographer J. 
E. Mayall, in 1860, published his “Royal Album,” a collection of cartes of Queen Victoria, 
Prince Albert and their children (Fig. 11). The collection promptly sold 60,000 copies in Great 
Britain, the United States and the Colonies, thus presenting the affordable carte as fashionable 
and accepted by the elite.5   
 Marcus Aurelius Root credited these celebrity endorsements with triggering the carte’s 
popularity in the United States, and in so doing, helping to bring about the ubiquity that 
photography enjoyed in the 1860s. “The natural result” of the carte de visite was, he reflected in 
1864, “that the sun-painting art received an impulse which has carried it to a height before 
unparalleled.”6 By the early 1860s, in the wake of these early, high-visibility instances of 
“cardomania,” the carte de visite was welcomed with open arms by most photography studio 
owners, who recognized it as a new and promising revenue stream, and once it became clear that 
the carte's lucrativeness and popularity were without precedent in the history of the medium, new 
studios sprang up to support the enormous demand. Between 1860 and 1870 the number of 
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photographers operating in the United States more than doubled, growing from 3,154 
photographers to 7,558, overwhelmingly as a result of the new popularity of cartes.7 In Paris and 
London, the increase was similarly dramatic.8 
This complex of developments has been characterized, by later observers, as a pivotal 
moment in the industrialization of the photograph: the transformation of the photographic image 
from an artisanal product into a mass-produced commodity accessible to the middle class. In his 
“Little History of Photography,” Walter Benjamin, writing in 1931, recalled, “Industry made its 
first real inroads [to photography] with the visiting-card picture.”9 More recently, Deborah Poole 
has contended, “The bourgeois portrait-card granted the photograph a commodity status 
previously denied it by the artisanal techniques that produced singular or ‘artistic’ images.”10 
Significantly, this commodity status meant that the appearance and function of the carte tended 
to be largely uniform regardless of where in the world it was found. In discussing the emergence 
of the carte, Poole introduces an important concept: that of a visual economy. By this, Poole 
means a complex network of exchange, in which images circulate in space, their meaning always 
                                                
7 William C. Darrah, Cartes de Visite in Nineteenth Century Photography (Gettysburg, PA: W. C. Darrah, 
1981), 12. As Darrah explains, these figures are taken from the United States Decennial Census, and 
given that the census only took place once every ten years, it did not take into account the considerable 
number of photographers who operated for only a few years—so the actual number of active 
photographers was considerably higher than the figures provided. 
8 André Rouillé observes: “In the 1850s, the number of Parisian photographic firms increased fourfold 
(from forty-eight to 207) and the number of people employed by them increased twelvefold; between 
1860 and 1870 these figures were, in their turn, multiplied by two-and-a-half times in the case of studios 
and by three times in the case of employees. There are other indications too: by 1860, the number of 
Parisian photographic businesses had multiplied almost twenty times since 1848. At the height of the 
carte de visite’s popularity nearly three hundred studios were in operation in London, at least thirty-five 
of them located in Regent Street. As for the United States, there the number of photographers more than 
trebled between 1850 and 1860 and in the course of the next decade more than doubled again.” Jean-
Claude Lemagny and André Rouillé, eds., A History of Photography (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1987), 41. 
9 Walter Benjamin, “Little History of Photography,” Selected Writings, Volume 2, Part 2, 1931-1934, ed. 
Michael W. Jennings et al, trans. Rodney Livingstone et al (Cambridge, MA and London: The Belknap 
Press of Harvard University Press, 1999), 507.  
10 Deborah Poole, Vision, Race, and Modernity: A Visual Economy of the Andean Image World 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), 132. 
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contingent on the cultural context in which they are viewed. This model is valuable as a means of 
interpreting the carte de visite, because it draws critical attention not only to the carte’s visual 
content, but to the social functions of cartes as physical objects and the shifts in value and 
meaning that they underwent as they changed hands. As we shall see, as a mass-produced 
commodity that circulated widely, the carte both shaped and reflected normative standards of 
bourgeois self-presentation.  
The writings of Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr. on photography, in his popular column for 
The Atlantic Monthly, have become something of a touchstone—or, perhaps more accurately, an 
old chestnut—among those interested in the reception of developments in 19th-century 
photography: rather like the brocade backdrops or cardboard balustrades of the portrait studio, 
they have become an expected cliché. There is good reason for this. Holmes’s flowery, 
loquacious treatments of the rise of photography offer practical insight into the well-heeled 
American public’s use of photography in the 19th century: where the fashionable classes got 
photographed, what photographic processes were in vogue, how much they cost, and the like. 
But more significantly, they hint at the nature of the experience, and the social meaning, of 
“being taken” at this early stage in photography’s history. In one especially shopworn passage 
that appears in an 1863 article, “The Doings of the Sunbeam,” Holmes writes: “Card-portraits, 
[…] as everybody knows, have become the social currency, the sentimental ‘Green-backs’ of 
civilization.”11  
Holmes’s quotation is usually mobilized in order to demonstrate the ubiquity of cartes; it 
is offered as a proof of the wild popularity of these once omnipresent, now mostly forgotten 
cultural products. But his words accomplish something beyond this: they suggest the circulatory, 
                                                
11 Oliver Wendell Holmes, “The Doings of the Sunbeam,” Soundings from the Atlantic (Boston: Ticknor 
and Fields, 1864), 255. 
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public nature of the carte. Like “Green-backs,” the colloquialism referring to paper money that 
emerged during the Civil War, cartes de visite were objects that were exchanged among people, 
accumulating meaning through their dissemination. To borrow a phrase that David Henkin has 
used to describe the rise of paper money in antebellum America, they were intended for 
“promiscuous circulation,” and this movement through society shaped their significance.12 Far 
from a stable, timeless representation of human likeness, the carte, like a piece of money 
exchanged among customers and merchants, was an object moving about in the world. And as 
with currency, the carte de visite was a complicated object in the sense that it was a concrete 
marker for something much less graspable. 
The carte de visite, as Holmes’s quotation suggests, was not viewed primarily as a vessel 
of memory: it was powerfully of-the-moment; fashionable; even faddish. It is significant that 
Holmes made the comparison to the “greenback” in 1863: the term was coined only a year 
earlier, in 1862, with the establishment of a uniform national paper currency that did not have the 
backing of precious metals, as previous money had; the financial austerity occasioned by the 
Civil War had made such anchorage impossible. A correspondent in The New York Times wrote, 
on December 23, “Bonds, greenbacks, and postage currency paper [are] to do all the duty of 
money in this unhappy land.”13 Paper money, this statement insinuates, is a pale substitute for the 
real thing; a flimsy, ephemeral stand-in lacking in the concrete value, the heaviness, of metal. If 
that which was solid did not literally melt into air, it was nonetheless subsumed by a cheap, 
insubstantial substitute.  
This unsettling phenomenon—the replacement of what was perceived as a stalwart, 
sturdy, concrete entity with inherent value, with a purely symbolic stand-in for “real” value—
                                                
12 David Henkin, City Reading: Written Words and Public Spaces in Antebellum New York (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1998), 137. 
13 Oxford English Dictionary Online. “Greenback, n.” Accessed October 25, 2010. http://bit.ly/cdNqzo.  
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was emblematic of another, more abstract development in 19th-century culture that was 
connected with the ascendancy of the carte. Geoffrey Batchen has suggested that cartes ably 
demonstrate the characteristics of the commodity as formulated by Marx. The carte, Batchen 
contends, is a “particularly distinctive commodity form because what is being exchanged is 
pictures of people. The person being photographed is a thing, a picture, and then this thing is 
sold, exchanged, and consumed.”14 In Capital, Marx describes industrial capitalist society as 
being characterized by “material relations between persons and social relations between 
things.”15 It is hard to ignore the fact that, as Steve Edwards has noted, Marx was at work on his 
first volume of Capital as the carte de visite burst onto the photography scene.16 The carte, which 
enabled people to literally objectify themselves in the form of a consumer product for the 
purposes of relationship building and maintenance, would seem a meaningful 19th-century 
embodiment of the condition of capitalism as Marx describes it. This propensity for 
representations of the self to become commodities to be bought and sold was, as we shall see, a 
source of anxiety as well as enthusiasm among people of the era. 
Such an interpretation of the carte’s cultural significance is supported by the medium’s 
material composition. An important hallmark of the carte de visite was the omnipresence of the 
photography studio's insignia. In the majority of cases, photography studios that produced cartes 
emblazoned their logo on the back (or occasionally on the front, underneath the photographic 
image). The styles of the logos ranged from simple and text-based, with the name and city of the 
studio, to opulent and ornate, with illustrations, elaborate fonts and tips for potential clients 
                                                
14 Paul Wood, quoted in Geoffrey Batchen, “Dreams of Ordinary Life: Cartes-de-Visite and the Bourgeois 
Imagination,” in Photography: Theoretical Snapshots, ed. J. J. Long, Andrea Noble, and Edward Welch 
(New York: Routledge, 2009), 87.  
15 Karl Marx, “Part I. Commodities and Money,” Capital, Volume One, from The Marx-Engels Reader, 
ed. Robert C. Tucker (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1978), 321.  
16 Steve Edwards, The Making of English Photography: Allegories (University Park, PA: Penn State 
University Press, 2006), 1. 
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(advising them, for example, which colors of clothing photographed well). The inevitability of 
the studio logo is a very significant feature of the carte de visite as a development in 
photography, not only in the new industrialization of portraiture that it exemplifies, but in the 
commodification of the likeness that it represents. Sitters had their picture taken, then had it 
printed on a card that bore a name that was not theirs, but rather belonged to the person they’d 
paid to photograph them. In a sense, people’s likenesses in the form of the carte, often the only 
photographic images they possessed of themselves, became advertisements for a commercial 
enterprise the moment they were produced.  
Like paper money, cartes de visite were recent derivations of a less circulatory, weightier, 
and more precious kind of photography. As we have seen, the daguerreotype, the process that the 
carte de visite largely supplanted, was fragile, heavy, and expensive. Cartes, by contrast, were 
albumen prints made from collodion glass negatives, which were affixed by glue onto 
cardboard—and, owing to the cheaper materials involved as well as the less onerous labors of 
exposure and development brought about by this new process, they were considerably more 
affordable. In the United States, cartes typically cost less than 20 cents per exposure, and 
between $1 and $3 for a dozen, a figure that remained fairly stable throughout the 1860s. People 
tended to buy them in multiples rather than singles, but the availability of individual images 
made cartes more accessible to those who might not have been able to afford a full set. The 
higher end of the price range was the preserve of fashionable studios in large cities catering to an 
elite clientele; rural studios and studios catering to the less moneyed charged less. By the 
standards of the 1860s, these were manageable, if not bargain prices for most middle-class 
customers. On the whole, then, the comparatively cheap paper composition of the image meant 
that cartes could be afforded by legions of people not quite wealthy enough to pay for 
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daguerreotype portraits. One commentator, writing in Macmillan’s Magazine in 1871, went so 
far as to say that cartes were “the greatest boon that has been conferred on the poorer classes” in 
recent memory.17 
The multiple, reproducible nature of the carte de visite was also a departure from the 
daguerreotype. Daguerreotypes, in which the image the camera captured was imprinted directly 
onto the metal plate, were singular, unique: they lacked technical reproducibility, the 
characteristic that Benjamin would later identify as photography’s defining trait. As a result, they 
seemed to possess a similar sort of aura to that which, Benjamin argued, the infinitely 
reproducible photograph effectively destroyed.18 Daguerreotypes were auratic not only in their 
singularity, but also in their proximity to the person or thing represented; Richard Benson 
expresses this when he writes, “Every daguerreotype is a unique object that once sat in the 
camera facing the subject of the picture.”19 There is a certain gravitas in this indexical connection 
that the daguerreotype image holds to the subject it represents, and this is consistent with the 
kind of careful, discreet handling that daguerreotypes demanded of their spectators—along with 
being costly, they were highly delicate and irreplaceable, and so tended to be kept in the home, 
cloistered and protected, rather than being transported about.20 Cartes were the first widely 
                                                
17 John Richard Green, “Edward Denison—In Memoriam,” Macmillan’s Magazine, No. 143, Vol. XXIV 
(September 1871), 382. 
18 Walter Benjamin, “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” Illuminations, ed. 
Hannah Arendt, trans. Harry Zohn (New York: Harcourt Brace, 1968), 219-254. 
19 Richard Benson, The Printed Picture (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 2008), 100. 
20 Even so, Andrea Volpe has observed that the photograph’s tendency to move portraiture away from the 
seemingly timeless, singular, monumental image—and toward a more ephemeral kind of likeness—did 
not necessarily begin with the carte. As Volpe recounts, in Melville’s 1852 novel Pierre, or the 
Ambiguities, the title character comments that while a painted portrait’s vocation was that of 
“immortalizing a genius, a [daguerreotype] portrait now only dayalizes a dunce.” Volpe suggests that 
such an observation contrasts “the ability of the painted portrait to memorialize a subject with the 
daguerreotype’s ability to momentarily represent the ordinary.” Andrea Volpe, “Cartes de Visite Portrait 
Photographs and the Culture of Class Formation,” The Middling Sorts: Explorations in the History of the 
American Middle Class, ed. Burton J. Bledstein and Robert D. Johnson (New York and London: 
Routledge, 2001), 157. 
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popular photographic medium that was reproducible.21 The product of a negative-positive 
process, they could be multiplied with ease. Indeed, one could fairly say that it was with its 
transition to the negative-positive process, in the form of the carte de visite, that the photograph 
became a true mass medium: one that was not restricted to the elite, but that most of the middle 
class was able to experience.  
 
Looking at “The Real Thing”: Cartes de Visite as Mass Media  
From the earliest days of the carte, the sale of celebrity portraits to the general public represented 
an indispensably lucrative element of the studio owner’s business. Before the carte de visite, it 
had been virtually impossible for the “middling sort” to see a photographic image of a celebrity; 
the photographic processes that preceded the carte were too laborious and costly to support this 
kind of a mass photographic culture. And the reproduction of photographs in newspapers, 
magazines and books, which later became the most important vehicles for the dissemination of 
photographs to a mass audience, would not be possible until the halftone printing process 
became sophisticated and inexpensive enough that these mass media outlets could conceivably 
make use of it to print photographic images.22 But in the 1860s and 1870s, the carte was king. Its 
reach was huge: in England alone, 300 to 400 million cartes were sold every year from 1861 to 
                                                
21 While the daguerreotype existed contemporaneously with other photographic processes that permitted 
reproduction, these processes, for various reasons, were mostly unsuccessful and did not pose serious 
challenges to the daguerreotype. As Benson writes, “The daguerreotype thrived until the 1860s, then died 
a slow death” (The Printed Picture, 100). The rise of the carte-de-visite around 1860, then, was 
concomitant with the death of the daguerreotype, and the first instance of negative-positive photography 
being adopted widely.  
22 This was a development that began in the early 1870s—the New York Daily Graphic was the first 
American periodical to publish a halftone photograph, reproducing a photograph of Steinway Hall, a 
concert and performance venue on East 14th Street, in 1873—but innovations that made the publication of 
photographs possible on a mass scale were slow coming. Halftone photographs only began to appear with 
regularity in most newspapers and journals by the early 1890s. In fact, Darrah has argued that the new 
conceivability of printing photographs in newspapers and magazines closer to the end of the 19th century 
was partly responsible for the death of the carte de visite. Darrah, Cartes de Visite, 14. 
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1867.23 This is a stunning figure considering that England's population during these years 
hovered around 20 million. Data on the production volumes of cartes in the United States are 
elusive, but as historians tend to suggest that the Americans were the greatest “cardomaniacs” of 
all, one imagines that the volume is astronomical.  
The mass-mediatization of photography that was concomitant with the carte de visite was 
not only significant in that upper-middle-class, and eventually, middle-class people could now 
have their photograph taken without going broke. It also meant that the “imagined communities” 
fostered by the newspapers and journals of the period could incorporate the visual in a more 
powerful, personal and seemingly authentic way.24 With the notable exceptions of engravings in 
newspapers and magazines, sculptures and painted portraiture in galleries, and stately politicians’ 
profiles impressed upon coins, cartes de visite represented the first time it was possible for large 
numbers of ordinary people to see the faces of the public figures—politicians, royals, stars of the 
theater and opera—that they read, discussed, and thought about. Anne McCauley has stressed the 
significance of the “role that photography played in bringing the famous into every living room 
and, as a result, making them more familiar, less heroic” via the carte de visite. McCauley 
observes: “Men and women who had only been glimpsed from a distance as they rode through 
the Bois de Boulogne, entered the Tuileries Palace, or declaimed on stage now were rendered 
clearly recognizable and could be criticized as readily by a carte purchaser as by a close 
friend.”25  
It is not a trifling point that non-photographic visuals were available through the mass 
media of newspapers and illustrated magazines before the emergence of the carte de visite, 
                                                
23 Darrah, Cartes de Visite, 4. 
24 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism 
(London: Verso, 2006).  
25 Elizabeth Anne McCauley, A.A.E. Disdéri and the Carte de Visite Portrait (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1985), 2.  
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typically in the form of engravings. But these offered a representation of reality that was 
markedly different from the more direct and unadorned aesthetic of the photograph: engravings, 
even ones that trumpeted their authenticity on the basis of being “Based on the Photograph,” 
typically offered synthetic, composite views of their subject matter rather than attempting 
transparent visual transcription. The appeal of the carte, by contrast, was predicated on an 
undreamt-of visual exactitude, and a seemingly direct connection to the subjects represented. 
Moreover, cartes de visite offered the individuals who collected them greater control over the 
organization and presentation of images: instead of passively consuming the images that were 
transmitted to them through the illustrated pages of magazines or newspapers, they actively 
curated their own collections of images.  
Innumerable Americans snapped up images of Abraham Lincoln, whose enigmatic smile 
made his cartes especially appealing (Fig. 12). The carte also gave the President a forum to offer 
a more intimate view of himself to the world: one very popular carte depicted him reading to his 
young son, Tad (Fig. 13). In this way, the photographic image was deployed as a means of 
revealing to constituents a more personal, “private” side of this very public figure, and offering 
his admirers a sense of proximity and unmediated connection with him. While the popularity of 
Lincoln’s image was presumably driven by the respect and adulation of his supporters, the 
sudden infamy of his assassin, John Wilkes Booth, offers an example of another route to mass 
visibility. Already a prominent stage actor, Booth had been the subject of numerous cartes, but 
his newfound status as America’s premier public enemy meant a renewed interest in his image. 
The carte offered people fascinated by Booth’s criminality the chance to stare into the face of a 
cold-blooded murderer, an opportunity that some spectators found too titillating to pass up. 
Booth’s notoriety also led to some creative acts of manipulation among enterprising carte sellers. 
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One carte, produced by Williamson of Brooklyn in 1865, offers a photocollage of Booth waiting 
in the wings of an auditorium, brandishing what is seemingly a weapon, with what appears to be 
the devil superimposed behind him, whispering in his ear (Fig. 14). With the carte’s status as a 
photographic image—authored, many contemporaries believed, not by a photographer’s hands 
but by the sun itself—and its concurrent susceptibility to manipulation, it allowed for an 
unmooring of the photographic image from its stable referent.  
Given that, according to Karen Halttunen, 19th-century Americans viewed the face, and 
particularly the eyes, as “the most transparent part of the body,”26 the emergence of the carte was 
a development that was at once inevitable, thrilling, and slightly traumatic. The widespread 
belief in the legibility of the face as an indicator of things “deeper”—not only of one’s inner 
sentiments but also of that most quintessentially Victorian attribute, “character”27—is borne out 
in many developments in 19th-century photography, most notoriously in the use of photography 
in Social Darwinist strains of psychopathology and criminology.28 Beyond the rudimentary 
forms of manipulation and montage at work in images like the Booth photomontage by 
Williamson, the carte de visite simultaneously bolstered and undercut the popular Victorian 
belief in the reliability of the face as an indicator of the inner self. While a person’s countenance 
was viewed as the seat of individual character and sentiment, the new exchange-value of the face 
                                                
26 Karen Halttunen, Confidence Men and Painted Women: A Study of Middle-Class Culture in America, 
1830-1870 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982), 83.  
27 On the 19th-century fixation with “character,” see Warren Susman, “‘Personality’ and the Making of 
Twentieth-Century Culture,” Culture as History: The Transformation of American Society in the 
Twentieth Century (New York: Random House, 1973). 
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that the carte brought about undermined the notion that one’s portrait photograph was something 
stable and static, inseparably yoked to the “real thing.” John Hollingshead’s short story “A 
Counterfeit Presentment,” which appeared in Charles Dickens’s weekly magazine, Household 
Words, in 1858, illustrates precisely this dilemma. In this story, Mr. Edgar Sweetworts, a man of 
letters who, despite his use of a pseudonym, quickly becomes a “literary lion,” has his identity 
exposed and finds it increasingly difficult to fend off the photographers lying in wait, eager to 
take his portrait and profit by selling copies of it to his readership. Sweetworts, who considers 
himself unphotogenic and would prefer to keep his likeness private, thinks he has successfully 
eluded his would-be photographers, until one day, a particularly calculating studio owner pays 
him a visit. Telling Sweetworts, “for some time, a growing demand has existed for your 
portrait,” and “when a demand reaches a certain height, it must be supplied,” the visitor gives 
him a choice. Either Sweetworts can sit for his portrait, or the studio owner will pass off as 
Sweetworts a photograph of another man who resembles him: a prizefighter named Bill Tippets, 
“the Lambeth Phenomenon,” who has “the lineaments of a church-warden, mixed with those of 
the professional burglar, but whether the churchwarden turned burglar or the burglar turned 
churchwarden, it [is] impossible to determine.”29 Presented with the possibility that the face of 
Tippets—hardly a respectable character—might be presented to the public as his own, 
Sweetworts has no choice but to relent, and sit for his carte de visite portrait.  
The scenario in this story had a firm basis in reality—and specifically in the life of 
Dickens, perhaps the most popular English writer in this period, who had a longstanding 
antipathy to being photographed. In 1841, he wrote to a friend, “If anybody should entreat you to 
[…] have a Photographic Likeness done—don’t be prevailed upon, on any terms. The Sun is a 
great fellow in his way, but portrait painting is not in his line. I speak from experience, having 
                                                
29 [John Hollingshead,] “A Counterfeit Presentment,” Household Words 18, July 3, 1858, 72. 
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suffered dreadfully.”30 By 1856, Dickens was being courted by J. E. Mayall, who would go on to 
create the Royal Family Album, to sit for a photographic portrait; Mayall, a Lancashire-born 
photographer eager for fame and fortune, probably anticipated that photographing Dickens could 
be career-making. Dickens declined Mayall’s request, explaining that he had “so much to do and 
such a disinclination to multiply my ‘counterfeit presentments,’” borrowing a phrase from 
Hamlet that would later be repurposed for the title of Hollingshead’s story. Later that year, when 
he was invited by the writer William Charles Kent to have his likeness taken by a photographer 
named Watkins, Dickens wrote: 
Scarcely a week passes without my receiving requests from various quarters to sit for likenesses, 
to be taken by all the processes ever invented. Apart from my having an invincible objection to 
the multiplication of my countenance in the shop-windows, I have not, between my avocations 
and my needful recreation, the time to comply with these proposals. At this moment there are 
three cases out of a vast number, in which I have said: “If I sit at all, it shall be to you first, to you 
second, and to you third.” But I assure you, I consider myself almost as unlikely to go through 
these three conditional achievements as I am to go to China. Judge when I am likely to get to Mr. 
Watkins!31  
 
In the year and a half that followed, Dickens refused to sit for any professional photographers, 
apparently because he objected to the commercial sale of his photograph. This, of course, did 
nothing to stop studio owners from reprinting and continuing to sell copies of older photographs 
of him.32 Once exposed to the world, Dickens’s own “counterfeit presentments” were irrevocably 
public.  
 
“I Know That Face, Somehow”: Victorians Living in Public 
Critical to the social function of the carte de visite was its propensity for circulation. The 
circulatory aspect of the carte was not altogether new: photographic cartes de visite were 
                                                
30 Sussex Photo History, “Portraits of Charles Dickens.” Accessed September 5, 2012. 
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31 Sussex Photo History, “Dickens.”  
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modeled after traditional visiting cards, which had been popular in Europe since the 18th century 
and whose success was likewise predicated on a kind of social exchange.33 The sense of public 
identity that cartes de visite represented, then, was precedented. What was new was the distinctly 
visual access to the superficial acquaintance that the carte de visite brought about. From the first, 
cartes de visite were associated not with a personal, domestic conception of likeness but with a 
distinctly public one; at least as psychically significant as the new commodification of likeness 
that cartes de visite offered was the new kind of visual publicness that they represented. In 
contrast to the daguerreotype, which, delicate and singular, tended to be cosseted in a purpose-
built case, protected from the world, cartes de visite were meant for circulation. As we have seen, 
they were normally purchased in volumes of at least eight exposures—some photography studios 
sold them in sets of up to 12—and many sitters would buy multiple sets of their multiple 
exposures, the better for wide dissemination. They were exchanged among friends, extended 
family, and acquaintances, and often further afield.  
The scope of a carte’s dissemination depended on a number of factors, not the least of 
which was the doggedness of its subject in distributing his or her likeness. Journalism dating to 
the era of the carte suggests that some people were aggressive disseminators of their cartes and 
aggressive collectors of others’, seeking cannily to expand their social network through the 
exchange of these likenesses; others, meanwhile, were more conservative in their distribution 
and collection of cartes, preferring to keep only those of their close friends, and to distribute their 
own likeness only to their nearest and dearest. Still others still were willing to take part in the 
                                                
33 In 1869, Robert Chambers wrote of 18th-century visiting cards: “From the lady of fashion—who orders 
her carriage every afternoon, and takes the round of Belgravia, leaving a card at the door of twenty 
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craze and engage in avid distribution and collection, but approached the enterprise with serious 
skepticism. An 1867 article in Godey's Lady's Book, then the most popular women’s magazine in 
circulation, offers a sense of some subjects’ antipathy to the public exposure and the superficial 
acquaintance that accompanied the rise of the carte de visite. The author, who offers only the 
initials “R.H.E.” as identification, common in an era when most women writers employed 
pseudonyms, writes with a candor one might not associate with polite 19th-century womanhood:  
Photograph albums have little worth or sacredness for me. They best fulfill their purpose when 
made to show volumes for the faces of beautiful women and famed men. It does not matter much 
what contiguities fall out to those who set themselves up as targets for public gaze and public 
talk. You can aptly arrange them by the measure of their fame and beauty. At any time I am ready 
to exchange mine for yours. They have no permanent value for me, no fixed association.  But the 
pictures of my pure and tried friends, those who have stood by me through the joys and ills of a 
checkered life, are tenderly kept, and it irks me to see them turned over by indifferent hands. 
Never ask me for photographs of my near kinsfolk...You only want them to fill up a blank page of 
your book. Any other person's father and mother would do as well. I am not willing that mine 
should serve so unworthy a purpose.34 
 
For some, as for this commentator, the promiscuous exchange of cartes represented a cheapening 
of the images of loved ones, as one’s nearest and dearest came to serve as just another face 
among an unindividuated mass of likenesses collected in an acquaintance’s album. Significantly, 
though, the dissemination of the carte de visite was not strictly controlled by its subject, but 
opened onto broader and more public channels of circulation. Photography studios, which dotted 
every major city and eventually materialized in most towns, could procure negatives, licitly or 
without permission, from other photographers and reproduce these images, or, they could make 
reproductions from cartes themselves.35 Moreover, studio photographers retained negatives of 
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protect their intellectual property: in early 1863, the British Journal of Photography alluded to “several 
cases of photographic piracy that have already come on for hearing.” “Photographic Delinquency,” The 
British Journal of Photography, No. 183, Vol. X (February 2, 1863), 46. Anthony Hamber, “Archives, 
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each image that they took; they also retained the rights to these images, meaning they could 
reproduce and sell them if they liked. Often, they did just this. Studios made money taking carte 
de visite portraits for an eager clientele desirous of personal cartes to pass around, but they lined 
their pockets further by selling already-made cartes not only of celebrities like Lincoln and 
Dickens, but of subjects semi-famous and anonymous as well. Even at this early moment in 
photography’s history, public exposure was not limited to those who, by celebrity, by noble birth 
or by public office, self-identified as “public figures.” Even if the sitter was a complete 
unknown, by entering a studio and having her picture taken for a carte de visite, she ran the risk 
of having the studio reproduce her image, display it in their shop window, and sell it to the public 
without her knowledge. If she was exceptionally wealthy or attractive or interesting-looking, this 
was almost inevitable. 
Photography studios served as social venues and places of diversion: they tended to be 
fashionable, pleasant locales, and people would wander in, peruse the cartes available—some of 
the more prominent New York studios, such as Mathew Brady’s studio at Broadway and 10th 
Street, would tack up all of their celebrity portraits on a “Wall of Fame”—and walk out with a 
few new purchases. Sometimes a stroll past the photography studio ended up being a jarring, 
destabilizing experience: an ordinary woman, in the midst of her carefree afternoon 
constitutional, could be confronted by her own likeness staring back at her in the front window 
of Brady’s studio. And people who witnessed the rise of the carte de visite spoke about the 
altogether novel—and rather uncanny—sensation of someone’s likeness preceding them, of 
knowing the face before they ever met the person—a phenomenon that is ubiquitous in the 
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digital age. An article on cartes de visite, published in the popular magazine Littell's Living Age 
in 1862, just as “cardomania” was getting underway, described this new phenomenon:  
Even the cartes de visite of comparatively unknown persons so completely picture their 
appearance, that when we meet the originals we seem to have some acquaintance with them. ‘I 
know that face, somehow,’ is the instinctive cogitation, and then we recall the portrait we have a 
day or two past seen in the windows.36  
 
One’s face was no longer one’s own: it could circulate independently of its bearer. That bearer 
was now relegated to the status of an “original” from which a more readily recognizable “copy,” 
the carte, was sprung. Like banknotes as Henkin describes them, cartes “both facilitated and 
dramatized the promiscuous circulation of strangers in an unfamiliar urban environment.”37 
Promiscuity is an important keyword: cartes, like banknotes, were intended to be traded 
relatively indiscriminately, and they stood in for their bearer in the same way irrespective of who 
was on the other end of the exchange. Both objects were treated as static representations of 
something that was unstable, whether that something was pecuniary value or personal identity. 
They thus presented a generalized kind of selfhood, a socially sanctioned and standardized mode 
of self-presentation. As McCauley argues, the aesthetic of the carte was influenced by fashion 
plates, magazine illustrations devoted to displaying—and ultimately selling—clothing. For 
McCauley, this connection makes a great deal of sense, since both the carte de visite and the 
fashion plate “were intended to sell a figure’s good looks and publicly display him to an 
anonymous viewer.”38 With the circulation of the carte, then, we see that the loss of control over 
one’s own likeness, as a consequence of its ungraspable liquidity, was already a characteristic of 
photography in the Victorian era. 
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Performative Portraiture: The Carte de Visite and Social Mobility    
A very significant part of the appeal of the carte de visite for the average subject was that such a 
broad swath of the (middle- and upper-middle-class) populace sat for them. This, combined with 
their publicness and buyability, meant that cartes made it possible for people to feign a level of 
closeness with prominent or wealthy individuals that they might not actually possess. Central to 
this practice of wishful exaggeration was the storage mechanism involved, the carte de visite 
album, which quickly became the most popular way to display and share one’s collection of 
cartes. In 1860, as this new photographic medium came into popular use, its products needed a 
place to go. The fragile and precious daguerreotype had been placed on a gilt or brass mat, 
covered with a plate of protective glass, and placed either in a plush-lined leather case, or a 
decorative frame. The carte required a less delicate touch. Voluminous in quantity, infinitely 
reproducible, and intended to offer visual information about its subjects rather than more esoteric 
kinds of aesthetic enjoyment, it made sense to place the carte among others like it, in a receptacle 
that accommodated many. In its capacity for multiples, the carte suggested a subjectivity that 
was thoroughly social, evocative of one’s place in the crowd, rather than the kind of 
individualism represented by the daguerreotype’s intransigent singularity. The most common 
kind of album was an octavo size with 25 to 50 leaves, which held 50 to 100 cards, one on the 
recto side and one on the verso.39 There existed alternate sizes, including a miniature duodecimo 
model that held 6 to 12 cartes, mostly used by soldiers who wanted to hold their loved ones’ 
likenesses close at hand while in combat—perhaps the scenario most likely to conform to the 
contemporary presentation of Victorian photography as a vehicle for remembering. To place 
photographic images in a book in large numbers was something altogether new. Before this, 
                                                
39 Darrah, Cartes de Visite, 9.  
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there had existed published books illustrated with small numbers of photographic plates, but like 
daguerreotypes, they were precious and expensive, and accordingly, not very popular. 
Carte de visite albums, which were the genesis of the modern-day photo album, served as 
a vessel and a system of organization for one’s personally curated photograph collection. They 
allowed people to intersperse pictures of family and close friends with pictures of celebrities, 
politicians, and distant acquaintances of repute. The latter category tended to get pride of place 
over one's dowdy, country-mouse aunt. An 1862 article in All the Year Round, a British weekly 
edited by Dickens, described this phenomenon: “You place [the album] into your friend's hands, 
saying, ‘This only contains my special favorites, mind,’ and there is her ladyship staring them in 
the face the next moment. ‘Who is this sweet person?’ says the visitor. ‘Oh, that is dear Lady 
Puddicombe,’ you reply carelessly. Delicious moment!” The same article praises the album over 
its predecessor, the card box, in which any card could find its way to the top of the pile at any 
moment, a kind of organizational chaos that could lead to embarrassing social situations if the 
first photograph to appear was not an impressive one. The latter vessel, the author notes, “was 
not comparable to the album as an advertisement of your claims to gentility.”40 Albums, which 
allowed for the careful selection of images, enabled the construction of a hierarchy of likenesses 
that mirrored the social hierarchies to which their owners may have aspired to belong; while the 
carte welcomed into the fold anyone who could afford a set of exposures, the album could 
nonetheless serve as a means of barring those deemed undesirable from entry. As Elizabeth 
Siegel writes:  
On the one hand, the possibility of simply anyone owning a photograph meant that society’s 
boundaries were becoming less fixed; anyone could invent or improve his or her social circle. On 
the other hand, the presentation form of the album served as a miniature version of Society, 
                                                
40 The Carte de Visite,” All the Year Round: A Weekly Journal, April 26, 1862, 166. 
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allowing people to signal their status by determining who was included in (or excluded from) 
their collection.41  
 
Simply put, Siegel writes, “Photography, a medium that had become democratic, could also be 
used to reinforce the social order.”42 Thus, the new phenomenon of photographs made for 
dissemination necessitated new kinds of social savoir-faire. People had not only to present 
themselves before the camera; they also had to be acutely conscious of how their social network 
would look to others, as their social relationships became less face-to-face and more “virtual”—
and, accordingly, more likely to be subject to perfunctory superficial judgment.  
If the publicness of this new medium was related to the way in which people presented 
themselves through it, then it is worthwhile to consider not only what visual information cartes 
de visite offered, but how the nature of their transmission shaped their content. The assumption 
that one’s carte de visite would circulate in society undoubtedly informed the way subjects chose 
to represent themselves. To borrow a line from T. S. Eliot, cartes were a way “To prepare a face 
to meet the faces that you meet” without the absolute necessity of actually meeting those faces.43 
Eliot's trope of “putting on a face” is fitting, because cartes de visite enabled sitters to engage in 
subtle but potent acts of social performance. If we all know, in the 21st century, that a photograph 
can dissemble, we should give a bit more credit to our predecessors in the era of the carte, who 
seemed to demonstrate a canny understanding of the fact that a photograph could toy with 
reality. As Batchen writes, cartes de visite assume that “class is a look that can be codified and 
imitated—it’s a mode of performance rather than an inherent quality.”44 Many sitters employed 
the carte as a performative medium: cartes, and the studios in which they were taken, which 
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offered ample props, backdrops, and even costumes, allowed people to pose as the kinds of 
people they wanted to become, with the hopes that giving off a certain impression of 
themselves—typically as being of a higher social class than they actually were—would help to 
bring it about. As Marta Weiss has observed, “[S]itting for a portrait that would find its way into 
the album of an acquaintance provided a form of social exhibitionism…posing for a portrait was 
conceived as a performance in which the sitter struck a particular ‘attitude’ and assumed a 
certain ‘expression.’”45  
The virtual cottage industry of posing manuals, instruments, and decorative props that 
developed in response to the carte de visite business offers some insight into sitters’ discomfort 
and tentativeness around the new kinds of self-presentation that the carte demanded; it also hints 
at the pressures studios faced to stay current. These accoutrements were mass-produced and 
designed to lend studios a feeling of legitimacy and exclusivity, though they were advertised in 
an array of publications and could be ordered by mail. The pervasiveness of the photography 
studios and the enormous volume of cartes themselves meant that sameness necessarily 
dominated: as Andrea Volpe has written, “the expanded availability of portrait photographs 
quickly reduced a portrait sitter to a conventional pose and formulaic form, and by so doing 
helped produce a collective middle-class body.”46 For Volpe, this disciplining of the body in the 
carte de visite was not merely a reflection of an existing Victorian habitus; cartes de visite, 
rather, were constitutive features in the construction of a respectable Victorian body. 
As the era of studio portraiture wore on, studios resorted to increasingly elaborate props 
and backdrops to remain competitive, but the fixation with unusual props and backdrops often 
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resulted in portraits that were decidedly overwrought (Fig. 15). Heinz and Bridget Henisch point 
to the “endearing incongruities” that sometimes resulted: “Farm boys in mud-encrusted boots 
stand shyly at the foot of sweeping ballroom staircases; young men in their Sunday best cling 
nervously to cardboard trees.”47 This perceived incommensurability of sitter and background was 
not lost on Victorian observers, either. The writer in Littell's Living Age in 1862 spoke of the 
disjuncture that this kind of hopeful self-presentation brought about, writing, “the pillar and the 
curtain does duty as of old, and many a good honest cockney is made to stand in marble halls, 
who was never in a nobler mansion than a suburban villa in his life.”48 
Even at this early moment in the medium’s history, then, the photograph could serve as a 
means of presenting to the world a certain idealized image of oneself that was not necessarily 
consistent with one’s lived experiences. We see in its tendency to fulfill this function that the 
carte de visite was primarily a social medium rather than a sentimental aide-memoire. The carte, 
as an object whose consumption held the potential to materially change one’s social 
circumstances by offering sitters a means of flattering public self-presentation, gained meaning 
through its circulation in society. Its success was predicated on the understanding that, as Erving 
Goffman observed, “Society is organized on the principle that any individual who possesses 
certain social characteristics has a moral right to expect that others will value and treat him in an 
appropriate way” and that when one makes a claim to be a particular sort of person, “he 
automatically exerts a moral demand upon others, obliging them to value and treat him in the 
manner that persons of his kind have a right to expect.”49 Goffman’s remark, coming from the 
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field of interaction studies, may appear out of place in a discussion of photography. However, in 
light of the carte’s connection to the praxis of social interaction, Goffman’s analysis is pertinent. 
This is particularly true when we consider the act of showing others one’s photographic album, a 
practice that Martha Langford has called an “oral-photographic performance.”50 The carte, a 
photograph that was dynamic rather than stagnant, that interacted with other objects and held the 
potential to materially impact relations among people, not only embodied prevailing social 
norms, it helped to shape them as well. In the unique social performativity made possible by the 
carte, that flimsy emissary of “the real thing”, sitters saw the possibility that their disembodied 



























The Janus-Faced Kodaker: Hand Cameras, Snapshots, and the  
Divided Reputation of Amateur Photography 
 
The fad has its useful side. As a discourager of vanity it is unequaled. Let an amateur friend (it is hoped 
that the compositor will not use his judgment and omit the r) take your picture if you think your bump of 
self-esteem needs depression. One trial will convince the most skeptical. 




If the rise of the carte de visite had rendered the studio portrait photograph more or less 
obligatory in the 1860s—a necessary ritual for most of the middle and upper classes in the 
West—it was, by the 1880s, coming to be seen as outdated. In the late 1860s, the cabinet card 
had been introduced. Very similar to the carte de visite but larger in size—usually 4½ by 6½ 
inches—cabinet cards began to supplement, though not fully supplant, cartes de visite, reaching 
their peak of popularity in the 1870s and 1880s. Yet little was novel about cabinet cards. Like 
cartes de visite, they were products of the portrait studio; posed images in which sitters were 
expected to dress in their finery and present their best faces to the camera. The set of practices 
that characterized the carte de visite and the cabinet card was not to last, however. In the 1880s 
and 1890s, photographic practices underwent a thoroughgoing shift, one that was connected with 
the introduction of a new photographic apparatus, as well as a subtle but profound transformation 
in the scope of the cultural work photographs were expected to perform.1 As we shall see, a 
pervasive antipathy toward the “unnaturalness” of the conventional posed portrait developed 
                                                
1 The term “cultural work” comes from Jane Tompkins’ Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of 
 American Fiction, 1790-1860 (New York and London: Oxford University Press, 1986). In it, Tompkins 
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toward the end of the century, one that was connected with broader anxieties about the sense of 
unreality that was widespread in modern life. Photography appeared poised to offer a remedy for 
this cultural malady. The introduction of the small-format hand camera, which could be operated 
by virtually anyone and which enabled surreptitious photography for the first time, permitted 
amateurs to adopt photography on a mass scale—and enabled photography’s presence in 
everyday life to expand dramatically. More significantly for this discussion, the rise of amateur 
photography and the new rhetoric surrounding the snapshot photograph—driven by advances in 
camera technology, aggressive and perceptive advertising campaigns, and a widespread interest 
in establishing a visual record of one’s life and surroundings—introduced to the medium a new 
visual rhetoric of leisurely enjoyment, casualness, and extemporaneity. However, in eschewing 
posed portraits in favor of “natural,” unpremeditated, and often surreptitious photographs, the 
large numbers of amateurs who adopted photography at the end of the 19th century found that the 
world was often inhospitable to their inconspicuous cameras. The emblematic figure to which 
these developments gave rise was the Kodaker, a dubious and contentious presence in fin-de-
siècle life.  
The term that arose to describe photographs taken by this new method, the snapshot, 
captures the polarity of the public response to the hand camera. The term emerged well before 
the era of the hand camera, and was originally a hunting term, referring to a hurried shot taken 
without deliberate aim, usually in order that the shooter might hit a moving target. Photographic 
snapshots functioned in much the same way: they were not meant to be elegant and carefully 
composed images. Instead, their purpose was to capture quick, spur-of-the-moment “slices of 
life” as it unfolded. As a photography term, “snap-shot” emerged in the 1860s, but did not come 
into wide popularity until the era of the hand camera, an apparatus that was accessible to the 
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general public and actually enabled its users to take something close to what would today be 
considered a snapshot: a rapid, candid, extemporaneous image. Like the activity that was the 
genesis of the term, photographic snapshots came to connote leisure and joy as well as danger 
and possession: while the act of “shooting” came to be seen as a fun activity, there was an 
inherent element of trepidation around the possibility of ending up on the wrong end of the 
snapshot.  
 
The Outmoding of the Pose 
By the end of the 19th century, the practice of posing had become the bad conscience of the 
photographic process: it tended to enter into discussions only insofar as people were advised 
against being photographed in a manner that looked too “posed.” The affectations and outfits that 
had seemed so original and expressive ten or twenty years ago were now looked upon as dated, 
silly, and artificial, and “naturalness” was now the order of the day. One observer bemoaned the 
sameness of professional portraiture: “Professional photographers in America can be likened to 
professional photographers in every other country,” he said. “One sees everywhere the same kind 
of show cases, displaying the same assortment of expressionless faces, with wax-like skins 
without a characteristic wrinkle even; the same conventional poses, and the same rocks and 
stumps for accessories. Occasionally one finds a departure from the conventional methods, but 
these are few and far between.” According to this author, the problem lay with the buying public: 
the photographer, he said, “is but servant of the public,” and therefore must give his customers 
what they want.2 A commentator in an 1894 issue of the American Journal of Photography 
complained that the pressure to pose correctly most commonly resulted in a stiff, graceless look, 
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because of the nervousness that sitters experienced over their desire to “come off” well. This had 
to do with the excessive “aforethought” that sitters devoted to the photograph even before they 
entered the studio, and the orthodoxy around how sitters believed they should present themselves 
before the camera:  
Now this [anticipation] given to the sitting beforehand has much to do with the failure of most 
portraits, the sitter having sometimes worked him or herself up to such a state of nervousness, that 
when the time comes the photographer feels that instead of trying to take a portrait he ought to 
give the sitter a dose of soothing syrup and send him home in a cab. As for the children who have 
been told what to do, and nearly frightened to death with instructions how to behave, it is pitiable 
to see them trying to be unnatural according to their parents’ or nurses’ commands, and falling 
into naturalness instinctively; how every now and then their limbs fall into graceful negligence, 
then, suddenly remembering, they (the children) stiffen themselves up.3  
 
Another problem, the commentator continued, was the tendency, almost universal among sitters, 
to “pull a photographic mouth”: to insist, while being photographed, on keeping their mouths 
firmly shut with a tight-lipped expression, and not, under any circumstances, showing teeth, even 
if the teeth were attractive ones. “To get rid of this should be the aim of the photographer, even if 
everything else, posing and lighting, has to be sacrificed, until the sitter feels at his ease,” the 
columnist advised. “The tell-tale mouth shows that something is wanted. Many people feel 
awkward in the studio, simply because they have nothing to do.”4  
 Another commentator, writing in the British Journal of Photography in 1898, wrote that 
photographers should strive for their photography to have “the spark of life in it, a natural, every-
day life, and not the Frankenstein carefully composed and arranged one.”5 The author added,  
“Supreme naturalness is, without doubt, the keynote of successful portraiture, but impossible of 
attainment in the majority of cases, owing to self-consciousness, and the fatal desire to look as 
                                                
3 “F.M.S.,” “Portraiture,” American Journal of Photography, Vol. 15 (October 1894), 468.  
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well as possible—or a little better.”6 As portrait photographers made decisions about how to 
represent their subjects, they had to weigh a number of competing concerns: the imperative of 
verisimilitude—of representing subjects “as they really were”; the pressure to represent subjects 
“in their best possible light” so that they would not be dissatisfied with their pictures and demand 
a retake; the recognition that “being taken” was an inherently uncomfortable process and that 
sitters needed to be put at ease, and the consequent imperative of trying to help sitters relax.  
The crux of the problem was the sitter’s excessive concentration on the act of posing. In 
the eyes of many observers, sitters’ acute awareness of being photographed virtually ensured that 
the portrait would have an ersatz quality. An article in the ladies’ pages of the Los Angeles Times 
a year later proclaimed, “Repose has taken the place of attitudinizing,” noting that the most 
forward-looking sitters aimed for, rather paradoxically, “poses carefully studied with a sharp eye 
to naturalness and grace.”7 Napoleon Sarony, a famed portrait photographer, was even more 
explicit in his dismissal of the posed portrait in an article he wrote for the American Annual of 
Photography in 1895. “The art of posing is in not posing,” he wrote. “The true pose is not a pose, 
but a natural position…Once conscious [of the camera’s presence], the sitter begins to pose, and 
falsely.”8 And a speaker giving an address before the Royal Photographic Society of England 
two years later offered similar advice: “As regards posing,” he stated, “the golden rule seems to 
be to do none, or as little as possible.”9 
In written treatments of the problem of looking too posed, the route that authors almost 
invariably ended up advocating was distraction: the photographer was advised to divert the 
sitter’s attention away from the camera and toward some other object of interest unrelated to the 
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photograph that was about to be taken. The American Journal of Photography contributor who 
had complained about the “tell-tale mouth” suggested that the photographer should keep the 
sitter busy with conversation or preoccupied with a “simple employment” like some knitting or a 
pipe and some matches, “until the sitter feels at ease.”10 The British Journal of Photography, in 
an article devoted specifically to the positioning of the hands in portraiture, noted, “Naturalness 
and unconsciously suspended action seems to be the all-important point, and this will be the most 
likely to result if employment of some kind is found for [the hands], either in the holding of 
some object or the actual doing of some action.”11 Catharine Weed Barnes, a photographer and 
writer on photography, identified the problem of preoccupying sitters as paramount: “Every 
portrait photographer who properly knows his business, understands that the first grand requisite 
of success is to make the sitter feel at ease under far different circumstances from his usual 
ones,” she wrote in 1892. “I undertook once to photograph an old artist friend, who would not 
assume any but the stiffest possible pose of the shoulders, until I placed a palette and brushes in 
his hand, when his whole attitude became at once perfectly easy, because natural.”12  
Often, studio owners provided distraction in the form of an animal, whether living, 
stuffed, or artificial. Trained canaries were a popular accessory of many studios: one 
photographer, C.W. Davis, trained his songbird to sing when the camera’s lens cap was removed, 
and “the sitter forgets all about the headrest, the trying light, the wearisomeness of keeping a 
fixed position, etc.”13 The popularity of the practice of keeping songbirds in the photography 
studio led to the coinage of the phrase, “Watch the birdie!” Birds were not the only creatures 
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employed, either: according to Bill Jay, stuffed cats were employed in many English studios. 
More bizarrely, the New York Sun claimed in 1891 that a traveling photographer in New York 
had trained a monkey to actually take the picture himself, noting that this was “the first time that 
an ape has been responsibly engaged in the service of art.”14  
It was also common for the photographer to attempt to distract the sitter with 
conversation. A caricature in Punch dramatized the situation; according to the caption that 
accompanied it, one enterprising photographer got a colorful expression from his sitter with the 
following approach:  
Photographer (to Sitter). “I saw you at Church last Sunday, Miss Skeate.” Sitter. “Oh, did you!” 
Photographer. “Yes; and also your friend Miss Brown. (If you could raise your chin a trifle. 
Thanks.) And what an atrocious-looking hat she had on.” (After a pause.) “There, Miss Skeate, it 
is over and I think we have caught a very pleasant expression.”15  
 
The putatively “feminine” propensity to delight in gossip was, apparently, a powerful motivator 
of carefree facial expressions among ladies of fashion.  
 In different editions of one popular publication, there is a discernible shift toward an 
aesthetic of “naturalness.” Edward John Wall’s 1889 Dictionary of Photography for the Amateur 
and Professional Photographer informs readers, “The pose or position of the sitter is the cream 
of the whole picture. Don’t let your sitters throw themselves into what they are pleased to call a 
natural attitude; as a rule, these are pre-eminently unsuited for good results.”16 By 1902, Wall’s 
tome was on its eighth edition, and was now coauthored by another authority on photography, 
Thomas Bolas. The section on portraiture in this edition now advised readers:  
Above all things, let your sitters be natural. If a lady, give her a piece of needlework, and tell her 
to work at it, then drop it in her lap, and look up as though going to speak. For young ladies a 
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doll…For a gentleman, give him a stick, cigarette, cigar, or pipe, or let him stand by a table on 
which lie hat, gloves, and stick, and tell him to begin to pick them up. For smaller boys, a 
[spinning] top or game may be utilized…Give your sitters something to do or hold that they are in 
the habit of using, and they’ll immediately fall into natural attitudes.17  
 
What photographers were beginning to realize in the 1880s and 1890s was the growing need for 
photography to be naturalized into the life beyond the frame: to be annexed to the sitter’s normal 
experience rather than existing as a foreign presence. In this period, in response to this pressure, 
suggestions on posing in the periodical literature on photography increasingly advised 
photographers to attempt to draw attention away from the camera’s presence by engaging sitters 
in absorptive activities like conversation, some lighthearted play with an animal, or engagement 
in a popular, low-stakes hobby. The subtext of much of this guidance against posing and in favor 
of “naturalness” was that the relationship between camera and sitter had to be rendered less 
frontal and confrontational, and the camera needed to become a more seamless, less visible 
component of the photographic process. As Sarony wrote, “many [sitters] can be photographed 
to look naturally only by means of a snapshot, a picture taken when the subject doesn’t know it. 
And therein lies the art of not posing.”18  
But the increasingly vocal statements about the artifice—the unnaturalness—of posing 
for one’s portrait, which came to a head in this period, were concomitant with another 
development that would transform the meaning and the practice of photography: the emergence 
of amateur photography on a grand scale. As a number of manufacturers, led by Eastman Kodak, 
introduced affordable, small-format, easy-to-use hand cameras, a vast and diverse portion of the 
general public was able to take photographs for the first time, and those photographs did not 
                                                
17 Edward John Wall and Thomas Bolas, The Dictionary of Photography for Amateur and Professional 
Photographers, 8th Edition  (London: Hazell, Watson & Viney, 1902), 529-30. 
18 Napoleon Sarony, “The Art of Not Posing,” The American Annual of Photography, Vol. 10 (1895), 
189. 
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require the setup and staging that earlier photographic methods had demanded. The tremendous 
popularity of the Kodak cameras suggests that the buying public was eager for photography that 
lacked what was perceived as the artifice of the studio portrait. But the democratization of 
photographic practice, and the sudden photographability of everyday life, carried its own set of 
problems. 
 
The Cultural Significance of the Snapshot  
By virtue of shifting cultural mores as well as emerging technological possibilities, the moment 
was ripe for these increasingly rife statements about the artifice—the unnaturalness—of posing 
for one’s portrait.  As T.J. Jackson Lears has argued, the period from about 1880 to 1920 saw a 
dramatic transformation in the understanding of selfhood in the West, one that was particularly 
pronounced among the urban bourgeoisie. This period saw the emergence of a set of “peculiarly 
modern emotional needs,” including “above all the need to renew a sense of selfhood that had 
grown fragmented, diffuse, and somehow ‘unreal.’”19 For those who suffered from this fractured 
selfhood, “reality itself began to seem problematic, something to be sought rather than merely 
lived. A dread of unreality, a yearning to experience intense ‘real life’ in all its forms—these 
emotions were…pervasive and important,” Lears writes.20  
 This cultural development cannot be understood without attention to the tremendous 
changes taking place in labor and in social and economic life during the Second Industrial 
Revolution. The growing prevalence of bureaucratic corporations in this period meant that large 
numbers of working people were now dealing with other people rather than with concrete things, 
                                                
19 T.J. Jackson Lears, “From Salvation to Self-Realization: Advertising and the Therapeutic Roots of the 
Consumer Culture, 1880-1930,” in The Culture of Consumption: Critical Essays in American History, 
1880-1980, ed. Richard Wightman Fox and T.J. Jackson Lears (New York: Pantheon Books, 1983), 1. 
20 Lears, “From Salvation to Self-Realization,” 2. 
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and it was increasingly necessary to leave colleagues and clients with a “good impression” of 
oneself. As Scott Sandage has written, “Market cultures thrive on the transaction of 
representations; people buy and sell not goods but signs and promises.”21 The increasingly 
dematerialized and bureaucratic nature of work in the late-Victorian period meant, according to 
Lears, that “‘personal magnetism’ began to replace character as the key to advancement…As 
success became more dependent on evanescent ‘impression management,’ selfhood lost 
coherence.”22  While the traditional perspective had viewed the self as a more or less static, solid, 
uniform entity, the new kinds of labor that emerged, dependent as they were on cultivating a 
certain image of oneself, tended to reinforce an understanding of the self as changeable 
according to circumstances and expectations beyond the self. The notion of a stable self was 
beginning to be undermined by growing concerns that individual identity was in fact something 
unstable, contingent, and socially constructed.  
The developments associated with the Second Industrial Revolution weighed especially 
heavily on the modern American psyche because they undermined the long-vaunted virtues of 
self-reliance and individual achievement. In the age of advanced industrial capitalism, people 
were increasingly disconnected from the products of their labor, if their labor produced a 
concrete product at all. In manufacturing, the division of labor broke down production processes 
into large numbers of increasingly minute, specialized, and interdependent tasks. An article on 
Eastman Kodak’s London headquarters that appeared in the British Journal of Photography in 
1898 articulated the problem revealingly, if inadvertently. “It is a busy hive, in which every 
bee…knows exactly what to do, and does it with the regularity of a perfect machine,” the author 
                                                
21 Scott A. Sandage, “The Gaze of Success: Failed Men and the Sentimental Marketplace, 1873-1893,” in 
Sentimental Men: Masculinity and the Politics of Affect in American Culture, ed. Mary Chapman and 
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observed. “The organization seems to be as perfect as human intelligence can make it. It reminds 
us of only one thing, and that is the Kodak [camera] itself.”23 No one laborer could claim 
mastery over the product they produced, because the process was dependent on a network of 
labor in which each person played only a small part. In this way, the claims of individualism and 
self-determination that were at the heart of capitalist ideology, particularly in America, became 
increasingly insupportable for the majority of working people.  
Fundamentally, this shift was also connected with urbanization, a process that radically 
transformed conditions of life across the industrialized world in the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries. The change was swift and profound, especially in the United States. In 1800, only 
about 6% of the American population lived in cities. In 1860, the percentage of the U.S. 
population living in cities was just under 20%, but by 1900, it had doubled, with almost 40% of 
Americans inhabiting cities. By 1920, the U.S. had a majority urban population. This change was 
even more rapid in the northeastern U.S., which had a majority urban population by 1880.24 In 
the United Kingdom, the urban proportion of the population grew from about 19% in 1800 to 
just under 40% in 1850. By 1880, the U.K. was composed of 56% urban dwellers, and by 1900, 
more than 67% of the population lived in cities.25 While city life offered new conveniences, it 
also occasioned a greater degree of anonymity and alienation than rural life. As Karen Halttunen 
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has contended, the urbanization that took place in the 19th century meant that “the stranger 
became not the exception but the rule.”26 The phenomenon of encountering countless faces 
everywhere, yet not having the occasion to know the people, led to a need for newly superficial 
kinds of assessment of others; Halttunen writes, “Whenever daily social life is characterized by 
frequent face-to-face contact with strangers, the fleeting impressions made by surface 
appearances become of great importance.”27 The new social relations of urban life demanded 
new, and newly superficial, ways of dealing with and relating to other people in a social structure 
that was dynamic and fluid rather than fixed.  
It was within this cultural context that Max Weber formulated and articulated his theory 
of the rationalization of society, asserting that the bureaucratic nature of the social order was 
resulting in a culture that privileged efficiency and calculability above all else, even at the 
expense of individualism and freedom. The bureaucratic society encouraged “the development of 
‘rational matter-of-factness’” in its constituents, and at the level of individual character, it 
encouraged a “spirit of formalistic impersonality…without hatred or passion, and hence without 
affectation or enthusiasms.”28 Weber likened the individual’s experience of the bureaucratic 
society that predominated in his era to a kind of systematic, unwitting entrapment, and many of 
Weber’s contemporaries were reporting feelings of a certain sort of bondage or captivity, though 
they were usually unable to identify its sources. Nor were the sources as distinct or as unitary as 
one might hope. Certainly, though, one factor was the increasingly stifling atmosphere of fin-de-
siècle morality. The late Victorian period, Lears writes, “represented the modern superego at its 
apogee”—and the people who lived through it were beginning to get restive in their figurative 
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cages.29 As Gail Bederman has observed, the “overcivilization” with which many commentators 
diagnosed late-Victorian culture had a gendered dimension: there were fears that modern society 
was “feminizing” men. Many prominent men in this period expressed concerns “that civilization 
was becoming weak and that powerful manhood, as represented through Victorian ideologies of 
self-restrained manliness, was becoming impotent.”30 The rationalization of society, and the 
internalized repression of the lustier urges, was becoming a problem.  
The problem was one that many commentators were eager to articulate. According to one 
Scottish journalist writing in the Atlantic, the rigidity of “civilized” culture was tantamount to a 
kind of desiccation of honest emotion in favor of restraint and a perpetually stiff upper lip. As he 
wrote, “Our civilization, with its stereotyped ways and smooth conventionalities, has done so 
much to repress strong feeling, above all English reserve so peremptorily forbids all exhibition of 
it, even when most genuine, that if any are visited by it they must learn to keep it to themselves, 
and be content to know ‘the lonely rapture of lonely minds.’”31  
In some respects, the outmoding of posing in photography can be interpreted as a 
rejection of cultural values that were coming to be widely acknowledged and contested toward 
the end of the 19th century. Here, as with earlier photographic processes, public attitudes toward 
the modalities through which portrait photographs represented their subjects were indicative of 
broader cultural mores. If the daguerreotype portrait had been premised on a positivist belief in 
the camera’s capacity to penetrate below the surface and access the subject’s “true” inner moral 
character, and if the carte de visite was emblematic of a period in which sitters were coming to 
understand—and exploit—the nature of social identity as something constructed and 
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performative, then the rejection of the posed portrait suggests a disenchantment with the 
innumerable sources of mediation and regimentation that characterized late-19th-century 
existence. If the late-Victorian period saw a growing suspicion toward the prevalence of social 
facades—of “false fronts”—then it also saw attempts to recuperate the repressed, “authentic” 
self: an eagerness to dig below the pale exterior and exhume a more vital, honest sensibility that 
was believed to be just under the surface. The fact that this growing impulse arose just as it first 
became possible to take unposed, casual photographs helps explain the tremendous popularity of 
amateur photography in this period: through snapshot photography, millions of people were able 
to take photographs that were free of what people were increasingly coming to see as the posed 
artificiality of traditional photographic portraiture.  
 
Technological Change and the Popularization of Amateur Photography 
In its earliest decades, the practice of photographing had been limited to professional 
photographers, as well as a small number of serious amateurs who could afford to purchase 
photographic equipment, and had the ample leisure time that such a hobby required if one 
wanted high-quality results. As such, most people regarded photography as a complicated 
technical affair that took place in the studio in the hands of a professional photographer. In the 
early 1880s, the vast majority of people had likely never entertained the thought of taking a 
photograph, which was seen as an elaborate technical process requiring specialized equipment, 
one that necessitated, at minimum, an abundance of patience and a great deal of trial and error.  
Amateur photography had existed as long as photography itself, but early amateur 
photographers had been a small and fairly homogenous group: as Grace Seiberling has noted, the 
“experimental nature of the medium had required that they be reasonably well educated, have 
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some knowledge of chemistry, and enough time and money to master the skills involved in 
taking pictures.”32 These restrictive conditions began to improve by the 1860s during a period of 
technological innovation, and were even more dramatically abbreviated in the 1880s, during a 
more momentous cluster of advances in photographic technology.33 Looking back on this period 
some years later, George Eastman noted that the process was regarded as requiring such 
specialized technical knowledge that amateur photographers were few and far between; 
accordingly, “people took it for granted that every man who owned a camera made a living out 
of it.”34  
As we shall see, Eastman himself was instrumental in transforming the practice of 
photography from the preserve of professionals into the favored hobby of millions of amateurs. 
Beginning with a series of astute but underappreciated technical innovations in film production, 
and culminating with his introduction of what was arguably the first mass-market camera—and 
certainly the first camera intended for consumers with no existing knowledge of photography—
Eastman’s firm, Eastman Kodak, was critical to the establishment of snapshot photography’s 
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popularity. As Christina Kotchemidova has established, Eastman Kodak held a “cultural 
leadership” role in establishing amateur photography as a popular practice, not only offering a 
novel product—the snapshot camera—but also providing guidance on how and why people 
should adopt photography.35  
Eastman’s dominance began with the gelatin dry plate. Many of the problems of both 
collodion processes were resolved with the introduction of the gelatin dry plate in the 1870s, 
after a sustained period of experimentation.36 The novelty of gelatin dry plates was that they 
could be could be manufactured industrially and purchased in prepared form, ready to use; 
moreover, they did not need to be processed within a strictly limited timeframe, meaning 
photographs could now be processed and printed by someone other than the photographer. These 
developments made it possible to industrialize elements of the photographic process that had 
previously been the province of skilled artisans—or, alternatively, the grudging obligation of 
amateurs who were bound to make mistakes. Many photographers breathed a sigh of relief at this 
turn of events.37 Gelatin dry plates also exposed far more quickly than collodion plates, which 
meant that tripods were no longer a strict necessity. As a result, cameras could conceivably be 
made more portable, and photographs could be taken without substantial preparation.  
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Eastman, a bank employee and amateur photographer based in Rochester, New York, had 
been instrumental in industrializing the production of the dry plate: in 1879, frustrated with the 
wet plate process, he had invented an emulsion-coating machine that made it possible to mass-
produce gelatin dry plates for the first time. In 1881, he quit his bank job and founded the 
Eastman Dry Plate Company, setting about industrially producing gelatin dry plates. But even 
once the substantially simpler gelatin dry plate had entered the market, there was the problem of 
the bulk and weight of the coated glass plates. In the mid-1880s, Eastman estimated, a basic 
camera, complete with a set of 50 glass plates and the plate holders that they required, would 
weigh a full 50 pounds.38 The weight of the camera outfit was a great hindrance to 
photographers’ movement: as Eastman would later recall, “It seemed that one ought to be able to 
carry less than a pack-horse load.”39 Even beyond their weight, glass plates were troublesome in 
that they were extremely fragile: one commentator in 1882 complained of the quality of some 
plates he had recently purchased, saying, “out of one dozen no less than four broke the first time 
they were printed from.”40 
In response to these problems, Eastman developed a formula for gelatin-based paper film, 
a product that would substantially lighten the photographer’s load—and obviate the risk of 
broken plates—by altogether eliminating the need for plates. With a fellow camera innovator, 
William Hall Walker, Eastman patented the Eastman-Walker Roll Holder, a product that enabled 
photographers to advance numerous exposures of paper film through a camera—a vastly easier 
process than the existing one, which required the photographer to reload a new plate for each 
exposure. The model of roll film that Eastman developed would provide the basis for the film 
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camera technology that persisted until the introduction of digital photography. While Eastman’s 
roll film was initially composed of coated paper, Henry Reichenbach, a chemist employed by 
Eastman, developed a flexible, transparent film composed of cellulose, which supplanted paper-
based film in Eastman’s product offerings in 1889.41  
 In spite of the benefits of using film rather than glass plates, Eastman faced an uphill 
battle in getting professional photographers to adopt his film, given the long prevalence of glass 
plates and studio photographers’ generally conservative attitude toward the adoption of new 
methods.42 Increasingly, Eastman began to believe that amateur photographers were less likely to 
have an ingrained commitment to the old ways, and would therefore be more likely to adopt film 
over plates; they would also have greater motivation to do so than most studio photographers 
because amateurs more frequently took photographs outdoors, and thus had a greater need for 
mobility. Even more significantly, though, he came to realize that if photography was rendered a 
simpler process, virtually anyone could become an amateur photographer—meaning that 
Eastman’s film sales could be virtually limitless. Soon, Eastman set about building a camera that 
was simple enough to be used without expertise. Such a camera would be a powerful vehicle 
through which to drive film sales.  
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“You Press the Button, We Do the Rest” 
In 1888, Eastman’s firm introduced the Kodak No. 1, the company’s first mass-market camera.43 
The camera cost $25 and came preloaded with 100 exposures. Eastman explicitly saw the Kodak 
camera as a means to the sale of film, which had a significantly higher profit margin than did 
cameras, and would be the company’s greatest revenue source. Eastman’s biographer, Elizabeth 
Brayer, notes that in discussing his firm’s growing array of cameras, Eastman often used the 
analogy of a safety razor, which “was practically given away to sell an endless supply of 
blades.”44  
There was one major barrier to entry, which had helped to deter hobbyists from taking up 
photography in the past, and that was the fiddly, finicky process of film processing and 
photograph printing. This was the one technically demanding area that remained with the 
introduction and wide availability of roll film and accessible cameras. Eastman’s firm opted to 
manage the problem by tidily eliminating it, at least in the minds of consumers. The tremendous 
success of Eastman Kodak was premised, at least in part, on Eastman’s understanding of the fact 
that while it took a good amount of technical expertise to process and print photographs, anyone 
could snap the pictures, provided they were in possession of a sufficiently simple camera. This 
parceling out of the photographic process was something Eastman accomplished by introducing 
the idea of “photo finishing”: the categorization of all tasks besides the actual snapping of 
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pictures as ancillary processes that could be left to technicians rather than done by photographers 
themselves. In other words, Eastman’s firm simply absorbed the processing and printing 
processes, making them altogether invisible: once all 100 pictures had been taken, the owner 
mailed the camera back to the company headquarters in Rochester, New York, where the 
photographs were processed and printed at a cost of $10. The company then reloaded the Kodak 
with a new roll and mailed it back to the owner along with the 100 prints.45 
What this ultimately resulted in was a new conception of the photographer: whereas in its 
earliest iterations, the photographic process was seen as one of making, with a skilled artisan 
involved in each step of the photographic process from plate preparation to printing, the Eastman 
Kodak model promoted an idea of photography as a process of taking—and the photographer’s 
role as one of “getting the shot”—of excising a particular slice of space and time with the push of 
a single button—rather than crafting an image. This development amounted to a significant shift 
in what it meant to be a photographer, and what acts were seen to constitute the taking of a 
picture. As unprecedented numbers of people were able to engage in photography, most of the 
technical aspects of picture-making now remained obscure to them, becoming the province of 
industrial technicians in Rochester. The act of snapping the picture was opened up to a vastly 
larger group of people than had previously had access, and this element of the photographic 
process was presented to them as the only one involving creativity. Yet even as the market for 
photography expanded drastically, the set of practices that constituted photography in the minds 
of the average person were restricted equally dramatically, because those aspects that were 
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technically demanding were recoded as “grunt work,” not worth the photographer’s effort. The 
Kodak camera was a black box in every sense. 
If the carte de visite had been successful in making photographs themselves a mass 
medium—something that great numbers of people encountered and possessed—then it was the 
achievement of Eastman and his peers to introduce a mass market for cameras and film. Reese 
Jenkins writes that it was through the introduction of the roll film system that the mass market 
for photographic materials and apparatus was first opened, during the years 1889 to 1909. In 
these two decades, the market for photographic goods experienced markedly dramatic growth, 
even in the context of an American industrial economy that was expanding rapidly. Industrial 
production in the United States grew at an annual rate of approximately 4.7%, but the production 
of photographic materials and apparatus increased by more than double that rate, growing an 
average of 11% each year. Eastman Kodak was central to this development, and the firm’s 
increase in sales was even more dramatic: during these twenty years, the company’s domestic 
sales increased at an annual rate of about 17.5%.46 By 1909, Eastman Kodak’s sales accounted 
for well over 40% of all photographic sales in the U.S.47 In addition to its success in the domestic 
market, Eastman Kodak was very successful in international operations: during the period from 
1894 to 1909, Eastman Kodak’s overall worldwide sales grew at a rate of about 20.8% per 
year.48 Eastman’s biographer, Elizabeth Brayer, writes that Eastman’s “success at dominating the 
various segments of the industry meant that other, less efficient firms would suffer.” Though the 
success of Eastman Kodak aroused the envy of his competitors, it soon became clear that 
because of Eastman’s tight hold over a number of crucial patents, “Eastman was the only figure 
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with enough power to organize all aspects—paper, plates, cameras—and keep them from going 
under when the economy faced a depression.” By the turn of the century, Brayer writes, “The 
main option for smaller companies was to merge or be acquired by one of the giants.”49 As a 
consequence, the market for amateur cameras and film became, Christina Kotchemidova has 
noted, “virtually a Kodak monopoly.” 50 
Undeniably, these figures are impressive, and the effusive popular discourse surrounding 
the Kodak almost immediately following its launch was, as we shall see, impossible to ignore. 
But these figures, and the vociferousness with which the general public quickly came to talk 
about the Kodak, belied the fact that in the first few years of the Kodak’s existence, there were 
actually still a relatively small number of Kodak cameras out in the world. This is not to suggest 
that Eastman’s business was not successful; but in the first few years of the Kodak’s availability, 
Eastman took a conservative approach to production. Anticipating that customers might be 
resistant to spending $25 on a camera—a sum that, while not astronomical, was still substantial, 
amounting to around $600 in 2013—the firm produced 3,250 No. 1 cameras in 1888 and 1889, 
and of the next model, the No. 2, they made about 7,000 units in 1890.51 This did not stop 
Eastman Kodak from running an advertisement in 1889 that touted the camera’s “phenomenal 
popularity,” saying, “The Kodak has had a wider sale than any other Camera of this price ever 
put on the market. This fact alone attests its practical worth. It is on sale in every civilized 
country on the globe.”52  
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Naturally, Eastman Kodak’s marketing strategies were as transnational as the Kodak’s 
sales. George Eastman was quick to understand that developments in photographic technology 
and aesthetics were deeply cosmopolitan: from the earliest moments of photography’s history—
when Daguerre’s experiments with photography in France were contemporaneous with Fox 
Talbot’s in England—the progress of the medium transcended geography. Given that 
photography emerged in a period that saw a glut of archetypally modern inventions, many of 
which—like the electrical telegraph and the steam locomotive—had the effect of annihilating 
distance, it is perhaps unsurprising that photography should have had such a transnational scope 
from its outset, whether in the case of English newspapers printing engravings of photographs of 
the American Civil War or stylish Argentines emulating the poses they saw in cartes de visite by 
French photographers. While the bulk of Eastman Kodak’s advertising took place on the pages 
of popular magazines, Eastman got the Kodak name out in public in other ways. Kodak claimed 
one of the first four electric signs that crowds in London’s Charing Cross saw, forever 
transforming the visual landscape of Trafalgar Square. And Kodak’s impact on the face of Paris 
was even more significant: one of Eastman’s employees observed, while overseas, that the 
omnibuses that filled the streets of Paris did not feature any advertising. Eastman responded by 
cable: “Take all Paris omnibuses three years, privilege to sublet.” From that point forward, Paris 
buses contained advertisements.53 Prominent Kodak signs also began to materialize in high-
visibility areas of Moscow, Berlin, Vienna, Copenhagen, Brussels, Milan, Rome, and Madrid.54 
Wherever potential customers might live in North America or Europe, Kodak signs were there to 
greet them, constant reminders of the omnipresence of Kodak. 
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The bandwagon appeal seems to have been persuasive, but not quite as persuasive as a 
series of dramatic price drops. The first major upswing in production figures occurred with the 
introduction of the Pocket Kodak, which was sold for $5 and was produced in shipments of 
25,000 annually from its introduction in 1895 until 1900; by late 1896, more than 100,000 Kodak 
cameras had been sold.55 Once the popularity of this industrialized model of amateur 
photography had undeniably caught on, Eastman’s company became Eastman Kodak, and the 
brand name “Kodak” quickly became the reigning byword for photography of all kinds.56 By 
1898, a commentator in The Photo-Beacon could say without facetiousness, “Truly the kodak 
would appear to be as indispensable in ordinary life as the street car or the daily newspaper.”57 It 
would become even more ubiquitous two years later, when Eastman Kodak launched the 
Brownie, a camera that cost $1 and was advertised as being simple enough to be “operated by 
any school boy or girl.”58 Members of established photographic societies expressed mixed 
feelings about the sudden mass popularity of their craft. “There have been changes occurring in 
the public mind regarding photography,” noted a commentator at a meeting of the 
Photographers’ Association of America in 1899. “Cameras have multiplied without number, and 
the lay hand, the kodak and accompanying fiend, are fixed appurtenances at the close of the 
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century. Inveigh against them, if we will, but I think we must admit that they have popularized 
photography.”59  
While Eastman Kodak pioneered a number of important technological advances in 
photography, the firm’s success was not based exclusively—perhaps not even primarily—on its 
technological innovations. As a number of historians have observed, Eastman Kodak’s 
tremendous success had less to do with the technology itself than with the firm’s exceptionally 
effective marketing of that technology—and of the joy of photographing.60 To drive the sale of 
film, Kodak needed to create a mass market for it, and this required the popular adoption of 
photography. Given photography’s public image well into the 1880s—as a laborious and 
complex process—its popularization demanded a transformation in the way the public thought 
about photography. Eastman Kodak’s marketing was explicitly intended to modify people’s 
ideas about how photographs were to be taken, who counted as a photographer, and what 
photographs should do.  
From the first, the Kodak was presented as an antidote to the complexities of 
photography as it had existed up until this point. A small Kodak advertisement that appeared in 
Puck in 1888—among ads for Myrrh Tooth Soap and Beecham’s Pills for “nervous and bilious 
disorders”—pithily emphasized the camera’s ease of use, the primary trait that Eastman Kodak 
sought to convey to consumers. “Anybody can use it,” read the ad copy.61 Another advertisement 
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in Puck a month later added, “The operation consists simply of pressing a button.”62 In an 
advertisement in Outing Magazine that same year (Fig. 16), potential customers were assured 
that “Anybody who can wind a watch can use the Kodak Camera.” The ad went on to offer some 
more specific details about the inner workings of the camera, but future Kodak advertisements 
would eschew any discussion of these particulars. The concealment of the mechanisms of the 
Kodak was a strategy that served to ease customers’ potential anxieties about the introduction of 
a new machine into their daily lives. People living around the turn of the century were met with a 
jarring array of mechanized commodities: the bicycle, the automobile, the gramophone, the 
telephone—and the Kodak allowed its users to feel modern and operate technology confidently 
while also resting assured that the technological was simple enough that any person could use 
it.63 
Don Slater has observed that the primary problem Eastman Kodak faced in its early years 
was its need to create a mass market for film, which meant “the selling of photography without 
the costly creation of ‘photographers,’ which would involve teaching skills, would demand 
serious interest and would lose that vast part of the population which will not enter the market if 
the entry fee involves spending time learning and money and frustration in making mistakes. Yet 
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this is precisely the market that Kodak and its ilk aim[ed] at it.”64 Eastman Kodak’s solution to 
this problem was to present its cameras as effortless, fun, and affordable. Eastman adopted this 
tack with the ultimate aim of establishing a wholly new group of amateurs: one that possessed no 
photographic training and lacked artistic pretensions. Photography would no longer be just for 
skilled photographers; it could now be for everyone.  
Eastman Kodak’s promotional efforts were also intended to create an impression of 
universal consensus about the Kodak camera’s impact, utility, and ease of use. Customers 
purchasing a Kodak camera in 1888 also received a copy of The Kodak Primer, a short, simple 
manual that explained each step of the process of using the Kodak camera with the utmost 
simplicity. In its appearance and in the straightforwardness of its content, The Kodak Primer 
resembled a children’s book. This is fitting, given that “primer” was a word that carried 
associations of educational books for young children. The Kodak Primer established a particular 
kind of relationship to the Kodak customer that would persist in the company’s marketing efforts 
for years to come: a sense of patient, paternalistic guidance that both presumed and forgave a 
lack of knowledge in the user. The manual began by informing readers:  
THE KODAK SYSTEM separates the work that any one may do, in making a 
Photograph, from the part that only an Expert can do.  
It furnishes anybody and everybody, (man, woman and child,) who has sufficient 
intelligence to 
  point a small box straight and  
  press a button,  
the means of taking pictures easily.65  
 
The Primer came with a set of photographs taken with the Kodak No. 1. Because it was, in 1888, 
still impossible to reproduce photographs within a printed book or periodical with the degree of 
image quality Eastman likely would have demanded, the book instead included an insert of 
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actual Kodak photographs, mounted on patterned cardboard cards as they would be if the reader 
had taken the photographs and received the prints in the mail. Images that appeared in one copy 
of the Primer include photographs of a frowning toddler in a fenced backyard, of a smiling, 
rather matronly woman holding a cat while a younger woman looks on, and of two bulls grazing 
beside a white stable. On the preceding page, alongside a line drawing of a pair of hands holding 
a Kodak camera, the Primer notes, “These photographs were made with the Kodak. You can 
make as good if you are able to hold the camera steady for a fraction of a second, point it toward 
the object, press a button,” adding, “That is all that is required of you—the rest we will do.”66 
Elsewhere, the manual assured readers, “When you have finished the simple part allotted 
you…we will relieve you of the burden of completing them and fill the Kodak with another band 
of sensitized film, to be repeated as often as you like.”67 
A similar tone pervaded the growing array of periodicals and manuals that Kodak 
published in ongoing efforts to recruit and instruct new consumers, and perpetuate the demand 
for film among existing ones. In one catalogue dating to 1914, which was published by Kodak 
Canada, readers were informed that beyond producing “simpler cameras, simpler processes” 
with “almost startling rapidity,” the company served a pedagogical function: “the Kodak 
Company…has assumed the responsibility of educating people in picture taking.”68 The 
catalogue also announced advertised Eastman Kodak’s own publication, Kodakery, “a little 
magazine that will tell the amateur how to get better pictures.”69 Beginning in 1913, each 
purchaser of a Kodak camera received a free one-year subscription to Kodakery; the customer 
could opt to continue to subscribe to the magazine for 50 cents per year, and many did so. 
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Eastman Kodak also began to hold photography contests for amateur photographers, offering 
cash prizes to the winners, as well as chances for their photographs to appear in Kodak 
advertisements, magazines, and other promotional materials. The only condition required of the 
photographs that were entered in the competition was that they be made with a Kodak camera 
with Eastman Kodak film.70  
Eastman Kodak’s instructional literature and advertisements guided the scope of the 
amateur photographer’s practice by identifying photography’s proper objects now that the 
medium could be practiced by everyone and no longer needed to take place in a studio. The 
Kodak Primer promised that Kodak photographs would allow users to “re-live,” among other 
things, “Your wedding trip; Your summer in the Catskills, White Mountains, Adirondacks, at the 
Seashore…Your visit to California; Your winter in the South; Your bicycle journey; Your canoe 
trip.”71 It continued, “With it can be photographed: Moving objects, Still objects, Objects 
indoors, Objects outdoors, Buildings, Machinery, Scenery, People, Portraits, Groups, Animals, 
Anything, Everything.”72 As John P. Jacob has noted, the company’s zealous promotion of its 
carefree and happy snapshot aesthetic was deliberately instructive and tremendously effective. 
“In providing so many examples of what a good picture looks like, where no such pictures had 
existed before, Eastman Kodak’s advertisements and publications performed a vital pedagogical 
function,” Jacob writes. “The success of Eastman’s campaign is reflected in the snapshots 
themselves, and the degree to which they mimic their source.”73  
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Inventing “The Charm of Photography” 
George Eastman invented the Kodak brand name out of thin air. As he would tell the British 
Patent Office in September 1888, he liked the word because “First: It is short. Second: It is not 
capable of mispronunciation. Third: It does not resemble anything in the art and cannot be 
associated with anything in the art except the Kodak.”74 He would later tell a correspondent in a 
letter: “there is, you know, a commercial value in having a peculiar name; it cannot be imitated 
or counterfeited…It is not pretty but it protects the advertising.”75 One longstanding legend states 
that he came up with the name while playing anagrams with his mother, and while there is no 
definite evidence to support this origin story, its ludic nature does seem to suit a brand that 
sought to establish photography as a kind of lighthearted play.  
Given that the majority of Eastman Kodak’s revenue was generated not by the sale of the 
cameras themselves, but by the sale of film and by developing costs, it was in the company’s 
interest to encourage the public to take pictures constantly. The company accomplished this by 
wholly reconceptualizing the act of taking photographs, making the practice of photographing 
seem pleasurable in itself. Photography would not be a disruptive presence in the Kodaker’s life; 
it would be a treasured accessory, perpetually on hand to make any moment richer. 
Advertisements that ran in the Saturday Evening Post, Collier’s, and Life in 1911 informed 
readers, “All out-doors invites your Kodak” (Fig. 17). In these advertisements and many others 
from Kodak, the whole outside world is presented as an endlessly bountiful panorama, a vast 
assemblage of photographs not yet taken. Continues the ad copy: “Let Kodak keep a picture 
record of your every outing. There’s a new pleasure in every phase of photography—pleasure in 
the taking, pleasure in the finishing, but most of all, pleasure in possessing pictures of the places 
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and people that you are interested in.” With statements like this one, the practice of 
photography—formerly a definite drudgery—is casually recast as a joy.  
While George Eastman controlled all Kodak marketing in the first years of his company’s 
existence, he eventually found himself to busy to handle the company’s marketing along with all 
other company operations. He appointed Lewis Bunnell Jones, a recent college graduate who had 
been working in journalism, to run the firm’s advertising in 1892, and Jones remained in charge 
of Kodak advertising for over forty years—a remarkably large, demanding, and impressive feat, 
given that Eastman Kodak was widely hailed as a pioneering firm in the realm of advertising. 
Reflecting on Kodak’s marketing success in 1918, Jones explained the firm’s strategy in its early 
years:  
From the very beginning down to this day and hour there has been just one purpose in Kodak 
advertising: to sell the idea of photography, the art of making pictures. Everything else is 
subordinate to putting across the pleasure of kodakery…[Eastman] realized fully that it was the 
charm of photography, not merely his little twenty-five-dollar black box, that must be sold to the 
public.76  
 
Of course, the idea of photography was not inherently charming: work was involved in making it 
so. Even as Eastman Kodak’s promotional materials touted the expansiveness of the vision that 
Kodak cameras could capture—Anything, Everything—they subtly delimited the sphere of the 
photographable. One advertising slogan that Eastman Kodak used in 1917 to promote its flash 
photography accessories, “Kodak knows no dark days,” hints at the largely rosy view that Kodak 
tended to present in its advertisements and manuals—and that amateur photographers tended to 
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emulate as they photographed. Nancy West has observed that the aesthetic of the snapshot is 
above all else “a disavowal of darkness.”77 
 Central to the establishment of photography as a “charm,” as a leisure activity, was the 
introduction of the Kodak Girl, a character that appeared in many Kodak advertisements from 
1893 onward. A young, pretty, vital-looking woman who was often pictured in a striped blue-
and-white dress, the Kodak Girl was inspired by the illustrations of Charles Dana Gibson, whose 
“Gibson Girls” were fast becoming an ideal of modern feminine beauty. The place of the Kodak 
Girl in Eastman Kodak’s advertising was, implicitly, to demonstrate that Kodak simplicity was 
such that even a woman or a child could now take pictures, but the association between Kodak 
photography and femininity also served to connect amateur photography with leisure and 
pleasure, as distinct from the workaday sphere of masculine existence. This approach was also 
consistent with the shifting orientation of advertising more broadly. Some of the earliest Kodak 
advertisements were concerned with stating specific facts about the product for sale—its price, 
its size, its technical capacities—and simply offering an image of the camera itself. Later 
advertisements, however, increasingly emphasized the camera’s symbolic significance, hinting at 
the more affective, even mystical elements of photography. We see this symbolic potential 
harnessed in different ways when we look at Kodak advertisements targeted directly to men and 
boys, which are far less common but which tend to place greater emphasis on uses of the camera 
that are more clearly linked with stereotypically male activities, like farming, military activity, 
and hunting. One representative advertisement that appeared in Harper’s presented the camera as 
a surrogate for the gun in hunting, using the slogan “There are no game laws for those who hunt 
with a Kodak” (Fig. 18).  
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Conceivably, the Kodak camera could capture almost anything one might want to 
photograph, and the popular association of the Kodak with spontaneity and unrehearsed, 
unmediated “snaps” was predicated on this expanded purview of what could be photographed. 
But Eastman Kodak’s advertisements, and the popular discourse that emerged around snapshot 
photography, conditioned amateur photographers to prefer certain kinds of images over others: 
snapshot photography was not without its own set of generic conventions. In particular, what 
snapshots tended to emphasize were charming everyday moments, and carefree and attractive 
young people on vacation or otherwise at play. In other words, snapshot photography—as 
informed by the tropes of Eastman Kodak’s advertising—presented an aesthetic of fun.  
Even when the view photographed was not explicitly or inherently a pleasant one, the 
amateur photographer was encouraged to admire its charm, viewing it as an opportunity for a 
colorful photograph. An article in the Photo-Beacon in 1898 described a photography exhibition 
offered by Eastman Kodak, featuring photographs by amateurs taken with Kodak cameras, all of 
which had been entries in an amateur photography contest the company had held the previous 
year. “Every country and clime seemed to be within the scope of the kodak,” the correspondent 
reported,  
and on the walls were pictures of Norwegian fjords, the mountains of Colorado, scenes from the 
torrid banks of the Ganges, or ‘little bits’ from the brawling burns of Scotland. Landscape, 
architecture, home life, animals—wild and domestic, men-of-war and tramp merchantmen, the 
warhorse and the bucking bronco, infancy and old age, play and pleasure, toil and turmoil, the 
prince and the peasant, the palace and the hovel—all placed on record for the amusement of the 
maker…78 
 
Even in this instance, where photographic subjects were diverse, the photographer and the 
spectators looking at the photographs were encouraged to regard them as “picturesque”: scenes 
captured for the enjoyment of the photographer. Elsewhere in the article, the Photo-Beacon 
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reporter described the show as a “delectable bill of photographic feast”: a delight to be 
consumed.79 The British Journal of Photography went further in an article titled “Slum Lenses,” 
suggesting that manufacturers should consider creating a particular lens for photographers’ use in 
the slums with their uniquely “poor and attenuated” natural light that prohibited effective 
photographing of the “picturesqueness” of these buildings and their “numerous squalid women 
and children.”80  
  A Kodak advertisement (Fig. 19) that ran in Ladies’ Home Journal in 1912 expressed the 
expansiveness—and the acquisitiveness—of this view: “The World is mine—I own a KODAK,” 
reads the ad copy, which appears underneath a large photograph of elegant woman with a camera 
under her arm while a porter picks up her suitcase, plastered with luggage labels from her travels.  
Travel was a popular subject for amateur photographers, just as it was a popular subject of early 
Kodak advertisements; Kodak ads showed people taking their cameras on vacation, to the beach, 
and on hikes and boat rides and car trips. Photography was presented as a means to enhance the 
enjoyment of the vacation itself, and to relive it later. Kodak advertisements promulgated this 
idea with varying levels of aggressiveness: a full-color ad in a 1908 issue of Country Life in 
America (Fig. 20), which featured a smiling Kodak girl in a jaunty sunhat, reminded readers, 
“There’s more to the vacation when you Kodak. More pleasure at the moment and afterward the 
added charm of pictures that tell the vacation story.” Another advertisement (Fig. 21) that 
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appeared in Youth’s Companion in 1903 was less subtle, warning young readers, “A vacation 
without a Kodak is a vacation wasted.” 
This strategy proved remarkably effective. A frequent lament in women’s magazines and 
diary entries of the era goes something like this: “A picture-perfect moment presented itself, but 
alas, I didn’t have my Kodak with me!” One author, in a memoir of her travels to Alaska in 
1890, described a vista she saw during an outing as resembling a photograph: “The Stickeen 
Delta is a beautiful picture, of which I was unable to get a Kodak copy, as the atmosphere did not 
clear until we were too far removed from it,” she lamented.81 Another diarist noted in 1904, “I do 
wish I had my kodak; but I am so stupid about the films; I cannot put them in myself...”82 And in 
1927, one more diarist wrote, “Mrs. Richardson and I took the children on the promised trip to 
the heather-covered moors. I was so sorry I hadn’t brought a camera.”83 
One Eastman Kodak subsidiary, Premo, dramatized this increasingly common 
phenomenon in its advertisements. One ad, which ran in Everybody’s Magazine in May 1908, 
featured a halftone photograph of a young woman paddling a canoe in a white, sailor-collared 
dress (Fig. 22). “Oh for a camera” read the copy. “Whenever you say it—Whenever you hear it,” 
the ad continued, “Remember PREMO…Vacation time is coming and with it jolly 
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The Kodaking of Everyday Life  
But at this moment, a crucial development was taking place in the marketing of photography, 
one that plays out in the selection of scenes that other Premo advertisements of this period 
featured. Other Premo print ads featured line-drawings of additional memorable moments not to 
be missed by the camera: a cranky toddler’s reticence toward wading into the water at the beach; 
an impromptu picnic of elegant, casual men and women whose car has just gotten a flat tire 
(Figs. 23-24). It is notable that in the latter two of these advertisements, the scene to be 
photographed is not a momentous event like a birthday or a christening. Instead, the everyday 
moments, the quotidian experiences, are presented as the camera’s ideal subject matter.  
The same held true for much of Eastman Kodak’s advertising in this period. The 
moments that are represented in the firm’s advertisements are less likely to be landmark events 
in one’s life than they are the little everyday moments. This was a deliberate strategy on Eastman 
Kodak’s part, for two important and connected reasons. First, in emphasizing the small, informal 
moments, Eastman Kodak was proposing photography as a constant, everyday activity rather 
than a practice to be saved for grand occasions like weddings and holidays. This notion of 
photography as a perpetual practice that fit easily into everyday life rather than a preserve of 
discrete, important occasions meant that people might be inclined to photograph more often. 
This, crucially, would mean that more film would be sold. Second, casting photography as part 
of the day-to-day enjoyment of life supported the guiding idea behind Eastman Kodak’s 
advertising, that taking photographs could itself be seen as a source of fun, a delight rather than a 
formal or serious process or a mere supplement to something “beyond” the photograph itself. 
It is also conceivable that Eastman Kodak recognized that the more formal, monumental 
occasions might have been considered too important to entrust to Kodak snapshots by amateurs. 
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As Julia Hirsch writes, “Weddings and confirmations are usually the subject of formal 
photography because these ceremonies are our share in a feudal and theocratic tradition.” Being 
ceremonial events designed to conform to an external rubric, a more “official” form of 
photography—in the guise of a professional photographer—might be considered more suitable. 
On the other hand, according to Hirsch, “Parties, picnics, and vacations are occasions in which 
feeling is more important than decorum, comfort more important than etiquette, so that the 
photographs we take are more likely to be candid.”84  
As Kodak’s preeminence continued into the 20th century, the emphasis of the company’s 
advertising efforts gradually began to shift toward another sphere: that of domestic life. Nancy 
Martha West argues that beginning around 1900, but especially after 1915, the firm’s approach 
began to shift away from advertising the camera as an adjunct to vacations and other outdoor 
leisure activities and toward “the importance of home and the preservation of domestic 
memories.”85 West has observed that Eastman Kodak’s advertising strategies transitioned from 
an emphasis on leisure, travel and other joyous outdoor activities to an emphasis on the domestic 
sphere, and the meaningful moments of family life. West contends that this shift is attributable to 
a growth in the import of nostalgia in mass culture, particularly during and after World War I; 
she also observes that there is another “disappointingly prosaic” explanation for this shift, and 
that is the technical capacity of Kodak film to make possible high-quality photographs taken 
indoors after 1915.86 Certainly, these are accurate observations. But there were other factors at 
work.  
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The penetration of the Kodak camera into the home and into the most intimate parts of 
family life was an important step in the process toward photography’s thoroughgoing absorption 
into the practices of everyday life. Vacations, road trips—these moments of leisure were respites 
from the usual rhythms of life. Eastman Kodak’s ever-expanding vision saw the camera as a 
necessary adjunct to every activity, not merely the long-awaited Grand Tour. This expanded 
scope was part of a broader change in the discourse around what cameras should do and what 
was worth photographing. What Kodak accomplished to an unprecedented degree in the early 
20th century was to instate both the practice of photographing and the camera itself as permanent 
fixtures of everyday life, by celebrating the picturesqueness of the mundane: one need not go on 
a vacation, or even leave the living room, to find a wealth of photographic possibilities. Another 
Kodak advertisement of this period, featuring an illustration of an elderly man photographing his 
bonneted wife in their garden, instructed readers, “Pictures are everywhere. Anybody can make 
them and everybody enjoys them. And travel pictures are by no means the only ones that are 
worth while. There is a wealth of photographic subjects in and about every home.”  
Once snapshot photography was possible, but especially once photographs could be taken 
with reasonable success inside the home, the act of photographing children acquired the force of 
a moral imperative. In leaving the realm of the studio, photography had ceased to be an 
exceptional event and begun to penetrate everyday life, and increasingly in the early 20th century, 
it was becoming an obligation of the loving parent. Due in considerable part to Kodak’s 
widespread and powerful advertising campaigns, the first half of the 20th century saw the rise of 
distinct discourses surrounding family photography that supported and reiterated the need for 
constant photographic chronicling of domestic life. The rise of at-home photography cemented 
portrait photography’s status as both a middle-class hobby and a means of documenting 
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childhood, and in this way, portrait photography became far more pervasive, and far more 
intimately connected to family life. 
Women in particular began to be addressed as the guardians of family memories, and 
they were exhorted to record the “precious” moments of their children’s lives to look back on in 
years to come. As Patricia Holland has observed, the late 19th century saw the an unprecedented 
“commercialization of public imagery”—a proliferation of advertising images in public view—at 
the same time that the domestic realm was being coded as a site of consumption, one controlled 
largely by women.87  
One advertisement (Fig. 25) implored mothers to keep a “Kodak Baby Book,” with a 
perpetual inventory of the doings of their children. In this ad, the Kodak is presented as a 
necessary—and ultimately more authentic—complement to the more formal portraits that many 
families continued to take. “Just as they must have ‘dress up clothes’ for Sunday School and 
parties, so, too, you will want them in ‘dress up pictures.’ But you love them as much in their 
soiled pinafores as in their party best. And, too, you will love the Kodak pictures that hold the 
charm of homeyness.” Another ad, which ran in Ladies’ Home Journal in 1909 (Fig. 26), 
exhorted mothers to take advantage of the “opportunities at every moment of their busy little 
lives” to photograph their children. Continued the ad, “They pose for you a hundred times a day 
and do it the more gracefully in that they do not know it. In every moment from ‘Good Morning, 
Papa,’ to ‘Now I lay me,’ they invite the camerist.” The language of this advertisement is 
striking, because it presupposes an almost ubiquitous pose: for the middle-class child, merely to 
exist is to “invite the camerist.”88 It also bespeaks the growing interest in the unconscious, 
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“unposed” portrait, which is what the studio photographers discussed above were so eager to 
achieve.   
As some of these ads suggest, there was a certain amount of pressure to ensure that one’s 
family photos could keep up with the Joneses. By the 1930s, having an array of charming family 
snapshots was more or less a social obligation; one Kodak ad from 1936 shows two men on a 
train platform during the daily commute, in suits and panama hats, and in a move uncommon in 
Kodak advertising, it uses ostensibly “male” concerns—competitiveness and one-upmanship—to 
present family photography as a necessary ritual. One man smugly shows off snaps of his 
children, while the other examines them with a stricken expression. “I Felt Ashamed,” the ad 
copy says. “HE was so proud of his children; why hadn’t I any snapshots of mine?” Another ad, 
this one from 1937, shows a glamorous young woman grinning and displaying her baby while 
her husband takes a snapshot with his Kodak. The copy reads, “I’ll show ‘em a real family!” In 
instances like this, we see the degree to which the camera was becoming an increasingly 
indispensible part of everyday experience—and we also see the degree to which those 
experiences, in the absence of the camera, began to seem somehow less meaningful.  
This shift was related to a growing realization at Eastman Kodak and other camera 
manufacturers that if photography was seen as a faddish activity, it was only a matter of time 
before it would be outmoded; indeed, some commentators of the era drew connections between 
the Kodak and the bicycle, two consumer products that became immensely popular at the end of 
the 19th century, predicting that both were fads that would soon be abandoned for the next thing. 
                                                                                                                                                       
leisure activities, like hobbyist (1871), cyclist (1877), and motorist (1896). The term “photographist” 
came into use considerably earlier, in 1843—and the fact that it obsolesced as “camerist” came into use is 
revealing. As the hand camera, a recognizable, much-discussed consumer product, entered the public eye, 
and as great numbers of people were suddenly able to use a camera for the first time, the camera was at 
the center of photography’s public identity in a way that it had not been when it was largely cloistered in 
the photographer’s studio.  
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In the case of the camera, Kodak’s marketing obviated this possibility. As Lewis B. Jones, 
Kodak’s marketing chief, noted in 1918, “If photography were a hobby in itself with our 
customers, there would always be a danger that they would soon drop it and go on to something 
else. As it is, however, they may shift from one recreation to another a dozen times, and the 
Kodak fits into every one.”89 With the new omnipresence of cameras in day-to-day life, 
photography ceased to be seen as a discrete event or hobby, and was increasingly regarded as a 
supplement to all of one’s activities. The camera was becoming a necessary accouterment at any 
given moment, a more seamless extension of the self. 
The era that gave rise to the Kodak camera and the amateur photographer was a critical 
point of transition in the distinction between posed and candid photography. The hand camera 
allowed for unrehearsed snapshot images whose appeal hinged on their putative “naturalness” 
and their capture of the charms of everyday life. Yet even as the Kodak could conceivably 
picture any moment one might want to capture, the photographs that Kodakers generated tended 
to hew to a familiar repertoire, picturing the happy, the pleasant moments above all else, and 
overwhelmingly eschewing depicting certain emotions—namely the sad and the solemn. Thus, 
the hand camera enabled photographs whose subjects were “unposed,” were in casual attitudes, 
perhaps sometimes even unaware of the fact that they were being photographed, but the scenes 
that were deemed fit for photographic representation were themselves the product of a process of 
“posing”: they were subject to the amateur photographer’s selection process, often an 
unconscious one, that expunged all moments of unpleasantness and put his or her subjects’ best 
face—and best life—forward. The posing that predominated in the age of the Kodak, then, was 
not the posing of the body and face, but the posing of affect.  
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As cameras became a pervasive presence in both the private and public realms, the 
candid, unmediated aesthetic that snapshot photography promoted came to be regarded as the 
most appropriate mode of photographic representation. Amateur photographers tended, by and 
large, to adhere to a premise that one prophetic commentator had outlined in 1883: “pictures of 
every-day life can only be properly secured when the presence of the photographer is 
unknown.”90 Yet here, too, the imperative of candor generated certain problems. If photography 
moved from the studio into the streets and the home in the era of the Kodak camera, it took a 
truncated and complex form of posing along with it into the outside world. The omnipresence of 
the camera, in public and in private, meant that people had to learn to be perpetually mindful of 
the possibility that they might be photographed at any time. 
 
The Camera Fiend  
Not every amateur photographer adopted Eastman Kodak’s prescribed idea of photography’s 
proper objects, and the new ubiquity of the camera was not without its critics; in fact, its 
omnipresence was interpreted as a threat on several fronts. The carefree and wholesome Kodak 
Girl met her inverse in another aspect of amateur photography’s identity in the public mind at the 
turn of the century: the Kodak fiend, a menace wielding his Kodak covertly, or using another 
popular photographic apparatus of the period: the detective camera. The term “detective camera” 
originated with two prototype cameras that Thomas Bolas, a London-based chemist and socialist 
activist, produced and patented in 1881; these instruments bore the name “Detective.” Though 
Bolas’s cameras were never produced commercially, the name caught on, and quickly came to be 
used generically to describe a class of cameras that were inconspicuous, relatively compact, and 
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simple in construction.91 These cameras were often box-like in shape, unlike the folding bellows 
cameras that were more common in this era; the simple construction of these “box cameras” 
allowed photographers to use them surreptitiously because minimal setup, if any, was required, 
before a picture could be snapped. By 1902, the Dictionary of Photography for Amateur and 
Professional Photographers, which Bolas coauthored, spoke to the ubiquity of the “detective or 
hand camera”: “These are cameras of particular designs, so constructed as to be portable and 
unlikely to attract attention. Their name is legion; their makes diversity itself; and to attempt to 
include even a brief description of them would be beyond the limits of space at our command.”92 
The Kodak No. 1, and many other Kodak models that followed, fit this description, and so were 
sometimes referred to as detective cameras as well, particularly by their detractors.93 
As hand cameras, Kodak and otherwise, became widespread, complaints about their 
inevitability quickly flooded the press. The negative reactions that met the rise of the hand 
camera tended to present the instrument as a public nuisance, but answers to the question of 
exactly why it was such a negative force were less settled. The camera fiend was presented, at 
turns, as an annoyingly confrontational fixture of the public sphere, photographing everything in 
sight and generally getting in the way; as a surreptitious sneak, bent on catching others in the 
midst of an embarrassing facial expression or a compromising position; and as a talentless 
amateur to be snickered at a little by the “serious” photographer. What all of these caricatures 
shared was a fundamental discomfort with the falling away of the stable categories of 
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“photographer” and “sitter,” and anxiety about the fact that virtually anyone, anywhere could 
now be a photographer—or be photographed. 
The Kodak was invariably associated with the amateur photographer in the public 
imagination, because those photographers who considered themselves serious about the practice 
of photography were unlikely to use a hand camera for any but the most casual and personal 
work. The more committed “shutterbugs” were deterred by the lack of control the Kodak process 
offered over the look of the image: considerations like focus and depth of field were beyond the 
control of the Kodaker, and although Kodakers had the option to purchase equipment to process 
and print their images themselves, most opted to mail them to Rochester instead. Although the 
term “amateur” in photography had initially referred to those who loved the craft of 
photography, Eastman consciously reinterpreted the term as referring to those who were 
complete novices.94 The public response to the Kodak suggests that its ease of use was a source 
of some consternation. In 1897, reflecting on the development of the hand camera, Alfred 
Stieglitz observed that the small-format camera had been “Originally known under the odious 
name of ‘Detective,’ necessarily insinuating the owner had to be something of a sneak,” adding, 
“the hand camera was in very bad repute with all the champions of the tripod. They looked upon 
the small instrument, innocent enough in itself, but terrible in the hands of the unknowing, as a 
mere toy.”95  
Even some of those who were proponents of amateur photography decried Kodak’s 
insistence on reducing photographing to the simplest possible procedure: as John Bull, Jr. wrote 
in the American Amateur Photographer in 1895, “Some years ago, when amateur photography 
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was in its infancy here, as well as in other countries, a soulless corporation extensively 
advertised a camera which only required a button to be pressed and pictures were made. The idea 
soon took root that there was nothing in photography, when it merely required the pressing of a 
button. It was apparent that any fool could do that.”96 This is not to say that the Kodak was 
entirely foolproof, however: as Elizabeth Brayer relates, “President Grover Cleveland owned 
one, although in his case the Kodak was not quite simple enough. The president took one along 
on a hunting trip and although he dutifully pressed the button one hundred times, he never turned 
the key to advance the film.”97  
The impact of the Kodak and similar hand cameras on the world of fine art photography 
was significant: in the efforts to instate photography as an art, Kodakers with their haphazard 
snapshots were a powerful structuring enemy, giving legions of more longstanding 
photographers a force to react against. The work of the Kodakers was represented by the fine art 
photography community as crude, commercial, and far too ubiquitous. In an 1898 article in the 
art photography journal Camera Notes, Sadakichi Hartmann observed, “Since amateur 
photographers are as plentiful as bicycles, the more astonishing it seems to one that those men 
who really produce something artistic can be counted on the fingers of one hand.”98 While one 
major gripe about the amateur photographer with his hand camera was that he tended to 
photograph everything in sight without any regard for composition, a far more common 
complaint was the amateur’s tendency to photograph in public spaces without any regard for 
social propriety.  
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It did not help their image in the public mind that the “detective cameras” of the late 19th 
century were often inexpensive, and sometimes decidedly gimmicky. Scovill and Adams, a 
company whose cameras Eastman favored before Eastman Kodak began to manufacture its own, 
offered a camera disguised as a set of hardcover books; the lens poking out of the book labeled 
Shadow (Fig. 27). Another firm, Marion, introduced a “Parcel” Detective Camera, which was 
hidden inside an inconspicuous-looking brown paper package. An advertisement (Fig. 28) for 
this device emphasized its discretion with a line drawing of a man in a derby hat and suit, 
clutching what looks like a normal parcel—with the exception of a small lens peeking out of the 
middle of one side. “The object” of its design, the ad noted, “is to disguise its real use, and to 
permit a Photograph to be taken without raising the slightest suspicion.”  
With the introduction of the American Camera Co.’s Demon Detective Camera in 1889, 
the advertising was less subtle—and even less innocent. This camera, which was to be hidden 
underneath one’s vest or in a pocket, featured a minuscule lens small enough to fit through a 
buttonhole and a trigger that was to be pressed in order to take the picture. According to one 
advertisement (Fig. 29), the Demon Detective Camera:  
Depicts the hypocrisy of life and frivolities of fashion unknown to its victims. Can be used on the 
promenade, in law courts, churches, and railway carriages; also in breach of promise and divorce 
cases; in fact at all awkward moments when least expected. The artful maiden, the wily detective, 
the wronged wife will now collect damning evidence. The bad boy will levy black mail upon his 
sisters by illustrating family squabbles instead of angelic sweetness, and human happiness will 
now be within the reach of all.  
 
Some contemporaries would have contended that the brand name of the Demon camera simply 
made explicit an implicit trait of the detective camera. Godey’s Lady’s Book proclaimed in 1895, 
“Demonology…has gained a devil unmentioned by Milton or any of the older directories of 
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Inferno. We now suffer from the Camera-fiend, ubiquitous, ghoulish in glee and inevitable at 
moments when one’s moods will not bear perpetuity gracefully.”99  
The 1880s were not the first time the camera was associated with the work of the 
detective. In fact, Cuthbert Bede’s humorous book, Photographic Pleasures, identified the 
camera as a sort of inanimate detective as early as 1855, describing the adoption of police 
photography in Switzerland, France and England. Photography, Bede writes, “was warmly 
adopted by the authorities of Scotland Yard, who, in the most friendly spirit, received and 
recognized Photography as an able Detective.”100 Illustrating his point with a drawing of an 
anthropomorphized camera apprehending a suspect (Fig. 30), Bede went on to propose a 
Blackguard’s Portrait Gallery, featuring photographic portraits of criminals. Bede’s joking 
suggestion would become a reality with the widespread implementation of photography in police 
work later in the century, particularly after the introduction of so-called “Rogues’ Galleries” in 
the 1880s, which were spearheaded by Thomas Byrnes, head of the New York Police 
Department.  
The phenomenon of one’s likeness circulating in the public sphere, outside of one’s 
control, was not altogether new either. As we have seen, earlier photographic mediums like the 
carte de visite did make it possible for people’s photographic portraits, to which the studio that 
took the photographs retained the right, to be displayed in public places like shop-windows or 
circulated without their knowledge. But the resistance toward the “Kodak fiend,” the boor who 
made the camera a ubiquitous presence in the public sphere, was more thoroughgoing. With 
earlier forms of photography, the portraits that were visible in public were ones that the sitters 
had commissioned themselves, which might have been manipulated to their specifications, and 
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which more than likely portrayed them in a flattering light. These were images in which sitters 
had control over their self-presentation, and could appear as they wished, though often the ways 
they posed were quite homogenous.  
But once the world was full of Kodakers snapping pictures in public space, one could be 
photographed at any moment, and there was no guarantee that the picture would be a pleasing 
one. The clandestine way in which many of these photographers purportedly operated meant that 
their subjects were often unconscious of the fact that they were being photographed, and so the 
images that resulted were not only unposed, but unsanctioned as well. With the omnipresence of 
cameras, people could be transformed into a photograph without their knowledge—a 
phenomenon that led to new kinds of vigilance around the presentation of the self. 
Innumerable caricatures of the period emphasized the voyeuristic inclinations of amateur 
photographers. One such image (Fig. 31), on the cover of Puck in July of 1891, features a rosy-
cheeked young woman standing on the beach in her bathing suit, surrounded by throngs of men 
with box cameras, all trying to snap a picture of her en déshabillé. The men, identified by the 
caption underneath the illustration as the “Peeping Toms of the Camera,” peer out from behind 
sandcastles and parasols; they poise their cameras from a hot-air balloon and a boat named “Snap 
Shot.” The object of these photographers’ interest turns away from her pursuers, a look of 
distress on her face. This is a caricature, and accordingly, it overstates its case, but the expression 
of the woman depicted is affecting nonetheless. 
Such representations were quickly becoming clichés, however. As Hartmann wrote in 
1898: “Amateur photography…has taken hold of the public taste to such an extent that the 
Kodak fiend has been made into a typical figure and has had to play his ridiculous part on the 
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stage and in the comical magazines for years.”101 Indeed, the journalism of the 1890s was full of 
diatribes about the “Kodak fiends” who were, if these accounts are to believed, perpetually lying 
in wait, eager to capture something dramatic or salacious with their cameras.102 In 1890, a 
Chicago Tribune headline warned readers: “BEWARE OF THE KODAK,” adding, “The craze 
has not died out, but is spreading fearfully.”103 As one commentator in an Atlanta newspaper 
lamented:  
One of the nuisances of our civilization is the man or the woman who goes about armed with a 
kodak and snapping at everybody who passes or who can be espied. There seems to be something 
in the kodak which destroys all sense of propriety in its average possessor. As soon as he owns or 
hires one of these instruments the ordinary individual often becomes oblivious to the canons of 
decency, sticks his nose into matters with which he properly has no business and tries the 
patience of polite persons almost beyond endurance.104 
 
A short piece in a Hawaii newspaper in 1890 implicated readers in this problem, addressing them 
in the second person and likely stoking their anxieties:  
 
Have you seen the Kodak fiend? Well, he has seen you. He caught your expression yesterday 
while you were innocently talking at the Post Office. He has taken you at a disadvantage and 
transfixed your uncouth position and passed it on to be laughed at by friend and foe alike. His 
click is heard on every hand. He is merciless and omnipresent and has as little conscience and 
respect for proprieties as the veriest hoodlum. What with Kodak fiends and phonographs and 
electric search lights, modern inventive genius is certainly doing its level best to lay us all out 
bare to the gaze of our fellow-men.105 
 
The Weekly Times and Echo reported in 1893 that some civilians were resorting to vigilante 
justice to deal with Kodak fiends:  
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Several decent young men, I hear, are forming a Vigilance Association for the purpose of 
thrashing the cads with cameras who go about at seaside places taking snapshots of ladies 
emerging from the deep...I wish the new society stout cudgels and much success, and wonder 
how long it will be before seaside authorities generally take steps to render bathing for both sexes 
decent, safe and pleasant as it is on the Continent.106   
 
The inescapability of cameras was, in fact, a major factor in the effort to establish privacy laws 
in the United States in the 1890s. The development of the right to privacy was set in motion by 
an influential article in the Harvard Law Review by Louis Brandeis and Samuel Warren, who 
were then partners in a Boston law firm; Brandeis would later become an associate justice of the 
Supreme Court. In their article, Brandeis and Warren argued that instantaneous photography, as 
well as gossip items in the press, had “invaded the sacred precincts of private and domestic life; 
and numerous mechanical devices threaten to make good the prediction that ‘what is whispered 
from the closet shall be proclaimed from the house-tops.’”107 What this article emphasizes is the 
concern that cameras will enter into private places unbidden, and expose that which is private in 
the public sphere for commercial purposes.  
The caricature of the “kodak fiend” hints at anxieties around appropriate kinds of 
representation in this period, and new varieties of self-consciousness with which the camera’s 
omnipresence was complicit. But the “Kodak fiend” was in some respects a displacement of the 
concerns that would inform privacy law: the laws that were established were more concerned 
with a different kind of photographic representation, one that was more institutional, and 
commercial, in nature. The privacy laws that developed out of debates about the compact camera 
protected “private citizens” against having their images published in the press without their 
consent, or used for commercial purposes. Though the voyeuristic peeping tom was a figurehead 
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for the kind of illicit photography that was being contested, the privacy laws that were 
established suggest that the bigger concern was the commercial objectification of private citizens 
through the press. As we shall see—and as the career of Erich Salomon ably demonstrates—








































Le roi des indiscrets: Erich Salomon’s Candid Camera and the Work of Photojournalism 
 
“The picture has become as important in matter of content and display as the news story, the caption head 
as striking and original as the news headline.” 
- A.J. Ezickson, Get That Picture: The Story of the News Cameraman, 1938. 
 
“[N]othing but good can come from letting the everyday man see his leaders in the throes of their struggle 
with the questions a distracted world has thrust upon them. I argue that it makes for a feeling of common 
humanity to see these critical international moments as they actually are.” 




To most, the phrase “candid camera” will dredge up memories of a television program bent on 
embarrassing those hapless victims who have had the misfortune to come into the crosshairs of 
the eponymous apparatus. But although the term now connotes a cheap amusement of decades 
past, this was not its original meaning: the term was coined a good deal earlier, in a description 
of a photograph by the German photojournalist Erich Salomon, which appeared in the London 
magazine The Graphic in 1929. The emergence of the term “candid camera”—and the 
photographic trope that it signified, the unbidden and revealing photographing of people without 
their awareness that they are being photographed—illuminates an important moment of 
transition in the nature of photographic practice and of journalism. What the candid camera helps 
to clarify are the unique demands placed on photography as it came to be an integral part of 
journalism and of the mass media more broadly, reflecting the priorities and anxieties of a 
historical moment whose constituents were becoming increasingly dependent on—and governed 
by—visual images.  
The May 11, 1929 edition of The Graphic, an illustrated magazine that had been in 
circulation since 1869, featured an unusually revealing cover photograph (Fig. 32). The image 
pictures a large banquet populated by middle-aged men in full evening dress. To the far right of 
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the photograph sits a man in a clerical collar, leaning back in his chair and puffing 
absentmindedly on his cigar, looking relaxed and maybe a little drunk. The reveler in question is 
William Ralph Inge, the Dean of St. Paul’s Cathedral. Inge was well known for his seriousness 
and his sober personality, as well as his bleak view of progress: “Civilization,” he had said in a 
lecture in 1920, “is a disease which is almost invariably fatal.”1 Comments like this had earned 
him the nickname The Gloomy Dean. But his languor here, on the cover of one of the period’s 
most popular magazines, decidedly undermines that carefully calibrated image. “At the 
foreground table,” the caption reads, “unaware of the proximity of the candid camera, will be 
seen Dean Inge enjoying his cigar.” Inge appears to have caught sight of the hidden camera just 
as the photograph is being taken, as does Sir William Robertson, the decorated British Army 
officer who is seated to his right. As the eyes of these two unsuspecting sitters meet ours, before 
their posture, facial expression, and comportment have caught up, this photograph concretizes—
and at the same time contravenes—a central aim of the candid photograph as it emerged for 
photographers in the period between the World Wars: to represent people without their 
awareness of “being taken.” When hidden camera photographs like this one come off 
imperfectly, offering evidence of the presence of their maker, they offer a material demonstration 
of the traditional opposition between photographer and subject that the hidden camera is 
intended to erode. 
Erich Salomon, the news photographer who captured this memorable image and many 
other news photographs that achieved iconic status in the period between the World Wars, was 
by this point already becoming a fixture in the private gatherings of the international elite. The 
distinctive photographic technique and style that Salomon’s work introduced—which can be 
                                                
1 William Ralph Inge, “The Idea of Progress,” Romanes Lecture, May 27, 1920. Quoted in “The Idea of  
Progress,” The Spectator (June 4, 1920), 8. 
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summarized as the candid photograph as journalistic image—were soon imitated by most major 
photographically illustrated publications. As we shall see, the candid, unposed image was 
increasingly regarded as the most faithful mode of photographic representation as photography 
became an indispensable component of journalism. 
 To capture an unposed photograph of a public figure at close range was something quite 
new in 1929. While there are suggestions in the illustrated press of the era before Salomon’s 
career of a widespread desire for candid pictures, Salomon was the first professional 
photographer to successfully overcome the appreciable barriers to entry involved in producing 
surreptitious photographs of public figures that were suitable for use in illustrated magazines and 
newspapers. While, as we have seen, hand cameras enabled legions of amateur photographers to 
take photographs in the public sphere, these cameras were not considered suitable for serious 
photographers—and certainly not for reproduction in the press—because they offered the 
photographer minimal control over the way photographs could be taken, and they used small-
format roll film that could not be easily retouched after the fact, as news photographs often were. 
Consequently, while amateur photographs could be taken at the spur of the moment, it was far 
more difficult for professional photographers who desired high-quality images to operate with 
this degree of extemporaneousness.  
 This began to change in the period between the World Wars, with the introduction of 
compact cameras suitable for professional use, which featured lenses sufficiently large that 
photography could be taken by available light. Significantly, these cameras were small enough 
that they could be brought, surreptitiously, into places where photography was unexpected or 
altogether prohibited, giving light to private places, activities, and expressions that had 
previously been only visible to the eyes of a select few. In the hands of Erich Salomon, the 
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candid camera was a means to expose the inner workings of the political and legal processes for 
the first time, and the unique images Salomon captured marked a pivotal moment in the 
development of photojournalism.  
Salomon’s photographic work began at the opening of what has come to be called “the 
golden age of illustrated magazines,” a truly transnational cultural development that originated 
with German magazines in the mid- to late 1920s, but had, by the 1930s, spread to various other 
parts of the globe, including but not limited to France, Britain, and the United States. As we shall 
see, there were specific factors that encouraged the rise of the new photojournalism in Germany 
before it spread to other nations—interwar Germany saw the availability of new cameras as well 
as a new atmosphere of cultural openness and creativity, features that helped to spur the growth 
of new forms of photographic representation—but once the success of the German model of 
photojournalism was established, its spread was rapid and expansive. Salomon’s career, which 
began in Germany in the late 1920s but soon took on an international scope with frequent 
contributions to magazines in the United States, Britain, France, and the Netherlands, demands 
study from a similarly international perspective, so while this chapter takes as its point of 
departure the critically important developments in German photography and journalism of the 
Weimar era, it proceeds to examine how these changes played out on the international stage, 
with specific attention to the popular illustrated magazines of Britain and the United States. 
Before going on to discuss Salomon’s work, it is necessary to give a history of the 
developments of photographic technology—namely, the rise of high-quality hand-held 
cameras—and of photographic distribution—in the photographically illustrated journals—that 
provided the conditions of possibility for the emergence of Salomon’s candid camera. Salomon’s 
photographs illuminate the connected and complementary developments in technology, visual 
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culture, and journalism between the World Wars that led to a new understanding of the political 
value of the photograph—one that was predicated on the exposure of very public faces in private 
places. 
 
Photographic Ethics and Etiquette  
The surreptitious photography of the amateur “camera fiends” was still regarded as a problem 
well into the 20th century, and in Germany, that problem was believed to be particularly acute. In 
1898, two photographers, Max Priester and Willy Wicke, sneaked into Otto von Bismarck’s 
chamber hours after his death, and photographed the corpse of the German Chancellor arrayed in 
his deathbed under the harsh light of a magnesium flash (Fig. 33). In this photograph, the last one 
ever taken of Bismarck, the dead leader is gaunt, bandaged, and bruised as he lies underneath his 
white bedcovers, a black rag in his hand and a chamber pot by his bedside. After successfully 
escaping the scene unnoticed, Priester and Wicke attempted to sell their photograph to the 
newspapers. When newspapers refused to buy and print the image, they tried advertising its 
existence in a newspaper, at which point they were arrested and their plates confiscated. This 
episode, coming at a moment when the photograph’s potential to serve a journalistic purpose was 
just beginning to be exploited, conveys the uncertain state of professional practice among news 
photographers around the turn of the century. Priester and Wicke took on the role of the “camera 
fiend,” which was normally associated with amateur photographers, for the purposes of 
professional advancement—or at least financial gain.  
In 1907, partly in response to the illicit Bismarck photographs by Priester and Wicke, 
Germany passed a law that granted individuals jurisdiction over their photographic likenesses, 
both during their lives and for ten years after death. Similar laws were never enacted in the 
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United States or Britain. Curiously, the 1907 law, referred to in German as Recht am eigenen 
Bild, or “right to one’s image,” was enshrined as part of a new Act on Copyright in Works of 
Visual Arts, a set of laws that had been designed to protect the rights of creators of artistic and 
photographic works.2 As one commentator has recently noted, “This startling inversion in 
German law turns the citizen into an author and owner of his or her appearance while the 
photographer is merely copying the original and must thus ask for permission to publish any 
portrait.”3 A person’s likeness was here construed as something he or she was responsible for 
creating and thus it was considered that creator’s legal property. One important exception to the 
1907 law dictated that it did not apply to the photographing of public figures. Specifically, the 
law allowed for the free publication of photographs “from the sphere of contemporary history” 
without the consent of the people they depicted. This provision had the aim of ensuring that 
media coverage of important events was not unduly restricted.4  
 An article that appeared in the New York magazine The Independent and the Weekly 
Review in 1907 noted that while such a development was not surprising in Germany, “that 
thoroly [sic] regulated country,” this new law would be impossible to enforce in most cases due 
to the inconspicuousness of the many detective cameras that had entered the market since the late 
19th century: “Nowadays one can take pictures with a book, a music roll, an opera glass or his 
vest button. The police cannot prevent the taking of photographs but only the taking of good 
photographs,” wrote the commentator.5 In other words, the discreet nature of many cameras that 
were popular among amateurs rendered it impossible to regulate the use of these instruments, but 
                                                
2 Daniel McClean, “Photography and the Law,” Frieze d/e, Issue 3 (Winter 2011-12), http://frieze-
magazin.de/archiv/features/bild-und-recht/?lang=en.  
3 McClean, “Photography and the Law.” 
4 Huw Beverley-Smith et al., Privacy, Property and Personality: Civil Law Perspectives on Commercial 
Appropriation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 99. 
5 “The Ethics and Etiquet of Photography,” The Independent and the Weekly Review (July 11, 1907), 107. 
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because “good” photographers—that is to say, professional photographers—largely continued to 
rely on large-format cameras, the rule would be more enforceable where career photographers 
were concerned.  
Because, as the author of the article said, “our mentors of morals and manners have 
neglected the subject” of photographic etiquette, he went on to articulate some basic precepts of 
photographic politesse. He went about doing so by drawing an explicit connection between the 
camera and the eye, suggesting that as one has the right to take in the scene optically, so should 
one be able to record this perception on film:  
As regards photography in public it may be laid as a fundamental principle that one has a right to 
photograph anything that one has a right to look at. The silver bromid[e] plate is similar to the 
retina of the eye, tho more sensitive. The impressions made on both can be fixt, the one by pyro 
and hypo, the other by the memory, and their permanence depends in both cases on the perfection 
of the optical instrument and the skill of the operator.6  
 
There are a couple of telling distinctions between this commentator’s perspective on 
photography and those that were common in the 19th century. As we shall see in the following 
chapter, the linkage of the camera with the eye would become a common feature of writing on 
photography in the interwar period. For now, though, it is sufficient to note that this is a 
strikingly different analogy than those that prevailed in earlier periods of photography, 
particularly around the time of the emergence of photography. As we have seen, the 
daguerreotype portrait represented, for some early sitters, an uncanny objectification of the 
self—a transformation of the self into an object that caused definite discomfort and trepidation. 
Especially in light of the nature of the photographic experience for many of photography’s 
earliest sitters, the “camera eye” represents a dramatic transition, one that could only be possible 
after the mass adoption of the practice of photography. Here, the photographic apparatus is not a 
foreign object whose resemblance to the self is alienating and disturbing, but a physical 
                                                
6 “The Ethics and Etiquet of Photography,” 107. 
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appendage that is seamlessly analogous to the eye itself. The pervasive analogy of the “camera 
eye” speaks to a drastic shift in the media environment, where cameras were annexed more and 
more fully to the bodies of their wielders. The photographic apparatus was coming to be seen not 
as an impediment to the photographer, but an extension of his sensory capacities. 
Moreover, whereas comments on the detective camera and the Kodak fiend in the 1880s 
and 1890s tended to take a uniformly dismissive attitude to the idea of photographing in public, 
presenting Kodaks as an unwelcome societal nuisance, the author of this piece demonstrates a 
more permissive attitude, one that takes for granted the inevitability of cameras in the public 
sphere. Significantly, the author asserts that although certain baseline standards of propriety 
continue to apply, to appear in public is, effectively, to consent to be photographed, even if one 
is not a public figure:  
Of course a person has no right to snapshot a stranger in a ridiculous or embarrassing position any 
more than he has a right to gaze into the window of a private house when the window shade has 
been accidentally left up, but when one appears in public it is always with the expectation and 
often with the purpose of being seen, and nowadays he must also anticipate being photographed. 
If an orator frowns and shows his teeth to a thousand he cannot—and he does not—object if a 
million see it in the newspapers. If a lady has an ungraceful walk or a silly smile, should she not 
herself share in the discomfort that these traits give to her admirers?7 
 
In this piece, the burden of responsibility for the unflattering image is shifted from the 
photographer to the photographed subject: it is no longer the photographer who should be 
chastised for capturing an unsuspecting subject with an unflattering expression; it is, instead, the 
duty of the person photographed to be photogenic at all times. 
Yet many contemporaries resented this new set of obligations. As Bill Jay has observed, 
“photography in general received ‘good press’ throughout the wet plate era, from the early 1850s 
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to the 1880s.”8 It would be more accurate to say that photographers received good press: the 
profession was highly regarded in this early period of its history, and amateur photography, in its 
initial phase as a pursuit of skilled and usually affluent amateurs, was considered respectable. 
While there were certainly negative reactions to the practice of being photographed in the mid-
19th century, these complaints were not directed at the photographer; they generally concerned 
the physical discomfort that the lengthy photographic process entailed. Following the 
introduction of gelatin dry plate photography and hand cameras, however, “the image of 
[photographers’] respectability was quickly lost, never to be recovered,” Jay writes.9  
It is revealing that the sudden, enormously widespread phenomenon of lamenting the 
menace of the camera fiend arose so suddenly after the introduction of the hand camera: as Jay 
observes, the moment when surreptitious photography became possible was also the moment 
when photographers began to gain a negative reputation among the public. It was at this point 
that the act of taking a photograph came to be seen as an ethical consideration as well as an 
aesthetic one; before the 1880s, moral considerations very seldom figured into discussions of 
photography. But once it became possible to photograph people in public places without their 
permission—and without their awareness of having their likeness taken—questions about the 
moral defensibility of such an act were inevitable.  
Jay may overstate the centrality of clandestine photography to this narrative: he asks, 
“what was it exactly to which people objected in snapshot photography that they had not 
opposed with earlier processes? The answer is straightforward: for the first time people could be 
                                                
8 Bill Jay, “The Photographer as Aggressor: When Photography Became a Moral Act,” in Observations: 
Essays on Documentary Photography, ed. David Featherstone (Carmel, CA: Friends of Photography, 
1984), 8. 
9 Jay, “Photographer as Aggressor,” 8. 
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photographed surreptitiously.”10 In fact, the public’s protestations were less specific than that: it 
would be more accurate to say that the sudden, widespread derision toward the photographer had 
to do with the sudden mobility of cameras; their omnipresence outside of the studio, in the thick 
of everyday life; and the possibility that one could be photographed at any moment.  
 
“What You See, You Can Photograph”: The Inconspicuous Camera  
Debates concerning the ethics of photographic representation came to be more relevant than ever 
in the mid-1920s, with the emergence of a new form of journalism that placed great emphasis on 
photographs, treating text as secondary. Popular, general-interest magazines featuring copious 
photographic illustrations, which originated in Germany, brought readers into a newly immersive 
relationship to photographs, publishing hundreds of images each week. These magazines owed 
much to the introduction of new, compact cameras, also of German manufacture. These new 
cameras, most notably the Ermanox and soon after, the Leica, allowed for the creation of 
photographs of sufficiently high quality that they were accepted—at first tentatively, and then 
enthusiastically—by professional photographers working for the photographically illustrated 
press. While the astronomic growth of the photographically illustrated press in the later 1920s 
and the 1930s cannot be ascribed in an uncomplicated manner to the new availability of these 
cameras, these technological developments certainly expanded the field of the photographable to 
an unprecedented degree for press photographers, representing a development in the work of 
photographic reportage that was, in its degree of importance, on par with the introduction of the 
hand camera to amateur photographers a few decades earlier. Though they were prohibitively 
expensive and too complex for most amateur photographers to operate, these cameras soon 
became very popular among professional photographers. As studio portrait photographers were 
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becoming less and less common, large numbers of them having been put out of business with the 
Kodak and the rise of amateur photography, a new breed of professional photographer was 
becoming increasingly common: the press photographer. Because the Ermanox, the Leica, and 
other new, high-quality cameras enabled press photographers to capture events as they unfolded 
and people on the move, press photographers embraced them.   
The first such camera to be released was the Ermanox, which Erich Salomon used during 
the peak years of his career, which was at its height between 1928 and 1933. The Ermanox, made 
by the Ernemann firm in Dresden, was introduced in 1924, and advertisements the following 
year described the camera as “small, easy to handle, and not easily seen.”11 A later tagline touted 
the camera’s capacity to capture virtually anything in the visible world, telling customers, “What 
you see, you can photograph.”12 In an advertisement in Photo-Era in 1927, the Ermanox was 
presented as a wholly new kind of instrument: the copy informed readers, “the place of the 
Ermanox can be said to begin where all other cameras leave off! (Fig. 34).” The ad went on to 
quote a purported user of the Ermanox as saying: “Why, my eye becomes my exposure meter 
with my Ermanox. If I can see it, I can photograph it!” Here again, the photographic apparatus is 
linked with the eye in a casual and uncomplicated manner, suggesting an ever more prosthetic 
relationship between the photographer and the apparatus. 
As we shall see, for Salomon’s purposes, the most salient features of the Ermanox were 
its small size and its exceptionally large lens; the photojournalist Tim Gidal would later refer to it 
as “a huge lens with a little box attached.”13 Indeed, a 1926 catalogue description of the Ermanox 
referred to it as “in external appearance as well as in effect ‘A lens with a bit of camera!’” The 
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largeness of the lens was particularly notable in that opened the possibility of photographing 
indoors without a flash. The absence of flash was essential for any photographer interested in 
working inconspicuously. Even beyond the benefit of not attracting unnecessary and disruptive 
attention to the photographer, the new capacity for photography indoors by available light 
supported an existing bias among photographers in favor of natural light conditions. As Rupert 
Martin has written, “Photographers have often conferred on available light a moral value so that 
any use of artificial light was considered to be a violation of the inherent laws of photography,” 
and available light was therefore often insisted upon by “photographs who wish not to alter the 
existing conditions for fear of distorting them, or who do not wish to draw attention to 
themselves.”14  
While the Kodak had enabled legions of amateur photographers to take photographs in 
public places, the Ermanox allowed professional photographers to photograph in public places 
with greater mobility and discretion, and it also allowed them to photograph inconspicuously 
while indoors. If the Kodak had enabled the first surreptitious and unposed photographs, with 
Kodakers snapping unwitting subjects at the beach or in the street, the Ermanox went a step 
further, enabling inconspicuous photography even in private realms to which the general public 
lacked access—a significant boon for news photographers given that, as one reporter later noted, 
photography was prohibited in “nearly every place and occasion that was newsworthy.”15 
To be sure, the Ermanox was a complex piece of equipment, and it certainly did not put 
high-quality, unposed photography within the reach of everyone: from the first, it was seen 
primarily as a camera for professionals rather than hobbyists. The most immediately prohibitive 
feature was its cost: in 1933, the Ermanox had a British list price of £47, the equivalent of about 
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$3700 in present-day U.S. dollars, although some retailers sold the camera for as low as £16 
($1270 today). Beyond the cost, the mechanisms of the Ermanox were far more complex than 
those of the Kodak. In fact, photographing with the Ermanox, particularly when one was trying 
to remain inconspicuous, was fraught with difficulties: it had a noisy shutter release; it used 
unwieldy plates that needed to be changed between each shot, unlike the roll film cameras that 
would soon take over the professional photography market; and it demanded an exposure time of 
almost a full second.16 In Photography and Society, Gisèle Freund lays out Salomon’s 
hindrances: with the Ermanox, she writes,  
a special bath solution was necessary to develop the plates [and] the depth of field was so limited 
that distance had to be measured down to the centimeter. To remain unnoticed, the photographer 
must be neither seen nor heard. Even without a flash, the shutter release on the Ermanox was 
much too noisy; the click immediately betrayed the photographer’s presence. Salomon had a 
special shutter-release built that operated noiselessly, but the plates still required an exposure time 
of nearly a full second. Since photographs that sold to the papers had to be unique and up-to-the-
minute, all these obstacles must often have seemed insurmountable; but Salomon triumphed.17 
 
More influential and enduring was the Leica, the first widely popular 35mm camera, which was 
introduced in 1925. It was the brainchild of Oskar Barnack, of the German camera company 
Leitz, and its name was derived from “Leitz Camera.” Barnack had experimented for many years 
with the aim of creating a still camera that made use of 35mm film, a film size which, at that 
time, was used primarily for cinema rather than still images.18 Harnessing 35mm film for still 
images became Barnack’s fixation, in part because he lacked a strong constitution and so had 
difficulty carrying around the large photography outfits required of professional photographers at 
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this time, which included a 7x9-inch camera, wooden film holders, and a tripod.19 While Barnack 
began experimenting with this format as early as 1913, the First World War and Germany’s 
subsequent economic strife delayed the release of the Leica, which ultimately came out in 1925, 
making its debut at the Leipzig Industrial Fair.20 
 It can be easy to attribute the enormous changes in the meaning of news photography in 
the 1920s and 1930s to the Leica, given that it was, and remains, the best known and most 
popular of the 35mm cameras. Yet the Ermanox was an important transitional step in the 
process: it remained the standard camera among that proportion of news photographers who 
employed small-format cameras until the late 1920s. According to Freund, as late as 1929, “the 
majority of photojournalists” using smaller-format cameras worked with an Ermanox.21 
Ultimately, the Leica supplanted the Ermanox, but this took some time, even though the 
advantages of the Leica over the Ermanox were considerable. Because the Ermanox made use of 
photographic plates, which the photographer needed to change between each picture, it was 
impossible to take several pictures in rapid succession, and the plates that the Ermanox required 
were bulky compared to the Leica’s simpler and more compact roll film mechanism. It was, 
therefore, only with the launch of the Leica that large numbers of professional photographers 
began to make use of smaller-format cameras. The Leica was compact, with 36 pictures per roll 
of film, and it offered a degree of ease of use that the Ermanox lacked. It was also quieter than 
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the Ermanox, and before long, a variety of interchangeable lenses came on the market to use with 
the Leica, enabling photographers to tailor their camera setup to their desired subject matter.  
Photographers’ continued dedication to the Ermanox for several years after the 
introduction of a newer, better model very likely had to do with the expense of both cameras: 
those who had recently paid a large sum for an Ermanox would not have been amenable to an 
immediate switch, especially considering the fact that the Leica was not inexpensive either—the 
price of a Leica advertised in Popular Science in 1932 would be the equivalent of about $1100 
today. Soon, other firms were emulating the model of the Leica. The Zeiss Contax, which had 
higher-quality lenses than the Leica, was the camera of choice among professional photographers 
concerned with taking pictures discreetly—including, as we shall see, Humphrey Spender and 
Walker Evans. Its quality came at a price: in 1936, the most inexpensive Contax outfit, including 
lens, cost the equivalent of about $2800 today.  
The absence of such a camera before the 1920s was not due to any lack of initiative or 
desire. Among professional photographers and camera firm there was an interest in more 
portable and compact cameras that used film, rather than the larger, individual sheet negatives 
that press cameras then employed. These large negatives served the purpose of high-quality 
newspaper reproduction well, but they necessitated cameras that were large, cumbersome, and 
noisy, like the Speed Graphic and Speed Graflex in Britain and the Contessa Nettel in 
Germany.22 For the news photographer, there were many disadvantages to these large-format 
cameras. They required time-consuming setup, compromised the photographer’s mobility, and 
ensured his or her visibility. The consequence for press photographs was that they lacked 
spontaneity: the photojournalism that predominated was necessarily “photography by consent,” 
posed news images known among some photojournalists as “firing squad pictures,” in which 
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subjects lined up, said cheese, and had their pictures taken. With these cameras, the editor Tom 
Hopkinson would later write, “One could no more ‘steal’ pictures than you could ride a 
motorcycle unnoticed into a cathedral.”23  
With the emergence of the Ermanox and especially 35mm cameras like the Leica came 
many proclamations about the new possibilities that these apparatuses opened up for 
photographers, particularly news photographers. The analogies that came into popular use 
suggested a newly seamless relationship between photographer and apparatus. Henri Cartier-
Bresson recalled that on his discovery of the Leica, “it became the extension of my eye, and I 
have never been separated from it since I found it.”24 As Tim Gidal, a photojournalist of the era, 
observed, “The Leica was the first miniature camera which the new photo reporter could use as 
the extension of his eye, instead of his eye being the slave of the instrument.”25 It became 
possible for news photographers to take pictures that were much more informal than had 
previously been possible—to capture everyday life in action, rather than posing it before the 
camera.  
 
The Illustrated Magazines   
The intellectual freedom and atmosphere of creativity that existed in Weimar Germany were 
such that journalism was able to flourish, and increasingly, to refract for Germans a picture of 
their world that possessed a spontaneity and a visual emphasis unknown in any previous forms of 
journalism. In the years following World War I, Germans had seen a considerable mitigation of 
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the censorship that had existed under the German Empire: the Weimar constitution, created in 
1918, explicitly forbade state censorship. Within a few years, adjustments to the broad ban on all 
censorship in the constitution—which stated, simply, “No censorship will take place”—were 
beginning to be implemented, but these revisions were mostly made with reference to the 
cinema. The press enjoyed an unprecedented degree of freedom in this period, and as in the 
realms of literature, theater, music, and visual art, the absence of traditional constraints on 
expression led to the emergence of new forms. The periodical press had a central role in the 
rejuvenated culture of Weimar Germany, which was the point of origin for the array of mass-
circulation picture magazines that emerged in Western Europe and the United States in the late 
1920s and 1930s, a group that grew to include Life in the U.S. and Picture Post in Britain by the 
second half of the decade. 
Given that the period between the World Wars saw the mass popularization of film and 
the introduction of radio, it can be easy to underestimate the importance of print, but the mass 
culture of the period cannot be understood without reference to the ubiquity of print media, and 
especially the new and increasingly popular photo magazines.26 In the mid-1920s, there were 
over four thousand periodicals being published on a regular basis in Germany, including daily 
newspapers, tabloids, weekly papers, journals, and illustrated magazines. Within Berlin alone, 
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there were 45 morning newspapers in circulation in this period.27 Two of the most successful 
illustrated weeklies in Germany were the hugely popular Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung (BIZ), 
which had a nationwide audience that ranged from 1.4 to 1.8 million readers in the late 1920s 
and early 1930s, and the Münchner Illustrierte Presse (MIP). MIP had a more regional 
readership and a smaller circulation, but the magazine’s popularity increased rapidly in the 1920s 
and ‘30s, and so MIP continued to be seen as a serious competitor by BIZ. In 1926, MIP reported 
a circulation of 20,000, but by 1929 its circulation had increased to 600,000; it would reach a 
peak of 700,000 in 1931.28 BIZ, which was founded in 1890, was acquired by the Ullstein 
Publishing Company in 1894 and swiftly became one of its flagship publications; Ullstein also 
published the influential women’s magazines Uhu and Die Dame, as well as Der Querschnitt, a 
stylish journal of art and culture.  
Both BIZ and MIP profited from the leadership of their tremendously colorful and 
inventive editors: BIZ was edited by Kurt Korff, and MIP by Stefan Lorant. Both editors were 
keenly attuned to the need for new forms of visual storytelling in the era of the illustrated 
magazine, particularly as the cinema made enormous gains in popularity. Korff believed that the 
modern experience was characterized by a mode of consumption that Walter Benjamin, in his 
landmark essay “The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,” referred to as 
“reception in a state of distraction.” Korff’s presentation of the news was calibrated to this mode 
of consumption:  
To the extent that life became more hectic, and the individual was less prepared to leaf through a 
magazine in a quiet moment, to that extent it became necessary to find a sharper, more efficient 
form of visual representation, one which did not lose its impact on the reader even if he only 
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glanced fleetingly at the magazine page by page. The public grew increasingly accustomed to 
receiving a stronger impression of world events from pictures than from written reports.29 
 
The editorial process, for Korff, was not so much a matter of finding photographs to illustrate 
what was happening out in the world, as it was a matter of featuring news stories that lent 
themselves to good visual coverage: 
This new standpoint had to make itself felt at the early stage of selecting the pictures, for not 
every picture alone conveyed an impression of the desired intensity. The picture has to have the 
most intense possible concentration, has to capture a situation at its climax; when it does, it 
occasionally achieves an effect that remains out of reach of even the most eloquent text. The BIZ 
adopted the editorial principle that all events should be presented in pictures with an eye to the 
visually dramatic and excluding everything that is visually uninteresting. It was not the 
importance of the material that determined the selection and acceptance of pictures, but solely the 
allure of the photo itself. This reorientation is responsible for the change charted by the BIZ in the 
appearance of illustrated papers, which are no longer directed by text editors but by those who are 
capable, like film writers and directors, of seeing life in pictures.30  
 
For Lorant, the balance of competing interests came down to intuition, and an innate grasp of the 
rhythm of the magazine: laying out prints of all the week’s photographs on the floor of his office, 
“I saw the pictures, and I tried to visualize what it looked like in sequence, and it came out,” he 
recalled in an interview late in life, adding that this process usually took two or three minutes.31 
Korff’s process was less intuitive: “The present-day form of the illustrated newspaper—with its 
arrangement of pictures, its distribution of text, captions, etc.—appears effortless and obvious,” 
he noted. “But if one looks through the old volumes, it becomes apparent how much 
experimentation was necessary in this area before satisfying results were reached.”32 With the 
rise of Nazism, both would flee Germany to find work with top illustrated magazines in the 
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English-speaking world: Korff emigrated to the United States and went on to serve as an adviser 
to the Time Inc. employees who were at work planning Life from 1934 onward, and he 
recommended to their staff another German, Alfred Eisenstaedt, who would become one of the 
magazine’s most celebrated photographers. Lorant, after being imprisoned for six months by 
Hitler’s forces, moved to England and went on to serve as the editor of Picture Post. As we shall 
see, the illustrated press and its new visual presentation of the news would also become the 
subject of critique by commentators across the political spectrum. 
 
Erich Salomon and the Rise of the Modern Photojournalist  
It would have been difficult to imagine a more unlikely career for Erich Salomon than that of 
news photography. His social rank and educational background were such that he would have fit 
in better on the other side of the lens, as one of the politicians or legal authorities that his 
photographs frequently depicted. Yet the economic circumstances of Weimar Berlin—and, later, 
the anti-Semitism of the Third Reich—dictated an altogether different path for Salomon. Born in 
1886 to an affluent German-Jewish family that was part of Berlin’s social elite, Salomon studied 
law before being drafted in 1914 with the outbreak of World War I. During the war, he spent 
several years being held prisoner by the French after being captured in the first Battle of the 
Marne; while in France, he served as an interpreter in his prisoner-of-war camp in the Vendée, 
and ultimately found his way back to Berlin with the end of the war. By this point, with the state 
of the German economy, Salomon’s family found themselves bereft of their once-substantial 
wealth, but given the prevalence of this set of circumstances in the lean postwar years, the 
Salomon family and others like them retained their longstanding social prestige. Unable to find 
work as a lawyer, and lacking the money to set up his own practice, Salomon went to work for 
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the advertising department of the Ullstein Publishing Company, Europe’s largest publishing firm 
at the time, which was based in Berlin. Salomon did not pick up a camera until 1927, at the age 
of 41, and even at this point the circumstances of his doing so were not necessarily auspicious. In 
charge of Ullstein’s billboard advertising, he found that the tenants who rented out the exterior 
walls of their houses for billboard space were breaching their contracts, and he needed evidence 
to support a court case that ensued. He borrowed a camera to gather this evidence, and soon 
realized that this instrument held great professional potential for him.33 The question was settled 
soon after, when, in the midst of a violent storm, he heard news that a woman had been killed by 
a falling tree; Salomon found a photographer and rushed to the scene of the accident, where he 
got exclusive photographs. He then offered the pictures to the editorial staff of Ullstein, receiving 
one hundred marks for them and giving ninety to the photographer. The next day, realizing that it 
would have been worthwhile to take the photographs himself, he bought an Ermanox, and from 
this point on, his photographs were of subjects less grisly—yet often troubling in what they 
portended.34  
 Soon, Salomon left his job at Ullstein and struck out on his own as a freelance news 
photographer. His intrepid, audacious and sometimes altogether sneaky tactics quickly became 
the subject of much discussion in diplomatic circles, and he quickly gained celebrity in Germany. 
In the 1920s, the structure of the newspaper industry in Germany was going through a significant 
change: the German periodical press had traditionally relied on subscriptions and home delivery 
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for the bulk of their sales, but subscription figures were on the decline and the papers had to rely 
on street sales to an unusual degree. This meant that the papers had to gain back their readership 
each day, which motivated their editorial staff to create eye-catching publications with 
sensational headlines and images.35  
Therefore, Salomon’s success was tied to the rise of the photographically illustrated 
journal, which emerged to address this decline with a flood of sensational images. Salomon’s 
photography bore little resemblance to any news photography that then existed, and editors, 
eager for anything that would differentiate their paper from the rest, enthuasiastically seized 
upon his images. Soon, though, sensing that Salomon signaled a new phase in news photography, 
the editors of publications in other nations also began to commission his work, and soon he was 
publishing photographs in The Graphic, Vu, and Fortune. 
In Salomon’s attempts to embed himself in the stately realms that he photographed, he 
was undoubtedly helped by his appearance, dress, and demeanor. From his privileged 
upbringing, Salomon retained the social savoir-faire that was necessary for him to fit into polite 
society. A reporter in the New York Times, describing Salomon in 1932, noted, “A quiet, earnest, 
cultured manner and a look of solid worth help Dr. Salomon in his task of getting past 
doorkeepers. At gatherings of the politically great he is often taken for a statesman, sometimes 
by the statesmen themselves; and he could doubtless serve well as such, since he has a 
diplomatic mind.”36 In his forties and with thinning hair and a bit of paunch, he did not look out 
of place among dignitaries. And he understood the value of projecting a certain image: he always 
dressed impeccably, and he had people refer to him by the formal title he had possessed since 
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receiving his law degree, Herr Dr. Erich Salomon, knowing that people would give him more 
respect if they were aware that he held a doctorate. Thus, he could easily pass for a genuine 
denizen of the corridors of power in which he photographed, rather than an interloper. In one 
spread that appeared in The Graphic in 1931, Salomon himself was pictured, with the caption, 
“The Candid Camera Takes Itself.”  
Although his Ermanox was inconspicuous, Salomon himself soon ceased to be: features 
were written about his work in the New York Times, Fortune, and Picture Post, and he was such 
a familiar presence in diplomatic meetings, conferences, and state dinners, that the French Prime 
Minister Aristide Briand made a game of spotting him, and had at least two nicknames for him: 
Doctor Mephistopheles, in reference to the tufts of hair on each side of his balding forehead, and 
le roi des indiscrets—the king of the indiscreet—for the revealing nature of his photographs. 
Salomon’s career was contemporaneous with the rise of the modern photojournalist, and he was 
an emblematic figure in this development; in fact, he was the first person to be referred to by the 
English term “photo-journalist” in print, in an article from 1932.37 The first use of this term was 
informed by the German neologism that he coined to describe his occupation, Bildjournalist.38 
 It seems paradoxical, given that his approach to photographing was predicated precisely 
on his inconspicuousness, that Salomon should end up being one of the most famous, and visible, 
photographers of the period. Salomon became such a fixture in diplomatic settings, in fact, that 
the Prussian Prime Minister, Otto Braun, was quoted as saying, “Nowadays you can make 
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politics without Ministers, but not without Dr. Salomon.”39 This was a very significant 
transformation in the profession of photojournalism. Before Salomon entered the profession, 
press photographers had little prestige in Germany or abroad. In 1912, the problem was so acute 
that an editor at the Atlanta Constitution could say, “Nobody, it seems, loves a newspaper 
photographer but himself. Not even vengeful city editors, who couldn’t get out their papers 
without them.”40 Because press cameras were quite heavy before Ermanox and Leica cameras 
became commonplace, photographers were often selected on the basis of their physical strength 
rather than their talent as photographers. The photographs that they took were virtually always 
unsigned, so it was impossible for a news photographer to develop a professional identity or gain 
name recognition. As Gisèle Freund, herself one of the period’s most prominent and active 
photographers and writers on photography, later recalled, “for almost half a century the press 
photographer was considered inferior, a kind of servant who took orders but who had no 
initiative.”41 Tom Hopkinson, a British editor, recalled that before Salomon, the journalist 
covering a story would have to ask permission for the photographer to enter, usually to the mild 
annoyance of everyone present, and “after exposing a plate or two, would be hustled out of the 
room as though he were some wet shaggy dog, liable to shake itself over the furniture.”42 In the 
early 20th century, though, news photographers were beginning to seek greater approval and 
prestige, and as Andie Tucher has written, an important tactic that many of them employed was 
to bring themselves into the story, presenting themselves not as technicians but as truth-seekers 
and trailblazers. At the beginning of the century, Tucher observes, “the news photographers 
worked hard to identify and explain the human virtues, talents, and qualities that now 
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distinguished them.”43 Central to this project of establishing greater legitimacy for their work 
was photojournalists’ repudiation of images that displayed obvious artistry or fakery and their 
embrace of what was coming to be understood as the inherent “authenticity” of the camera.44  
By the late 1920s, with Salomon’s photography, the popularity and respect accorded to 
the news photographer reached an unprecedented height, and this was a development that would 
continue in the 1930s and after, with celebrity photojournalists like Margaret Bourke-White and 
Henri Cartier-Bresson. Because Salomon took photographs in a way that nobody else was able 
to, his photographs were in constant demand, and editors were inclined to attribute them to “Dr. 
Erich Salomon” rather than leaving them anonymous.  
Editors also made efforts to connect Salomon’s photographs with the realm of art: two 
prominent American publications, Fortune and Life, referred to his photographs as 
“Rembrandtesque,” not the sort of descriptor that was normally employed to describe news 
photographs. Yet it is not an inaccurate term by which to characterize Salomon’s photographs. 
One of Salomon’s greatest coups, a set of photographs inside the United States Supreme Court 
(Fig. 35), was likened to the work of Rembrandt by Fortune in 1932. It was, and remains, illegal 
to take photographs of the Supreme Court in session; a commentator in the New York Times 
several decades after Salomon’s visit there remarked that “There is probably no more secret 
society in America than the Supreme Court,” adding that its justices were “among the most 
powerful, yet least visible, men in the United States.”45 Naturally, Salomon was rapt with the 
idea of photographing this inner sanctum of decision-making power, and in many respects, the 
painterly look of the photographs he took in the Supreme Court is a consequence of the necessity 
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of Salomon concealing his camera. In the image that received pride of place in Fortune, the 
composition is such that viewers feel as if they have been placed into a seat among senators; the 
foreground is filled with the backs of men’s heads, most out of focus. More distant, in front of a 
wall of marble pillars, is the bench: here sit the Supreme Court Justices in their imposing leather 
chairs, looking out over a room known as the Old Senate Chamber, appearing to listen to the 
argument of an attorney who is somewhere to the right of the camera. The faintness of the light 
in this rather cavernous room—and Salomon’s obvious need to shoot by available light—lend 
the image a dramatic chiaroscuro effect: light dapples the tops of bald and greying heads, reflects 
off of the polished pillars, and illuminates the faces of the Justices, but swathes the rest of the 
scene in darkness. The facial expressions of the Justices are faint but nonetheless expressive; 
Louis Brandeis leans forward, an attentive look on his face, while Charles Evans Hughes, the 
Chief Justice, reclines in his chair bearing a furrowed brow. Pierce Butler gazes down at some 
papers in front of him, looking as though his mind is elsewhere. The play of light and shadow, 
the expressiveness of the subjects’ faces even from a distance, and the very genre of the frontal 
group portrait in the representation of authority justify the “Rembrandtesque” designation.46 
Nobody notices the camera, and the scene appears uninterrupted. 
Paradoxically, one of the more “painterly” attributes of the image is the definite blur in 
the bottom left corner of the image, which brings the spectator’s attention back to the 
constructedness of the image, and to the medium of photography. In this instance, the blur may 
have been caused by the unusual disguise that Salomon fashioned for his camera: he obtained a 
length of fabric, created a reasonably convincing false sling and, feigning a broken arm, sneaked 
his camera past the guards bundled within the sling. This was probably the most unusual of his 
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camera concealment strategies; it was more common for him to hide his camera in his hat or 
briefcase, allowing the lens to peek through. His son, Peter Hunter Salomon, would later recall, 
“An entire Easter holiday was given over to building his camera into an attaché case in such a 
way as to allow stealthy photography in court-rooms and other places where cameras were not 
admitted: one end of the case could be opened slightly by means of a lever.”47 Peter Hunter 
Salomon, who was fourteen when Salomon began his photography career, initially suspected his 
father of shadier activities: “When I was fourteen, I thought my father must be a burglar by 
profession,” he later recalled. “A do-it-yourself hobbyist, he had a huge chest of tools full of 
what seemed to be housebreaking implements. He was also rarely back home before one in the 
morning.”48 
 
“When the Image Itself Became the Story”: The Photo Essay  
The photographically illustrated magazines in which Salomon made his name were novel not 
only because they offered an unprecedented glut of photographs, but also because they presented 
those photographs through a new visual language. Whereas the role of the news photographer 
had previously been to get isolated, newsworthy images that were usually to serve as illustrations 
for a textual news story, the new illustrated papers privileged the image to such an extent that the 
copy was given far less space than the photographs of an event. The Weimar satirist Kurt 
Tucholsky summarized the appeal of this new format in 1925, writing, “The photograph is 
irrefutable. It is impossible to beat.... The effect is indelible and not to be surpassed by any 
editorial in the world. A concise line of captioning—and the simplest public is captivated.”49 
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Indeed, quite often, the only lines of text that appeared in a story were a title and the 
photographs’ captions. Writes Freund, “It was only when the image itself became the story that 
photojournalism was born.”50 
In his essay “The Photographic Message,” Roland Barthes refers to the photographically 
illustrated magazines that emerged in Salomon’s era as an “important historical reversal,” in the 
sense that through the visual syntax of these magazines, the traditional relationship between 
image and text was inverted: in the past, when text and images were combined, the purpose of 
the image was to illustrate the words in a straightforward way—to make them clearer and 
simpler. But in the era of the press photograph, Barthes argues, “the text loads the image, 
burdening it with a culture, a moral, an imagination. Formerly, there was a reduction from text to 
image; today, there is an amplification from the one to the other.”51  
Those who embraced this shift toward the visual usually attested to its greater 
consistency with life in the modern world, claiming that the feverish pace of 20th-century life 
demanded such forms. As Henri Cartier-Bresson, a figure of critical importance to the rise of the 
new photojournalism, wrote of the news photographer’s role, “We photo-reporters are people 
who supply information to a world in a hurry, a world weighted down with preoccupations, 
prone to cacophony, and full of beings with a hunger for information, and needing the 
companionship of images.”52 The role of text was decidedly secondary in Cartier-Bresson’s 
formulation: “In a picture story,” he wrote, “the captions should invest the pictures with a verbal 
context, and should illuminate whatever relevant thing it may have been beyond the camera to 
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reach.”53 In a commemorative publication released in 1927, which marked Ullstein’s fifty-year 
anniversary, the editor of BIZ, Kurt Korff, described the redistribution of the textual and visual 
that the photo essay signaled. Like most other commentators who wrote about Weimar culture as 
it was unfolding, Korff characterized media and modernity as being interdependent and 
inextricably linked: the changing relationship between text and images was a reflection of life in 
the fast-paced, transmedial modern world. “The magazines of earlier decades essentially 
published more or less comprehensive texts that were illustrated by pictures,” Korff wrote. 
“Sometimes it was also vice versa: an explanatory text was written for an existing picture. But 
only when seeing life ‘through the eye’ began to play a more significant role did the need for 
visual observation become so pressing that it was possible to make the transition to the picture 
itself as the report. The shift signaled a completely new attitude toward pictures.”54 With this 
new profusion of images—and this new attitude toward them—came the need for novel modes 
of photographic representation: the solitary, posed headshots that had been suitable to a more 
text-based model of magazine journalism were no longer sufficient. The differences between the 
old and new visual regimes of the photo magazine, and the specific character of Salomon’s 
interventions, are best demonstrated through the examination of the medium’s most 
characteristic form: the photo essay. 
 One can see the dramatic nature of the shift in the relationship between image and text—
as well as the novelty of Salomon’s approach to photography—by comparing Salomon’s photo 
spreads in The Graphic with those that the magazine featured before Salomon debuted his candid 
camera on its pages. In a 1923 piece presenting the new Prime Minister, Stanley Baldwin (Fig. 
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36), a large image of Baldwin dominates the page. In the image, whose perfectly round cropping 
gives it the appearance of a coin or a cameo rather than a photograph, the reader is presented 
with a closely framed shot of Baldwin’s head and shoulders in a three-quarter view, posed before 
a marbled studio backdrop; the photograph is credited to “Russell,” most likely referring to 
James Russell & Sons, a prominent portrait studio in West Sussex that had been in business since 
1852. Baldwin’s portrait gives the impression of a dignified, forthright individual; his gaze meets 
the camera intently, though he appears very slightly cross-eyed. His daytime dress is impeccably 
starched, his hair neatly parted. Eight concise lines of text summarize his ascendancy. This 
stately portrait is supplemented by three additional images, with uncreative captions that seem 
like an afterthought: “the man who lost,” “a family group,” and “the man who won”—the latter 
an additional posed portrait of Baldwin, this time sitting at his desk in Downing Street. These 
images, while connected by their subject matter, do not interact with one another—they could be 
published independently of one another without much loss of meaning—and they do not convey 
a narrative on their own, for that is still the role of the text.  
 In another issue of The Graphic, this one dating to 1930, by which time the photo essay 
and Salomon’s photographs were both fixtures in the publication, the format is unrecognizable. 
A two-page spread, titled “The Candid Camera in Germany’s Parliament” (Fig. 37), is populated 
by eleven images taken by Salomon, some presented independently and with their own captions, 
and some presented in groups with a single caption to describe the set. At the center is a bird’s 
eye view of a chaotic scene inside the Reichstag, as Nazi and Communist representatives rise 
from their seats and rush the bench in protest of a Socialist victory. Participants’ movements blur 
the image, which may have taken up to a full second to expose. In the smaller photographs that 
flank this one, the reader is offered a variegated picture of the proceedings, one that presents a 
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definite shift in emphasis as compared to the Baldwin spread. The men at the center of the 
drama, those “in the presidential chair,” are relegated to two images and a single caption in the 
bottom right corner of the page. But the rest of the page offers a kaleidoscopic array of faces, 
gestures and activities. A sequence of four photographs at the top of the spread depict significant 
groups of patrons at the Reichstag’s restaurant engaged in dinner and talk: we see a table of 
young Nazis in relaxed postures; another image captures Prussia’s Socialist Premier Otto Braun, 
appearing to notice the presence of the camera while sitting at a table with cohorts; additional 
photographs show the leader of the Communist party and the former head of the German Army. 
With the exception of Braun and possibly one of the young Nazis, these subjects are unaware of 
the camera’s presence as they dine, absorbed in conversation. Elsewhere on the page, the reader 
is presented with weary-looking youths peering down from the Reichstag balcony and a series of 
“unsuspected moments”—a term the magazine would use liberally to describe candid shots—of 
political figures, as well as a journalist, engaged in discussion in the Reichstag lobby.  
 These blocks of images, accompanied by a single caption, lend the spread a panoramic 
effect: the reader has the feeling of surveying the scene from a variety of perspectives, but in 
each instance, the view is presented as it would be if one were actually present. The reader is not 
treated as a spectator placed in a privileged position above the action, but is, instead, given the 
impression of being embedded within it. At the same time, the captions work to synthesize and 
digest the surveyed scene for the reader in a way that is both concise and compelling; readers are 
given the details of names and political alignments, but they are also privy to information about 
how these disparate groups interact with one another, information that could be “tested” against 
the evidence of the surrounding photographs. The tension between politically opposed factions is 
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made photographically evident to the reader, who would have to wait only a few years to 
experience the catastrophic outcome of the Nazi party’s rise to power.  
 It is notable, too, that of the eleven photographs in this spread, only four take place in the 
House where the politics ostensibly happens. The fact that most of the images show the denizens 
of the Reichstag dining, relaxing, and engaging in informal discussion is remarkable when 
compared with the staid, frontal portraits of Baldwin. In Salomon’s photo essay, the presentation 
of particular, important political figures is secondary to the capture of action, gesture, and 
ordinary human activities, whether they be drinking, chatting, or slumping in one’s seat. Such a 
mode of representation was particularly fitting in the 1930s. In an article she wrote for Public 
Opinion Quarterly in 1937, the sociologist Helen MacGill Hughes noted, “paradoxically, it is not 
the political news that informs people about one another. It is the revelations of private life and 
those inconsequential items that in the newspaper office are known as human interest stories.”55 
The illustrated press thrived on the human interest story; as the next chapter demonstrates, the 
late 1930s saw a popular hunger for images of ordinary people doing ordinary things in Britain 
and the United States. An important transitional moment, however, was the photojournalism of 
the late 1920s and 1930s, which depicted figures of traditional importance, but represented them 
in a very different light than any photographs had before. A central feature of the new 
photojournalism spearheaded by Salomon was the peek behind the curtain at the inner workings 
of the political, military, and financial establishment when they thought nobody was looking and 
let their guard down. The candid camera substituted the casual for the heroic in the depiction of 
world leaders, purporting to expose the fallible, indiscrete, and perhaps embarrassing humanity 
behind the carefully managed public appearances.   
                                                
55 Helen MacGill Hughes, “Human Interest Stories and Democracy,” from Public Opinion Quarterly 
(1937), in Mass Communication and American Social Thought: Key Texts, 1919-1968, ed. John Durham 
Peters and Peter Simonson (Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 2004), 119. 
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Once Salomon’s candid style was a demonstrable success, The Graphic began to feature 
candid shots in virtually every issue.56 Almost as soon as The Graphic began to offer 
photographs of prominent figures in the new, candid style, the traditional posed news 
photographs that most photojournalists continued to produce in the late 1920s and early 1930s 
came to seem disappointingly staid and stiff. In the issue of The Graphic in which the term 
“candid camera” was coined, a two-page spread titled “‘Unsuspected Moments’ at the Royal 
Academy” presented readers with an array of photographs of prominent figures at a private 
gallery viewing (Fig. 38). Salomon, who had fashioned an elaborate ruse to gain entry to this 
event, one of the highlights of the London social season, tried twice to talk his way into the 
galleries and was twice rejected. Finally, after some questioning by a guard, Salomon admitted 
that he was a photographer, and a famous one at that, and was let in by the guard who had seen 
some of his pictures that morning in the papers. Salomon was informed that the authorities at the 
Royal Academy had no objection to his entry, “so long as I did not ask anyone to pose for me,” 
he recalled. “I burst out laughing. ‘That’s what I never do!’” Yet his efforts were immediately 
thwarted. As Salomon recalled, “at that moment, Prince George, the fourth son of King George 
V, accompanied by the President of the Academy, Sir William Llewellyn, came and stood at the 
proper distance before the camera, evidently expecting me to photograph them while they were 
thus posing for me.” Salomon obligingly photographed the two men in their well-practiced 
poses, looking as though they had done this many times before. Clearly this was unsatisfactory, 
                                                
56 Originally these candid images were always Salomon photographs and were credited as such, but 
eventually, with the demand for Salomon’s photographs high and his prices high as well, the editors also 
began to use another photographer who went by “Cyclops”; his photo essays tended to mimic the work of 
Salomon. 
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however, because Salomon proceeded to sneak another shot of Prince George looking at a 
sculpture, as the corresponding caption in The Graphic reads, “in a pensive mood.”57  
In the same issue of The Graphic, another page is dedicated to those shots that lack the 
candid aesthetic, a form that might already have struck viewers as hopelessly passé (Fig. 39): the 
subtitle of the spread notes that the images are all “More or Less Well-Posed.” What is 
noteworthy is that in the face of Salomon’s candid camera, even the paper’s editors seem pressed 
to acknowledge the artificiality—the absence of liveliness and naturalness—of what had up to 
this point been the norm: appended to a photograph of Lord Darling, a caption states what a few 
years earlier would have passed unnoticed, that the photographed subject “looks the camera in 
the eye.” Unlike Salomon’s photographs, the ones on this page are unattributed.  
 
Image Culture and Its Critics  
As one might predict, given that Weimar Germany was possessed of both a sudden glut of 
picture magazines and a strong left-intellectual tradition, the country saw the articulation of a 
several important critiques of the illustrated press. These critiques tended to characterize the 
mass-market illustrated press as a symptom of broader cultural problems, arguing that the fact 
that these magazines fit so seamlessly into modern existence and were so eagerly adopted by 
readers suggested that they were perhaps a privileged form for the diagnosis of broader societal 
ills. 
Edlef Köppen, a journalist who worked for Germany’s first radio station, Funk-Stunde 
AG, identified the magazine as the representative medium of the age, in an article he wrote in 
1925. This was not a positive assessment. The most salient features of the present moment, 
Köppen contended, were “haste, hurry, nervousness,” and this frenetic pace of life led to 
                                                
57 Dr. Erich Salomon, ed. de Vries and Hunter Salomon, ibid. 
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necessary “superficiality” of knowledge and experience—superficiality that the popular 
magazines dutifully reproduced:  
Nearly all contemporary magazines print a rich abundance of illustrated material. The whole 
visual complex of the popular revue, the sort that all the larger theaters feel obliged to offer to 
their audiences at least once a year, reappears here either in cruder form or in a more blatant 
presentation. Legs or bosoms of naked girls play just as inexhaustible a role as the dress of an 
elegant woman, the cut of a so-called gentleman’s suit. Images of famous contemporaries, 
photographs of boxers, horse races, domestic and foreign abnormalities join the parade. The 
accompanying texts are ‘designed’ with great skill; filled with more or less witty remarks, 
magazines of this sort supply up-to-date commentaries on the milieu and thus contribute to the 
public’s ‘general education.’…Amusing features, that is, playgrounds for wit and witticisms, and 
puzzles—oh, crosswords!—of all sorts strewn in. Short and sweet, the recipe is apparently 
borrowed directly from the vox populi: ‘Please Take One,’ already thoroughly typical, is the way 
the magazine is put together to gratify the widest-possible array of readers.58  
 
Wrote Köppen, “what is being cultivated [in these magazines] is nothing but exceedingly banal 
entertainment through the deployment of the crudest conceivable means. The motto here is to be 
informed about everything, but know nothing thoroughly.”59 
 Köppen was not alone in his indictment of the illustrated press on the grounds of its 
encouragement of dilettantism and superficial knowledge. Siegfried Kracauer, who wrote for the 
well-respected newspaper Frankfurter Zeitung at the time, offered a similar critique, but one that 
dug deeper into what he saw as the epistemic crisis that underlay the rise of the picture 
magazines. For Kracauer, the illustrated press was a symptom of a broader cultural malady, one 
in which the photographing of a given event was becoming more important to the public than the 
event itself, in which representation threatened to replace reality. Kracauer wrote in 1927, in a 
passage that could easily describe one of Salomon’s photographs, “In Geneva the League of 
Nations is meeting; it serves as a pretext for showing Mr. Stresemann and Mr. Briand in 
                                                
58 Edlef Köppen, “The Magazine as a Sign of the Times,” first published as “Das Magazin als Zeichen der 
Zeit,” in Der Hellweg 5, No. 24 (June 17, 1925), 457; reproduced in The Weimar Republic Sourcebook, 
644. 
59 Köppen, “The Magazine as a Sign of the Times,” 645. 
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conversation in front of the entrance to the hotel.”60 For Kracauer, a problematic feature of the 
visual world that was developing was that the sheer scale of image-production, recording and 
printing every novelty, could potentially substitute for historical understanding, for the critical 
and contextualizing power of memory. “The aim of the illustrated newspapers is the complete 
reproduction of the world accessible to the photographic apparatus,” Kracauer wrote. Yet in the 
hundreds of photographs that the reader encounters each week in the illustrated press, he 
continued, there is a curious insubstantiality and incoherence:  
In the hands of the ruling society, the invention of illustrated magazines is one of the most 
powerful means of organizing a strike against understanding. Even the colorful arrangement of 
the images provides a not insignificant means to successfully implement such a strike. The 
contiguity of these images systematically excludes their contextual framework available to 
consciousness. The ‘image-idea’ drives away the idea; the blizzard of photographs betrays an 
indifference toward what the things mean.61  
 
For Kracauer, the photographs arrayed each week in the illustrated magazines offered not 
worthwhile knowledge but simply a chaotic glut of visual information. In selecting and isolating 
these images without explaining their context, Kracauer argued that the magazines offered an 
illusion of understanding of the world that was actually nothing more than the possession of 
fragmentary, ephemeral images of bits of it—the world de-realized and transformed into a flood 
of images as visual commodities. Continued Kracauer: “Never before has an age been so 
informed about itself, if being informed means having an image of objects that resembles them in 
a photographic sense...In the illustrated magazines people see the very world that the illustrated 
magazines prevent them from perceiving…Never before has a period known so little about 
                                                
60 Though Kracauer’s remark might seem to describe an actual Salomon photograph, Salomon’s first 
publications in the illustrated press did not occur until 1928, a year after the publication of Kracauer’s 
essay. Siegfried Kracauer, “Photography,” trans. Tom Levin, Critical Inquiry, Vol. 19, No. 3 (spring 
1993), 432. 
61 Kracauer, “Photography,” 432. 
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itself.”62 Around the same time, Bertolt Brecht offered a similar critique, saying of contemporary 
photography: “Less than ever does the mere reflection of reality reveal anything about reality.”63  
 Antipathy toward the illustrated magazines was by no means limited to leftist 
intellectuals like Kracauer and Brecht. The cultural milieu of Weimar Germany was also the 
birthplace of Martin Heidegger’s wide-ranging 1938 essay, “The Age of the World Picture.” In 
this piece of writing, Heidegger, a member of the Nazi party since 1933, contended that a central 
epistemic tendency in modernity is the understanding of the world as that which is represented 
through the image, or, to use his terminology, is enframed. Wrote Heidegger: “The fundamental 
event of the modern age is the conquest of the world as picture.”64 The “world picture” that 
Heidegger articulated, “when understood essentially, does not mean a picture of the world but 
the world conceived and grasped as picture.”65 Certainly, the media environment of Heidegger’s 
own moment lent itself to such an understanding of the world. With the illustrated magazines 
offering a reliably variegated array of news each week, and reading publics eagerly poring over 
the photographs of politicians and matinée idols, there was ample evidence to support the 
assertions that in modernity, reality was less and less a matter of what was, and more and more a 
matter of what was represented.  
For the purposes of this discussion, what is most pertinent is that the critiques of mass 
culture in Weimar Germany took the illustrated magazine as fundamentally complicit in the 
problematic elision of reality and encouragement of passive reception of world events, even 
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64 Martin Heidegger, “The Age of the World Picture,” in The Question Concerning Technology and Other 
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when those events were troubling enough that they should have been met with action rather than 
spectatorship. As Bernhard Fulda writes, “Ever since the Frankfurt School provocatively 
pronounced that mass consumption acted as the new opiate of the masses, research has 
concentrated on the depoliticizing mechanisms of the market.”66 This scholarly emphasis on the 
depoliticizing, anesthetizing effects of mass media has certainly shaped Salomon’s legacy. One 
of the most famous photographers in the world during the height of his career in the late 1920s 
and 1930s, he is not well known in the English-speaking world today. This is curious considering 
his status as a pioneer of photojournalism, but given the traditional emphasis within the academy 
on the cultural production of the avant-garde in the interwar period, it is perhaps to be expected 
that a photographer whose work took place squarely within the confines of mass culture would 
garner less retrospective attention. 
 Yet Salomon’s neglected photographs continue to hold a great deal of pertinence for 
those interested in the connections between visuality and political engagement. Recently, the 
political theorist Jeffrey Edward Green has contended that although the democratic process tends 
to be conceptualized in auditory terms—as a mobilization of the voice of the people—it may be 
more accurately conceived of as a mobilization of the people’s vision: spectatorship, according to 
Green, is the more characteristic political activity of democratic society.67 Green proposes “a 
conception of popular empowerment more immediately linked to the conduct of leadership. The 
measure or index of popular empowerment on the ocular account no longer resides in the laws 
                                                
66 Bernhard Fulda, “Industries of Sensationalism: German Tabloids in Weimar Berlin,” Mass Media, 
Culture and Society in Twentieth-Century Germany, ed. Karl Christian Führer and Corey Ross 
(Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2006), 189. 
67 Many thanks to Michael Schudson for telling me about this book and suggesting its pertinence to my 
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that are ratified but rather depends on the People’s relationship to the leaders who are seen.”68  
Such a model is contingent on the capacity for a collective gaze, a shared spectatorship that 
“inspects, observes, and achieves surveillance” of political leaders as a means of maintaining 
their accountability.69 Within this ocular model of political engagement, Green writes, 
“Candor…serves as the critical ideal on the basis of which democratic imagery can be assessed, 
developed, and reformed.”70 While Green proposes the idea of political spectatorship less as a 
concrete phenomenon then as a conceptual apparatus, its terms are exceptionally pertinent to the 
imagery that Salomon’s photographs introduced in the interwar period.  
For these very reasons, the candor that Salomon’s images offered, or the threat thereof, 
would be swiftly suppressed amid the rise of Nazism. In the context of the Third Reich, the 
connection between candor and political accountability meant that neither was sustainable, and 
in the wake of the Reichstag Fire, the Republikschutzgesetz (Republic Protection Act) marked the 
termination of Germany’s freedom of the press.71  
The specificities of Salomon’s practice seem particularly significant when we consider 
the nature of the historical moment, and of the scopic regime, in which he was operating. While 
he often traveled to England and the U.S. on photographic assignments, his home was in Berlin, 
and by 1933, Germany was no longer hospitable to photographers interested in representing 
political leaders—particularly Fascist ones—in anything less than a strictly stage-managed and 
idealizing light. Salomon, who was Jewish, was forced to flee the country; he was ultimately 
killed in Auschwitz in 1944. Humphrey Spender, an English documentary photographer who was 
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influenced by Salomon’s work, would later recall that Salomon stood as the originator of “a kind 
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Chapter 5 
 
The “Unobserved Observer”: Humphrey Spender’s Hidden  
Camera and the Politics of Visibility in Interwar Britain 
 
 
The Observers are the cameras with which we are trying to photograph contemporary life. The trained 
Observer is ideally a camera with no distortion. Mass-Observation has always assumed that its untrained 
Observers would be subjective cameras, each with his or her own individual distortion. They tell us not 
what society is like, but what it looks like to them. 
- Tom Harrisson and Charles Madge, eds., Mass-Observation: First Year’s Work, 1938 
 
The basic force behind [the British documentary movement] was social, not aesthetic. It was a desire to 
make a drama from the ordinary to set against the prevailing drama of the extraordinary: a desire to bring 
the citizen’s mind in from the ends of the earth to the story, his own story, of what was happening under 
his nose. 
- John Grierson, “The Story of the Documentary Film,” Fortnightly Review, August 1939 
 
 
On a dreary morning in January of 1938, in a declining industrial city in northern England, 
Humphrey Spender loitered in a pub, sipping his beer and attempting inconspicuousness in his 
tatty Mackintosh coat. Patrons, uniformly men and, with the exception of Spender, uniformly 
locals, gathered in clusters, engaged in conversation, around the barroom. Minutes passed. 
Eventually, having bided his time, and feeling that he blended into the background, he reached 
underneath his coat and grabbed hold of the Zeiss Contax that he was hiding there, allowing its 
lens to peek out between two buttons and positioning the apparatus on the counter of the bar in a 
well-practiced gesture. Tilting the camera just so, he framed his shot, sight unseen, in such a way 
that he knew he would capture the patrons sitting around a table ten or twelve feet away. He 
snapped his picture.1  
 It was not a success. In carrying out the delicate negotiation that any surreptitious 
photographer must, between accurate framing and focus on the one hand and covertness on the 
other, Spender had erred on the side of visibility—he had unwittingly revealed himself as an 
                                                
1 Humphrey Spender, “Observation of Saddle Hotel [Saddle Inn],” January 22, 1938. Bolton Worktown: 
Photography and Archives from the Mass-Observation. Mass Observation Archive, reproduced by Adam 
Matthew Digital.  
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“observer,” a member of the class of outsiders with which the town in question was, at this 
moment in history, crawling. The photograph that resulted bears the marks of this misstep: a 
patron in the back corner of the pub, seated with two associates, waves Spender off with 
exasperation on his face; others turn to stare (Fig. 40). The unfamiliar young man has been 
exposed. Years later, Spender reflected on the circumstances of this picture, recalling, “This was 
a threat, this was ‘get out’, I probably felt nervous. I found that once I was noticed—once you 
were the object of everyone’s attention—you’d finished. My main anxiety, purpose, was to 
become invisible and to make my equipment invisible.”2 
 This photograph is part of a collection of about 900 images that comprise Spender’s 
“Worktown” series, which he produced over the course of several short, intermittent visits to 
Bolton, in the North of England, in 1937 and 1938. Spender took them while serving as the one-
man photography division of Mass Observation3 (MO), a grassroots sociological research group 
concerned with documenting everyday life in Britain. Influenced by socialist politics, 
experimental ethnographic methods, and a preoccupation with the unconscious, MO’s social 
research was premised on the belief that ethnographic subjects could be represented with optimal 
authenticity only when they were unaware that they were being observed. Spender’s photographs 
were to serve as a visual complement to the voluminous written “observations” that MO’s 
research yielded, but the relationship between his photographic images and the organization’s 
textual material was complex from the outset. Spender’s “Worktown” photographs, in 
negotiating between the imperative to deliver instrumental ethnographic “data” and the concern 
with capturing subjects unawares, offer what can best be described as a social unconscious: a 
                                                
2 Humphrey Spender, interview with Derek Smith, July 27, 1977. Mass Observation Archive, University 
of Sussex. 
3 While the organization originally referred to itself as “Mass-Observation”, I have here opted to employ 
the punctuation that the organization, and its archive, now use—“Mass Observation”—except in instances 
where in doing so, I would be altering the punctuation used in primary source material I am quoting.  
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photographic aesthetic that draws on the unique capacities of the hidden camera to blend in with 
the world it depicts. This social unconscious operates with the aim of allowing the photograph’s 
spectator the experience of being immersed in that world, rather than viewing it at a remove. 
 At the level of form as well as content, then, what Spender’s photographs present is a 
visual enactment of the project of participant observation that Mass Observation was attempting 
to carry out on a grand scale: working to elide the distance between observer and observed, they 
aim to bring the spectator who is looking at the photograph into the frame. The significance of 
Spender’s project extends beyond photographic history: his photographs encapsulate a broader 
scopic regime that crystallized in the years between the World Wars, one premised on a belief 
that the camera could best expose socially and politically progressive truths only when it was 
itself hidden. Spender’s photographs in particular—and Mass Observation in general—were 
intended to support a broad and diffuse anti-Fascist effort, one predicated on promoting 
transparency and the democratic representation of all classes in the British mass media. This 
cultural development made manifest a growing popular understanding of the political potency of 
the photographic image.  
During the 1920s and ‘30s, Spender saw an important influence in Erich Salomon. 
Salomon, with his intimate but unforgiving lens trained on the political establishment, was an 
important influence on Spender’s photography. Spender’s innovation was to remove the hidden 
camera from the corridors of power that Salomon had introduced it to, where it held a 
faultfinding, surveillance function, and to turn it, instead, on precisely the “ordinary” people who 
MO’s founders believed were being ignored or misrepresented by the occupants of those 
corridors of power. There was, however, one crucial distinction. For Spender, the camera was 
less a tool for capturing traditional subjects of the camera behaving badly than it was a means of 
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attempting to offer a humanizing picture of those whom most photographers would not deign to 
photograph. Thus, Spender’s photographs—and the broader impulse that they emblematize—can 
be understood as an extension of Salomon’s project of democratizing vision through inventive 
camera techniques. In the effort to unearth the “true” will of the British populace, this movement 
drew on the camera’s capacities for putatively authentic representation in their attempts to 
represent everyday life without the taint of authorship. 
 
“The Cannibals of Lancashire”: Mass Observation’s “Anthropology at Home” 
Mass Observation developed out of discussions about the need for embedded, ethnographic 
accounts of British lifeways. The organization had come into being in the Letters section of the 
New Statesman and Nation in 1937.4 In a letter to the editors, the poet, journalist, and sociologist 
Charles Madge wrote of his intention to undertake an “Anthropology at Home”: an account of 
the English people that would defamiliarize their habits and customs, viewing them with an 
ethnographer’s detachment. This study would, of course, need to operate by different means than 
anthropological research conducted among more traditional—which is to say, more “foreign”—
subjects. The tactics that Madge outlined in his New Statesman letter placed emphasis on the 
unconscious: he wrote that the aim of his nascent organization  was to dig below the artifice of 
“published opinion” and illuminate repressed “mass wishes,” contending that English 
anthropology “has to deal with elements so repressed that only what is admitted to be a first-class 
                                                
4 A left-leaning publication from the outset, the New Statesman and Nation became more radical over the 
course of the 1930s, under the editorship of Kingsley Martin; Martin’s overriding interest in defending 
socialism had implications for the magazine that were at times problematic. Well into the 1930s, the 
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criticism of the current state of affairs in the Soviet Union would be tantamount to a criticism of 
socialism. Bill Jones, The Russia Complex: The British Labour Party and the Soviet Union (Manchester: 
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upheaval brings them to the surface.”5 Madge, heavily influenced by the psychoanalytic elements 
of Surrealism, was fascinated with the possibilities that psychoanalysis seemed to hold for 
unlocking the British collective unconscious, and to this end, his letter stressed attention to 
coincidence and accident.  
 In the same issue of the New Statesman, on the same page as Madge’s letter, appeared a 
poem called “Coconut Moon” by Tom Harrisson, an anthropologist and ornithologist who had 
recently returned from fieldwork on the Melanesian island of Malekula, and would publish a 
book about this experience, Savage Civilisation, the following year. Flipping through the 
magazine in search of his poem, Harrisson came across Madge’s rallying cry for an anthropology 
of the English people, which ended with a call for volunteers and a mailing address. Realizing 
that this project held the potential to acquaint him with a much more familiar yet also deeply 
elusive group of “natives,” the people of the English working classes—as he would later half-
jokingly call them, “the cannibals of Lancashire, the head-hunters of Stepney”6—Harrisson 
signed on, and quickly established himself as a co-founder of MO, along with Madge and with 
another early member, Humphrey Jennings. Jennings was a documentary filmmaker, and was at 
this time working under John Grierson, widely considered the progenitor of Britain’s 
documentary film movement.  
 What came to unify the three founders of MO was a preoccupation with understanding, 
and learning from, the everyday lives of ordinary British people. The British political 
establishment, the founders believed, considered the lives of “the common people” largely 
inscrutable, and, more troublingly, not worth understanding. The consequence of this absence of 
knowledge, they argued, was the gross distortion of public opinion at the hands of politicians as 
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6 Tom Harrisson, World Within: A Borneo Story (London: Cresset Press, 1959), preface (n.p.).  
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well as the popular press. In the eyes of MO’s founders, nowhere was this misconstrual of public 
opinion more obvious than in the constitutional crisis that had transpired a few months earlier—
in Madge’s view, this was precisely the sort of “first-class upheaval” that was necessary to 
disinter the nation’s collective unconscious. When Edward VIII had announced his intention to 
marry Wallis Simpson, a twice-divorced American socialite, many members of the British 
political and clerical establishment expressed their distaste, and the response from the 
government was swift and severe, and, in the view of MO’s founders, inconsistent with the 
actual will of the people. To the founders, the political consequences of the King’s decision to 
marry Simpson—he was ultimately forced to abdicate—and the way in which the mass media 
covered the debacle were clear illustrations of the fact that the political and media establishments 
were wholly unrepresentative of the nation’s collective will. Spender would later remark that 
Tom Harrisson had had:  
[A] really almost hysterical belief that the British public were being grossly misled, both by the 
national press and by politicians…coming out with big headlines, like “Public Outrage about 
such-and-such a possibility…” When the abdication happened, they came out with extraordinary 
assumptions about how [the public] would resent the idea that a king should marry a divorced 
woman, Mrs. Simpson. In fact, the public didn’t give a damn about it, but the press assumed that 
the public was going to be outraged about it…And Tom somehow knew that the public was much 
more interested in football, much more interested in day-to-day living, weren’t particularly 
interested in this particular thing, would have taken quite different views, even, if they had been 
asked.7 
 
In their founding manifesto, Mass-Observation, MO’s leaders expressed an overriding concern 
with the implications of the tendency of their nation’s political leaders and the mass press to 
assume, rather than work to ascertain, the opinions, sentiments, and priorities of the average 
British person. This had led, they argued, to a society whose citizens’ lives were wholly obscure 
to one another. “How little we know of our next door neighbour and his habits; how little we 
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know of ourselves,” they wrote. “Of conditions of life and thought in another class or another 
district, our ignorance is complete. The anthropology of ourselves is still only a dream.”8  
 The founders’ deep concern with the widespread ignorance of the British people about 
the ways their countrymen lived, along with their strong conviction that Britain’s true national 
identity had been almost irretrievably repressed by the ruling class and by the press, informed 
their method as their project took shape. The problems they perceived, they became convinced, 
could be rectified only by paying careful, concerted, and sympathetic attention to everyday life. 
MO would take up the weighty task of working to better understand this overlooked and 
undervalued majority, through an ethnographic study of the English people, an “anthropology of 
ourselves.” 
 
Observers in Worktown 
Since Mass Observation was self-funded in its early years and therefore operated on a shoestring 
budget, this project could not be undertaken on anything close to a national scale; consequently, 
the founders decided to base their operations in a town that could be considered “representative” 
of England as a whole. The town they selected was Bolton, a small industrial city on the outskirts 
of Manchester. Beyond the founders’ contention that it was a suitably “typical” community, their 
surrealist interest in chance and accident informed their decision to base their operations in 
Bolton. Harrisson, eager to make a concrete connection between his fieldwork abroad and his 
research among the “natives” of his home country, seized upon Bolton because it was the 
birthplace of William Lever, later to become Lord Leverhulme, who was the founder of 
Unilever, which had operations in Melanesia, where Harrisson had done fieldwork. As Harrisson 
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later reflected, “What was there of Western civilization which impacted into the tremendously 
independent and self-contained culture of those cannibal people on their Melanesian mountain? 
Only one thing, significantly, in the mid-thirties: the Unilever Combine.”9 With their belief in the 
significance of coincidence, MO’s founders viewed this connection as a propitious sign.  
A significant portion of the city’s 170,000 residents worked in textile mills; in its heyday 
in the late 1920s, Bolton had been among the largest centers of cotton spinning in the world, but 
like many other parts of industrial Northern England, the city was now in decline. 
Unemployment was at 11%, slightly higher than the national average. Less concretely, but 
perhaps a fact of greater psychological significance to the uninitiated observer, Bolton seemed, 
to many of the MO volunteers working there, to be a profoundly gloomy place. Spender recalled 
that the city made him feel “really quite depressed and frightened” because, he said, “the general 
atmosphere, both climatically and psychologically was depressing.”10 Other visitors’ accounts 
were more forthright, seeming almost to revel in the hostility of the landscape. J. B. Priestley, in 
his generally sympathetic 1934 travelogue, English Journey—subsequent editions of which 
featured photographs by Spender—wrote, “Between Manchester and Bolton the ugliness is so 
complete that it is almost exhilarating.”11 A little later, he referred to Bolton as one of the 
industrial North’s many “hideous towns…towns meant to work in and not really to live in.”12 
Beyond conjuring up the bleakness of the landscape, this comment hints at the feeling of 
generality that the founders of MO wanted their research to convey. In their efforts to preserve 
the notion that the city represented England writ large rather than any local particularities, they 
referred to Bolton first (and briefly) as “Northtown,” then as “Worktown” for the purposes of 
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their project. In addition to work in Bolton, MO operated in the seaside resort town of Blackpool 
where Rachel Spender, Humphrey’s widow, recalls that many factory workers from Bolton and 
elsewhere in the North would go “for a dirty weekend.”13  
In 1937, MO’s errand into “Worktown” began. The organization’s work there would take 
a couple of different forms. First, MO called on “ordinary people” living in Bolton to work as 
volunteer observers, either recounting their own day-to-day activities and sentiments in the form 
of journals, or covertly observing and recording in writing the habits and rituals of others, or 
both. Second, the organization brought in volunteers from outside Bolton to surreptitiously 
observe and document the habits of the city’s “natives.” Most of the written records to come out 
of MO’s time in Bolton were generated by these volunteer observers; they came from across 
England, but large numbers of them were Londoners, as well as students on vacation from 
Cambridge and Oxford. By the end of 1937, MO had recruited over 100 volunteers. Because the 
organization lacked institutional support in its early years and suffered from a perpetual lack of 
funding, those who worked for MO overwhelmingly did so on an unpaid basis, so most worked 
intermittently while also holding a day job. At the time, Spender had a job as a photographer in 
London, so his time in Bolton was scattered; he spent stretches of anywhere from five days to 
three weeks in Bolton, totaling about twenty weeks altogether.14  
Many of the Mass Observers who descended on Bolton came from backgrounds less 
humble than those of the subjects whose everyday lives they sought to document. All three of the 
organization’s co-founders came from privileged backgrounds: each attended an elite public 
school—Madge attended Winchester College, Harrisson went to Harrow, and Jennings went to 
The Perse School—before attending Cambridge. As left intellectuals in a period of economic 
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strife, each of these young men acknowledged, and sought not to have their political engagement 
limited by, their privilege, and laboring to understand and give voice to the English working 
class became their mission. Spender had had a similarly comfortable upbringing, though his 
parents died when he and his siblings were young, leaving them in the care of grandparents and 
governesses until they reached maturity. Spender’s brother Stephen, who would go on to become 
a celebrated poet, joined the Communist party, but Humphrey was less amenable to such a 
hardline political commitment. Humphrey did, however, possess a persistent sense of 
commitment and dedication to those who had not had the benefit of being well born; as he 
reflected late in life, “I was what I would now call a rather lazy-minded left-wing intellectual. 
And I was very keen on the vague proposition of making the world a better place.” As a small 
way of working toward this end, “I decided that I would do unpaid, do-gooding kind of work.”15  
Many of the organization’s volunteers from out of town lived together in a boarding 
house on Davenport Street. These out-of-towners tended to describe their accommodations, 
occupied by a rotating, motley array of transient young men, as decrepit; Spender described the 
house as “a horrible mishmash of greasy breakfast plates and teeming ash trays.”16 A day in the 
life of a Mass Observation volunteer in Bolton would usually begin here, with Tom Harrisson 
offering an extemporaneous assortment of research ideas for the day. Charismatic and 
enthusiastic, Harrisson quickly established himself as the de facto leader of MO’s Bolton 
operations; in keeping with the organization’s interest in the unsung significance of the 
unconscious, his daily list of assignments “emphasized serendipity,” Keith Beattie has 
observed.17 Spender recalled:  
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There was a daily session which usually took the form of Tom seizing about half a dozen national 
newspapers, reading the headlines, getting us laughing and interested, and quite on the spur of the 
moment, impulsively, hitting on a theme that he thought would be productive. For instance, how 
people hold their hands, the number of sugar lumps that people pop into their mouths in 
restaurants, how much people stole things like teaspoons in restaurants, matches, bits of paper...18 
 
After listening to Harrisson, Spender would hang his 35mm Contax camera around his neck, then 
hide it under a well-worn mackintosh jacket with holes in both of its pockets. He would place his 
hands inside his pockets, and when the opportunity for a photograph seemed to present itself, he 
would tilt his camera upward, letting the lens peek through his jacket. He would make visits to 
places deemed symbolically significant in Bolton—pubs, sporting events, factories, and street 
markets being especially popular venues—and attempt to capture the citizens of “Worktown” 
going about their lives. As quickly and subtly as he could, he would frame and shoot his picture. 
Given that MO’s research aimed to ascertain a general picture of everyday life in Britain, 
the organization’s research methods and publications were characterized by an interest in the 
collective—the populace—over and above individuals. Their first publication reads, “We do not 
intend to intrude on the private life of any individual. Collective habits and social behavior are 
our field of inquiry, and individuals are only of interest insofar as they are typical of groups.”19 
Harrisson, interested above all else in cataloguing the social rituals of English life, encouraged 
Spender to photograph scenes of collective activity, sometimes going so far as to prescribe 
shooting scripts. Harrisson, for instance, directed Spender to photograph a funeral procession and 
subsequent burial, on the argument that “to other societies…this is going to be just as odd as 
people prancing around in carved masks”20 as Harrisson’s earlier ethnographic subjects might 
have done.  
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Mass Observation and British Anthropology 
During 1938, MO made some inroads toward gaining acceptance among the scholarly 
community, but anthropologists’ embrace of the organization was by no means immediate or 
thoroughgoing. In February of 1938, Tom Harrisson delivered a paper at a meeting of the Royal 
Anthropological Institute, titled, “Field-Work in Northtown: Four Institutions in Industrial 
Culture,” which was illustrated by lantern slides of Spender’s photographs. Spender then 
delivered a presentation of his own, in which he “explained his method of taking the 
photographs.”21 MO’s project was lent a measure of social-scientific credibility by the support of 
Bronislaw Malinowski, who was, at this point, perhaps the best-known anthropologist in Britain. 
Malinowski served as a discussant of Harrisson’s paper at the RAI meeting, and later that year, 
he contributed to one of MO’s earliest books, First Year’s Work. Offering praise of the nascent 
project, Malinowski wrote:  
Mass-Observation may become the ‘Open Sesame’ laying bare to us the personal motives, private 
interests and activities of innumerable individuals, as well as the conditions of their life and work. 
The way in which all these infinitely small, infinitely many details of social reality work, act and 
integrate into big, collective movements, the manner in which they are related to legislation, 
politics, declarations of policy and acts of State—all this is not irrelevant work, subject to bias, to 
futile eavesdropping tendencies, to prying. It is the main task of social science.22 
 
Despite this buoyant assessment, Jeremy MacClancy has observed that Malinowski and other 
representatives of British social anthropology were hesitant about accepting MO’s experimental 
methods with open arms. Norms around the practice of social anthropology privileged the work 
of individuals over those of “the masses”: as MacClancy notes, “The style of intrepid, 
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individualistic fieldwork being established by Malinowski in the 1930s was clearly at odds with 
Mass-Observation’s emphasis on research as an essentially collective endeavor.”23 
 In 1939, Raymond Firth, an anthropologist based at the London School of Economics 
who would succeed Malinowski as Professor of Anthropology there in 1944, offered a less 
positive assessment of Mass Observation. Firth suggested that MO’s founders overstated the 
originality of their approach, citing surveys on working people in various regions of England, as 
well as the New Survey of London Life and Labour, an extensive study undertaken by the 
London School of Economics between 1929 and 1931—and, less recently but more famously, 
Henry Mayhew’s London Labour and the London Poor. Mayhew’s expansive account of 
London street life, which totaled two million words in length, was published in four volumes in 
1861-62, much of the material having appeared serially in the Morning Chronicle in the decade 
prior.24 It is clear that MO’s founders’ insistence on the novelty of their approach rankled Firth. 
More significantly, though, Firth criticized MO’s apparent refusal to formulate theories and draw 
conclusions from the vast and growing pool of data the organization had compiled. Firth quoted 
Mayhew’s introduction to London Labour, which stated, “Facts, according to my ideas, are 
merely the elements of truth, and not the truths themselves…To give the least mental value to 
facts, therefore, we must generalize them, that is to say, we must contemplate them in connexion 
with other facts, and so discover their agreements and differences, their antecedents, 
concomitants, and consequences.”25 Firth’s primary criticism of Mass Observation’s 
methodology, then, was the absence of the kind of authorial presence that would serve to draw 
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connections and conclusions from the masses of facts that the organization had compiled. Marie 
Jahoda, writing in the Sociological Review of MO’s survey of attitudes toward the coronation of 
1937, which was published later that year, offered a similar criticism, writing that the publication 
“certainly contains a number of details which may be individual data leading to inductive 
ideas…But to find these details in the Mass-Observation book is almost as difficult as to find 
them in life itself, for the authors have not attempted to distinguish between the significant and 
the insignificant.”26 
 Firth also deemed the methods that MO’s “anthropology of ourselves”  necessarily 
problematic because they conflated the traditionally separate roles of the informant—who was to 
be immersed in the culture being studied—and the ethnographer—who was to stand outside it. 
The Mass Observer, Firth writes, “is expected to be both informant, giving the subject-matter for 
the real scientific analysis, and recorder and interpreter of this subject matter, working at a 
comparatively low level of abstraction and generalization.”27   
 The shortcomings that Firth identified in MO’s approach pointed to a fundamental 
disagreement about how social research should be conducted, and who should have the right to 
conduct it. Unquestionably, it was audacious to examine the British people with an ethnographic 
gaze at this moment in history, and just as audacious to attempt to ascertain “mass wishes.” 
When MO was forming, the field of anthropology as it existed in Britain was inhospitable to 
experimental methods: MacClancy has argued that during the 1930s, British social 
anthropologists were engaged in an effort to achieve academic legitimacy for their discipline, 
and they believed in order for this to happen, it was crucial that they establish a shared set of 
disciplinary conventions. MacClancy contends that anthropology’s status as a nascent discipline 
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in British academia led to a degree of methodological conservatism that was inconsistent with 
MO’s decidedly unconventional methods. In the United States, by contrast, the academic field of 
cultural anthropology had a greater role in the public imaginary, and that role was dominated by 
a single figure, Margaret Mead. The discipline’s best-known scholar, Mead tended to eschew 
disciplinary orthodoxy, and she published an “anthropology at home” of her own in 1942.28  
 
Against the Picturesque: Spender Before Mass Observation 
Spender joined MO in the spring of 1937, at the age of 27. “Guilt about my privileged status 
together with rather woolly motives to ‘make the world a better place’” had moved him to take 
up documentary photography a couple of years earlier.29 Hailing from a liberal-intellectual North 
London family, he was first introduced to the organization by Harrisson, who had become 
friends with Spender’s eldest brother, Michael, while the two were on an anthropological 
expedition together. Humphrey Spender had trained at the Architectural Association in London 
and had had a brief career as an architect, but had become increasingly frustrated with the 
stylistic orthodoxy that his job demanded; as an avowed modernist with an interest in Bauhaus 
architecture, he bristled at continually being asked to design staid, neoclassical buildings. He 
later claimed that after he included a dog urinating on a lamppost in one of his architectural 
drawings, he was let go.30 Deciding that architectural practice was not his path, Spender opened a 
small photography studio on the Strand with his friend, William Edmiston.  
Spender had been interested in photography since the age of nine, when his uncle sent 
him a box camera from Switzerland, and in the intervening years he accumulated a collection of 
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cameras, including—at the urging of his brother Michael, who was an avid photographer 
himself—a “very expensive” Leica, the 35mm model that would later become de rigueur among 
photojournalists.31 Spender’s early photographic output was typical of a hobbyist photographer: 
he later recalled that he primarily took “tourist” photos of picturesque scenes, and these images 
rarely included human subjects, except where their presence was accidental; he came to refer to 
these images, and the examples on which they were modeled in the photography magazines he 
read, as “Beautiful Photographs,” or “BPs.” But gradually, Spender became aware of emergent 
genres of photography that placed the emphasis not on beautiful objects, but on ordinary people, 
particularly Soviet photographs of laborers.32 Seeing these photographs, Spender later recalled, 
“there was a kind of conflict going on in my mind. Beautiful photograph as against 
photographing ordinary people doing ordinary things.” At this point, he says, “it didn’t occur to 
me that photographing everyday life was going to produce important photography. And yet I 
wanted to do it, because I was interested.”33  
Spender’s photography studio ended up becoming quite successful, although Edmiston 
knew little about photography. The two men received lucrative commissions for commercial 
photography as well as assignments for the Architectural Review and Harper’s Bazaar.34 
Spender lamented that much of his time was spent taking “incredibly boring pictures of batteries, 
of cold cream jars, of cosmetics”35—unappealing subjects for Spender, who by this time 
“thought that photographs were very, very dull without people in them.”36 
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The following year, in 1934, Spender was recruited to work at the Daily Mirror, and he 
left the studio in Edmiston’s hands. Handpicked for the job by the newspaper’s editor, Guy 
Bartholomew, Spender worked under the alias of “Lensman” from 1934 to 1938.37 Under 
Bartholomew’s editorship, the Mirror was in the process of transforming from a conservative 
paper with a predominantly middle-class readership to a left-leaning tabloid aimed squarely at 
the working class. It presented Spender as a roving chronicler who would, in his words, 
“inject…an element of Art” to accompany the “newsy and girlie-type photographs” that were 
more typical of the newspaper.38 Spender quickly lost his enthusiasm for this job. Despite the 
fact that he had been hired to take “artistic” documentary photographs, a designation that 
suggested, in his view, that he would have a measure of creative freedom and that his 
photographs would have an element of truth-value, Spender became convinced that his editors 
appreciated neither aesthetic innovation nor unvarnished honesty. He was frequently pressured to 
stage his photographs in order to ensure suitably predictable and pleasant results, ones that would 
be consistent with the decidedly lowbrow orientation of the tabloid. In Spender’s words, the 
desired aesthetic was one of “picturesqueness…caricature art…Welsh national costume, 
spinning wheels and so on.”39 He was also consistently frustrated by the titles and captions that 
his editors presented alongside his photographs. In a representative example, one “Lensman 
study,” flanked by photographs of a group of kittens and of the Duke and Duchess of York 
paying a trip to a museum exhibit, depicts a road-sweeper on a dramatically lit road in Middlesex 
pausing his work “to greet an old pal and admire the glowing tints during a brief spell of 
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sunshine.” The headline accompanying the image reads, “Nice Mornin’, Joe—No Fog Here”40 
(Fig. 41). Captioning photographs is always a fraught practice—in assigning a textual 
supplement to a photographic image, one invariably shapes the meaning of that photograph, 
informing the interpretations that spectators can draw from it—and in this instance, the 
hackneyed nature of the sentiments that these captions expressed only added to the banality of 
the predetermined formula. 
Spender later elaborated on his frustrations with the Daily Mirror’s privileging of the 
cannily constructed, clichéd photograph:   
When I was working for the Mirror, I got to absolutely despise the set-up photography that was 
around with Fleet Street cameramen…The ‘five-pound photograph’—you choose a character and 
you say ‘do this’ and ‘do that’ and ‘don’t look at the camera’ and ‘don’t smile’ and so on, that 
kind of thing. So that pushed me very far to the other attitude, that the people don’t know they’re 
being photographed, it’s got to be a natural kind of thing.41 
 
 
Spender’s attitude toward photographing came to be predicated on his dissatisfaction with the 
Daily Mirror’s means of representing human life and customs, which he saw as a betrayal of the 
documentary photograph’s obligation to represent reality in a truthful and unmediated manner. 
Initially at the Mirror, Spender was prohibited from using the 35mm camera, because the film 
that the camera required didn’t allow for the careful retouching that the publication was used to 
practicing on the photographs it printed; as a tabloid, the Mirror was probably bolder than most 
newspapers in its doctoring of photographs. As Spender recalled later in life, “I’d had a great 
deal of trouble in getting the use of a 35mm camera involved in the Daily Mirror, because on a 
35mm negative, they couldn’t retouch—they couldn’t slice large chunks of flesh off girlie-whirly 
thighs and so on.”42 However, he persisted, and grudgingly, the Mirror increasingly accepted his 
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undoctorable images. Spender remained staunchly opposed to acts of manipulation throughout 
his career as a photographer; Rachel Spender recalls that he saw even the commonplace act of 
cropping photographs “as composing after the event, and extracting something that was actually 
there. He might actually have seen it as a lie.” Accordingly, using a metal file, he filed down all 
four edges of his negative holders so that his negatives bore their natural frames and were 
demonstrably uncropped.43 In subtly working to undermine the Mirror’s tabloid aesthetic, 
Spender saw himself as rejecting the tendency of the mass media to heavy-handedly “author” the 
lived experiences of real people.  
The ultimate antidote to the kind of misrepresentation Spender was pressured to practice 
in the Daily Mirror came through his work for MO, in the form of a scrupulously concealed 
camera. The camera that Spender used, a compact Zeiss Contax that used 35mm film, was one 
he had selected specifically for its discretion; Spender noted that it “was even quieter than a 
Leica; it had a shutter sound like a kiss.”44 This sort of camera was, at the time of these projects, 
a relative novelty, and part of the reason Harrisson sought Spender out to work for MO was that 
he was one of the few professional photographers who had “exactly the right kind of 
equipment”—namely, he was “one of the few people who was using an easily concealable 
camera.”45  
As we have seen, the media environment of the interwar period had developed in such a 
way that there was both a widespread desire for, and a conceivable method of attaining, the kind 
of images that Spender wanted to purvey: unposed images of subjects who, far from presenting 
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an idealized version of themselves to the camera, did not even know that they were being 
photographed. In order to offer what he saw as a more “authentic” and unauthored representation 
of everyday life in Bolton, Spender hid his camera, photographing his subjects unawares as they 
engaged in the activities that constituted their everyday lives. In his guise as a photographer for 
MO, Spender traded “setting up” photographs for waiting for them to compose themselves. In 
service of the organization’s imperative of observing without constructing or interrupting, 
Spender spent “a terrific amount of time cruising…killing time letting things happen” on the 
“principle of never fixing anything up, it must be a genuine incident.” This set of tactics was, 
Spender believed diametrically opposed to his work as Lensman: “Very much not what the 
Mirror’s policy was, of ‘laying on,’ setting up.”46 Moreover, he abandoned the careful framing 
and posing of his subjects that had characterized his photography for the Mirror in favor of 
shooting blind in most cases—he gradually trained himself, he later recalled, “to expose without 
putting the viewfinder to my eye. I exposed quite a lot blind, just with the lens poking through an 
old mackintosh.”47 One imagines that the Mirror, whose editors refused to publish photographs 
that showed any signs of motion, would not have taken kindly to this experimental approach.48 
 
New Visions: Spender, the Continental Avant-Garde, and British Documentary  
 
Spender, who was of German descent and had spent time in Berlin and Freiburg in the late 1920s 
and 1930s, had immense interest in the innovations in photography, film, architecture, and 
painting that were taking place in continental Europe between the World Wars. Those 
innovations often had distinct political implications, particularly in the Weimar Republic. In one 
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memorable episode, Spender claimed that on attending the infamous 1937 “Entartete Kunst” 
(“Degenerate Art”) exhibition—a showcase of modernist artworks the Nazi leadership 
condemned owing to the supposedly anti-German, pro-Jewish, or pro-Bolshevist ideologies the 
artists embraced—he was nearly arrested after he was overheard praising the “degenerate” 
artworks on display.49  
Spender regarded his brother Stephen, a well-known poet who spent considerable time in 
Germany, as a link between the liberal bourgeois respectability of his London upbringing and the 
union of artistic experimentation and social liberation characteristic of the German avant-garde. 
Stephen Spender, a member of a coterie that came to define the British poetry of the era and 
included W. H. Auden and Louis MacNeice, was close friends with Christopher Isherwood, who 
would write the collection of stories Goodbye to Berlin. These stories chronicled the “low 
culture” of twenties Berlin through an eye, Isherwood’s narrator said, that resembled the clarity 
and the unmediated recording of a camera. The work begins: “I am a camera with its shutter 
open, quite passive, recording, not thinking. Recording the man shaving at the window opposite 
and the woman in the kimono washing her hair. Some day all this will have to be developed, 
carefully printed, fixed.”50  
Humphrey Spender, an avid reader of journals that chronicled aesthetic innovations in 
continental film and photography, and published filmmakers’ writings, was fascinated and 
remained so throughout his life; while he threw away large numbers of his own photographs and 
negatives, he never got rid of his old copies of two of his favorite magazines, Der Querschnitt 
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[Cross-Section] and Close Up.51 In these years, particularly in the German and Soviet avant-
garde film movements, proclamations abounded about the camera’s unique potential to 
reconfigure vision. “Man with a Movie Camera” (1929), directed by Dziga Vertov, leader of the 
Soviet filmmaking collective the Kinoks (the name came from kino-oki, literally, cinema-eyes) 
was perhaps the most high-visibility example of the avant-garde’s preoccupation with the 
camera’s capacity for the radical transformation of sight.  
Spender was particularly inspired by another film by Mikhail Kaufman, Vertov’s younger 
brother, who had done the cinematography for “Man with a Movie Camera”; Kaufman’s “In 
Spring” (1930) features a determined cameraman who hangs off the side of a train, crawls into a 
mine, and shimmies up a smokestack to get the best possible shot. Spender viewed the film as a 
repertoire of ideas for his photographs.52 Kaufman, Spender seems to have recognized, was 
navigating many of the same problems inherent in representing people on camera that he was. In 
an interview later in life, Kaufman observed:  
The special problem was filming people…At that time I put it as follows: In the narrative feature one has to 
know how to act; in the documentary cinema one has to know how not to act. To be able not to act—one 
will have to wait a long time until the subject is educated in such a way that he won't pay any attention to 
the fact that he is being filmed. There's no school like that yet, is there?53 
 
As we shall see, Spender, and MO as a whole, encountered very similar complications. Like 
Kaufman, Spender recognized that while the camera held enormous potential—in Spender’s 
eyes, it offered the promise of exposing an unmediated image of his countrymen—it was in a 
sense self-defeating: the very presence of the camera, the apparatus itself, was a barrier to 
“accurate” representation, because subjects’ awareness of being filmed altered the way they 
behaved. In many respects, though, Kaufman’s comment is atypical of the modernist discourse in 
which he operated. In comparison with Spender, Kaufman’s aesthetic has greater kinship with 
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the “new vision” of the continental avant-garde in the 1920s and ‘30s, a cluster of innovations in 
photographic and cinematic practice rooted in a growing belief among modernist artists in the 
camera’s capacity for the radical remaking of vision. Usually, these reconfigurations of vision 
were considered to have distinct political implications, ones that would disrupt the prevailing 
bourgeois ways of seeing. Artists like Vertov, Aleksandr Rodchenko, and László Moholy-Nagy 
also exploited the possibilities of new photographic technologies to offer new means of 
representing reality, but theirs tended to be means of representation that sought to defamiliarize, 
distort, or fragment that reality, thereby stressing the camera’s capacity for a unique kind of 
seeing, one of which the naked eye was incapable. In Vertov’s words, the camera “gathers and 
records impressions in a manner wholly different from that of the human eye,” a phenomenon 
that he describes from the anthropomorphized perspective of the camera, writing:  
I am kino-eye. I am a builder…I create a man more perfect than Adam, I create thousands of 
different people in accordance with preliminary blueprints and diagrams of different 
kinds…From one person I take the hands, the strongest and most dexterous; from another I take 
the legs, the swiftest and most shapely; from a third, the most beautiful and expressive head—and 
through montage I create a new, perfect man. I am kino-eye, I am a mechanical eye. I, a machine, 
show you the world as only I can see it.54 
 
Vertov here expresses the view that the camera’s vocation is to provide a heightened reality 
through its capacity for montage; it records discrete pieces of reality and sutures them in a 
manner that amounts to kinopravda, or “film-truth”—a genre that operates with the distinct aim 
of an “assault on the visible world”55 in the service of “see[ing] and show[ing] the world in the 
name of worldwide proletarian revolution.”56 For Vertov, then, the camera opened the possibility 
of new ways of visually representing the world. In so doing, it challenged dominant, bourgeois 
                                                
54 Dziga Vertov, [David Abelevich Kaufman], “The Council of Three,” Kino-Eye: The Writings of Dziga 
Vertov, ed. Annette Michelson, trans. Kevin O’Brien (Berkeley and Los Angeles: The University of 
California Press, 1984), 15-17.  
55 Vertov, “The Birth of Kino-Eye,” Kino-Eye: The Writings of Dziga Vertov, ed. Annette Michelson, 
trans. Kevin O’Brien (Berkeley and Los Angeles: The University of California Press, 1984), 41. 
56 Vertov, “The Birth of Kino-Eye,” 40. 
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means of representing reality—which Vertov and his peers saw as an inherently polemical move. 
From this perspective, the political value of the photographic image came from an affirmation of 
the camera’s capacity to transcend the vision of the naked eye. 
From the pronouncements of the continental avant-garde about the camera’s capacity to 
radically reshape vision, Spender adopted the belief that the camera had a distinct ontology, a 
medium-specific function that could not be achieved by other means. Unlike Kaufman and 
Vertov, however, Spender embraced a medium specificity that was predicated on the camera’s 
capacity to expose, in a comparatively unmediated fashion, an image of actually existing social 
conditions. Like his avant-gardist contemporaries, then, Spender sought to reshape vision. The 
primary distinction lies in the fact that Spender sought to do so not through rupture and 
distancing, but through the downplaying of the distortion and artifice of the photographic image: 
through a concerted effort at transparency. 
This move thus signaled the convergence of a new way of seeing—one that had, thus far, 
been largely limited to continental Europe—with a new set of subjects, the people of Britain’s 
working classes. Their representation in Spender’s photography was but one manifestation of the 
British left’s interest in “ordinary people”—the same people whose habits, interests, and 
sentiments Mass Observation sought to access and understand. The novelty of Spender’s 
approach lies in this merging of, on one hand, continental traditions of experimenting with the 
camera’s unique possibilities for reconfiguring vision and, on the other, a concern with 
representing “the people” that was uniquely important to the early British documentary tradition.  
As we have seen, MO was predicated on its founders’ shared suspicion of the prevailing 
ways in which “the masses” were being represented by the political establishment and the mass 
media. This misrepresentation, Harrisson wrote, came in the form of 
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a very serious communications gap that divided the published opinion of political speech and 
press editorial from the true public opinion of the endlessly misrepresented ‘man-in-the-street’. 
As for private opinion, it remained totally in private, obscure. The gap between leader and led, 
between publication and the mass of the public, between Westminster talk and Lancashire chatter, 
posed an invisible barrier, a danger in our democracy.57 
 
There was a new urgency to the attempt to bridge these two worlds—to the 
unprecedented public exposure of the personal lives of “ordinary people”—at this juncture in 
Britain’s history. With the specter of Nazism weighing heavily on many Britons—and the British 
Union of Fascists, led by Oswald Mosley, boasting disconcertingly large numbers58—this 
moment saw the emergence of a counterbalance, a cluster of efforts to valorize the experiences 
of, and gain the support of, the working classes.  
MO was one element of this broader effort to assign ordinary Britons greater visibility.  A 
similar set of priorities is discernible in organizations like the Left Book Club, a socialist book-
of-the-month club spearheaded by the left-wing publisher Victor Gollancz that launched in 1936 
and aimed at informing—and in so doing, galvanizing—working people as well as the 
unemployed. One early Left Book Club selection was George Orwell’s The Road to Wigan Pier, 
a firsthand study of working-class life in Wigan, a town not far from Bolton; the club’s board of 
editors had asked Orwell to write a “documentary report on conditions among the unemployed in 
the north of England.” He fulfilled this prompt, but also wrote about the everyday experiences of 
working people, and about socialism and the problems he perceived in it. The club did not have 
an official political affiliation, though as its name suggests, it tended toward socialism. In the 
publisher’s note to this 1937 book, Gollancz wrote that the club’s aim was “to help in the terribly 
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58 Of the British Union of Fascists, Richard Thurlow writes: “There is some debate over how many 
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urgent struggle for World Peace & a better social & economic order & against Fascism, by 
giving (to all who are determined to play their part in this struggle) such knowledge as will 
immensely increase their efficiency.”59 Orwell’s book, like the other Left Book Club releases, 
was sold to members for two shillings sixpence, an affordable price.  
This tendency is also clear in the populist tenor of many of the films to come out of the 
British documentary movement of the 1930s; a notable example, the MO co-founder Humphrey 
Jennings’s 1939 film, “Spare Time,” which premiered at the New York World’s Fair of that year, 
took as its subject matter the ways ordinary people—steel workers, cotton mill workers—spent 
their leisure time. Cultural forces like these imputed a new sense of urgency to the project of 
documenting, and implicitly attesting to the importance of, the everyman. John Grierson noted, 
in 1939, that he and others of the British documentary movement sought to draw the public’s 
attention to “the drama of the doorstep”60: the profundity of ordinary life. (Spender, incidentally, 
seems to have presaged this famous phrase with his 1938 photograph of a Worktown woman 
scrubbing her doorstep [Fig. 42].) This new attention to everyday life was believed to have far-
reaching political implications: as Grierson recalled, “we were, I confess…a little worried about 
the way the world was going…We were interested in all instruments which would crystallize 
sentiments in a muddled world and create a will towards civic participation.”61  
The movement that emerged sought to expose and to valorize the experiences and 
sentiments of ordinary people—the collective—rather than focusing attention on a powerful and 
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visible leader, and without recourse to the mythical “Folk” of Fascism.62 In the first MO 
pamphlet, issued in 1937, the organization’s founders stressed the historic significance of their 
moment: “the atavism of the new Germany and the revival of racial superstition have forced the 
issue home to many. We are all in danger of extinction from such outbursts of atavism.”63 The 
rise of fascism in Germany and Italy galvanized many British institutions and groups on the Left 
to cast a critical eye on power imbalances within their own nation, and particularly on its deeply 
entrenched class system. Spender’s photographs, for Mass Observation and elsewhere, offered a 
visual analogue of this development.64  
 
The Problem of Artificiality  
With MO, Spender’s role was to provide a visual corollary to the written records that the 
volunteer observers compiled in Bolton and Blackpool, and as with the textual records that the 
“observers” collected, Spender’s photographs attempted surreptitiousness because this was seen 
as the only failsafe route to accurate representation. This anxiety around accurate 
representation—which the textual “observers” saw as the main problem with simply 
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interviewing ethnographic subjects, and that Spender perceived in photographing people who 
were aware that they were being photographed—reflects an early awareness of what has come to 
be known colloquially, in the social sciences, as the “observer’s paradox”: the fact that in 
observing a foreign culture, the ethnographer inexorably alters it by the very fact of her presence. 
As Harrisson later wrote of his time “observing” in Bolton:  
We did not think that you could short-cut to the truth by asking strangers in the street or on the 
doorstep what they thought about every subject. What you say to a stranger is never going to 
represent the whole depth of your understanding or interest; and it may either consciously or 
unconsciously misrepresent it, sometimes very seriously… [therefore] it was essential to do 
exactly the opposite of the modern interviewer. We must not produce ‘stranger situations.’ We 
must become assimilated into the society we were studying, and all the parts of it. Therefore, our 
observers joined each of the political parties, every conceivable club, pub, society, corner 
organization and gang that he/she could get into in the several levels of Worktown 
life…Observers were trained to observe and record on the spot without being noticed, so that 
everything went on as if there was no stranger in the midst. He or she was not a stranger, merely a 
participant, invisibly controlled and disciplined from outside, reporting continuously to 
headquarters.65 
 
MO’s approach, then, was one of participant observation: in the interest of attempting to offer an 
optimally “pure” depiction of the people of Bolton, one that was unaltered by the presence of 
foreign observers, the MO volunteers attempted to blend in seamlessly with the “natives” whose 
habits they studied. Often, this was difficult because of the extreme differences in accent and 
deportment between the working-class Northerners that comprised most of Bolton’s population 
and the generally well-educated, well-off young men who were doing the observing. Spender 
recalled, “for me to go into a North Country pub and really speaking a completely different 
language, and to be a kind of ‘Hail fellow, well met’ person was very embarrassing.”66 Even so, 
in Bolton, the MO volunteers had one distinct advantage: Bolton residents’ disbelief that anyone 
would visit the city merely out of a desire to learn about its people. Harrisson later recalled, “For 
one thing, no worker in their right senses ever supposed that anyone came to work in Worktown 
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for any reason other than necessity. Likewise, it rarely occurred to anyone then that someone else 
might want to observe, let alone record, their common actions.”67 For this reason, Spender 
observed, if Bolton’s townspeople had caught wind of MO’s objectives, they probably would 
have been bewildered: “Obviously people accept their own behavior as being totally logical and 
unmysterious.”68 
 The need to remain undetected shaped Spender’s photographs in material ways. Certain 
places were simply off-limits, including, significantly, the interiors of people’s homes, because 
here, “stranger situations” would invariably result. As Spender recalled, “photographing of 
interiors implied setting up the whole scene. Because immediately you go into someone’s house, 
they’re very much on their pride, and they want the house to look good, and they’d probably 
delay your arrival until they’d considerably altered the whole arrangement of the house.” This, in 
Spender’s mind, amounted to a “problem of artificiality.”69 Also unacceptable was the use of 
flash, since this inevitably stunned the subjects being photographed and exposed Spender as a 
photographer, which would likely lead to some uncomfortable confrontations. Spender, a retiring 
and rather delicate individual, had no interest in interactions of this sort. Spender’s photographs 
in Bolton, then, are overwhelmingly photographs of people in public places, shot with available 
light. 
Because they were almost invariably taken in public places, Spender’s photographs 
usually focus on groups rather than on individuals. For Spender, the emphasis on the collective 
was in part a consequence of his desire to be undetected as a photographer, to operate as a fly on 
the wall. He described his photographing methods, and the images that resulted from them, as 
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“answers to the problem of people not looking at the camera.”70 Interested above all else in 
photographing his subjects unawares, Spender gravitated toward situations where those subjects 
would be less inclined to be paying attention to the unfamiliar man fumbling around in his jacket 
pockets. Rather than intimacy and individualism, then, Spender’s photographs emphasize praxis 
and community, showing his subjects among their family, friends or colleagues engaging in the 
activities that make up their everyday lives, suggesting that selfhood is in fact constituted 
through the practice of everyday life. 
 Spender’s eschewal of constructed scenes and his insistence on letting his photographs 
compose themselves was a significant point of contrast with Bill Brandt, a better-known British 
documentary photographer of the period, with whom Spender is often linked. Brandt’s 1936 
book, The English at Home, offers what purports to be an intimate, candid peek inside the 
homes—and private lives—of a cross-section of the English populace, with particular attention 
to the gap between the rich and the poor in English society. Coming from a wealthy London 
family, Brandt had easy access to the upper end of the spectrum; many of his images feature his 
friends or family members at parties and at their estates, though they do not identify the sitters as 
such. The working classes, meanwhile, are depicted on the streets, in the pub, and less 
frequently, at home, as in Brandt’s famous image of a Northumbrian miner settling down to 
dinner with his face and hands still covered in coal (Fig. 43). Brandt’s aim was to underscore the 
contrast between the lives of England’s wealthy and its working classes, and the book reflects 
this aim: frequently, photographs of people of the working class appear facing images of the 
wealthy. The structure of the book stresses the vast differences between these two worlds; as 
David Mellor has noted, Brandt employed a “well-established, conservative social typology” of 
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familiar English character types in many of his documentary photographs.71 What some critics 
found problematic about this approach was that Brandt himself was so closely affiliated with, 
and seemingly more sympathetic to, the people at the upper end of the spectrum. Moreover, 
though he sought to employ a “fly-on-the-wall” approach, there was one important difference 
between his work and Spender’s: in Brandt’s images, while the subjects typically appear to be 
oblivious to the presence of the camera, they usually are not. The photographs that Brandt 
produced were, by necessity and by design, often carefully staged; accordingly, they reflected 
Brandt’s decisions about how best to represent his subjects.72 Mark Haworth-Booth has noted 
that in some cases, Brandt drafted preparatory drawings in order to help him stage his 
photographs.73 
 Though Spender was opposed to the sort of staging that Brandt practiced, he nonetheless 
struggled with the question of affective proximity to his subjects. While Harrisson, with his 
background in anthropology, stressed that Spender should operate at an ethnographic remove 
from his subjects—Spender described this as “a kind of innocent, as-though-from-Mars 
attitude”74—Spender seems to have resisted the pressure to detach himself fully, perhaps 
believing that such detachment was ultimately impossible.  
 Spender had dealt with the problem of closeness to his photographic subjects in an earlier 
project, one that dated to 1934, which he undertook at the behest of Clemence Paine, a friend 
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who was a probation officer in the East End of London. Paine was studying the problem of 
juvenile crime in London, and believed that there was a connection between poor housing 
conditions and youth crime. Paine asked for Spender’s help in documenting these conditions, and 
so Spender lived for a week with a Stepney family, taking an extensive series of photographs of 
the family’s home, “which was rotting with rats and falling to bits,” and their home life.75 These 
photographs went on to be published in several journals of the left, including Left Review.  
Ultimately, Spender felt he could not fully heed Harrisson’s call to “stand right outside 
[British culture] and look at it from a distance,”76 believing that Harrisson’s impassioned bid for 
an estranged view of the English people was itself deceptive in its didacticism. Nor could he be 
confident that the photographs he offered were, as Harrisson had hoped that they would be, 
neutral, unmediated, “pure recording”77 of their subjects. Harrisson’s insistence was so strong 
that Spender’s own attitude, he said, “became rather obstinate. In a rather perverse way I think I 
was almost trying to disprove his points. So my own conclusion was that I would avoid loaded 
photographs, I would avoid caricature as far as I could. I would avoid picking out peculiar 
behavior. I would try and present general truths.”78 Even so, Spender could not operate with the 
sort of detachment that he was told to practice. “Maybe this is one of the reasons why the 
photographs have been rather a success is that I do feel a kind of empathy towards—just looking 
at people,” he later recalled. “I feel I don’t want to do anything but sympathise with them.”79  
In Spender’s photographs, for MO and elsewhere, that sympathy is present at the level of 
form. In the illustrated press of the period, treatments of the rift between the powerful and the 
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disempowered were frequently couched in a rhetoric of visibility, and this is precisely what we 
see in Spender’s photo essay, “The Men Baldwin Would Not See,” which appeared in the Left 
Review, a journal associated with Victor Gollancz’s Left Book Club, in 1936 (Fig. 44). The story 
chronicled a 300-mile march undertaken by 207 unemployed men from Jarrow, a Northern town 
that suffered from 73% unemployment at the time. The marchers were accompanied by Jarrow’s 
Labour Member of Parliament, Ellen Wilkinson, one of England’s first female MPs, who later 
wrote a book about Jarrow called The Town That Was Murdered; the book was a Left Book Club 
publication.80 Spender photographed the last leg of the marchers’ journey to London, where they 
were to deliver a petition signed by 11,572 people. The petition stated in part: “all efforts for the 
resuscitation of industry have failed and the future holds no prospect of work for the many 
thousands unemployed. Therefore the petitioners humbly pray that the necessary active 
assistance be given by the Government for the provision of work in the town of Jarrow.”81 
Ostensibly, the marchers’ aim was to deliver their petition to Stanley Baldwin, the Tory 
politician who was then serving his third term as Prime Minister. But perhaps a more immediate 
purpose among those who marched was to gain acknowledgment—to be countenanced by a 
Prime Minister who had for many years turned a blind eye to the grinding poverty in England’s 
industrial North. Baldwin refused to meet with the marchers, hence the title of the article. 
Spender’s photographic chronicle of the march offered the marchers a degree of exposure, and 
recognition, that Baldwin had not granted them. It also couched in concrete, visual terms the 
power imbalance that typified the British political establishment’s treatment of people living in 
Northern England’s so-called “depressed areas.” Paddy Scullion, one Jarrow resident who 
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participated in the march, reflected later that perhaps the most significant gains of the march 
were the augmented visibility that the marchers achieved for the cause of unemployment in the 
North—and the attention that the march drew to the significance, and the positive value, of 
collective action. In 1982, three years into Thatcherite England, Scullion reflected on the Jarrow 
march, saying, “I feel proud I had played a part in that particular march because I feel what’s 
happening now has arisen from the march to London. That the people, the ordinary folk, 
recognize now that it’s just as respectable to march now as it’s not to march. Because in them 
days there was a whole class of people who thought it was undignified and not respectable…You 
were only an agitator.”82  
 
The Politics of Visibility 
Picture Post, a singularly popular, photographically illustrated magazine that was launched in 
London in 1938, and which Spender began work for immediately after completing his Worktown 
photographs, offers a visual vocabulary that reflects a growing understanding of the significance 
of the acts of observing and being observed. Picture Post was the creation of the Hungarian 
journalist and editor Stefan Lorant, who, as we have seen, emigrated from Germany, where he 
had edited the Münchner Illustrirte Presse, and the young English journalist Tom Hopkinson. 
In stark contrast to Spender’s editors at the Daily Mirror, Lorant was enthusiastic about the 
possibilities of 35mm cameras: he was, in fact, one of the first magazine editors to embrace the 
Leica, and was particularly interested in its capacity to capture people unawares.83 While the 
relevant archives do not seem to offer any photographs of Spender himself at work using his 
hidden camera, a photographic essay that appeared in Picture Post does offer some visual sense 
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of his method. “With a Candid Camera in the Café of Artists,” which appeared in the magazine 
in 1938, shows a photographer who bears a strong resemblance to Lorant, concealing a camera in 
a café popular with London’s bohemian set. The image was probably taken by Spender—perhaps 
himself using a hidden camera (Fig. 45). 
A photographic essay that Spender composed for Picture Post in 1938 foregrounds the 
acts of looking and of being seen, and the relationship of these conditions to power (Fig. 46). 
Londoners stare expectantly at the door of the Prime Minister’s residence, waiting for any kind 
of news, and we gaze at them who are in turn gazing at the house of their leader—who will not 
reciprocate their act of looking. Spender’s photographs frequently feature this visual trope: the 
members of the crowd, standing and looking at some point that lies outside the frame. These 
citizens, rather than the prominent figures they are straining to see, are the subjects of interest. 
To represent the underclasses—to make them visible—was a strong political statement in itself 
at this time: as Stuart Hall has argued, the illustrated magazines of this period raised “the 
‘unnoticed subjects’ to a sort of equality of status, photographically, with the heroic subjects 
(Prime Ministers) and the activities they elsewhere depict. This is the beginning of the 
democratization of the subject in photography.”84  
Clearly, though, merely taking photographs of  “the many,” while a progressive step in 
the context of documentary photography in Britain, was not inherently tantamount to a 
democratic, participatory aesthetic. Just as important as the subjects of the photographs that 
Spender took were the visual modalities through which the photographs represented those 
subjects: the ways in which documentary photographs presented their subjects to the spectator, 
and the kind of relationship that this representation established between spectator and 
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photographic subject. With the rise of Picture Post and other photographically illustrated 
magazines, readers were not only given access to a uniform repertoire of photographs—they 
were also, quite suddenly, brought into a newly immersive relationship to photography. While 
earlier magazines and newspapers had featured considerable numbers of photographs, nowhere 
was documentary and journalistic photography as copious and as widely accessible to the masses 
as on the pages of Picture Post, Life, and other magazines whose primary sources of interest 
were their abundant photographic essays. It is remarkable, once one begins looking, just how 
reflexive Picture Post and other photographically illustrated magazines of the era were about the 
act of looking: within a couple of representative issues of Picture Post, the readership is called 
upon to look at the spectators at a wrestling match, to observe how Americans look at war, and 
even to guess what a smattering of lookers are looking at (Fig. 47). In features like these, the 
power dynamics that had been more traditionally associated with journalistic and documentary 
photography—in which spectators gaze reverently at the powerful, or pityingly at the abject—are 
here confounded in favor of a documentary style that foregrounds proximity rather than 
difference.  
The same tendency is discernible earlier, in Spender’s photographs for MO. The modes 
of address that Spender employed in his Worktown photographs—the formal characteristics 
through which he represented his subjects—were as important, politically speaking, as their 
content. Frequently, he photographed onlookers with their gazes fixed on something beyond the 
frame: the photograph that results feels immersive; as if one is thrust into the middle of the scene 
rather than watching it at a remove (Fig. 48). To some degree, the photographing of bystanders 
engaged in the act of looking was simply a way of managing a lingering deficiency in the 
compact cameras of the thirties; because of the relatively long shutter speeds of even the best 
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cameras at this point, Spender photographed people at moments of stillness rather than 
movement whenever he could, in order to achieve crisp and unblurred images. As the spectators, 
we see these images of people who do not meet the gaze of the photographer but are instead 
absorbed in the act of looking themselves.  
These photographs of people who, because they are unaware of the photographer, do not 
meet his gaze, refuse the tendency of many documentary photographs to reenact unequal power 
relationships by offering a clear distinction between the observer, an active subject, and the 
observed, who is passive. The relationship between the photographer, who looks, and the 
photographed subject, who is looked at, has been a tendentious one throughout photography’s 
history, given the radically different degrees of control the two parties have over the creation of 
the photograph, as well as the formal qualities and dissemination of the finished product. As 
David Levi Strauss has written of this relationship, “When one, anyone, tries to represent 
someone else, to ‘take their picture’ or ‘tell their story,’ they run headlong into a minefield of 
real political problems. The first question is: what right have I to represent you?”85 And beyond 
the concrete interaction between photographer and photographed subject, dissemination and 
display permit spectators to look at the photographs from the perspective of the photographer, 
reproducing this initial gaze.86  
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Spender’s photographs evince a notion of the relationship between photographer and 
photographed subject as one of parity and participation rather than opposition and difference: the 
spectator looking at Spender’s photograph is not in a position of comfortable mastery anymore. 
Rather than examining the photograph’s subjects at a remove, we have the more empathic 
experience of feeling as though we too are within the frame. That proximity between the 
spectator and the people pictured was precisely Spender’s goal. The frontal, forthright exchange 
that typifies most documentary photographs of human subjects, drawing attention to the 
photographic event’s distance from “real life,” is here elided in favor of a photography that 
attempts, with varying levels of success, to blend in seamlessly with the scene that it depicts. 
Typically, Mass Observation’s study of Bolton is presented as an effort that was 
fundamentally bifurcated, with each of the two poles associated with one of the organization’s 
founders. On one hand, there was a positivist side to MO, whose realism was that of fact-
gathering; it was with this side that Harrisson, the impassioned collector of “raw data”, is 
generally linked. On the other hand, there was a psychoanalytic side to MO, which was 
concerned with raising to the status of visibility a repressed unconscious; this element of the 
project was normally ascribed to Madge. In the final analysis, we can see in Spender’s 
photographs something approaching a reconciliation of this opposition. Through Spender’s 
photographic realism, which, with its “unobserved observer,” seeks to blend seamlessly into the 
world it depicts, the spectator is not offered neutral visual data, but rather is given access to a 
social unconscious. What Spender’s “subjective camera” exposes are constellations of heretofore 




“True Portraiture or the Nearest Approach Thereof”:  
Walker Evans’ Subway Photographs 
 
The apparition of these faces in the crowd;  
Petals on a wet, black bough. 
—Ezra Pound, “In a Station of the Metro,” Poetry, April 1913. 
 
There is a particular purity, a finality about them, that suggests an action less of art than of chemistry or 
mathematics. For art, ordinarily, is an act of intuition or of will; and what is seen here is a silent, passive 
absorption of phenomena whose whole cause and wonder is helplessly the product of their own existence, 
unassisted by art, and undisturbed by it. It is the beginning, and by suggestion embodies the whole of, a 
natural history of human beings. But beasts were never observed or recorded in quite such absolute 
naturalness; this is rather a botany, or a geology. 
—James Agee, draft of an essay on Evans’ “subway portraits,” 1940. Walker Evans Archive, 




In 1962, Walker Evans, fifty-nine years old, in poor health, and acutely conscious of his artistic 
legacy, sat at his typewriter, trying to put words to a series of photographs he had taken some 25 
years earlier. These photographs, the result of a pet project undertaken at the peak of his career, 
were to be viewed by the general public for the first time in a feature in Harper’s Bazaar.1 This 
was a formidable undertaking, and Evans approached it with trepidation as well as vigor: his 
many handwritten drafts and typescripts, chaotically annotated, crossed out, strewn with ellipses 
and repeated phrases, suggest the seriousness with which he regarded the task of accurately 
describing his photographs. By extension, they also reflect a larger tendency in Evans’ creative 
process: an exacting meticulousness, a fixation with having the formal qualities of his artistic 
output “just so”—yet at the same time, seemingly effortless, direct, unpremeditated. This pursuit 
of unrehearsed impeccability was paramount in his photographs, where he consistently 
demonstrated an interest in exploiting—and exploring—one of the medium’s most significant 
                                                
1 The photographs had been published once previously, in 1955, but this was in a journal with a small and 
narrow readership: a Harvard-based literary magazine called i.e., The Cambridge Review. 
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tensions: that between the passive capture of reality on one hand, and the possibility of actively 
constructing that reality on the other.  
Evans’ photographic aesthetic throughout his career was characterized by, in his words, 
“objectivity of treatment; the non-appearance of author, the non-subjectivity.”2 Through his body 
of photographic work, which spanned nearly five decades, extending from the late 1920s until 
his death in 1975, Evans introduced a style that was at once distinctly his and also seemingly 
authorless. His photographs, many of which attained iconicity in his lifetime and continue to 
stand as symbols of Depression-era American life, typically adopt a stark, frontal view and a 
deadpan treatment of their subjects, an aesthetic that might initially appear cold and colorless, 
free of any taint of artistic intervention; this is true of Evans’ celebrated work for the Farm 
Security Administration, in which he chronicled the lives of Americans suffering from the 
poverty associated with the Depression and the work of New Deal agencies to improve 
conditions, as well as his visual contributions to Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, the 1941 book 
he collaborated with James Agee to create, and his lengthy career with Fortune, in which he 
created numerous photographic essays for the magazine. 
This seemingly uncalculated colorlessness was, however, a deliberate strategy. Evans 
was quick to point out the sharp distinction between mere “documentary” photographs and his 
signature aesthetic, which he termed “documentary style.” For Evans, the distance between the 
documentary photograph and the documentary-style photograph was critical. Of the differences 
between the two, he said:  
I use the word “style” particularly because in talking about [my photography] many people say 
“documentary photograph.” Well, literally a documentary photograph is a police report of a dead 
body or an automobile accident or something like that. But the style of detachment and record is 
                                                
2 Leslie Katz, “Interview with Walker Evans,” in Photography in Print, ed. Vicki Goldberg 
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1981), 360. 
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another matter. That applied to the world around us is what I do with the camera, what I want to 
see done with the camera.3  
 
The “documentary photograph,” in Evans’ view, had a compelling duty to tell the unvarnished 
truth, to serve as an instrument for the transmission of fact. The “documentary style” that he 
championed, on the other hand, offered ample poetic license, allowing Evans to work without the 
imperative of simple fact-transmission, even as he constructed images that looked like 
uncomplicated documents.  
 Creating photographs that both engaged and eluded the category of documentary, 
Evans drew attention to a divide that every photograph charged with representing reality must 
navigate: the tension between realism and reflexivity; between the imperative to make the 
camera disappear into the scene before it, and the imperative to acknowledge the constructedness 
of the photograph. As we shall see, the photographs that Evans was laboring to describe in 
1962—a series of portraits he took surreptitiously on the New York City subway system between 
1938 and 1941—were particularly notable in their exploration of this tension. In toeing the line 
between a representational approach that aims to embed the spectator seamlessly in the world it 
depicts, and one that acknowledges and asks questions about its status as a representation of the 
real, Evans’ photographic practices help to clarify the obligations and expectations of the nascent 
documentary genre. 
 
“A Penitent Spy and an Apologetic Voyeur”: The Project of Subway Photography  
Perhaps the writing Evans was struggling with in 1962 was especially painstaking because he 
believed that his authorial voice was unusually absent from the photographs themselves. It would 
                                                
3 Paul Cummings, “Oral history interview with Walker Evans, 1971 Oct. 13-Dec. 23,” Archives of 
American Art, Smithsonian Institution (n.p.).  
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be fair to suggest that these photographs were uncharacteristic of his oeuvre because the working 
methods through which he produced them were wholly different from those strategies of 
representation that he had employed in all of his earlier photographic work. This singularity 
came from the literalness and determinedness of his attempt to rescind authorship, to disappear 
into his photographs, by hiding his camera and shooting from the hip, sight unseen. During 
several winter days in early 1938, and again in 1940 and 1941, Evans bundled himself into a 
bulky topcoat, concealing his 35mm Zeiss Contax camera underneath, then descended into the 
New York City subway to photograph unsuspecting passengers.4  
Evans selected the Contax on the basis of its discretion, and went so far as to paint the 
chrome parts of the camera matte black to further camouflage the apparatus that threatened to 
designate him as an observer, thereby exposing him to his unwitting subjects. He suspended his 
camera around his neck, allowing the lens to peek out between two buttons. To his camera he 
attached a cable release, which he threaded through the sleeve of his coat, to minimize the 
necessity of fumbling with his camera as he attempted to take his shots; the cable release had the 
added benefit of improving the clarity of his images by allowing him to snap shots without 
physically touching—and thereby potentially jostling—the camera itself. As Sarah Greenough 
has noted, Evans “consciously abdicated all the means that a photographer normally uses to 
make a picture,” only retaining control of when to press the shutter release.5 As he rode the 
subways and elevated trains of the Interborough Rapid Transit system, Evans attempted to fade 
into the background, in order to capture the faces of his fellow passengers as they sat in his 
                                                
4 Based on the headlines of the newspapers Evans’ subjects are reading, James R. Mellow writes that the 
first definite date on which Evans took subway photographs was February 15, 1938. Mellow, Walker 
Evans (New York: Basic Books, 1999), 395. 
5 Sarah Greenough, Walker Evans: Subways and Streets (Washington, DC: National Gallery of Art, 
1991), 18.  
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chosen subway car.6 Often, Evans would enlist one of his friends to join him on the subway and 
serve as a foil, drawing attention away from his activities, sitting for him as he made test shots, 
or conversing with him as he worked to help him appear innocuous. Both Helen Levitt, who was 
in the early stages of her long career as a street photographer, and James Agee, Evans’ closest 
friend, assumed this responsibility. Evans’ first test shot for this series, taken in an elevated train 
car, has Levitt as its subject (Fig. 49).  
The venue of the subway presented significant limitations, radically circumscribing the 
ways in which Evans could take his photographs. First and foremost, photographing during rush 
hour was impossible, because the crush of passengers would obstruct his attempts at 
photographing undetected, given that he was taking pictures with his camera strung around his 
neck, hanging at chest level, or resting in his lap as he sat on the train. With this impediment in 
mind, Evans’ photographic journeys largely took place during off-peak hours, when he would 
have a greater likelihood of an unobstructed view of the passengers seated across from him on 
the train. Remaining seated was all but essential, because the shaking of the train when it was in 
motion would upset his balance and render his images blurry and unfocused if he were to stand. 
And the absence of natural light in the subway, coupled with the impossibility of his remaining 
undetected if he had used flash, meant that Evans’ photographs were at the mercy of the 
shadowy, incandescent light of the subway cars. 
For Evans, who usually paid exacting attention to his photographs’ composition and 
lighting, these formal restrictions resulted in something like a “degree zero” of photographic 
                                                
6 At this point in time, the New York City subways and elevated railroads were municipally owned and 
operated, but this was a relatively recent development—they had previously been run by three 
independent companies: the Interborough Rapid Transit Corporation (IRT), the 8th Ave. (Independent) 
Subway System, and the Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corporation (BMT). Informally, these subway 
systems, though now unified, were often still referred to by their original names. Federal Writers’ Project, 
The WPA Guide to New York City (New York: Random House, 1939), 11.  
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portraiture, to borrow Barthes’ term: stripping away the capacity for any kind of composition 
beyond the selection of the photograph’s subject, Evans believed, they amounted to “true 
portraiture or the nearest approach thereof.”7 In denying himself the means of construction and 
composition that photographers typically employed as they took pictures, Evans aimed to distill 
the medium to its purest and most basic form: to take photographs that paid heed to what he saw 
as the photography’s unique ontology, its medium-specific vocation. Looking back on his 
subway portraits toward the end of his long career, Evans would recall, “That’s my idea of what 
a portrait ought to be, anonymous and documentary and a straightforward picture of mankind.”8 
This absence of freedom at the formal level had arisen in a moment of unusual artistic 
autonomy. Evans’ subway photographs were, in his words, “a project for love”—and, unlike 
many of his more iconic photographs, which had been taken at the behest of the sprawling 
bureaucracies that employed Evans for much of his life, “Nobody asked me to do that. Nobody 
paid me for doing it.”9 For much of his career, Evans was frustrated by the constraints of the 
commissions he received while working for two monolithic empires of two different sorts. The 
first was the United States government—where he worked for the Historical Section of the 
Resettlement Administration, and subsequently the Farm Security Administration, between 1935 
and 1938. His second affiliation, less celebrated by the historical record but far more sustained, 
was with Henry Luce’s Time Inc. empire.10 Between 1934 and 1965, Evans contributed over 400 
photographs to Fortune, accompanying 45 articles; after 1948, not only did he take photographs 
for the magazine, but he was also responsible for coming up with ideas for his photographic 
                                                
7 Walker Evans, untitled note [c. 1962]. Walker Evans Archive, Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
1994.250.59, folder 17.  
8 Cummings, interview with Evans, ibid. 
9 Cummings, interview with Evans, ibid. 
10 On Evans’ employment at Time Inc., see Jeff Allred, “Boring from Within: James Agee and Walker 
Evans at Time Inc.,” Criticism, Vol. 52, No. 1 (2010).  
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essays for Fortune, designing their page layouts, and writing the texts that accompanied the 
images.11 From 1945 to 1965, he worked on the editorial staff of Fortune with the title of Special 
Photographic Editor, and during these years he also occasionally contributed photographs to 
Architectural Forum, another Time Inc. title. An obdurate individualist, Evans grew to resent his 
need for the regular paycheck that Time Inc. provided. Late in his life, he made the arch remark 
that the main problem one faced in working for Time Inc. as long as he had was that “you had to 
figure out how not to die”12—in other words, you had to figure out how to survive the stultifying 
atmosphere of the organization. This was a problem that many of the midcentury artists and 
intellectuals who worked for large corporations like Time Inc. faced: a profound discomfort with 
their affiliation with an organization whose aims and interests they did not share, and a sense of 
guilt that their creative vision might be compromised by their financial dependence on their 
employers. 
During the years of his subway photographs, though, Evans possessed an unusual degree 
of creative freedom. This freedom was connected with Evans’ newfound success as an artist. 
Much like Erich Salomon, Evans’ efforts to take photographs undetected coincided with his 
emergence as a truly visible, celebrated photographer, though Evans was hailed as an artist rather 
than a photojournalist. The year 1938 marked the beginning of Evans’ experiments with 
photographing in the subway, but it was also the year when he became the first photographer 
ever given a solo exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art. His exhibition, which coincided with 
the release of his photo book, American Photographs, opened in September 1938, the result of 
close collaboration with—and, at times, prodding from—Beaumont Newhall, who worked for 
the Modern as a librarian and would go on to become its first curator of photography in 1940. 
                                                
11 Unclassified: A Walker Evans Anthology, ed. Jeff Rosenheim and Douglas Eklund (Zurich, Berlin, and 
New York: Scalo, 2000), 105. 
12 Belinda Rathbone, Walker Evans: A Biography (New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2000), 196.  
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The renown that issued from American Photographs—a collection of photographs Evans took 
during travels across the United States that, taken together, formed a sweeping panorama of 
American people and artifacts—was significant enough that by October 1938, a writer in the 
Washington Post could refer to him as “Walker Evans, the nationally known cameraman.”13  
For a year and a half beginning in April 1940, Evans’ work was supported by a 
Guggenheim Fellowship.14 In his application proposal, Evans had outlined a project that would 
extend the approach of the work he did for American Photographs, and shift its focus. He 
proposed a project that would concentrate chiefly on people and cities, without, however, 
emphasizing local specificities as he had done in American Photographs. What he intended to 
create was “a catalogue of people and environments of this time, general and anonymous, 
national rather than regional.”15 Just as Evans was preparing to drive south with his wife, Jane, 
he was sidelined with acute appendicitis. Having already sublet his apartment in New York City, 
he was forced to spend a few months recovering at his sister’s house in Ossining, New York. The 
pain resulting from his appendectomy made the prospect of lugging his heavy, 8x10 camera 
around the country distinctly unappealing, and Evans, unsure of what to do, decided to take more 
seriously the 35mm cameras he had, up to this point, usually regarded as a supplement to his 
large-format cameras rather than a substitute. The subway photographs he had been taking 
intermittently since 1938 now began to seem a more promising avenue for serious work.  
To some observers of his career, Evans’ use of the hidden camera might have seemed 
uncharacteristic, particularly given Lincoln Kirstein’s comments on “The Candid-Camera” in the 
essay he wrote to accompany Evans’ American Photographs the very year Evans began taking 
                                                
13 Arthur Ellis, untitled review of Walker Evans’ American Photographs, in The Washington Post, 
October 2, 1938. Walker Evans Archive, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1994.250.87 (34).  
14 James R. Mellow, Walker Evans (New York: Basic Books, 1999), 439. 
15 Belinda Rathbone, Walker Evans: A Biography (New York: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2000), 183. 
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subway photographs. In this brief, broad essay, Kirstein, who was an early supporter of Evans’ 
work, dedicated a sustained jeremiad to the candid camera, calling it “the greatest liar in the 
photographic family.”16 Kirstein wrote:  
The candid-camera with its great pretensions to accuracy, its promise of sensational truth, its 
visions of clipped disaster, presents an inversion of truth, a kind of accidental revelation which 
does far more to hide the real fact of what is going on than to explode it…The candid-camera 
makes up in quantitative shock what it lacks in real testimony. It drugs the eye into believing it 
has witnessed a significant fact when it has only caught a flicker not clear enough to indicate a 
psychological image, however solid the material one…The candid-technique has little candour. It 
sensationalizes movement, distorts gesture, and caricatures emotion. Its only inherent 
characteristic is the accidental shock that obliterates the essential nature of the event it pretends to 
discover. It is anarchic, naïve and superficial. Eventually it will sober down, forced by the 
ultimate boredom of a sight-sated public into principles closer to the permanent standards of good 
photography.17 
 
The candid camera, widely considered a revolutionary technique under Erich Salomon, had 
become a cliché within less than a decade. The changing cultural meaning of the candid camera 
was connected with structural transformations in the field of photojournalism during the 1930s. 
With the rapid success of Salomon’s photography on the pages of The Graphic and other image-
driven publications, many journalistic outlets emulated the candid approach that Salomon had 
introduced, and “candid camera” photographs began to flood the pages of magazines soon after 
Salomon’s work generated the coinage of the term. But the growing acceptance of small-format 
cameras among photojournalists, which depended on the increasing willingness of photography-
driven publications to accept photographs taken with them, meant that both highly 
photographable public figures and viewing publics encountering their photographs in magazines 
and newspapers soon became inured to the candid camera. Initially, the “exposures” that 
Salomon’s hidden camera offered—of the backroom dealings that were an inevitable but 
heretofore invisible part of statecraft—had distinctly progressive political implications in that 
they promoted transparency in an atmosphere of widespread propaganda, and humanized leaders 
                                                
16 Lincoln Kirstein, “The Candid-Camera,” in Walker Evans, American Photographs  
17 Kirstein, ibid. 
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who often sought to appear superhuman. But many of Salomon’s imitators offered putatively 
“candid” images that were, as Kirstein’s passage suggests, in truth staged, or otherwise selected 
primarily for the sensational view that they presented. By the late 1930s, both photographed 
subjects and viewing publics were beginning to become accustomed to the candid camera—and 
beginning to suspect that the view it provided might not be quite as candid as it claimed.  
 Adding to the candid camera’s potentially suspect nature was the fact that the trope of 
candid photography, as well as the term itself, were coming to be used for marketing purposes. 
An advertisement in the New York Times in 1932 for the DeSoto Six, a new automobile, 
mimicked the look of editorial content, reproducing several photographs of distinguished-
looking men admiring the car in a preview at the Waldorf (Fig. 50). “The ‘Candid Camera’ 
caught their pictures,” the advertisement copy informed readers. “Reporters noted all remarks.” 
Captions of two of the six photographs in the spread noted that they had been captured “by [the] 
‘Candid Camera’” of a “famous European photographer,” an assertion almost certainly intended 
to mislead the more credulous readers into thinking that Salomon had taken the photographs.18  
Later in the 1930s, much like the term “detective camera” about four decades earlier, the 
term “candid camera” came to be used to describe any small-format camera. A 1936 manual 
entitled How To Use Your Candid Camera, authored by Levon West, far from counseling its 
readers on how to properly hide one’s camera inside one’s bulky topcoat, was merely a generalist 
manual for users of small-format cameras.19 The same year, advertisements for Contax referred 
to the instrument as a Candid Camera; and in a series of advertisements that ran from 1934-1938, 
Leitz referred to its Leica as “The Original Miniature Candid Camera.” By 1938, a Chicago-
                                                
18 Salomon almost certainly did not take the photographs—he was not involved in advertising 
photography at this point in his career, and if he had taken the photographs, the advertisement would have 
been inclined to use his name.   
19 Levon West [Ivan Dmitri], How To Use Your Candid Camera (London: The Studio Publications, 
1936).  
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based company claimed the name The Candid Camera Corporation of America and began to 
manufacture inexpensive 35mm cameras.20  
The transformation of the term “candid camera” from the descriptor for a progressive and 
even subversive set of practices to a brand name over the course of the 1930s helps to explain 
Kirstein’s critique of the practice of candid photography. The originality that had characterized 
Salomon’s photography was no longer an inherent feature of the candid photograph. As David 
Mellor has argued, while a number of photographers in the 1930s emulated Salomon’s example, 
it was only through the work of Humphrey Spender that “the social range of subjects for 
‘straight’ candid portraiture was conspicuously widened to include all classes in Britain.”21 
Spender’s primary contribution to the development of this genre, then, was to broaden the 
humanizing gaze of the hidden camera far beyond the elite. Increasingly, though, particularly as 
candid photographs were increasingly in demand in illustrated magazines that sought to expand 
their readerships by offering shocking images, the gaze of the candid camera, which had once 
seemed equalizing, was coming to be regarded as sensationalistic and predatory. By now, this 
trajectory was familiar, harking back, in some respects, to the enthusiastic adoption of amateur 
photography and the subsequent chilly public reception of “Kodak fiends” in the 1880s and 
1890s.  
By the late 1930s, then, the term “candid camera” had become a catchall descriptor for 
such a diverse set of practices that it is debatable whether the term was truly sufficient to 
describe Evans’ subway photographs. As Kirstein describes it, the candid camera is intent on 
catching out its subjects: on representing them in an unflattering or shocking light. These are the 
                                                
20 Cameras the company produced included the Perfex Speed Candid. By 1945, the firm changed its name 
to The Camera Corporation of America. 




connotations that the term “candid camera” has tended to retain into the 21st century.22 Clearly, 
though, Evans’ hidden-camera photographs—and, for that matter, Salomon’s photographs as 
well—were not taken with the aim of humiliating their subjects or scandalizing their audiences.  
Kirstein’s piece is particularly critical of the candid camera’s tendency to emphasize 
“accidental shock” at the expense of showing “the essential nature of the event it pretends to 
discover.” One underlying assumption of his piece is that the public believes candid photographs 
are somehow truer than traditional forms of photography because they are unposed and 
unpremeditated. But Kirstein’s assertion—which is consistent with Evans’ statements about his 
own photography—suggests that photographing is itself a selection process; there are inexorably 
elements of choice involved. What is really deceptive is to claim that any isolated, dramatic 
moment can be considered representative of the whole.  
While Evans had no means of fully transcending this problem, the cumulative and 
indeterminate nature of his subway photographs did help to obviate it. Taking these photographs 
without the clear endgame or time constraints that being “on assignment” for the RA/FSA or 
Fortune would necessitate, he was able to operate in the absence of pressure to make his images 
didactic or “newsworthy.”23 Evans did not conceive of his subway photographs as vehicles 
through which to convey clear, instrumental information in the way that a conventional 
journalistic or documentary photograph was expected to do. As John Roberts has written, “In a 
period when documentary practices were being defended in highly positivistic ways, Evans’s 
skepticism about documentary’s transparent truth-values invades the ideologically stabilizing 
                                                
22 This was the aim of the cultural product that the term “candid camera” continues to connote to this day, 
the television show of the same name, which ran from 1948 to 2004. The television program “Candid 
Camera” actually began as a radio program called “Candid Microphone,” which ran from 1947 to 1950.  
23 While Evans did enjoy a significant amount of creative freedom during his tenure with the RA/FSA, 
that freedom was certainly not total—he was often pressured to adhere to shooting scripts, though he was 
scornful enough of the organizational leadership’s authority to ignore those shooting scripts much of the 
time.  
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effects of the conventional claims for such practices.”24 Thus, Evans’ “documentary style” 
afforded a measure of ambiguity that photographs hewing more closely to the generic 
conventions of documentary or journalism probably would not have been permitted to possess.  
Evans was also able to view the project as an open-ended one, a potentially infinite 
repository of images, because he had no immediate plans to publish these photographs. 
Temporarily free from the pressures of his employers, which he felt acutely—and resented, and 
attempted to silence—throughout much of his career, Evans’ aim was not so much journalistic as 
it was poetic: he sought to create a record of human existence that would be, to paraphrase Ezra 
Pound’s oft-cited statement on literature in his 1934 book ABC of Reading, “news that stays 
news.”  
 
In Search of the Photographic: Stieglitz, Strand, and Photography’s Ontologies 
The idea that the medium of photography could be linked with a specific set of aesthetic 
obligations was one that predated Evans. In his interpretation of photography’s proper objects, 
Evans was most directly informed by Paul Strand’s photographs, and his writings on the 
medium.25 Strand had been an important influence on Evans at a formative moment: Evans, as a 
young man in the process of negotiating his identity as a photographer, first encountered Strand’s 
work while leafing through old issues of the journal of art photography, Camera Work, at the 
42nd Street branch of the New York Public Library. Looking through a 1917 issue of the journal 
that was devoted entirely to Strand’s work, and seeing his photograph “Blind Woman” (Fig. 51), 
                                                
24 John Roberts, The Art of Interruption: Realism, Photography and the Everyday (Manchester and New 
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998), 6-7. 
25 I am thankful to Jeff Rosenheim for stressing to me the centrality of Strand’s influence on Evans’ 
subway photographs. 
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Evans was moved, in spite of his intransigent resistance to much “old” photography.26 He later 
recalled, “[Strand’s] famous Blind Woman excited me very much. I said that’s the thing you 
do…It was strong and real, it seemed to me. And a little bit shocking; brutal.”27 Strand’s 
influence on Evans was significant and persistent enough that as he scribbled down a draft of his 
acknowledgments for the front matter of American Photographs, more than twenty years later, 
Paul Strand was the second person he thanked, though there is no evidence to suggest the two 
actually ever met; in this haphazard list, Strand was preceded only by Ralph Steiner, who had 
provided Evans’ crucial technical training in the early 1930s.28 Ultimately, Evans opted not to 
credit any of his influences, colleagues or friends in American Photographs, the book that, along 
with his 1941 collaboration with Agee, Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, would be his most 
lasting contribution. Nonetheless, Strand was one of the few artists that Evans, who was 
sometimes mercurial in his tastes, praised throughout his career, reflecting in 1969 that the 
photograph “was breathtaking for anyone interested in serious photography; or in pictures, for 
that matter,” and that it remained, even a half-century later, “one of the lasting glories of the 
medium.”29 
                                                
26 The Camera Work issue in question is No. 49/50 (June 1917); Strand’s essay appears on pp. 3-4. 
27 Cummings, “Oral history interview with Walker Evans,” ibid. 
28 In this note, Evans offered his thanks “To the early work of Paul [S]trand for stimulation from two 
pictures in Camera [W]ork”—and only further down the list mentioned friends and colleagues with whom 
he had had much closer relationships. Those further down the list included Hanns Skolle, Lincoln 
Kirstein, and Ernestine Evans. Skolle had been Evans’ most frequent correspondent and a close friend for 
many years, Kirstein had been an early champion of Evans’ photography, and Ernestine Evans had 
advocated for Evans’ photography and gotten him an interview with the Resettlement Administration 
(later the Farm Security Administration) that ultimately led to his work there. Walker Evans, typescript 
draft [c. 1938], probably front matter for American Photographs. Walker Evans Archive, 1994.250.28, 
folder 4. My contention that Evans probably never met Strand is based on the two major biographies of 
Evans, by James R. Mellow and Belinda Rathbone.  
29 Walker Evans, “Photography,” in Quality: Its Image in the Arts, ed. Louis Kronenberger (New York: 
Atheneum, 1969), quoted in Unclassified: A Walker Evans Anthology, ed. Jeff Rosenheim and Douglas 
Eklund (Zurich, Berlin, and New York: Scalo, 2000), 103.  
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Strand’s “Blind Woman” photograph presents the spectator with a woman in middle age, 
her face and shoulders framed tightly and seemingly haphazardly, without precise symmetry. 
The woman’s graying hair is covered by a loosely knit black bonnet, tucked into a shapeless 
black coat, and the darkness of her clothing makes the whiteness of the most salient and striking 
features of the photograph—the subject’s face, and the sign around her neck, which reads, 
“BLIND”—stand out sharply, as if hovering in front of a darkened backdrop. Her right eye is 
visibly blind and half-shut, the iris a cloudy, cataracted white. Her left eye appears to be 
functional, and she glances to her left with a deadpan expression, though Strand claimed that she 
was, despite appearances, completely blind. Around her neck, in addition to her sign, is a 
medallion that serves as her license to panhandle, her evidence of her infirmity. Strand said of 
this photograph and others that he took on the streets of New York City in this period, “I 
photographed these people because I felt that they were all people whom life had battered in to 
some sort of extraordinary interest and, in a way, nobility.”30  
Strand’s photograph is notable not only for its strikingly forthright depiction of its 
subject, but also because it renders literal a strategy of representation that he would adopt in 
many of his photographs—and that Evans would appropriate in his subway portraits. For Strand, 
this photograph was one of many images he created during the 1910s in New York City in an 
experimental effort “to photograph people without their being conscious of being 
photographed.”31 Achieving this effect on subjects who were sighted was more challenging. 
Strand, having raised the ire of subjects who noticed that he was taking their picture, soon 
conceived of a new technique: he used a false lens, which he attached to the side of his 3¼ x 4¼ 
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reflex camera, so that his subjects believed he was shooting not them, but some other source of 
interest directly in his line of vision.32 “Although Blind Woman has enormous social meaning 
and impact,” Strand later said, “it grew out of a very clear desire to solve a problem. How do you 
photograph people in the streets without their being aware of it?”33   
Along with a portfolio of eleven photographs printed one to a page on Camera Work’s 
fine matte paper, Strand’s contributions to the 1917 issue that so impressed Evans included a 
short essay he wrote, titled “Photography.” The content of the essay—and, indeed, both the form 
and the content of Strand’s photographs—would certainly have seemed out of place in earlier 
issues of Camera Work, which began publication in 1902 as a journal associated with the Photo-
Secession, which was dedicated to Pictorialism. In Camera Work’s early days, Stieglitz—and the 
journal, over which he had creative control—espoused a style that John Szarkowski has 
characterized as “fundamental romanticism and heroism.”34 This usually meant a hazy and 
ethereal presentation of subject matter, characterized by the use of labor-intensive printing 
processes that resulted in painterly images, as in Edward Steichen’s famous rendering of New 
York’s Flatiron Building (Fig. 52).35  
By the late 1920s and early 1930s, the styles associated with Pictorialism were seen by 
most young photographers as long outdated. As John Raeburn has observed, the flourishing of 
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American photography in the 1930s depended on the disestablishment of what was now the 
arrière-garde led by Stieglitz, and writings from Evans as well as Berenice Abbott in art journals 
of the period helped to bring about this ouster. Both young photographers contributed to the 
development of a revisionist history of photography, one that regarded Mathew Brady and 
Eugène Atget—both photographers who employed a more or less straight aesthetic—as the 
medium’s central figures. The narrative that Abbott and Evans helped to establish treated the 
period between Brady and Atget—the turn-of-the-century years, when Pictorialism arose and 
then dominated—as a fallow moment for photography. Abbott championed Atget, her then-
unknown mentor, as the progenitor of the modern photographic tradition and the only fin-de-
siècle photographer whose work remained truly relevant. And Evans, a friend of Abbott’s, wrote 
an essay in 1931 that denigrated Pictorialism as “dishonest” and proclaimed Atget a central 
influence on the new photography of the 1930s.  
While Stieglitz had himself begun to champion a straight photographic aesthetic not long 
after the turn of the century, his photography remained, for Evans, most significant as an 
instructive counterexample. As Evans later recalled, “I was stimulated by Stieglitz. When I got 
around to looking at photography I found him somebody to work against. He was artistic and 
romantic. It gave me an esthetic to sharpen my own against—a counter-esthetic.”36 Stieglitz, he 
said, was “important enough and strong enough to engender a whole field of reaction against 
himself…Stieglitz’s veritably screaming aestheticism, his personal artiness, veered many 
younger camera artists to the straight documentary style; to the documentary approach for itself 
alone, not for journalism.”37 While Evans likely overstated his antipathy to Stieglitz’s work in 
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these reflections on his formative years, made in the autumn of his life—his friend Paul Grotz, 
who he had corresponded with often in the late 1920s, insisted that Evans was an admirer of 
Stieglitz when he and Grotz were close—it is clear that Evans’ own developing style was 
distinctly opposed to the Pictorialism of the early Stieglitz.   
By the time of Strand’s writing, however, Stieglitz and his publication had warmed to a 
more direct, less embellished photographic aesthetic, which the critic Sadakichi Hartmann would 
term “straight photography” in an influential essay in 1904.38 Had this transition not occurred, it 
is unlikely that Strand’s essay would have been welcome on Camera Work’s pages. 
“Photography,” Strand writes, “finds its raison d'être, like all media, in a complete uniqueness of 
means. This is an absolute unqualified objectivity. Unlike other arts which are really anti-
photographic, this objectivity is of the very essence of photography.”39 According to Strand, 
practitioners of photography are loath to view the medium as a distinct one with a distinctly 
photographic aesthetic, and so have tried to emulate the more established medium of painting: 
[P]hotographers, with the possible exception of two or three, have had no conception of the 
photographic means. The full potential power of every medium is dependent on the purity of its 
use, and all attempts at mixture end in such dreadful things as color-etching, the photographic 
painting and in photography, the gum-print, the oil-print, etc., in which the introduction of hand 
work and manipulation is merely the expression of an impotent desire to paint.40  
 
For the photographer, “honesty no less than intensity of vision, is the prerequisite of a living 
expression,” Strand continues. “The fullest realization of this is accomplished without tricks of 
process or manipulation, through the use of straight photographic methods.”41 Evans shared 
Strand’s contention that the best photographs were those that were frankly photographic—that 
embraced their status as mechanically reproduced images—rather than those that aspired to 
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painting. “Photography,” Evans would later contend, “should have the courage to present itself 
as what it is, which is a graphic composition produced by a machine and an eye and some 
chemicals and paper. Technically, it has nothing to do with painting.”42 Hartmann had expressed 
similar views in his 1904 essay, writing, “We expect an etching to look like an etching, and a 
lithograph to look like a lithograph, why then should not a photographic print look like a 
photographic print?”43 Notably, the protestations from Hartmann, Strand, and Evans all took for 
granted the existence of a particular style that was inherently, natively “photographic.” But the 
question of what it would mean for a photographic print to look “photographic” was significantly 
less clear. Perhaps James Agee’s statement in Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, his celebrated 
1941 collaboration with Evans, offers a preliminary clue: “Above all,” he writes, “in God’s name 
don’t think of it as Art.”44  
 The most prominent articulation of a photographic ontology came after Evans’ subway 
photographs, in the French film theorist André Bazin’s 1945 essay, “The Ontology of the 
Photographic Image.”45 In this piece, Bazin writes that the special significance of the medium of 
photography, as distinct from painting, lies in its “essentially objective character,” drawing 
attention to the fact that, in French, the very word “objective”—objectif—is also the word used 
for a camera lens. “For the first time, between the originating object and its reproduction there 
intervenes only the instrumentality of a nonliving agent,” Bazin writes. 
For the first time an image of the world is formed automatically, without the creative intervention 
of man. The personality of the photographer enters into the proceedings only in his selection of 
the object to be photographed and by way of the purpose he has in mind…All the arts are based 
on the presence of man, only photography derives an advantage from his absence. Photography 
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affects us like a phenomenon in nature, like a flower or a snowflake whose vegetable or earthly 
origins are an inseparable part of their beauty.46 
 
In accordance with this embracive statement of photography’s superior powers of representation, 
Bazin writes that photography’s role is one of presenting actuality as impartially as possible. 
“The aesthetic qualities of photography are to be sought in its power to lay bare the realities,” he 
writes. The best photograph is one that relies on “the impassive lens, stripping its object of all 
those ways of seeing it, those piled up preconceptions, that spiritual dust and grime with which 
my eyes have covered it, are able to present all its virginal purity to my attention and 
consequently my love.”47 What Bazin expresses here—and what he argues photography 
promises to overcome—is a longing for a relationship to the real that is clear, simple and 
unmediated.  
 
The Unposed Portrait 
In the piece of writing that ultimately resulted from Evans’ dogged efforts at description in 1962, 
an essay titled “The Unposed Portrait” to accompany the publication of his subway portraits in 
Harper’s Bazaar,48 Evans stated quite clearly what traditions he intended these photographs to 
undermine, writing that the subway system could serve as “a dream ‘location’ for the portrait 
photographer weary of the studio and the horrors of commercial vanity.” Evans spoke of this 
weariness toward the conventions of portrait photography from experience. His first book of 
photographs, the celebrated 1938 collection, American Photographs, opens with a jarringly 
reflexive set of images of commercial photography studios. One of these two photographs, titled 
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“Penny Picture Display, Savannah” (Fig. 53) implicitly criticizes precisely this bête-noire. The 
image, taken in 1936, presents a swath of posed studio portraits in a serial format to underscore 
what Evans regarded as the homogenous, clichéd nature of the conventional portrait photograph. 
The image features row upon row of portraits taken at close range, each with the same painted 
backdrop of a hazy cloudscape. The grid-like arrangement of the portraits has the effect of 
suggesting the universal interchangeability of the sitters that they picture, and it is easy to miss 
the fact that some of the portraits are repeated within the image. The large, varsity-style block 
lettering reading “STUDIO” that overlays the photographs makes it clear that this display is in 
fact a shop window.  
 The practice of re-photographing photographs, as Evans does here, would become a 
prominent feature of appropriation art later in the century, and Evans’ photographs would 
themselves be subjected to this process by the conceptual artist Sherrie Levine in her 1981 series, 
“After Walker Evans.” While the meaning of the practice of re-photographing is by no means 
determinate or fixed, Evans’ early adoption of this representational strategy—he may have been 
the first prominent photographer to propose re-photographing as an artistic practice—suggests an 
unusual degree of attention to the authored, constructed nature, and the material composition, of 
the traditional portrait photograph. Throughout his career, Evans rejected what he saw as the 
inauthenticity of most carefully staged portrait photographs, saying, simply, “I don’t think a 
photographic portrait is true.”49  
If Evans’ deadpan photograph of the commercial studio window betrays an inclination to 
reflexively critique the clichéd portrait, drawing attention to the constructed, mediated nature of 
photographic representation, then his subway photographs demonstrate a different aim, that of 
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photographic realism: a desire to peel back the artifice of the posed portrait in order to exhume 
what he saw as a more honest portrait of the subjects that he chose to photograph. It was only 
through a calculated, yet distinctly hands-off approach to camerawork—through the canny 
exploitation of the camera’s status as an unthinking mechanism—that Evans felt his desire for 
“authentic” portraiture could be realized. At the crux of this project was the notion that “true 
portraiture” was tantamount to portraiture without an author: portraiture that was, to the greatest 
possible degree, in the hands of chance.  
There was, however, more to the story than the rescinding of obvious authorship on the 
part of the photographer. In large part, Evans thrilled in the subterfuge that accompanied his 
subway photographs because it obviated the act of posing on the part of his sitters. Calling 
himself “a penitent spy and an apologetic voyeur,”50 Evans seized the opportunity that the 
subway presented to photograph people in transit rather than in situ, stripped of most of the 
accoutrements that defined them—including, to borrow Erving Goffman’s phrase, the “social 
masks” that they would likely have assumed among less anonymous company.51   
As Evans would later write in one of his many discarded drafts for his Harper’s Bazaar 
essay, he regarded the subway as “a parade of unconscious human essences and appearances 
where the camera can use captive sitters and selection by raw chance.”52 The notion of the 
camera’s capacity to capture unintended visual information intrigued Evans; writing, in 1969, 
about his disciple Robert Frank’s photography, he alluded to “the camera’s frequent habit of 
catching on the fly certain details that were not hoped for at the moment of the shutter-release.”53 
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Yet Evans was also quick to assert that no photograph was wholly at the whim of chance. In the 
same book, discussing a striking photograph by Helen Levitt, which depicted the uninhibited 
gestures of children at play, Evans wrote that the image was “of course, a lucky miracle of 
timing. But when you see an unbelievable confluence of chance in a photograph, remember that 
the operator was there, booted and spurred.”54  
The subway was exceptionally well suited to the project of representing New York City 
society in its diversity because it allowed for the temporary convergence, in close quarters, of 
people who inhabited vastly different neighborhoods, classes, and ethnic groups. No single New 
York neighborhood could offer Evans a group of sitters as varied, and therefore as representative 
of the whole, as the average crowd of subway passengers. The public transit system of New York 
City was, at the time of Evans’ aesthetic experiment, an evocative and discordant place, one 
where the perpetual bustle of crowds belied the anonymity and alienation that accompanied city 
life. Certainly, Evans’ contention that on the subway, one saw a vast pastiche of New York 
City’s inhabitants was correct. The Works Progress Administration’s New York City Guide, first 
published in 1939 as part of the Federal Writers’ Project’s American Guides Series, noted that in 
the year ending June 1938, New York City’s subways and elevated railways carried a total of 
slightly over one billion passengers.55  
The urban subway system was a feature of great interest to modernist commentators of all 
stripes—those preoccupied with the discontents of modernity, viewing the subway as the purest 
distillation of urban alienation and anomie, as well as those who regarded the subway’s 
passengers with an empathic gaze, seeing in the staggering variety of faces one great, stirring 
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mass of humanity.56 Often, the two were not mutually exclusive. One of Evans’ earliest coups as 
a photographer came as a complement to one such literary endeavor. In 1929, photographs that 
Evans had taken of the Brooklyn Bridge were selected to illustrate the first American edition of 
Hart Crane’s book of poetry, The Bridge, which was published in 1930 by Black Sun Press, a 
small, Paris-based publisher of avant-garde literature. In “The Tunnel,” a segment of The Bridge, 
Crane offers a pastiche of impressions gleaned through the windows of the Seventh Avenue 
subway. Speaking of the endless “Refractions of the thousand theatres, faces” between Times 
Square and Columbus Circle, Crane’s speaker asks, “And why do I often meet your visage here,/ 
Your eyes like agate lanterns—on and on/Below the toothpaste and the dandruff ads?”57  
This passage could easily describe Evans’ own subway photographs, which frequently 
treated the banal furniture of modern existence—advertisements, signage, and graffiti—as 
vernacular American art. In Evans’ subway photographs, as elsewhere in his body of work, there 
is concerted attention to the significance of signs, and to their sometimes-disjunctive 
relationships with the people who encounter them in the urban environment.58 In one subway 
photograph (Fig. 54), a sailor in his white cap gazes contemplatively into the distance. The 
wistfulness of his expression is in stark contrast with that of the grinning model in the 
Chesterfield cigarette advertisement affixed to the wall behind him, who peeks coquettishly out 
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at her audience, her blonde hair coiffed into a tight victory roll, cigarette in hand, and “1941” 
spelled out across her back in rhinestones. The advertisement reads, “Made for smokers like 
yourself,” but the expression of Evans’ sitter suggests that the gulf between advertisement and 
audience could scarcely be greater.  
In these images, the particularities of Evans’ camera setup and of his chosen setting help 
to determine the form. With one exception, each of the 89 photographs that Evans selected for 
publication when his subway portraits were first published as a book, titled Many Are Called, in 
1966, features the one or two subjects who were seated directly across the train from Evans.59 
The viewer generally has an unobstructed view of Evans’ sitters from the chest up, although in 
some cases, there are barriers obscuring part of the shot; whether those barriers are people, 
subway poles, or stray folds of Evans’ jacket is usually unclear. The incandescent light of the 
subway, coupled with the dark brown interiors of the train, means that the passengers’ faces are, 
by necessity, foregrounded; they glow brightly amid the shadows in the stark subway light.  
In one image that Evans took in 1941 (Fig. 55), the left third of the frame is obscured by 
an unidentified obstruction. The remainder of the image shows two women, perhaps a mother 
and her grown daughter, squeezed closely together on the bench across the train. The younger 
woman casts her gaze to her left, an exasperated but slightly faraway look on her face, as if she is 
concertedly trying to ignore her surroundings; either she has seen the camera, or she is fed up 
with her mother. The older woman, stern-faced and in a fur coat, stares directly into the camera’s 
lens and frowns, looking downright irascible. The two may well share blood, but this image 
suggests fragmentation rather than closeness. 
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While more than one passenger is sometimes shown in a single shot, the emphasis seems 
to be resolutely on the individual: as a distinct entity within a larger collectivity. Another image 
in this series (Fig. 56), also dating to 1941, features three passengers seated on the Times Square 
Shuttle. These unwitting sitters—an older man with downcast eyes, engrossed in the paper; a 
young, fashionable woman in a fur topper and an unusual hat, with a dreamy look in her eyes as 
she gazes to her right; a young man in a derby hat peering up and to his left—are each seemingly 
in their own world, with their gazes fixed in disparate directions and their faces, unaware of the 
camera’s presence, seeming to reflect very different emotions. Given Evans’ conceptual aims in 
undertaking his subway photographs, as well as his avowed interest in stripping them of all 
artifice and ornament, it is surprising to observe how distinct—how differentiated—each of his 
portraits is, in spite of their uniformly aleatory conception. Despite the relative uniformity of the 
way each photograph is framed, the subway portrait series as a whole features a compendious 
array of expressions and gestures.  
With a few exceptions, the subjects of Evans’ portraits were clearly unaware of the fact 
that they were being photographed. The obliviousness of Evans’ sitters was, in part, a function of 
the unwritten but ironclad rules of New York City subway etiquette, in which staring at others 
was—and remains—unacceptable behavior. As one reporter noted in the Washington Post in 
1941, “The essential quality of a dyed-in-the-wool New York subway rider is a completely 
vacant far-away stare, which enables him to look straight at the person across the aisle and not 
give the slightest flicker of a hint that he is conscious of his existence…Appearing not to care is 
the ultimate aim of the genus New Yorker.”60 Some considered such a blasé attitude necessary in 
order to tolerate the ordeal of subway travel. Another observer, writing in the New York Times in 
1939, noted that when the New York subway was first introduced, in 1904, “a philosopher 
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predicted that the enforced regarding of the human countenance at the width of a car aisle under 
artificial light would boom the sale of escapist literature.”61  
It is also likely that Evans’ subjects remained largely unaware of his presence because of 
their justifiable assumption that their fellow passengers would take no interest in them, as 
constituent parts of an undifferentiated crowd of commuters; they likely believed that they, being 
unremarkable, ordinary people, did not warrant special attention from strangers. It was just this 
unremarkableness that Evans sought, however.  
 
“The Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury”: Evans’ Type Studies 
In his discussions of the subway photographs and their impetus, Evans often employed the 
language of the social sciences in order to explain the detachment that such a project 
necessitated. In one description of the photographs, which accompanied the publication of eight 
of them in a 1962 Harper’s Bazaar story called “The Unposed Portrait,” Evans wrote, “The New 
York subway pictures are a fling in native American contemporary anthropology. With 
something of the anthropologist’s approach, I tried to survey and record the New York subway 
inhabitants as though I were examining another period and another civilization.”62 Meanwhile, in 
a draft of an essay that he wrote in 1940, which was intended to serve as a textual 
accompaniment to the subway photographs, James Agee wrote that the project “is the beginning, 
and by suggestion embodies the whole of, a natural history of human beings. But beasts were 
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never observed or recorded in quite such absolute naturalness; this is rather a botany, or a 
geology.”63  
 Tellingly, in another instance, Evans also characterized the subway as a “sociological 
gold mine awaiting a major artist,” writing that the “crashing non-euphoria of New York subway 
travel may some day be recorded by a Dickens or a Daumier.”64 Such phrasing is suggestive of 
Evans’ interest in the convergence of social-scientific documentation with the more humanistic 
impulses of realism in literature and visual art. Given that he often styled himself as a “writer 
with a camera,” citing Flaubert, Baudelaire, Proust, Henry James, Joyce, and Nabokov—as well 
as James Agee—as some of his most potent aesthetic influences, there can be no doubt that as 
Evans’ subway portrait project unfolded, he regarded his role as one of the poetic documentation 
of the ordinary. Perhaps an evocative phrase that he scribbled in one of his reporter-style 
notebooks in the mid-1940s does this attitude justice: “a paean of information.”65  
In his subway portraits, Evans believed that he had succeeded in organically capturing the 
ordinary rather than sequestering the exceptional, as portrait photographers of his era were far 
more likely to do. As he later wrote of the images, “You don’t see among them a judge, a senator 
or a bank president. What you do see is a sight sobering, startling and obvious: these are the 
ladies and gentlemen of the jury.”66 The ladies and gentlemen of the jury: by this, Evans meant 
representative specimens of the mass of Americans, the ideal subjects of what Sarah Greenough 
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has called Evans’ “anonymous portrait” photography.67 Scattered throughout Evans’ personal 
papers dating before and during the period when he was taking his subway portraits were 
constant mentions of the importance and dignity of the common person, and reminders to 
himself of the inexhaustible array of photography subjects that surrounded him every day. 
These were Evans’ ideal sitters. As he said later in life, “I’m not interested in people in the 
portrait sense, in the individual sense. I’m interested in people as part of the pictures and as 
themselves but anonymous.” With this abiding interest, he said, “I really disapprove of 
photographing celebrities or known beauties.”68  
 Throughout the 1930s, Evans was fixated by the notion of types, conceiving of 
photographs of particular individuals as being capable of representing broader generalities. Some 
critics regarded this preoccupation as the central feature of Evans’ photographic corpus: in a 
review of Evans’ most celebrated achievement, his 1938 book, American Photographs, in The 
New Republic, William Carlos Williams wrote that Evans’ photographs succeeded in achieving 
“the particularization of the universal.”69 Evans’ notes suggest that his subway photographs were 
intended to be part of a larger body of work that categorized the “types of the time,” chronicling 
and cataloguing American life and identity in its variety. In a note that he probably wrote around 
the 1936 launch of Life magazine, Evans concluded a short, motley list of ideas for potential 
photographic essays—among them, “box office girls” and “archaic Greek details,” the latter 
presumably referring to neoclassical American architecture—with “Types of this period.”70 In 
another note that he likely wrote the same year, Evans enumerated the possible subjects of a 
prospective project called “Pictures of the Time,” which he subtitled “1925-1935 Scrapbook.” 
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Those subjects were “faces of the time,” “unidentified events of the time (news files),” “the look 
of the time,” and “customs of the time.”71  
 Evans’ interest in photographing the “types of the time” was a longstanding one, colored 
by his early interest in the photographs of August Sander, who was active in Germany in the 
1920s and early 1930s. In a piece titled “The Reappearance of Photography,” which appeared in 
his friend Lincoln Kirstein’s Harvard literary magazine Hound & Horn in 1931, Evans took what 
was ostensibly a review of several recent photography books and offered, instead, something 
closer to an artist’s statement. Jeff Rosenheim notes that this essay was a “typically oblique, 
indirect statement of intent,”72 and in it, Evans identified what he regarded as photography’s 
most significant vocation: its capacity for unembellished, unsentimental visual description that 
reflected the photographer’s viewpoint. Amid withering criticisms of “art photography” as well 
as slick, commercial photography, one photographer that Evans presented as worthy of praise 
and emulation was August Sander, the German photographer whose methodical photographic 
portraits in his 1929 book Antlitz der Zeit (Face of Our Time) divulged only his subjects’ 
occupations and occasionally their geographical locations, thus aiming to create a picture that 
was generalized and representative rather than individualized. In a text that accompanied an 
exhibition of his work in 1927, Sander expressed the archival bent of his project, as well as his 
view of photography’s obligation to represent its subjects unflinchingly and without stylistic 
flourish: his portraits were to offer “a cultural history in photographs,” one that would represent 
with honesty and clarity the diversity of German society in the 1920s. “We must be able to bear 
the sight of the truth, but above all we must transmit it to our fellow men and to posterity, 
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regardless of whether this truth is favorable to us or not,” he wrote. “There is nothing I hate more 
than sugar-glazed photography with gimmicks, poses, and fancy effects. Therefore let me 
honestly tell the truth about our age and people.”73 Evans described Sander’s work this way:  
Antlitz der Zeit is more than a book of “type studies;” a case of the camera looking in the right 
direction among people. This is one of the futures of photography foretold by Atget. It is a 
photographic editing of society, a clinical process; even enough of a cultural necessity to make 




The breadth of Sander’s choice of subjects, and the leeway that Sander’s photographs gave for 
those subjects’ self-presentation, made this project subversive within the context of the Third 
Reich. Sander’s photographs depicted a diverse cross-section of German society, one that 
included homeless, poor, and otherwise marginalized Germans; the propaganda that would reach 
its heights later in the 1930s was far more selective in its representations of the German 
populace. Moreover, even if, as Evans claims, Sander’s photographs are a “clinical editing” on 
the part of the photographer—a mechanical process—then they offload the burden of creativity 
and individualization onto their sitters, who face the camera directly, sometimes looking rather 
confrontational, and present themselves as they choose. The significance of this frontality—and 
of Sander’s decision to make his sitters aware of the camera and present themselves before it 
accordingly—is especially clear in a photograph Sander took in 1920 (Fig. 57) of a young, 
unemployed man in a winter coat. In this photograph, the unnamed man poses before a blank 
wall, his tall body filling the frame. His coat is untidy and missing a button, but underneath is an 
elegant silk cravat, and he faces the camera head-on, with an intent and dignified expression. If 
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Sander’s description presents him as a homeless man, his gaze conveys the inadequacy of such a 
descriptor. Because such a view was considered unacceptable in Nazi Germany, many of 
Sander’s photographic plates were seized and destroyed in 1936; Sander was also pressured to 
discontinue his photographing of human subjects. The cross-section that his early photography 
had offered of German society—which did not neglect or denigrate the people of those social 
categories that the Nazis aimed to destroy—was too inclusive for the reigning regime to tolerate. 
It goes without saying that Evans was operating under vastly different circumstances. 
Warren Susman would later call the American 1930s “the decade of participation and 
belonging,” writing that “a basic truth about the decade [was] the need to feel one’s self a part of 
some larger body, some larger sense of purpose.”75 Such sweeping designations of entire decades 
should, of course, be approached with suspicion; as Robert Bendiner memorably writes in his 
cultural history of the 1930s, “It has always seemed to me fatuous to fix a single label to a whole 
decade—as though the Nineties were gay for immigrant ladies in the garment sweatshops of 
Manhattan or the Twenties stood for hot jazz in the mind of Calvin Coolidge.”76 Even so, as a 
period of sustained economic crisis, when the triumphal capitalism of the 1920s ground to a halt, 
the 1930s saw a remarkable array of efforts among scholars, writers, and visual artists to 
understand and accurately represent the experiences of ordinary Americans, of the collective. 
And Alfred Kazin, a New York intellectual who was active in the city’s literary scene in the 
Depression years, observed, “What young writers of the Thirties wanted was to prove the literary 
value of our experience, to recognize the possibilities of art in our own lives, to feel we have 
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moved the streets, the stockyards, the hiring halls into literature.”77 The spirit of the times would 
lead Vice President Henry Wallace to tell Americans, in 1942, that they were living in the 
“century of the common man.”78 
This unprecedented interest in the ways and means of ordinary Americans becomes 
particularly clear when one considers the social studies that focused on the American experience 
in this period. This American sociological imperative had begun earlier, in the 1910s and ‘20s, 
with Chicago School theorists like Ernest W. Burgess, Robert Park, and Louis Wirth turning 
their ethnographic gaze on the city of Chicago, central exponents of what would come to be 
called the metropolitan tradition.79 The work of this scholarship, and the conceptualization of 
new, modern modes of existence within the city, writes Robert Fishman, “was precisely the 
challenge that would finally demonstrate that, in Walter Lippmann’s terms, mastery had 
overcome drift in American life.”80 In the same period, the Columbia sociologists Robert and 
Helen Lynd undertook their landmark sociological study, Middletown (1929), which focused on 
the small city of Muncie, Indiana, comparing its status as a truly modern environment in the 
1920s with its conditions of life in the 1890s and suggesting that their observations about the 
coming of modernity to “Middletown” were, if not universal, then at least broadly exportable. 
And the immense, 12-volume Regional Plan of New York and its Environs of 1929, undertaken 
with funding of $1.2 million from the Russell Sage Foundation, which Fishman calls “perhaps 
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the most comprehensive analysis of a great industrial region ever published,”81 presupposed, in 
the words of David A. Johnson, “a general, integrating, upward social mobility.”82 As a result of 
Roosevelt’s social policies, this period also gave rise to the American Guide Series of the Federal 
Writers’ Project, which employed 6,000 writers and provided an intricately described chronicle 
of each American state as well as a number of cities and regions, one that drew on the formal 
conventions of the travel guide.83 
By the 1930s, many of the most prominent efforts at understanding American society 
tended to take on a more speculative, less positivist aspect, a shift discernible even in the title of 
the Lynds’ sequel to their original Middletown study, Middletown in Transition (1937). This 
decade saw the identification of American culture as an object of academic study: it was in the 
1930s that universities began to offer programs in “American Civilization,” the predecessor to 
the discipline of American Studies. Yale’s “American Thought and Civilization,” first offered in 
1931, is considered the first course in this field, and Harvard’s interdisciplinary Ph.D. in the 
History of American Civilization, launched in 1936, is considered the first program.84 
This era also saw the rise of public opinion polling, with George Gallup establishing the 
American Institute of Public Opinion poll in 1935. In 1928, Edward L. Bernays had sketched out 
a grand role for the public opinion poll, characterizing it as a potent safeguard against fascism: 
“There are Ku Klux Klans, there are Mussolinis, there are tyrannies of every sort;” wrote 
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Bernays, “but a public that learns more and more how to express itself will learn more and more 
how to overthrow tyranny of every sort. So that every man who teaches the public how to ask for 
what it wants is at the same time teaching the public how to safeguard itself against its own 
possible tyrannous aggressiveness.”85  
Evans’ subway portraits paralleled these 1930s developments insofar as they sought to 
describe the American scene in context, to leave the onus of expression on the photographs’ 
subjects rather than imposing it through Evans’ own compositional strategies.86 The subway 
furnished not only the unguarded expressions that Evans sought, but also the unexceptional 
subjects that he wanted to capture with his dispassionate eye.  
 
“Naked Repose”: The Subway and the Unconscious 
Evans regarded the subway as an intriguingly liminal space, straddling the public and private 
worlds of each of its innumerable, nameless riders. He believed that its primary virtue came from 
the fact that it was the one setting in which anonymous people were exposed—were publicly 
visible—yet were at the same time unconscious of being observed. From the language that Evans 
employed in describing his subway photographs, it is clear that he approached the project of 
subway portraiture with the aim of photographing people unawares, and in so doing, unveiling 
concealed subjectivities. As he wrote, “The guard is down and the mask is off; even more than 
when in lone bedrooms (where there is a mirror), people’s faces are in naked repose down in the 
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subway.”87 In another note on the photographs, he referred to the subway as “a parade of 
unconscious human essences and appearances.”88 The attentive and subtle observer was ideally 
positioned to capture these unconscious expressions. 
In the United States of the 1930s, psychoanalytic theory was entering the popular 
consciousness to an unprecedented degree. Historical treatments of Freud’s career tend to 
emphasize Freud and Carl Jung’s 1909 visit the United States, where Freud delivered a series of 
five lectures at Clark University, as the pivotal moment in the American absorption of 
psychoanalysis. But as John C. Burnham writes, “In 1909, hardly any Americans had heard of 
Freud’s writings.”89 According to Burnham, it was in the period between this visit and World 
War II that psychoanalysis spread most widely in the United States, “mainly through two routes, 
medicine and the intellectual and cultural avant-garde,” to reach its greatest popularity and 
prestige between the 1940s and the 1960s.90 In the early 1930s, significant works by both Freud 
and Jung first appeared in English translations. Freud’s Civilization and Its Discontents was 
published in an English edition in 1930, and Jung’s Modern Man In Search of a Soul appeared in 
English in 1933. Beyond these timely publications, the conceptualizations of the unconscious 
that had developed in psychoanalytic theory earlier in the 20th century had, by the 1920s, entered 
the sphere of aesthetics through French surrealism.   
By the late 1930s, Evans was reading Freud and becoming increasingly interested in the 
notion of the unconscious. In 1938, the year he began his project of subway photography, Evans 
wrote a letter to Roy Stryker, his former boss at the Farm Security Administration, in which he 
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made reference to a passage from Freud’s lectures on psychoanalysis: “education must inhibit, 
forbid and suppress, and this it has abundantly seen to in all periods of history. But we have 
learnt from analysis that precisely this suppression of instincts involves the risk of neurotic 
illness.”91 Evans and Stryker had a notoriously strained relationship, and as John Tagg has noted, 
this quotation was likely intended as a subtle dig at Stryker, who undertook a Ph.D. in economics 
at Columbia University.92 Evans, by comparison, dropped out of Williams College after his 
freshman year, and his only further formal education came in the form of occasional French 
language and literature classes at the Sorbonne during a sojourn in Paris in the late 1920s.  
We can think of the “education” of which Freud speaks in broader terms, however; 
certainly, Freud’s work welcomes such extrapolations. In great measure, the “education” that 
Evans wanted to overcome was a learned disciplining of the body and an acquired politesse, 
which Evans regarded as pervasive.93 So, too, did many of his contemporaries, in the United 
States as well as abroad. Reflecting, in the 1980s, on the social landscape of late-Thirties New 
York, Alfred Kazin wrote:  
In 1938 all men ‘going out to business’ (and many just going out into the street) wore fedoras, 
and many of the women wore hats. Clothes in winter were somber. In Berenice Abbott’s 
wonderful photographs of Depression crowds crossing Fifth Avenue and Forty-Second Street—
the ‘crossroads of the world’—you can still see how much more formal, mannered, upright, and 
‘correct’ people were—or had to look. (Society still exacted greater obedience than it does 
today—on the surface.)94 
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James Agee’s poem, “Rapid Transit,” which he published the Forum and Century in 1937, 
attested to this compulsory, internalized societal obedience in more abstract language. In the 
poem, as in the essay on Evans’ subway photographs that he composed three years later, Agee’s 
description seeks to individualize and differentiate what is initially presented as an indistinct 
mass of commuters. Writing that the “millions on the millions” in the subway, so often treated as 
an agglomeration, are in truth a collection of isolated individuals—“Every one a life alone,” each 
possessing a mind “That now is tamed, and once was wild”95—Agee’s poem expresses a 
relationship between the individual and the collective that bears much resemblance to the 
dynamic we see in Evans’ subway portraits. Like Agee’s poem, Evans’ photographs demonstrate 
an interest in negotiating between the individualism native to American ideology and the 
alienation and sameness that both men associated with mass culture in modernity. Evans was 
clearly familiar with Agee’s poem; his papers contain a handwritten copy of it.96  
Georg Simmel’s treatment of the psychic toll of city living in his 1905 essay, “The 
Metropolis and Mental Life,” helps to clarify the connections between Kazin’s and Agee’s 
accounts of socially administered uprightness on the one hand, and the guarded attitude of 
Evans’ subway sitters on the other. According to Simmel, the urban environment is the seat of 
the “blasé attitude” that he identifies as characteristic of the modern mind. This attitude, he says, 
is “the faithful subjective reflection of the completely internalized money economy,” continuing:  
Money, with all its colorlessness and indifference, becomes the common denominator of all 
values; irreparably it hollows out the core of things, their individuality, their specific value, and 
their incomparability. All things float with equal specific gravity in the constantly moving stream 
of money…The large cities, the main seats of the money exchange, bring the purchasability of 
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things to the fore much more impressively than do smaller localities. This is why cities are also 
the genuine locale of the blasé attitude.97  
 
Moreover, in cities, the attitude of reserve and indifference toward others is all the more 
pronounced, Simmel writes, because “the bodily proximity and narrowness of space makes the 
mental distance only the more visible…under certain circumstances, one nowhere feels as lonely 
and lost as in the metropolitan crowd.”98  
But the necessary alterity of city life was not always experienced as an unmitigated 
problem: for artists especially, it held productive possibilities. In a discussion of the writings of 
John Dos Passos, Michael North describes a “spectatorial notion of the self” that prevailed in the 
experience of young urban dwellers in this period, and played a prominent role in the literature 
of the era. North argues that the sense of sight emblematized the experience of urban 
anonymity—of being a constituent of the lonely crowd—because one’s daily experience of city 
life was contingent on seeing and being seen by vast numbers of people—yet sharing aural 
communication with few, if any of them: “the silent visual contact of the modern crowd,” North 
writes, is presented in Dos Passos’ fiction as being “inherently isolating.”99 North attributes this 
spectatorial understanding of the self partly to the experience of American expatriates living 
abroad between the World Wars. The constituents of this small but highly visible group viewed 
themselves as Others in the United States “because they were incipient aesthetes,” and even 
more isolated in Europe because they were expatriates.100  
 Evans had had a similar experience in the late 1920s when, after dropping out of 
Williams College, he moved to Paris with the intention of becoming a writer. With a shy 
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temperament and a shaky grasp of French—he had studied French literature at Williams, but was 
not confident in his facility with the language, and took French lessons at the Sorbonne to 
improve it—Evans spent the year in varying degrees of isolation. This isolation was not merely 
from French speakers: he befriended Sylvia Beach, owner of the famous expatriate bookstore 
Shakespeare & Company, but out of shyness, he refused to meet one of his favorite writers, 
James Joyce, when he was in the shop—in spite of Beach’s dogged efforts to introduce him. But 
in moments of silent spectatorship as he sat in cafés in Paris, watching the crowds that 
surrounded him, Evans felt none of the embarrassment of the inarticulate tourist.  
The sophistication of posing, of presenting a deliberately calibrated version of oneself, 
was in Evans’ view a kind of adulteration: a clouding of one’s “authentic” self through studied 
behavior. So, too, was the popular antipathy toward staring, which his subway photographs 
worked against. Evans traced his own initiation into the class of unabashed starers to his time in 
Paris. As he wrote:  
In America, people do not look at each other publicly much. The well bred consider it staring, and 
therefore bad form…I remember my first experience as a café sitter in Europe. There is staring 
that startles the American. I tried to analyze it and came out with the realization that the European 
is really interested in just ordinary people makes a study of man with his eyes in public. What a 
pleasure and an art it was to study back. And a relief to me as a young more or less educated 
American, with still echoing in the mind his mother’s “Don’t stare!” (I still cannot point at 
anything in public.) But I stare and stare at people, shamelessly. I got my license at the Deux 
Magots (dated 1926) where one escaped one’s mother in several other senses, all good, too.101  
 
The virtue of the subway, for Evans, was that it was a singularly anonymous space, one in which 
people seemed to let their guard down, with the assumption that their fellow passengers were 
doing the same. Here, the usual rules governing social interaction did not apply. 
Accounts of subway riding in journalism of the era suggest that Evans was not alone in 
perceiving the space of the subway as an exceptional realm in which the prevailing standards of 
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polite behavior were temporarily suspended. A columnist writing in the New York Amsterdam 
News described the subway as a place “with little recognizable relation to the part of the city 
aboveground,” where during rush hour, “the average rider throws etiquette to the winds” and 
“‘sweet young things’ with ribbons in their hair shove aged grandmothers out of the way.” 
Explained the columnist, “It’s just the chemical change that comes over you here.”102 One writer 
in the New York Times emphasized the dehumanizing nature of subway travel, likening 
passengers to “human sardines” in “the traveling underground sardine can.”103 Another observer 
in the Times wrote that the process of riding the subway was “somewhat akin to the moving belt 
in mass production.”104 In accounts like these, the subway passenger is an object to be 
transmitted through the infrastructure of the metropolis.  
In this context, Evans’ photographs can be read as an attempt to recuperate humanness 
from an utterly commonplace, yet at the same time deeply dehumanizing situation. James Agee’s 
writings on Evans’ subway photographs, composed in October of 1940, are probably the writing 
that most aptly reflects Evans’ aims and motivations as he was taking the subway portraits. 
Evans’ written reflections on the photographs came a good deal later, and so may be less reliable 
indicators of his initial motivations for the project, but Agee, with whom Evans was 
corresponding avidly and visiting socially on a constant basis during this period, described the 
project as it was in progress, anticipating that his essay would accompany the publication of 
Evans’ subway portraits. This did end up being the case, but neither the essay nor the 
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photographs were published until after Agee’s sudden death in 1955, the result of a heart attack 
in a taxicab when he was 45 years old.  
In his essay on the subway photographs, Agee presents Evans’ sitters as intransigently 
human in the context of what is often treated as an undifferentiated mass. “Those who use the 
New York subways are several millions,” he writes. “The facts about them are so commonplace 
that they have become almost as meaningless, as impossible to realize, as death in war.” Agee 
continues: “They are members of every race and nation on earth. They are of all ages, of all 
temperaments, of all classes, of almost every imaginable occupation. Each is incorporate in such 
an intense and various concentration of human beings as the world has never known before. 
Each, also, is an individual existence, as matchless as a thumbprint or a snowflake.”105  
Though Agee never worked as a photographer, his fixation on clarity and unadorned 
directness—his desire “to perceive simply the cruel radiance of what is”106—drove him to write 
about photography often, presenting the camera as capable of proffering direct, unmediated 
reality. In his preface to Let Us Now Praise Famous Men, Agee writes, “the camera seems to me, 
next to unassisted and weaponless consciousness, the central instrument of our time.”107 Later in 
the same piece of writing, Agee continues: “If I could do it, I’d do no writing at all here. It would 
be photographs; the rest would be fragments of cloth, bits of cotton, lumps of earth, records of 
speech, pieces of wood and iron, phials of odors, plates of food and of excrement.”108  
 This alternative conceptualization of the task of the creator—this suggestion that the role 
of the artist could exist not in creation but in collection and arrangement—is borne out by 
another poet of the subway, Ezra Pound. In 1913, Pound wrote what may be the most memorable 
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literary treatment of the subway, and also the most concise: his imagist poem, “In a Station of the 
Metro,” inspired by a momentary impression that Pound had on the Paris metro in 1912, likened 
the “apparitions” of the subway passengers’ faces to “petals on a wet, black bough”—a 
monochrome image that could easily describe the faces—now plaintive, now animated—of 
Evans’ subjects. Speaking of this poem, Pound wrote, “It seems quite natural to me that an artist 
should have just as much pleasure in an arrangement of planes or in a pattern of figures, as in 
painting portraits of fine ladies, or in portraying the Mother of God as the symbolists bid us.”109 
 Evans’ subway portraits, with their frank presentation of their subjects’ unconscious 
expressions and gestures and their striving for contiguity with the world beyond the frame, have 
as their aim the sort of realism that Terry Eagleton describes as “calculated contingency…the 
form which seeks to merge itself so thoroughly with the world that its status as art is suppressed. 
It is as though its representations have become so transparent that we stare straight through them 
to reality itself.”110 In these images, predicated as they are on a belief in the inherently poetic 
nature of real life, we see the realization of what Evans would, in later years, refer to as the “lyric 
documentary.”111 The lyricism that we see in Evans’ subway portraits exists less in deliberate 
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Eagleton’s formulation of realism to documentary photography is not my own discovery; it was brought 
to my attention by Allan Sekula’s presentation at the International Center of Photography’s 2008 
conference, “What is Real? Photography and the Politics of Truth.” 
111 The literary bent of Evans’ photography, as well as his own brief career as a writer and translator of 
French literature, warrants further consideration from scholars. On Evans’ literary influences and his 
category of “lyric documentary,” see his 1964 lecture, “Lyric Documentary,” at the Yale School of Art 
(Walker Evans Archive, Metropolitan Museum of Art). 
Conclusion 
 
Since Evans’ era, a number of documentary photographers and scholars have contested the 
capacity of the documentary photograph to represent its subjects accurately, and have 
questioned, moreover, the value of a representation of the “Other” that is created without the 
subject’s complicity.1 Moreover, some photographers have drawn on these critiques in 
conceptualizing forms of documentary that work to overcome these traditional problems of 
representation. In recent decades, the field of documentary photography has taken a reflexive 
turn, with a number of photographers working to undermine the notion that the documentary 
photograph is properly the fixed, stable creation of a single author, the photographer, and instead 
advocating an understanding of the documentary photograph as a collaborative and contingent 
text in which the subjects pictured play a central role in the finished product.2  
There is a seductively simple narrative to be traced in the history of portrait photography, 
if we accept “portraiture” in the broad and capacious sense that this study proposes. In it, the 
credulous attitudes of the earliest photographic subjects, and the critical projects of modern 
practitioners such as Spender, Salomon, and Evans are ultimately given the lie by sophisticated 
and self-reflexive postmodern observers, who acknowledge and, indeed, emphasize the status of 
the photograph as a constructed artifact. In this formulation, the most truthful photograph is the 
one that draws attention to the conditions of its production and the priorities of its maker. Yet as 
                                                
1 Some of the best-known figures in this realm are Martha Rosler, particularly her work The Bowery in 
two inadequate descriptive systems (1974-75), and Allan Sekula, who had an ongoing preoccupation with 
“critical realism” in his guises as photographer and theorist of photography beginning with his work in 
the 1970s; he expresses these concerns with particular force in “Dismantling Modernism, Reinventing 
 Documentary (Notes on the Politics of Representation),” The Massachusetts Review 19.4 (Winter, 1978). 
Paula Rabinowitz has brought similar concerns to bear on 1930s documentary photography in They Must 
Be Represented: The Politics of Documentary (London: Verso, 1994), among other texts.  
2 A prominent photographer working in this realm is Susan Meiselas. Throughout her career, Meiselas has 
sought to establish collaborative relationships with her subjects (Carnival Strippers, 1976), and explore 
the ways in which photographs’ disparate contexts can shape their meanings (Mediations, 1982).  
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this study suggests, the ways in which people of the past have made use of photography—and 
the stock they have placed in its power to faithfully represent the people it pictures—betray a 
more complex history than this, one that confounds any attempt to subsume photography’s 
changing social meanings and epistemic values to a simple linear narrative. Moreover, such a 
narrative progression would presuppose a certain rational detachment and distance from the 
material at hand—a critical “view from nowhere”—which we do not, in fact, possess, as people 
embedded in a scopic regime of our own. This is a problem that calls to mind Walter Benjamin’s 
memorable and epigrammatic statement on the nature of historical consciousness: “Every image 
of the past that is not recognized by the present as one of its own concerns threatens to disappear 
irretrievably.”3 Any attempt to interpret the visual culture of the past will be inexorably colored 
by the influence of the present.  
And yet, this realization should not end the conversation. Instead, it compels us to ask 
more pointed questions about the ways in which photography has been complicit in the 
construction of social reality. In particular, it is worth paying closer attention to the subtext of the 
claims against posing and for the candid that became a prominent feature of photographic 
discourse around the turn of the century and persisted into Evans’ period. One is struck by the 
consistency of the implication that photographs of human subjects are optimally authentic, and 
reveal their subjects’ character most fully, when they are taken surreptitiously, without the 
awareness of the photographed subject. Yet there is no clear reason why this should be the case. 
What might underlie this pervasive but seemingly arbitrary supposition?  
It is no coincidence that the unposed photograph emerged at the end of the 19th century, 
when photography was suddenly a ubiquitous feature of everyday life, and that candid 
                                                
3 Walter Benjamin, “Theses on the Philosophy of History,” Illuminations, ed. Hannah Arendt, trans. 
Harry Zohn (London: Collins/Fontana Books, 1973), 257. 
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photography became a potent cultural force in the 1920s and ‘30s, when much of the West was 
exposed to a new, uniquely visual form of mass culture with photographically illustrated 
magazines at its center. In the scopic regime of the early 20th century, photographic 
representations of reality filled the eyes of European and North American publics to a far greater 
degree than had previously been possible.  
A central motivator of this development was photography’s ever-expanding colonization 
of the public and private spheres in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. This was true of 
personal portraits as well as mass media images. It warrants remembering that photographs were 
very rarely public objects seen by large numbers of people before the 1860s, when the carte de 
visite was introduced. With the carte de visite, photographs were reimagined as circulatory 
objects in which one presented oneself to a broader public, often drawing on received ideas about 
the appropriate performance of identity. As viewing publics came to be exposed to larger and 
larger numbers of portraits, it is likely that they became increasingly cognizant of the 
homogeneity of these images.  
Moreover, there were few public venues for the presentation of photographic 
arrangements—like photo essays—until well into the 20th century. People living in cities had 
access to galleries and magic lantern shows, in which they could view photographs in a social 
setting; the lantern shows allowed people to view photographs collectively with the complement 
of the presenter’s commentary, but the popularity of these events was limited, and the images 
that they offered were ephemeral. With the photo magazines came an image culture that was 
offered to the public prefabricated, presented in a holistic and immersive way that took the hard 
work of interpretation and synthesis out of the hands of readers. In a review in the New Masses 
in 1927, in which he discussed a new book on Sacco and Vanzetti by Eugene Lyons, John Dos 
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Passos wrote of a “cloudland of myth” populated by “vague symbols like God, country and 
Americanism.” He continued, “One of the most extraordinary things about industrial society of 
the present day is its idiot lack of memory. Tabloids and movies take the place of mental 
processes, and revolts, crimes, despairs pass off in a dribble of vague words and rubber stamp 
phrases without leaving a scratch on the mind of the driven, installment-paying, subway-packing 
mass.”4  
Once the photographically illustrated magazines made their way to the United States in 
the mid-1930s, contemporaries observed that the reproduction of a vast and incongruous 
smattering of events and faces in the illustrated magazines, connected by little other than their 
timeliness, was immersive in such a way that magazine-reality was beginning to seem a 
substitute for reality itself. As Don Slater relates, “Even in the 1940s there was the joke: did you 
see that in life or Life magazine?”5 Daniel Boorstin made a similar observation in his important 
1961 book, The Image, which anticipated the concerns of later French philosophers like Guy 
Debord and Jean Baudrillard. In this text, Boorstin argues the average American “lives in a 
world where fantasy is more real than reality, where the image has more dignity than its original. 
We hardly dare face our bewilderment, because our ambiguous experience is so pleasantly 
iridescent, and the solace of belief in contrived reality is so thoroughly real.”6  
Boorstin is deeply critical of what he regards as the artificial character of contemporary 
American reality, and like Kracauer and his fellow critics of Weimar visual culture, he laments 
the precession of the image over the “real”—a complaint that implies that in some ideal society, 
the two could and should be fully separable. What objections like these hint at is a hunger for 
                                                
4 Quoted in Shelley Fisher Fishkin, From Fact to Fiction: Journalism and Imaginative Writing in 
America (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1985), 181.  
5 Slater, “The Object of Photography,” 115. 
6 Daniel J. Boorstin, The Image: A Guide to Pseudo-Events in America, revised edition (New York: 
Vintage Books, 2012), 37. 
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“the thing itself,” a form of objectified actuality that is prior to mediation. Perhaps the 
fundamental problem that this study underlines, in examining the genealogy of the tropes of 
posed and candid in photography, is precisely the refusal of image and reality to yield to such a 
tidy separation, to exist as distinct and discrete categories. Of central importance to this narrative 
are the ways people of the past have understood and thought about the relationship between these 
categories. 
The dialectical tension between image and reality—as conflicting but inseparable, the one 
incapable of existing in the absence of the other—brings us back around to another opposition: 
that between the aesthetics of the unconscious and the aesthetics of frontality in portraiture. 
These are close to the categories that the art historian Michael Fried has proposed for the 
interpretation of artworks: absorption and theatricality.7 Irrespective of the value judgments Fried 
makes based on works’ adherence to, or defiance of, these criteria, absorption and theatricality 
are, to borrow Lévi-Strauss’s phrase, good to think with. The hidden camera, when it succeeds in 
photographing undetected, offers an aesthetic of absorption: it presents a scene that denies the 
presence of the spectator, in which the photographed subjects remain absorbed or preoccupied 
with matters unconnected with the spectator. The posed portrait, by distinction, offers an 
aesthetic of theatricality: it openly acknowledges the existence, and the gaze, of the spectator.  
Evans’ own body of photographic work offers an instructive case, because in his subway 
portraits he eschewed his usual style of frontal and often posed portraiture. His most iconic 
photographs, those he took for the RA/FSA and those that appeared in Let Us Now Praise 
Famous Men, feature subjects who are wholly aware of the presence of the camera and who face 
it with varying degrees of composure and forthrightness. A particularly well-known example is 
                                                
7 See Michael Fried, “The Primacy of Absorption,” in Absorption and Theatricality: Painting and 
Beholder in the Age of Diderot (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1980).  
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his portrait of Allie Mae Burroughs (Fig. 58), taken in 1936; in it, the subject looks squarely at 
the camera with a sober but inscrutable expression on her face. The tight framing of the image, 
showing only the subject’s head and shoulders in front of a background of unpainted clapboard, 
emphasizes the directness of the visual contact between photographer and sitter—and between 
spectator and sitter.  
Evans regarded his subway photographs as the closest possible approximation of real 
sight as it would transpire in the absence of the camera, uninterrupted by a direct engagement 
with the gaze of the sitter. What these photographs offer, then—and what the surreptitious 
photographs of Salomon and Spender also present—is close to what James Lastra, in his study of 
early actuality films, has called “a dramatization of embodied seeing”: they allow the spectator 
looking at the photographs to place herself in the position of the photographer, while at the same 
time obscuring the presence of the photographic apparatus.8  
But must frontality connote artificiality? As John Roberts has noted, much of the Realist 
painting of the 1870s proposed precisely the opposite, and it did so by drawing on the discourses 
of photography. Alluding to the work of Manet, Roberts writes, “Frontality signified that nothing 
was hidden, in the sense that a sitter for a photographic portrait was by looking direct to the 
camera exposing himself or herself to an ‘objective’ perceptual process. To the spectator of a 
painting, frontality of posture and eye-to-eye contact signified a similar ‘honesty.’”9 In this 
formulation, absorption in Fried’s sense could signal the absence of honesty, the possibility of 
subterfuge. The forthrightness that the frontal portrait proffers is here reconceptualized as an 
                                                
8 James Lastra, “From the Captured Moment to the Cinematic Image: A Transformation in Pictorial 
Order,” in The Image in Dispute: Art and Cinema in the Age of Photography, ed. Dudley Andrew 
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 1997), 284. 
9 John Roberts, The Art of Interruption: Realism, Photography and the Everyday (Manchester and New 
York: St. Martin’s Press, 1998), 75. 
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alternative aesthetics of candor—one perhaps in line with the reflexive turn of recent 
documentary photography. 
The instability and ill-defined nature of these categories has been a longstanding and 
perhaps immanent feature of realism; as early as 1921, Roman Jakobson complained, “By failing 
to distinguish among the variety of concepts latent in the term ‘realism,’ [art historians and 
theoreticians are] acting as if the term were a bottomless sack into which everything and 
anything could be conveniently thrown.”10 But as Allan Sekula emphasized in a short essay on 
documentary written a handful of years before his death in 2013, representation that is theatrical 
is not necessarily artificial or inauthentic. Citing Brecht’s concept of the social geste and 
Goffman’s notion of the dramaturgy of the quotidian, Sekula writes, “Theatrics are intrinsic to 
everyday life.”11  
For Brecht, whose theater was predicated on the “alienation-effect,” whereby the 
attention of the audience was insistently drawn to the fictiveness of the theater they were 
watching, the open acknowledgment of the fiction was itself a gesture aimed at connoting 
authentic representation, given that its aim was to present rather than obscure the conditions of 
its production.12 Such a move may sound distinctly postmodern, but as the dynamic history of 
photographic portraiture amply demonstrates, it is by no means a new idea. Indeed, in some 
respects, the postmodern turn toward self-reflexive forms of representation is a return to the 
dynamics that governed the earliest forms of photographic portraiture, where, in accordance with 
                                                
10 Roman Jakobson, “On Realism in Art,” Language in Literature (Cambridge, MA: The Belknap Press 
of Harvard University, 1987), 27.  
11 Allan Sekula, “Eleven Premises on Documentary and a Question,” trans. Marie Muracciole. 
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the convergence of social norms and technological possibilities, the most “honest” portrait was 
one that reflected its constructedness at the formal level.  
In the era of the daguerreotype portrait, the revelation of the constructedness of the image 
was inescapable given the nature of camera technology: with slow exposure times and the 
necessity of photographing people in a studio with specific light conditions and poses, there 
existed no means of making a portrait that did not look as though it was the product of a 
conscious and deliberate encounter between photographer and subject. With the reflexiveness of 
recent documentary, the impetus for such a style has shifted. As cameras have become less and 
less conspicuous, and ever more easy to conceal, the revelation of the constructedness of the 
photographed scene is not a consequence of obligation due to technological constraints but one 
of deliberate choice, predicated on ethical and intellectual motivations. 
As this study has worked to demonstrate, the truth-telling capacity of a given aesthetic of 
portraiture will depend in no small part on the milieu in which it emerges: the shifting 
relationship between the posed and the candid in photographic portraiture ultimately hinges on 
prevailing, culturally prescribed ideas about what photographs are meant to do. The 
daguerreotype portrait, with its sustained poses and gravity of expression, reflected not only the 
demands of the camera in its most primitive iteration, but also cohered with, and helped to 
codify, prevailing ideas about the capacities of the visual representation of the self: 
daguerreotype portraits, with their staid poses, their tight framing, and their exhaustively detailed 
limning of the face, reflect the gravity and physical discomfort associated with the photographic 
process in its earliest days, and the broader reticence that many subjects felt when they first had 
their likenesses “taken” by the camera. They also reflect the widespread belief in the mid-
Victorian era that one’s character could be read through one’s likeness. Intended for a small 
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audience of one’s intimates—often just one special person—they tend to reflect the 
photographer’s and sitter’s desire to capture the inner “self” through the outer appearance. The 
frontality and simple posing of these images coheres with an understanding of the photographic 
experience as an inherently exceptional and occasional phenomenon, but one whose realism is 
guaranteed by the photographic process itself, which relies on the “honesty” of the mechanical 
device—and the sun itself—as opposed to the “flattery” of the portrait painter.  
The carte de visite era saw the emergence of a cannier attitude toward the photographic 
portrait and its capacity for accurate representation. The sitters of the carte de visite era emulated 
styles and poses and dress that they had seen in other cartes, and very often did so with a 
performative goal in mind. Presenting themselves as they wished the broader public to see them, 
they drew on the camera’s putative honesty to engage in creative and productive acts of 
performance or even subtle dissembling. Yet once this practice came to be widely 
acknowledged, it was dismissed as “unnatural,” and soon took a backseat to other, less 
consciously posed forms of photographic portraiture.  
The rise of the hand camera, emblematized by the Kodak, signaled this shift; with the 
amateur photographer came the guileless, unpremeditated snapshot, which was intended to 
capture and preserve the spontaneity and fun of everyday life. Yet there were definite generic 
conventions governing snapshot photography, and in many cases they were informed by 
Eastman Kodak’s own guidance of amateurs toward what the firm believed to be photography’s 
proper objects; the view was resolutely rosy, celebrating the joys of the mundane and of family 
life. While the hand camera moved photography out of the studio and into the hands of the 
amateur, a subtler kind of “posing” persisted: the posing of sentiment, and the limiting of the 
camera to representations of life as joyful and picturesque. Yet as this transition occurred, there 
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were also widespread concerns that the hand camera was being put to use in ways not prescribed 
by Eastman Kodak: ways that offered an unflattering picture rather than a rosy one. These 
anxieties are revealing, for even as the snapshot aesthetic was predicated on a rejection of the 
posed portrait, the idea of being caught unawares by the camera was distinctly troubling for 
many.  
With the emergence of the photographically-illustrated magazines and the introduction of 
compact cameras like the Ermanox and the Leica, unposed, surreptitious photography—long a 
kind of photography only possible with hand cameras unsuited to professional work—now 
entered the realms of news photography and documentary work. Formerly limited largely to 
family photography and amateur snapshots, the unposed portrait now became a fixture of the 
illustrated press. With Erich Salomon’s candid news photographs, which allowed millions of 
magazine readers to see many of the luminaries of the interwar period with their guards down, 
looking human and unheroic, ordinary people were brought into a newly immersive relationship 
with figures previously presented in a distinctly unrelatable light. An important effect of the 
embeddedness of Salomon’s camera was the idea that news photographs could convey 
information with greater impact and transparency than text, and that the public exposure of 
cloistered corridors of power was a democratizing act. But such a humanizing view of the 
powerful was increasingly unwelcome in the Third Reich, which made over the photographically 
illustrated press according to the carefully created and curated images of the propaganda bureau.  
With the photographs of Humphrey Spender, surreptitious photography was employed 
precisely because of the democratizing view that made it an unwelcome presence in Nazi 
Germany. Whereas Salomon’s photographs employed the hidden camera as a means of exposing 
to the world the goings-on of the inner sanctums of international politics—a kind of leveling that 
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brought powerful dignitaries down to the level of mere mortals—the aim of Spender’s 
photographs was to capture the daily lives of ordinary working people, and in so doing, dignify 
and elevate them. Thus, Spender’s photographs aimed at social equalization, but worked toward 
this aim by means very different from those of Salomon. If Spender’s photographs were 
politically motivated, they were also aesthetically attuned: Spender’s images, in bringing 
together the continental avant-garde’s preoccupation with reshaping vision and the British 
documentary movement’s interest in the everyday, offered an aesthetics of involvement and 
immersion befitting the collectivist, anti-Fascist aims of the British left in this period. 
 Though they were the product of the same historical moment as Spender’s Worktown 
images, Walker Evans’ subway portraits had very different aims. Rejecting what he perceived as 
the artificiality of the studio portrait and the false artistry of the Pictorialists, Evans embraced a 
model of portraiture that premised its truthfulness on the presentation of sitters in a state of 
unconscious expression. Rather like people of the daguerreotype era, Evans believed that the 
portrait could reveal some fundamental truth about its sitter through her facial expression, but for 
Evans, the camera’s uniqueness was in its ability to capture this moment unbidden and unawares.  
Evans’ portraits decontextualized their subjects by presenting them in the uniform, 
unadorned space of the subway, and the venue was significant: with it, Evans worked against the 
tendency of portraiture from the Kodak era onward to represent subjects in situ, in the home, at 
the late-night meeting, or in the pub, engaging in the activities that made up their everyday lives. 
Subway travel was a quotidian activity, to be sure, but Evans perceived that in the course of 
subway travel, passengers were passive and detached from their surroundings, engaged in their 
own separate worlds. Secretly capturing these moments of individual, passive absorption and 
collecting them without any instrumental end in mind, Evans’ portraits defied the photograph’s 
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more traditional generic obligations—toward the insistent rosiness of the family snapshot, 
toward the obligation of conventional documentary to transmit visual facts—and in so doing, 
offered a novel kind of portraiture: that of the disengaged but focused spectator.  
To a more pronounced degree than any of the photographers that preceded him, Evans, in 
his subway photographs, sought to “capture” portraits rather than deliberately crafting them. In 
this respect, Evans’ subway images can be regarded as a high-water mark for candid 
photography. Curiously, though, in testing the outer limits of candid portraiture, these 
photographs also—unexpectedly—resemble the carefully posed portraiture of the daguerreotype 
era. For the concertedness with which daguerreotype sitters are absorbed in the act of posing, 
staring a bit vacantly at some point beyond the frame or even closing their eyes to the glare of 
the sunlight, offers a kind of absorption that is not unlike the distracted, preoccupied, but 
intransigently individual sitters of Evans’ anonymous portraits.  
Incongruous connections like these are a potent reminder of the fact that the realisms that 
photographic portraits offer are dynamic but non-linear; they shape, reflect, confound, 
complicate, and amend “life as it is” to such a degree that these realisms cannot be adequately 
understood without critical attention to the cultural milieus from which they have emerged. 
 
 
 
 
 
